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"For us, 

the realistic 

reproduction 

of music 

is the essential 

premise." 

SAUL B. MARANTZ 

CD-62 COMPACT DISC PLAYER 

I Differential mode Bitstream convertor 

with noise shaping for low distortion ancl 

wide dynamic range I Integrated stabilized 

power supplies for cleaner sound I Fully 

floating CDM-4 swing-arm laser with 

improved servo control rapid track access 

and improved trackability I 20-track 

random programming and FTS permanent 

memory I Extended programming, repeat 

mode and Automatic Music Scan (AMS). 

"For further information of the Marantz 

range and details of your !oca! dealer, 

please telephone 0753 680 868." 

............ . ® 
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C D prices are the most outrageous rip-off I have ever 
encountered. This is a statement that has been 

brewing for quite some time but, having recently returned 
from a trip to both the US and Japan, I am quite appalled by 
the iniquitous prices that music consumers in this country are 
having to pay for the silver discs. 

Wandering around a Tower Records store in Los Angeles 
left me some $50 lighter and the proud possessor of no less 
than four chart COs. To buy the same discs from Tower 
Records in London would have cost me nearly £50. These COs 
were relatively cheap by new release standards but the 
average price for a new release appeared to be around the $14 
- $15 dollar mark, a far cry from the £12.99 that is threatening 

to become the norm in London. Japanese consumers also get a 
far better deal when it comes to purchasing discs. The average 
price tends to be around the eight or nine pound mark. This is 
a state of affairs that can only be described as outrageous. OK, 
so 17 1 I 2 percent of the UK price is VAT, but the basic price is 
still far too high to be accounted for by any explanation other 
than profiteering. 

One of the great advantages of CD is that it is a universal 
format and discs pressed in any country and intended for any 
market can be shipped all over the world and sold where 
demand is greatest, in marked contrast to Laserdisc where the 
PAL/NTSC format hassle raises its head. 

If COs are so universal then how come we are expected to 
pay so much more for them than either the Americans or the 
Japanese? A recent ruling by the Press Council found in favour 
of the consumer magazine Which? after the BPI had lodged a 
complaint over the magazine's use of the words "rip-off" to 
describe the pricing of COs in this country. The fact that 
Which? was completely cleared over the report, which alleged 
that "profiteering record companies are keeping the cost of 
Compact Discs artificially high", speaks volumes for the 
attitude of the record companies. Rather than try to sort the 
problem out they tried to gag the magazine. 

In the very near future the record companies are going to be 
faced with another new format to release, be it DCC or Mini 
Disc. Let's just hope that sense prevails and they don't decide 
to milk the market for all it is worth and try and rip off the 
long suffering music fan yet again. 

How about a little more music and a little less business? 

Photography by 
Chris Richardson 

Andy Benham 
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PRODUCTS 

Seven Sixes 
from Tannoy 

Tannoy has just launched a 
new ral!ge of six sided 
loudspeakers. The Sixes range 
will replace all existing sub 
£1,000 Tannoys and consists 
of seven models all incorpo
rating a novel hexagonal 
cabinet. The sonic advantages 
of the new shape include 
much reduced internal 
reflections, greater rigidity 
and reduced diffraction 
effects due to the softer angles 
at the edge of the front baffle. 

The system offers con
structional advantages as 
well, the chipboard cabinets 
can be wrapped in a circular 
fashion and then capped at 
either end with mineral 
loaded polypropylene crowns 
and bases. The crowns are 
inlaid with an unusual and 
quite attractive laminate, and 
the bases, which on the 
floorstanding models can be 
loaded with lead shot, are 
fitted with threaded inserts 
for spikes or attachment to 
the custom stands. 

Tannoy has also been 
working on the drive units 
fitted to the Sixes, there are 
new 165mm and 200mm dual 
concentric drivers featuring 
the Tulip' wave guide which 
sits in front of the tweeter and 
creates a spherical wave front 
for optimum integration with 
the output of the mid/bass 
driver that surrounds it. 

The range starts with the 
diminutive £120 603 and runs 
through the 605 (£150) and 
607 (£200) until it gets to the 
first model to incorporate the 
dual concentric driver and the 
last model to require a stand 
the 609 (£250). Then comes 
the 611 (£400) which couples 
the dual concentric driver 
with a 200mm bass unit, the 
613 (£550) which uses a 
165mm dual concentric, bass 
unit and DMT which is a 
form of ABR, and finally 
there's the 615 (£700) which 
uses a 200mm version of the 
array found in the 613. All 
models are bi-wirable and 
come wrapped in black vinyl. 
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Update 
• • • 

Tannoy's Sixes range of loudspeakers features hexagonal cabinets and dual concentric drivers. 

Sony's Princes 
Sony's MDR-RlO King 
headphones have given birth 
to nine Princes, formally 
know as the MDR-CD series. 
The new range has been 
designed using the technol
ogy that was incorporated 
into the £2,500 MDR-RlO, all 
the models are closed back 

and have large circum aural 
earpads, the latter for reasons 
of long term comfort. 

The most expensive model 
in the new range is the £300 
MDR-CD3000, it incorporates 
a version of the SOmm 
biocellulose diaphragm 
found in the King, high 
rigidity vegetable fibre 

composite shells, neodymium 
magnets and a composite 
collagen headband which is 
said to be nearly as comfort
able as leather. The MDR
CD1000 (£150) uses the same 
diaphragms, magnets and 
headband with composite 
ceramic housings. The MDR
CD850 (£90) uses the same 
magnets with more conven
tional plastic drivers as do the 
rest of the cans in the range, 
as you work your way down 
through the MDR-CD750 
(£73), 550 (£50), 450 (£42), 350 
(£32) and 250 (£26) the 
differences come down to 
driver size and cable type. 

More Mana 
from Pinner 

Pinner-based Mana Acous
tics, maker of the Mana 
Reference sound table, has 
launched a cheaper option -
the £99 Soundframe. 

The two-inch high 
Soundframe uses the same 
principles and materials as 
the much-vaunted Mana 
Reference and is designed to 
be placed on a solid shelf or 

Sony's new prince of head
phones the MDR-CD3000. 



similar platform. It is made of 
black angle iron, with the 
turntable supported by a 
square of 10mm glass plate. 
John Watson, for Mana, told 
Choice: "Originally we 
designed the Soundframe to 
take a pair of Martin Logan 
loudspeakers off the floor. 
But then we tried it with a 
turntable and thought it 
would be better for people 
with equipment racks who 
want to improve the sound 
further - it's not going to be 
sold as a speaker stand." 

Sound 
Distribution 

Italy is traditionally famed for 
many things including its rich 
cultural heritage, great 
styling and a national cuisine 
that won't give you a heart 
attack when you turn 19. 
However, it has not previ
ously been widely known for 
the manufacture of quality 
loudspeakers. HW Interna
tional is seeking to change 
that by distributing the RCF 
line in the UK. 

RCF's new range consists 
of the compact but substan
tially priced Mytho 1 and 2 , 
which are around £600 and 
£800 respectively, the exact 
RRP depending on the choice 
of cabinet finish. 

Also on offer are the 

RCF's elliptical coned, Mytho range of Italian loudspeakers. 

larger, floorstanding Mytho 3 

and 4 designs, which weigh 
in at £1,375 and £1,725 
respectively. 

All four speakers possess 
elliptic woofers with carbon 
fibre diaphragms and 
titanium domed tweeters. 
The full Mytho range will be 
on display at a hi-fi show 
near you in the near future. 

A cheaper 
multi room 

A new through-house hi-fi 
system is being launched by 
the newly founded AMC 
company in the UI<. Run by 

Let's go green: the Laserway 
Green Pen is a simple tweak 
for a CD based system. 

Wire your home for sound with the AMC RSS14T through-house hi-fi system. 

Malcolm Blockley, who put 
NAD on the map with his 
distribution company Hi-Fi 
Markets, the AMC Home 
Automation Series consists of 
a competitively-priced 
flexible switching unit 
(RSS14D with add-on infra 
red sensors which controls up 
to four pairs of loudspeakers, 
with individual remote 
selection. 

The sub-£200 unit will 
partner most brands of 
remote control hi-fi, say the 
makers, and as many as 16 of 
the units can be used 
together. 

AMC is also hoping to 
demonstrate a range of 
electronics at the Penta Hi-Fi 
Show in September. 

Two amplifiers promise 
innovative and exciting 
design around the £200 price 
point, and a Philips Bit 
Stream CD player, tuner, 
cassette deck and NICAM 
receiver will complete the 
lineup. 

Putting pen to disc 
While Compact Discs are 
often described in terms of 
their user-friendliness, there 
are still a host of gadgets and 
cleaners being marketed to 
improve their sound quality 
or durability. 

The latest of these is the 
Lasaway Green Pen - a  £10 
applicator with which to coat 
the edges of your Compact 
Discs. 

The benefits of coating the 
edges of discs with a green 
felt tip have been known for 
several years; Kimihiko 
Sugano went into the back
ground of his 'discovery' in 
July's Aspirations feature. The 
green ink cancels out re
fracted red light from the 
player's laser as it reads the 
disc - stopping it from 
bouncing back within the 
polymer layer. Information 
retrieval is the main benefit, 
though dynamics are re
ported to improve as well. 

The difference between the 
Lasaway pen and a normal felt 
tip pen is that the ink has 
been specially formulated for 
the task. It leaves the edges of 
the disc covered in an opaque 
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matt green paint which is 
resitent to wear. 

The pens are made by the 
Mitsubishi Pen Company of 
Japan. 

'The ink is non-toxic, it will 
stick to the CD but won't 
harm it,' said Mike Cater, of 
Linkline, which imports the 
pens here. 'The ink won't 
flake off either; some inks 
might, and that would 
damage the CD player. We 
offer a money back guarantee 
as well, which you won't get 
with other makes. One pen 
will coat about 100 CDs, and 
we sell three for the price of 
two.' 

Neatly designed 
Darlington based dealer Neat 
Hi-Fi has developed a 
loudspeaker - the £525 Neat 
Petite. 

The diminutive model - a  
mere 30cm high, is a two way 
bass reflex (ported) design 
using a Japanese made 
16.5cm doped paper cone and 
a 2.5cm soft dome tweeter 
made by Audax, of France. 
Internally all components are 
hard wired and the drive 
units are silicone mounted to 
prevent vibration. 

The Petite is bi-wirable via 
two sets of gold plated 
Michell connectors. Finish is a 
black textured paint over the 
16mm thick medite cabinet. 

Designer Bob Surgeoner's 
aim in producing the Petite 
was to 'create a loudspeaker 
which produces vivid stereo 

Sexy veneers and radiused edges characterise Celestion 's 100. 

with a credible sense of scale, 
authoritative bass and 
authentic treble'. The com
pact two way ported system 
was the best design for this 
aim he said, adding that 
doped paper cones and soft 
dome tweeters eliminate the 
'implausible tinkle' of many 
competitive products. 

Celestion solo 
Loudspeaker specialist 
Celestion has launched its 
£500 100 model, billed as the 
culmination of a decade's 
research and development. 
The two way speaker uses 
Celestion's 32mm aluminium 
dome tweeter with a 165mm 
Cobex cone mid/bass driver, 
both mounted flush within 
the baffle. 

The crossover has been 

kept simple, using a third 
order Butterworth design set 
at 2.2kHz. Gold plated 
terminals allow the 100 to be 
bi-wired, and internally 
separate feeds and star 
earthing minimise signal 
crosstalk. 

Rigidly-braced, the cabinet 
is sealed and made from 
15mm thick medite, with a 
rounded-off fascia to reduce 
defraction from the baffle. 

The 100 is finished in a 
choice of real wood veneers 
balanced for symmetry in 
each pair - black oak and 
walnut are standard, while 
mahogany costs an extra £50. 
The speaker measures 425mm 
high and weighs 9.4kg. It is 
designed to be sited on 
460mm or 610mm stands in 
free space. 

The new design is being 
marketed as a solo product 
rather than as a part of one of 
Celestion's range of speakers. 
The company hinted that it 
may be joined by other 
models in a 100 Series in the 
near future. 

Rrrreet Petite, a small-is-beautiful product from Neat Hi-fi. 

Marantz Manna 
The ever bulging Choice 
mailbag was further inflamed 
recently by the response to 
the Marantz competition in 
issue 95 which put the 
company's top of the line CD 
transport and digital ampli
fier up for grabs. Having duly 
discarded the multiple entries 
from anybody called )ason 
Kennedy, Andy Benham or 
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Janet Moorhouse, the true 
winner emerged. D R Oliver 
of Biddenham, Bedford is the 
recipient of the CD-95DR, 
PM-95 and full function 
remote control, by virtue of 
being first out of the bag, 
getting all six skill testing 
questions correct and not 
being genetically linked to 
any member of the Choice 
editorial team. Well done to 
D R and better luck in future 
competitions to the multitude 
of others who contributed to 
our postie's latest hernia 
operation. 

Linn's CD player 
Linn Products chose the 
summer consumer electronics 
show at Chicago to unveil a 
prototype of its new CD 
player - expected to be 
completed for production by 
January 1992. Typically Linn 
is playing its cards close to its 
chest, refusing to mention 
whether the two box DAC 
and drive system will be 
multi-bit or bitstream for 
instance. Anne Young, for 
Linn, told Choice: 'We 
previewed the prototype for 
our dealers, distributors and 
customers in the States to get 
some feedback from them 
before launching the product. 
There is no point in going 
into the details of technical 
specification because we still 
haven't finished work on it 
yet.' 

Each part of the player, 
given the working name of 
Dak and Mek, will look 
similar to the Kairn 
preamplifier. All functions 
will be remotely controllable 
on the same handset em
ployed by the Kairn, while 
manual controls will be 
hidden behind a flap-down 
door. Linn won't commit 
itself to a price although 
rumours of around £6,000 
have been suggested by 
people who have come across 
the player. Linn ran a series 
of seminars and demon
strated the player at Chicago 
and claims reaction has been 
positive. However, no British 
journalists were allowed to 
enter the Linn room at the 
show! 



SHOW REPORT 

The 
Chesterfield Show 

The Chesterfield Hi-fi Show 
is fast establishing itself as 
the enthusiasts' show, Ian 
Ward brings back this 
report. 

Origin Live's Oasis S turntable, a new two motor contender. 

Chesterfield doesn't pretend 
to mimic the big industry 
shows like Penta, it simply 
cannot hope to replicate the 
sheer scale of such events. 
However, Chesterfield's 
diminutive stature is in many 
ways its forte; it gives the 
impression of being more a 
meeting of like-minded 
enthusiasts than a venture 
solely undertaken to promote 
products. Once again it was a 
pleasure to be able to venture 
into the various rooms with 
little evidence of queueing or 
overcrowding, and to talk 
with the various designers. 

One such designer is Mark 
Baker of Origin Live. His 
company's emphasis at this 
year's show was on two new 
items, the two-motor Oasis-S 
(£895) turntable and the 
recently completed OL/ 
speakers. These miniatures 
sport tweeters from the Focal 
range (highly rated by many 
other exhibitors at the show), 
and are battened down to an 
integral stand. 

One of only two 
subwoofer demonstrations 
was to be found and in the 
REL Acoustics room. The 
Stygian 100 watt MOSFET 

driven subwoofer could be 
heard supplementing a 
diminutive pair of AR 
speakers with remarkably 
articulate bass. The other 
subwoofer was to be found in 
the Pentachord room, a 
pentagon shaped coffee-table 
lookalike with delightful 
wood veneer finish. Also on 
display was an attraetive 
new floorstanding design, 
which incorporates two bass 
drivers along with the metal 
Bandor mid/HF units. 
Available in passive or active 
versions prices range from 
£1,600 to £1,800. 

Awesome 
. . 

eng1neenng 
Tom Fletcher of The Notting
ham Analogue Studio was 
demonstrating his new 
Mentor Reference turntable. 
This awesome piece of 
engineering differs from the 
standard Mentor by virtue of 
its superior bearing assembly 
and heavier (much heavier!) 
platter. Price? A snip at 
£4,400! The Spacedeck was also 
on display for the benefit of 
those with slimmer wallets, 
together with the unipivot 
Space and Mentor arms. The 
system was also host to a 
Croft preamp and a hefty pair 
of monoblocks, together with 

Nottingham's finest; the heavyweight Mentor Reference. 

a pair of Tom's enormous 
horn speakers. 

Concordant had its sweet 
sounding top of the range 
Exquisite valve preamp on 
demonstration, along with 
the legendary modified Quad 
II mono blocks and the 
recently introduced Exemplar 
power amp (the latter a 
transistor design). 

Lynwood was demonstrat
ing a couple of new products 
at the show. Firstly, a Mega 
mains cleaner (£295) to add to 
the two existing models in the 
range. Proprietor David 
Rusby is confident that the 
Mega will convince any 
remaining sceptics as to the 
worth of these devices. The 
other new item from the 
company is a line-level 
integrated amplifier, the 
glass-fronted Opal (£485) 
which has pre-out sockets to 
enable future bi-amping 
capability. The reason for a 
phono-less amp from the pro
analogue Mr Rusby was 
explained thus: the end user 
can spend as little or as much 
as they wish on a separate 
phono stage, or indeed not 
bother at all if they don't own 
a turntable. Suffice to say one 
of Lynwood's own phono 
stages was on demonstration; 
the company offers a range of 
such devices from the Basic 
through to valve based 
Advanced. 

Home is where the 
tweaking goes on 

The show's host, Chesterfield 
based A vondale Audio made 
good use of its home advan
tage by commandeering three 
separate rooms. Its founder 
Les Wolstenholme is already 
famous (some would say 
notorious) for his modifica
tions on existing amplifiers. 
Partly in order to answer the 
criticism that it is relatively 
easy to tweak an existing 
design, Avondale, under the 

Update 

banner of Reference Music 
Systems, has been busy 
developing its own products. 
The two-motor Genesis 
turntable (£750) was on 
demonstration in several 
rooms, partnered by 3.n 
extensively modified Moth 
arm (£350) please note that 
this is not just a re-wiring 
exercise! 

The company's range of 
speakers is near fruition, all 
utilising the aforementioned 
Focal tweeters. The Mini
Monitors (£895), middle of the 
range SBM Monitors (£1,440) 

and the awesome DBM Metal 
Monitors were all up and 

Pentachord's new 
floorstander conceals two 
bass drivers in its column. 

running. Avondale's demon
strations consisted of two 
active systems and one 
passive, utilising amplifica
tion bearing the RMS marque. 
Even the passive demonstra
tion sported the very practical 
feature of external speaker 
crossovers. 

Just to let you know where 
this show is coming from, I 

counted a grand total of three 
CD players. Analogue and 
valves are still in the ascend
ancy here in Chesterfield' 
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The Pioneer 

A400 

amplifier. 

As recommended 

WHAT HI-FI? 

MAGAZINE AWARDS 1990 

Best Amplifier. 

Best Buy Overall. 

HI-FI CHOICE MAGAZINE 

Best Buy Amplifier. 

@PIONEER. 
The Art of Entertainment 

by these 

speakers. 





Don't tniss next 
tnonth's issue of 

Packed with 
in--depth reviews! 

����,-�V r:,�Y � 

Including a free Sony Turbo tape - designed 
specifically for in-car use. 

25 CASSETTE DECKS ON TEST 

We test the latest models from Aiwa, Denon, 
JVC, Nakamichi, Sony, and many more. 

AND ... Further in-depth reviews on 10 pairs 
of headphones. 

AND, OF COURSE ... News, views, and 
much, much more! 

OCTOBER ISSUE ON SALE 

13th SEPTEMBER 
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Why don't you 
have your copy 

of Hi Fi Choice, the 
World's No.l guide to buying 
Hi Fi, saved or delivered by 

your newsagent every 
month? That way you'll be 

sure to receive the most 
comprehensive guide to 
Hi Fi on a regular basis. 

Just cut out the coupon below and 
hand it to your local newsagent 

r---------------------, 
To: The Newsagent please deliver/save* my copy of Hi Fi Choice 

each month until further notice. (*delete as appropriate) 

Name ________________________ _ 

Address ____________ _ 

Signed _____________________ _ 

L---------------------� 



I Reference Point is a nationwide 

network of independent hi-fi dealers 

who have been carefully selected and 

appointed by Pioneer because they 

are the best in their field. I It is a 

partnership to ensure that you, the 

customer, can view the full range of 

products together with an unparal

leled level of service. I Visit any one 

of the Reference Point dealers listed 

below to see what we mean: I 

AVON 

Paul Roberts 31/33 Gloucester Road Bristol 0272 429370 

Paul Roberts 203 Mrlton Road Weston Super Mare 0934 414423 

Radford Hr·fr 

52/54 Gloucester Road Brshopston Brrstol 

BEDFORDSHIRE 

Hype nee 66/68 St Loyes Street Bedford 

BERKSHIRE 

0272 428247 

0234 325066 

B & B Hr·fr 18 Krngs Street Maidenhead 0628 73420 

frasers Hi·fi & Video 4 Park Streer Slough 0753 20244 

frasers Hi·fi & Vrdeo 9 Peach Street Wokingham 0734 794998 

B & B Hi·fi 11/12 Market Place Reading 0734 583730 

B & B Hi·fi 62 Nonh Brook Street Newbury 0635 32474 

B&B Hr·fi The Pavilron Prrncess Square Bracknell 0344 424556 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 

B & 8 Hi·fi 4 Prrory Road Hrgh Wycombe 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

University Audio l/2 Peas Hill Cambrrdge 

Cambridge Hi-Fi 1 Hawrhorn Way Cambridge 

Hi-Fi People 42 Cowgate Pe1erborough 

CHESHIRE 

Car & Home Stereo 42 Sunderland Street Macclesfreld 

Cobalt Hi-Fi Centre 106 Bridge Street Wanington 

0494 35910 

0223 354237 

0223 67773 

0733 41755 

0625 32707 

0925 36215 

Tomorrow Studros 30 Nonhgate Street Chester 0244 320414 

Hamlets 44 High Street Cheadle Stockpon 061 42B 527B/6367 

Hamle1s 65/69 Princess Street Stockpan 

CLEVELAND 

Gilson Audio 172 Borough Road Middlesbrough 

CORNWALL 

Truro H1-F1 25 King Street Truro 

CUMBRIA 

061 476 3500 

0642 248793 

0872 79809 

Kenneth Gardner 70 Oalton Road Barrow in fur ne ss 0229 820308 

Peter Tyson 6 Abbey Street Carlrsle 0228 46756 

DERBYSHIRE 

Active Audio 12 & 16 Osmaston Road The Spot Derby 0332 380385 

Stuan Westmoreland Ltd 2C Alberr Street Derby 0332 367546 

f L Smnh Electrrcal 26/28 Brrdge Place Worksop 09D9 479770 

Ray Smrth Electrrcal 12 Cavendish Street Chesterfield 0246 234953 

DEVON 

Bernard Smith 107 Hrgh Street Barnstaple 0271 43503 

Upton Electronics 31 Torquay Road Pargnton 0803 551329 

Radlord Hi·fi 107 Cornwall Street Plymouth 0752 226011 

Radlord Hr·fi 28 Cowrck Street St Thomas Exeter 0392 218895 

DORSET 

Movement Audro 588 Ashley Road Parkstone Poole 0202 730865 

Movement Audio 
926 Wimbourne Road Moordown BournemoUih 

ESSEX 

Peter foulkes 122 Hrgh Streer Colchester 

Chew & Osborne 148 Hrgh Street Epprng 

0202 529988 

0206 767428 

0378 74242 

Waters & Stanton 18/20 Marn Road Hockley 0702 206835/204965 

Waters & Stanton 12 Norrh Street Hornchurch 04024 44765 

Chew & Osborne 26 Krng Street Saffron Walden 0799 23728 

K A Cheeseman Sir lsaacs Walk Colchester 0206 46808 

Peter Foulkes 104 High Street Maldon 0621 853148 

Waolfmans 

Upper Mall Eastgate Shopprng Centre Basrldon 

A C L  RadiO Servrces 1 Norrh Mall Grays 

Peter Foulkes 20 Exchange Way Chelmsford 

A V Tech 76 llford Lane llford 

G LOUCE STE R SHIRE 

Hutchinsons 295A Hrgh Street Cheltenham 

0268 285922 

0375 374666 

0245 491479 

081 553 2587/8 

0242 573012 

GREATER MANCHESTER 

Hamlets Unit 32 Stareleigh Way Ashton·under·Lyme 061 343 5127 

AN Clearrone 54 Bridge Street Manchester 061 835 1156 

HAMPSHIRE 

Bryants Hi·fi 81 High Street Aldershot 

Sinclair Youngs 9/11 Church Street Basingstoke 

Now That's Hi-fi 24 Arundel Way Porrsmouth 

Southampton Hi-Fi Cen1re 

37 Bedford Place Southampton 

A Upfields 

6 Locks Heath Centre Locks Heath Southampton 

0252 2072B 

0256 2B623 

0705 811230 

0703 228434 

0489 885122 

Now That's Hi·Fi 174 franon Road Portsmouth 0705 811230 

Cristavision 

7 Thackery Mall Fareham Shopping Centre Fareham 

HERTFORDSHIRE 

Hyperrec 6 Bancroft Hnchin 0462 452248 

Staks 4 Park Place Stevenage 0438 318218 

Chew & Osborne 70 South Street Bishop's Storrford 0279 56401 

Hens Hi·fi 93A/93B High Street Hoddesdon 0992 441172 

HiWay Hi·Fi Ltd 

Unit 58 Marlowes Shopping Centre Hemel Hempstead 0442 235755 

AadroLux 108 The Parade High Street Watford 

HUMBERSIDE 

Superfi 4 Dock Street Hull 

ISLE OF WIGHT 

Russells 40 Upper St James Street Newport 

JERSEY 

0923 229734 

0482 24051 

0983 523864 

Fotosound (Jersey) Ltd 5 Charing Cross St Helier 0534 59990 

KENT 

Kimberley Hi-fi 193 Broadway Bexleyheath 081 304 3272 

Panatec Sound & Vision 83B High Street Gillingham 0634 573141 

VJ Hi·fi 29 Guildhall Streer Folkestone 0303 56860 

VJ Hi·Fi 119 High Street Margate 

LANCASHIRE 

Clearrone 235 Blackburn Road Bolton 

Wigan Hi·Fr Centre 13 Centre Arcade Wigan 

Romers Hi-Fi l!d 

94/96 High Street Rishton Blackburn 

Kenneth Gardner 30/32 New Street Lancaster 

Norman Audro Ltd 216 Church Streer Blackpool 

Norman Audio Ltd 131 Friargate Preston 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

Mays Hi·fi 27 Church Gate Lercester 

Stuart Westmoreland Ltd 2 High Street Oakham 

Stuart Westmoreland Ltd 

9/10 Cheapside Melton Mowbray 

Parker High Fidelny 49 Baxter Gate Loughborough 

LINCOLNSHIRE 

Superfi 271A High Street Lincoln 

LONDON 

Covent Garden Records 84 Charing Cross Road 

Kamla Electronics 251 Tottenham Court Road 

Hi Way Hr·Fi 315 Edgware Road 

Hi Spek Electronics 
344/346 Regents Park Road Finchley Central 

Light & Sound 166 Hrgh Street North East Ham 

0303 56860 

0204 31423 

0942 37977 

0254 8B63B2 

0524 64328 

0258 295661 

0772 53057 

0533 625625 

0572 755600 

0664 411511 

0509 26988B 

0522 520265 

071 379 7427 

071 323 2747 

071 723 5251 

081 349 1166 

081 472 1373 

Babber Electronics 158 Uxbridge Road West Ealing 081 579 6315 

Spatral Audro 29 Tottenham Court Road 

Myers Audio 6 Central Parade Hoe Street 

Stereo Regent Street 245 Regent Street 

Brians Hi·fi 19 Tottenham Court Road 

The Studio 133 Tottenham Lane NB 

MERSEYSIDE 

Beaver Hi·fr 20·22 Whitechapel Lrverpool 

Tisdalls 76 Tulketh Street Southpott 

MIDDLESEX 

Heathrow H1-Fi Ltd 90 Stames Road Hounslow 

Musrcal Images Ltd 45 Hrgh Street Hounslow 

NORFOLK 

Martins Hi·fi 85/87 Ber Street Norwich 

Adcock & Sons Ltd 30/34 Hrgh Street Watton 

Martms H1-F1 5 High Street K1ng's Lynn 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

H G Rap km 11 Kettering Road Northampton 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 

forum Hi-fi 600 Mansfield Road Nottingham 

Superfr 15 Market Street Nottingham 

Parker High frdelity 70 Long Row Nottingham 

F L Smnh Electmal 4 Regent Street Mansfteld 

OXFORDSHIRE 

Witney Audio Centre 28 H1gh Street Witney 

Sound 'n' Viston 5 Crown Walk Btcester 

071 637 8702 

081 520 7277 

071 491 7922 

071 631 1109 

051 709 9898 

0704 531500 

081 572 1135 

081 570 7512 

0603 627010 

0953 881248 

0553 761683 

0604 37515 

0602 622150 

0602 412137 

0602 476377 

0623 655684 

0993 702414 

0869 246491 

SOMERSET 

Telefringe 2/3 Krng Street Frame 

Paul Roberts 32 North Street Taunton 

STAFFORDSHIRE 

0373 62598 

0823 270000 

Actrve Audio 29 Market Street Tamworth OB27 53355 

Actrve AudiO 95 Stafford Street Hanley 0782 214994 

STOKE ON TRENT 

Purkiss Hi·fr 51/53 Piccadilly Hanley 0782 265010 

SUFFOLK 

Peter WallS IB St John's Street Bury St Edmunds 0284 703045 

System Sound 91 North Street Sudbury 0787 72348 

SURREY 

Cosmic 244/256 Station Road Addlestone 0932 854522/851753 

Tru·fi 10 Church Street Leatherhead 0372 378780 

Tru-Fi 2 Central Parade Redhill 0737 766128 

Audrolite ltd 127 Parchmore Road Thornton Heath 081 653 2261 

SUSSEX EAST 

Smythe & Barrie 31 Langney Road Eastbourne 

Sunderland Electronics 

52 Norfolk Square Western Road Brighton 

SUSSEX WEST 

0323 29192 

0273 774113 

Sussex Audio 163/165 Church Road Burgess Hill 0444 242 336 

Sunderland Electronics 

43 Broadwater Street West Worthtng 

Crtstavis1an 60 East Street Chtchester 

TYNE AND WEAR 

Bill Hutchinson Ltd 

0903 201187 

0243 775444 

87A Clayton Street Newcastle·upon-Tyne 

WARWICKSHIRE 

Carvells of Rugby Lrd 3/7 Bank Street Rugby 

091 230 3600 

WEST MIDLANDS 

Bridge Hi-fi Tudor House Bndge Street Walsall 

0788 541341 

0922 640456 

Naam Hi·Fr Vrsron 122/123 New Street Brrmrngham 021 633 4944 

Superfi 67 Smallbrook Oueensway Birmrngham 021 631 2675 

Coventry Hi·fi Church Lane Walsgrave Road Coventry 0203 440529 

Naam Hi·fr Vrsion Lower Precrnct Coventry 0203 632086 

Universal Electronics 49 Victoria Street Wolverhampton 0902 23741 

WILTSHIRE 

In-Phase Audio 

21/23 faringdon Road Swrndon 0793 510948/526393 

PR Sounds 58 Castle Street Trowbndge 0225 777799 

WORCESTERSHIRE 

Oavtd War�ng Cameras & Ht-Fi 

Marmmn House High Street Worcester 0905 27551 

YORKSHIRE NORTH 

Vickers Hi·fi 24 Grllygate York 0904 629659 

YORKSHIRE SOUTH 

Superfi 1 Rockrngham Gate Sheffreld 0242 723768 

YORKSHIRE WEST 

Amrrk Electronrcs Co Ltd 57 Otley Road Leeds 0532 752285 

Superli 7 King Edward Street Leeds 0532 449075 

Amnk Electrontcs Co Ltd 
57/59 North Parade Bradford 0274 722530 

Enc Wrley 64/B5 Beancrolt Road Castleford 0977 553066 

NORtHERN IRELAND 

CO-DOWN 

Hi-fi Experrence 47/49 fountain Street Belfast 0232 238495 

LRG Sound & Vrsron 171 Albertbrrdge Road Belfast 0232 451381 

CO-ANTRIM 

LRG Sound & Vision 120·122 Marn Street Larne 

Nrcholl Bras 13/19 Church Street Ballymena 

S C 0 T l A N 0 

GRAMPIAN 

Au10sonic 168 Holburn Street Aberdeen 

MID LOTHIAN 

Brll Hutchrnson Ltd 
43 South Clerk Street Edrnburgh 

STRATHCLYDE 

0574 72757 

0266 49616 

0224 573777 

031 667 2B77 

Brll Hutchrnson Ltd 43 Hope Street Glasgow 041 248 2857 

TAYSIDE 

Aobert Artchre 102/106 Murray Street Montrose 0674 73765 

W A lE S 

CLWYD 

Owens Colwyn Centre Colwyn Bay 0492 530982 

Lloyds TV, Vrdeo & Hr-Fr 30 Lord Streer Wrexham 097B 364168 

GLAMORGAN 

Tele Electrical Servtces 

9 The Brackla Street Centre Bfldgend 

GWENT 

Hi·fr Western Ltd 52 Cambnan Road Newport 

GWYNEDD 

0656 654156 

0633 262790 

Owens The Mall Wellfield Shopprng Centre Bangor 0248 362951 

@PIONEER® 
The Art of Entertainment 



When an audiophile resorts 

to digging up the road to 

install a new electricity 

supply things have got to be 

serious. Dan Houston visits 

the home of ex-recording 

engineer Dave Ruffell. 

Getting back to the 



I f you had spent ten years running a 
recording studio used by the likes of 

Thin Lizzy then your choice of hi-fi might 
well be more ambitious than the average. 
And that's just the case with this month's 
audiophile who has built up a stagger
ingly expensive system in his quest to 
recreate the studio sound he knows so 
well. 

We' re in semi rural Sussex, at the home 
ofDave Ruffell, who , in the Seventies, ran 
the Saturn Label from one of the few 'out 

studio 

of London studios'. Now 47, Dave 
swapped the hard living and long hours 
of the recording business for the motor 
trade. "I'm a second hand car salesman," 
he says frankly, as though testing one's 
reaction to the breed. Curiously, he had 
an X reg Honda parked in his drive when 
we arrived; having run the gamut of 
aspirational automobiles he admitted that 
his interest in cars is now strictly commer
cial. 

Dave's real passion is hi-fi. And his 
present system is the result of 27 years 
upgrading through many different 
manufacturers' components. "My first 
system was Quad based, I had one of their 
first transistor amplifiers. With that I was 
using a Revox reel to reel tape recorder 
and some B&W Pl loudspeakers," he 
says. 

Making tracks 
Five years after the arrival of the Quad he 
was running his own 16 track recording 
studio, which he opened in 1969. "It was 
just interest that got me into the busi
ness," he explained. "I used to go around 
with a two track machine 
recording school choirs and 
orchestras and the thing 
grew from there. One of 
my first jobs was for Decca 
and there were several 
other labels which used the 
studios, like Motown UK, 
Virgin and a few inde
pendents. There are quite a 
lot of records with my name 
on them." 

To prove the point Dave 
rooted out several of 'his' 
records from an eclectic 
collection. They include 
such off-beat outfits as Egg, 
Kevin Coyne and Hatfield 
and the North, who were 
all regular customers. He has kept several 
master tapes of studio sessions but unfor
tunately doesn't have an open reel tape 
recorder any longer, and so couldn't 
demonstrate their quality. 

He continued: "[ sold the studio in 
1978. The investment that was needed to 
expand and compete with the London 
studios was beyond my reach, and in any 
case it was very hard work. It was a case 
of 18 hour days; you had to be there all the 
time, and you were expected not to re
quire sleep. Even when the band wasn't 
there you were still editing. It affects me 

All this could be yours for a mere 
£70,540, although rewiring the main 
electrical spur is extra. 

Aspirations 

even now; I never eat an evening meal 'til 
ten at night- I suppose my body clock just 
got used to those hours." 

Don't get phased 
It was during his years sitting behind a 
mixing desk that Dave first learned about 
sound quality and recording techniques. 
"Many of the recordings made with the 
simple equipment in the first days of stereo 
still sound a lot better than those being 
made today; especially when played 
through a good hi-fi system. I think that 
ultimate sound quality is always going to 
be from a simple pair of microphones. 
That way you don't have all the problems 
with cables and leads. In any multi mic', 
or multi track approach sooner or later 
you're going to have phase problems. I'm 

not suggesting they always connect things 
up the wrong way but it sometimes hap

pens." 
It's an interesting indictment on the 

'progress' of recording technology, and 
one which is often repeated. Just as good 
hi-fi requires a simple approach to the 
passage of signal, so those who use it 

SornJ sir, it's not available in black, the 
gold plated ZXLlOOO. 

often bemoan the fact that most record
ings are the result of hopelessly complex 
techniques. Hence the continued popu
larity of vinyl records from the 'golden 
age of recording' in the Fifties, or 
'audiophile' records which are made with 
a revealing hi-fi system in mind. 

All is revealed 
The system here is nothing if not reveal
ing. To buy it would set you back the cost 
of a small house and it represents Dave's 
consuming passion with hi-fi perhaps as 
much as it represents his passion for the 
music itself. "I certainly can't afford this," 
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he asserted, "make no mistake a lot of 
other things suffer as a result." 

The system is all arrayed along one 
wall of the room on Target isolation ta
bles. The 'on axis' sofa sets the listener 
about 12 feet away from the loudspeakers 
while a second sofa is provided for watch
ing TV or videos. From an acoustic point 
of view the room has a reasonable shape 
but Dave says the sprung floor is "too 
floppy" and that the window alcoves 
tended to "suck out a bit". "Certainly the 
next thing I would like to change in this 
system is the room itself, it's far from 
perfect," he admitted. "And it is worth
while spending money on the acoustics. 
You can make a medium price system 
sound fantastic in the right setting." 

box made which covers the deck's plinth 
entirely. 

Good as gold 
Even rarer than the Goldmund is the gold
platedNakamichilOOO-ZXLLimitedwhich 
has pride of place opposite this 'oil rig' of 
a turntable. Only three of these state of the 
art cassette decks were ever imported 
into the UK and Nakami<:hi quotes likely 
secondhand prices as being around £3,000. 
Dave, who bought his secondhand and 
wrapped in a blanket, six months ago, 
says he wouldn't part with it for three 
times that price. As if having one of these 
superlative tape decks isn't enough, he 
also has a backup in the shape of a 
Nakamichi Dragon- Niro Nakamichi's 

Probably the most expensive turntable in the world, the Goldmund Reference. 

The main source component is the 
Swiss Goldmund Reference turntable, 
which with itsGoldmund arm and Koetsu 
Urushi cartridge represent more than half 
the total price of the system. "The amount 
of money these cost new is absolutely 
ludicrous, it's mental," Da ve commented. 
"But I bought mine secondhand," he 
added trying to exonerate himself from 
the extravagance. Of course such ex
travagances are worth it to the apogean 
audiophile; the Goldmund is in a class of 
its own and the Koetsu has the right bal
ance of musicality, definition and detail 
for Dave. The turntable lacks a dust cover 
- which seems a trifle mean when one 
considers the price. Dave has overcome 
the problem by having a bespoke perspex 
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1982 statement on audiophile cassette re
corders. 

Below the Dragon, a two box (DAC and 
drive unit) Sony CD player and the 
Goldmund arm's computer unit complete 
the source components. Dave eschews a 
tuner, and indeed radio itself, as he doesn't 
consider it a hi-fi medium. 
The amplifiers here are from Audio Re
search - an able complement for the turn
table and both share an importer in the 
shape of Absolute Sounds which imports 
the brand from the eastern seaboard of 
the United States. Audio Research 
preamps are often partnered with Krell 
power amps in an appealingly synergistic 
marriage of finesse and force, but Dave 
uses the AR Classic 120 power amps, 

bought last November. These run a little 
cooler than the Krells he said; he could 
listen to the system in the summer - and 
he loved the sound quality. 

The last word 
The significantly odd man out of the set 
up is a pair of American Snell AIIIs - the 
giant transducers which were PeterSnell's 
last engineering creation. Aficionados 
view these units with much the same 
reverence as Mozart's Requiem, for Peter 
Snell died shortly after the speaker's com
pletion. 

These again are as rare as hen's teeth 
and Dave was listening to a pair on ap
proval during our visit - his existing 
Wilson Watts Tiny Totts and Puppies 
combination was sitting redundant in the 
halL 

It's a good example of how the 
audiophile with means is always chang
ing his system to try and create the perfect 
match between components. Dave told 
me the Snells were better suited to the 
room and had made a difference. "It's a 
very difficult room," he repeated, "and a 
speaker is the only element in the hi-fi 
chain which is dependent on, or reactive 
to, its environment. In that sense it's the 
most critical element as far as the room is 
concerned. I liked the Wilson Watts but I 
think they would favour a slight! y smaller 
room than this - I have to sit a lot closer to 
them when they're here. But that makes 
sense because they were designed as a 
nearfield monitor anyway." Dave told 
me that before the Wilsons he used a pair 
of Apogees: "But they had to go because 
they were blocking out the light from the 
windows," he explained. 

Spur of the moment 
In order to get the best sound from this 
system two spurs of 16mm2 and 25mm2 
copper cable were run from a specially 
installed 63amp circuit breaker box . The 
cables were supposed to improve the 
sound quality of the system by providing 
ample and clean mains. But Dave ex
plained that when he first listened the 
system sounded better at different times 
of the day. "I felt that it wasn't coming 'on 
song' until 9.30 or 10.00 pm at night," he 
said. 

"We looked at the mains cable which 
was coming in from the street and discov
ered that it was still the original 10mm2 
copper which had been installed in 1925 
when the house was built. In those days 
houses just had four electric light bulbs, 
and the supply wasn't up to coping with 
a serious hi-fi set-up - there was no point 
in my putting in the larger cables. So I got 



onto the electricity board who offered me 
16mm2 aluminium cable which again 
wouldn't have been enough. In the end 
and after a lot of persuasion they installed 
this stuff ... " He breaks off to show me his 
new supply cable. 

"It's 25mm2 shielded copper which 
they normally only run to a block of flats' 
It cost me £600 and I had to dig up the 
garden. I don't really notice a difference 
at the times when it was good anyway 
like late at night. But on a cold evening 
when the rest of the road is using a lot of 
juice then it's really fantastic." 

The system is played between 10 and 
20 hours a week according to Dave. And 
it's the sort of system that is so involving 
that he and his wife (a one time orchestral 
musician) sit and listen to records, and 
would only listen to tape as 'background 
music'. 

Dave does listen to CD, but rates it as a 
poor 'improvement' on the analogue 
medium. This is maybe to be expected 
considering the difference in price be
tween his record player and the Sony 
machine and in some ways this is rather 
an unfair comment but Dave explains: 
"''m not going to invest in an expensive 
CD player while they're bringing out 
something new the whole time. £10,000 
on a CD player wouldn't be worth it. No 
medium will retrieve all the information 
recorded, but there is a lot more chance of 
doing so with a record. There is another 
point as well. If you went into a shop and 
bought 100 COs and 100 records then I am 
sure that you would probably throw 20 
records away as being unlistenable, but 
you would throw 60 of the CDs away -
they're that bad. And when it comes to hi
fi it really makes rne laugh that people 
say: 'this CD player has an analogue 
sound'. If that's what you're after why 
don't you play a record!" 

On the road again 
Dave describes his as 'an open house' and 
enjoys visiting other audiophiles to listen 
to different systems. The systems that had 
most impressed him, he said, were those 
of Ricardo Franassovici who runs Abso
lute Sounds and uses Goldmund, Jadis 
and Martin Logan equipment at home; 
Peter Qvortrup who is the main propo
nent behind Voyd, Audio Note and (until 
recently) Snell; Alastair Robertson 
Aikman, who runs SME and whose sys
tem and room were featured in Choice 
Collection 1990, and lastly John Jeffries the 
distributor behind Reference Imports (The 
Basis turntable, CAT preamp, Lumley 
Reference monobloks and Diamond Ref
erence speakers). 

The owner and his system, with the 
television in its rightful place, hidden 
away in the corner. 

If it seems he moves in a rarified at
mosphere then he says others appreciate 
his system. "A lot of friends who are still 
in the land of the living, with something 
like a Linn and Nairn system, come by to 
play their own records and listen to my 
hi-fi. I'm not saying that less expensive 
systems are bad, I think hi-fi is really good 
these days. A friend of mine wanted to 
listen to an Incatech Claymore integrated 
amplifier recently and we put it into this 
system with the Wilson Watts. And when 
we'd hooked it up we were both stag
gered at the sound quality. I mean it's a 

Aspirations 

two bob box arrangement and it was that 
good that I almost felt I had blown all this 
money for nothing." 

Nevertheless Dave carries on with his 
upgrades and feels he is close to getting a 
sound he'll want to keep for good. His 
comment on his present system's abilities 
was understated to the point of being 
disparaging considering the cost and time 
involved arriving here: "It's not the best 
system I could get. But it's adequate for 
my needs and my room." 

The System: 

Goldmund Reference turntable 
£31,950 

Goldmund T3F tonearm I micro-
processor £5,850 
Koetsu Urushi cartridge £1,699 
Mandrake silver tonearm cable £577 
Sony 552 CD player and 702 DAC 

£NI A 
Nakamichi Dragon £1,785 
Nakamachi gold plated ZXLlOOO 

£3,000 
Audio Research Litz Link interconnect 

£321/M 
Audio Research SPll preamplifier 

£NI A 
Audio Research Classic 120 monobloks 

£2,998 each 
Van den Hul SCS6 speaker cable 

£39.99/M 
Wilson Watts Tiny Tots £7,390 
Wilson Watts Puppies (subwoofer) 

Snell Type Alii 
Total 

£4,380 
£6,950 

£70,540 

My other cassette deck is a Nakamichi Dragon! 
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SC-CHl 

Whether you're more inter

e s t e d  in St r a u s s  o r  t h e  

Swinging Blue Jeans you 

should cast your eyes and ears 

over our new mini system. 

Each component is only 

215mm wide, half the size of 

standard hi-fi's, yet the sound 

is anything but thin. 

From amplifier to speaker 

Technics have designed it to 

jo@)Oj�l'�jO@ol 

'()" 

@) 
= = 

be a Oavid among Goliaths. And 

whether you stack it vertically 

or horizontally, the only time 

the SC-CH 7 will fill your room 

is when you turn it on. 

The SC·CHl comp rises hi·f i 

amplifier with sound space control . 

FM stereo/MW/lW t u n er with 

ti mer. twin auto-reverse cassette 

dec k and programmable CO player. 

2 way Hi·fi speakers with bass 

reflex ports and tri·chamber con· 

struction for outstanding bass. 

Contact your nearest Technics 

dealer as listed in Yellow Pages 8 

Thomsons Directories. 

-yechnics 
For Music Lovers. 



With the Xerxes record player and Darius loud
speakers under his belt, Roksan founder Touraj 
Moghaddam has consistently surprised the hi-fi 
community with innovative designs. He talked to 
Dan Houston about his latest creations. 

The art of Xerxes 
I t's mid week in mid Wales with no 

less rain than anywhere else this 
'summer'. But while the rain has meta
phorically given the British hi-fi industry 
more than just a good soaking over the 
last year, the face across the table, in the 
Bell Inn just outside Llandrindod Wells, 
is beaming with success. I'm opposite 
Touraj Moghaddam who is better known 
as the founding intelligence behind 
Roksan Engineering - maker of the Xerxes 

turntable, Darius Loudspeakers and 
Artemiz and Tabriz tonearms. 

His happy attitude is due to the fact 
that he has just finished work on the new 
Roksan amplifier, a £7,000 four box crea
tion which is as innovative as the record 
player or speakers were five years ago. 
The amplifier takes design near to its sim
ple, but far from simplistic conclusion; 
signal travels in a straight line through 
high quality components mounted di
rectly onto one circuit board, and over the 
shortest possible distance. It's the sort of 
amplifier that when its functions are ex
plained you find yourself saying 'ah yes'; 
it incorporates many of the design phi
losophies that audio electronics compa
nies have strived for. The internal layout 
is as beautiful to the hi-fi buff as the per
formance is to the music lover, and the 
overall design certainly has a coherent 
appeal. 

Beefing up the Artaxerxes 
Roksan isn't brand new to the electronics 
field. This amplifier is in fact a macro 
version of the Artaxerxes, a universal 
moving coil phono amplifier launched in 
1989. The diminutive Artnxerxes (its ex
truded aluminium looks like a case for 
five king size cigarettes) received some 
acclaim from reviewers, though it has 
mostly been purchased by Shiraz owners. 
It will also prove a vital link to the Roksan 
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amplifier for vinyl users - the amplifier 
being a purely line level device. 

If you speak to people in the industry 
about Touraj you either get a reaction of 
awe at his achievements or an immediate 
put down as though he was some sort of 
charlatan. Roksan is a company which 
has come up on the outside, only recently 
joining the mainstream. 

This is as much Roksan's fault as any
body else's, in 1985 the company launched 
itself into the inveterate parlour world of 
the hi-fi industry with the abrasiveness of 
a spoilt child. The 'no prisoners!' attitude 
would have succeeded better if a certain 
other turntable manufacturer hadn' t done 
more or less the same thing ten years 
before. Whether he gives any quarter or 
not Toura j Moghaddam undoubted! y has 
one of the best brains in the industry; he 
has a lucid understanding of the 
parametres involved in designing super
lative audio equipment, which enables 

Look no wires, the main PCB from the 
RoK-Ml power amp. 

him to explain them in layman's terms. 
He is a mechanical engineer by training 
and irrevocably locked into the physical 
world. This only becomes relevant when 
one realises that many designers in this 
field are irrevocably locked into the meta
physical world. 

Touraj was born in Iran 33 years ago, 
and first came to England (as it later turned 
out, to_ stay) in 1972. Privately schooled he 
completed his education at Imperial 
College with a Mechanical Engineering 
degree in 1980. Four years later he was 
studying wind turbine technology for his 
PhD when he teamed up with fellow 
Imperial graduate John Loughlin and 
Tufan Hashemi, a friend, to design the 
Xerxes. 

He remembers making the first proto
types using an old door for the plinth, 
with cardboard tacked around the edges 
to conceal the motor and suspension. But 
enthusiasm at the Westmoreland Hi-Fi 
Show in late 1985 led to the company 
being able to move to proper premises in 
the Clerkenwell Road, London the fol
lowing January. 

Standing proud 
The Darius loudspeaker with its sus
pended tweeter arrangement and wacky 
exoskeletal stands followed in November 
of that year and the company began to 
establish itself as synonymous with in
novation. 

While the self aligning self centering 
bearing for the Xerxes made sound engi
neering sense there was also a hint of 
magic in the approach. The Cornflake 
Shop in London was so impressed with 
the Oar ius stands that they had some cop
ies made up for a pair of Wharfedale 
Diamonds! 

Those heady days at the Turnmill 
weren't all plain sailing. Record player 



sales were tumbling in the face of the 
digital upsurge, and Roksan was never 
able to dislodge the Linn LP12 from pole 
position. But by the spring of 1988 the 
company had consolidated enough to 
enable a move to Wales, into a new factory 
just outside the genteel spa town of 
Llandrindod Wells. The Penta hi-fi show 
in September of that year saw the ap
pearance of the Artemiz tonearm with its 
novel 'intelligent' counterweight. 

Playing the spoons 
It was another first. The idea, as I re
member it being explained with the aid of 
a spoon balanced on Touraj's finger in a 
cafe at the time, is that the suspended 
counterweight does not exert any mo
mentum over the headshell end of the 
arm - as it moves both over warps and 
across the record. 

At Penta the company also launched 
its Shiraz cartridge - a moving coil high 
end contender priced at £735. This has 
since been joined by two Goldring-sourced 
cheaper moving magnet models - the 
Corus Blue and Black launched in the au
tumn of 1990. 

Expansion of the range ofRoksan goods 
continued, with the launch of the Hotcakes 

full-range single-drive unit wall-mount
ing loudspeakers in January 1989, the 
Artaxerxes in September of that year, the 
Tabriz and Tabriz-zi 'budget' tonearms in 
December, and Roksan-badged intercon
nect and loudspeaker cables made by the 
Japanese !soda company available from 
March this year. 

Moving over 
By now the company had expanded its 
factory, taking over and knocking through 
into another unit to double the workshop 
and storage space. Roksan was able to 
purpose build a listening room - and 
provide its staff with a canteen! 

With views to the South West over 
verdant rolling countryside, dotted 
unsurprisingly with sheep, the modern 
Roksan factory has the combined feeling 
of rural timelessness and high technology. 
Engineers work with computer aided 
design systems and delivery trucks are 
from firms who might normally supply 
British Aerospace. 

While much of the activity of the past 
four years was taking place Touraj and 
John together with another engineer John 
Cheadle (pinched from the space indus
tries) were working on the Roksan am
plifiers. 

In a sense it was finding Cheadle, whose 
expertise in the capability of satellite com
ponents is half-jokingly referred to as 'DC 

to light', that gave rise to the amplifier. 
"John joined about three years ago," 

Touraj explained, helping himself to one 
of my roll-ups. "But he was already work
ing on the XPSII power supply before he 
joined and we were already working on 
the Artaxerxes and the amplifier then. 

"My job as far as designing the ampli
fiers went was to look at things like im
pedance and damping. John Loughlin 
and John Cheadle are the physicists but I 
believe that every electrical circuit has a 
mechanical analogy. So I would come in 
and want to know about the ratios be
tween the capacitors here and the capaci
tors there, or where is the ground paint or 
what happens at different levels. 

"When we started we went right back 
to basics and had to consider what an 
amplifier does." Touraj began to arrange 
the glasses and salt and pepper shakers 

The Craftsman 

into a line in front of him. "Imagine the 
signal is like a line of people," he said 
walking his fingers around the pepper 
(read preamp stage), "they walk into this 
room and start going round and round. 
What you need is to mimic exactly this 
line of people but to have them much 
bigger to come out of here," his power 
amplifier is a salad bowl. 

"Now to be able to put bigger people 
out you need a big reserve of bigger 
lookalikes. You get those from the power 
supply," a beer mug. "It's wrong to say 
that signal comes in and is fed and gets 
bigger as it goes through the amplifier. 
It's really a case of needing a massive 
reserve from which to draw precisely the 
same signal in terms of frequency but at 
much higher amplitude. 

"The critical points are how the con
troller sees the small people, and how and 

Touraj Moghaddam poses with his latest creation, the RoK-Ml power amplifier. 
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY 

SPEAKS FOR ITSELF 

"'As far as I'm concerned, the AEl re-deRnes 
the art of miniature speaker design" 
John Atkinson, Stereophile, September 1988 

"To the author's knowledge, the most awesomely 
dynamic and articulate miniature ever made" 
Alvin Gold, Hi-Fi Choice, June 1988 

" ... the best looking, most immaculately turned out 
stands I've ever clapped eyes on" 
Jonathan Kettle, New Hi-Fi Sound, July 1989 

"The AEl leapfrogs existing references and sets new 
standards of technical and musical excellence. " 
David G Priikel, Hi-Fi Answers, March 1988 

"The winning slot was easy to Rll. The AEl comes closer 
to embodying the secret fantasies of all buyers of small 
speakers than any other" 
What Hi-6?- Supertest, May 1991 

HEARING IS BELIEVING 

To audition �coustic Energy loudspeakers- contact any of the 
dealers listed below. 

Doug Brady Hi-Fi Cleartone Farnborough Hi-Fi Oxford Audio 
London WC2 Bolton. Lanes Farnborough, Hants Consultants 
Tel 071-379 4010 Tel (0204) 31423 T el (0252) 520146 Oxford, Oxon 
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Tel (0865) 790879 
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Grahams Hi-Fi Suttons Hi-Fi Tel 091-477 4167 Nr Petersfield. Hants 
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Oxford Street Centre Glasgow, Scotland Plymouth. Devon 
London W1 Brentwood, Essex T el 041-248 4079 Tel (0752) 669511 
T el 071-629 7711 Tel (0277) 221210 Manders Hi-Fi Rayleigh Hi-Fi 
KJ Leisure Sound The Powerplant Grimsby, S Humberside Rayleigh, Essex 
London W1 Brighton, E Sussex Tel (0472) 351391/2 Tel (0268) 779762 
Tel 071-486 8262/3 Tel (0273) 775978 PJ Hi-Fi (also at Chelmsford & 

Thomas Heinitz Lld Stove Boxshall Audio Guildford, Surrey 
Southend-on-Sea) 

London W2 Cambridge, Cambs Tel (0483) 504801 Sevenoaks Hi-Fi 
Tel 071-229 2077 Tel (0223) 68305 Sevenoaks. Kent 

Audio Projects 
The Cornflake Shop Audio Excellence Leeds, Yorks Tel (0732) 459555 

London W1 Cardiff, Wales Tel (0532) 304565 (also at Tunbridge 

Tel 071-631 0472 Tel (0222) 228565 
Wells) 

Image Hi-Fi Lld 
Peter Jones (also at Bristol. Leeds, Yorks 

Audio Centre 

London SW1 Gloucester, Swansea & Tel (0532) 789374 
Sheffield, S Yorks 

Tel 071-730 3434 Newport) Tel (0742) 737893 

Peter Tyson Lld 
The Leicester Hi-Fi Co 

Alternative Audio The listening Rooms Leicester. Leics 
London SW5 Carlisle, Cumbria 

Tel (0533) 539753 
Solihull, W Midlands 

Tel 071-244 7759 Tel (0228) 46756 Tel 021-742 3884 

Soundstage 
Gilson Audio 

Chelston Hi·Fi Robert Taussig Co Middlesborough, 
London W9 Crewe, Cheshire 

Cleveland 
Torquay, Devon 

Tel 071-286 1728 Tel (0270) 255488 
let (0642) 248793 

Tel (0803) 606863 

Overture Hi-Fi Sound With Style 
Unilet Products 

Uxbridge Audio 

Banbury, Oxon Doncaster, S Yorks 
New Maiden, Surrey 

Uxbridge, Middx 

Tel (0295) 272158 T et (0302) 321421 
Tel 081-942 9567 

Tel (0895) 30404 

The Hi·Fi Centre Data Sound 
Basically Sound of 
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Barrow-in-Furness, Dorking Surrey 
Norfolk 

Watford, Herts 

Cumbria Tel (0306) 882897 
Nr Norwich, Norfolk 

Tel (0923) 245250 

Tel (0229) 838757 Wentworth Audio Tel (0508) 70829 Mike Manning Audio 

Paul Green Hi·Fi Dunstable. Beds 
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Yeovil, Somerset 

Bath, Avon Tel (0582) 663383 
Norwich, Norfolk 

Tel (0935) 7936t 

Tel (0225) 316197 Hi·Fi Corner Tel (0603) 622833 Vickers Hi-Fi 
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when he lets out the big lookalikes, and 
whether there is a big enough reservoir of 
them to mimic what is coming in. If for 
instance someone comes in who is twice 
the size of all the others, then you'll need 
massive reserves which many amplifiers 
don't have. That's what happens when 
they clip." 

The waitress cleared the table. After 
such a simple explanation it wasn't sur
prising to hear Touraj say that Roksan's 
task was 'pretty well defined' for the 
amplifiers. 

It wasn't all quite so simple. Roksan 
wanted to be close to perfect reproduc
tion and to do that any distorting or 
crosstalking elements had to be elimi
nated. And each component had to be 
tried and tested in relation to the others 
corrective circuitry for 'defective' ele
ments was eschewed. 

Look no wires 
After three years of working on the system, 
testing thousands of components, and 
rigorously insisting that an amplifier could 
be made where signal travels in a straight 
line (dual mono) without the need for 
sonically degrading cable anywhere on 
the circuit board, the amp was finished. It 
comprises four boxes- theRoK-Llline level 
preamplifier, the ever importantRoK-051 
DC power supply and a pair of RoK-Ml 
monobloks. 

Touraj explains further: "What you 
have here is a totally symmetrical com
plementary design where you are gener
ating the plus side of the signals and the 
minus side of the signal rather than taking 
a transformer and inverting it to give you 
the minus side. If you do that you inher
ently get different functions from the cir
cuit; it doesn't behave the same way in 
positive as it does in negative and you 
also get problems with crossover distor
tion when it goes from positive to nega
tive." 

Everything, Roksan avows, is of the 
highest quality, from the material used 
for the PCBs to sourcing its 'own' Roksan 
badged capacitors for the preamplifier -
and they do look natty on the boards. 
Functions such as earthing and the power 
for the relay switches and light emitting 
diodes have been taken off the signal 
board to banish any distortion, and the 
transformers are shielded from the boards 
by aluminium cases and the heatsinks. 

Total control 
The amplifiers use Hitachi MOSFETS (four 
each in the output stages 

·
of the power 

amps), which are bound to cause a few 
raised eyebrows. But according to Touraj 

these can be made to perform excellently. 
They are rugged, he says, and behave 
well when they're hot, provided they're 
properly matched. 

The RoK amp certainly looks like be
ing a contender for any high 
end system, and may well show 
up some of the shortcomings of 
many loudspeakers and turn
tables. WithRoksan equipment 
it displays a combination of 
power, speed and grace which 
is simply awesome. 

The Craftsman 

launched the Radius, a mid-price turnta
ble which is radically different from the 
Xerxes. 

And he revealed that in September he 
will be bringing out another high end 

Touraj enlightens me fur
ther: "People talk about power 
in amplifiers . . .  if that's all it's 
about then why don't you plug 
your speakers to the mains. 
Power is about total control 
over the loudspeaker; it's a bout 
telling a loudspeaker cone or 
diaphragm when to move and 
when to stop. 

Analogue rules OK- the Radius turntable. 

You have to know about 
momentum - which is massand 
velocity. Your amp has to be 
able to cope with a mass and 
move it; it has to create a force 
field that can move this thing 
with the speed you want back 
and forth and at the time you 
want it." It goes without saying 
Touraj believes his amp does all 
these things correctly. 

RoK-Ll pre-amp, complete with twin pots. 

Above all Touraj has tried to make hi
fi components which he says are coher
ently musical. This does not mean to say 
that they add anything to what is on a 
record, or that they are truly neutral in 
tone; but if the business of audio repro
duction was to copy a sculpture Touraj 
says he'd even want to know the size of 
chisels used for the original and to get 
each hammer stroke right. 

Loving care 
The same care and attention that goes into 
critical elements such as the arm bearing 
or the turntable platter bearing also goes 
into the choice of felt platter mat - to 
support even a warped record uniformly 
and so minimise resonances that build up 
between record and platter. 

He can explain why you shouldn't 
clamp a record (because the character of 
the vinyl becomes more rigid from edge 
to centre), and why you should use short 
interconnects (for small current) with long 
speaker cable (for larger current) rather 
than the other way round. (Cable is his 
bugbear.) 

While Linn Products and Nairn Audio 
- the original stalwarts of analogue - are 
producing CD players Touraj has just 

turntable, currently given the working 
name of Daddy Xerxes which will be his 
'last statement' (obviously only for the 
moment) on vinyl replay. As he drained 
his coffee cup Touraj was saying that no 
part of a hi-fi system has any 'intelli
gence'; it's more a case of making accurate 
measurements. I left convinced of one 
thing: that the man who designs the 

Roksan measuring devices knows a Jot 
about accuracy. 

And it even stopped raining for a while. 

Curriculum Vitae 
Touraj Moghaddam 
Age 33. 
Technical Director Roksan Engineering 

Founded Roksan 
First product Xerxes turntable 
Darius loudspeaker 
Move to Wales 
Artemiz tonearm/ 
Shiraz cartridge 
Artaxerxes phono amplifier 
Corus cartridges/Roksan cables 
Amplifiers and Radius turntable 

1985 
1985 
1986 
1988 

1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 

15 Number of employees 
Turnover £1.2M 
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RAT A passive preamps 
Ray Gregory opines on RAT A's selection 
of passive preamps and examines the 
options that are available in this value for 
money range. 

Passive controls of the 'pot in the box' 
variety started out as a way of achieving 

high quality CD sound on the cheap. 
Putting a lOK log pot in a box is undoubt
edly cheaper, and a lot more straight line 
than the average preamp. With a 
few sockets and a bit of wire, 
anybody could produce their 
own passive, if not for pence, 
then for a few pounds. 

Like most things in hi-fi, the 

cheap and simple soon becomes 
the expensive and complex. The 

then £400 Mod Squad Line Drive 
was the first audiophile passive 

control unit to achieve market acceptabil
ity. Since then it seems that everyone 
makes a passive control of some sort, 
often complemented by a standalone 
phono stage. Things have come to a head 
with the First Sound Reference JI, a cool 
£2,097 of passive control unit; only the 
incurably audiophiliac or unconscionably 
rich need apply. 

But fear not. For those mere mortals 

who find the 'quality on the cheap' aspect 
of passives the most endearing trait, help 
is at hand. 

Russ Andrews now offers a variety of 
passive units, designed to meet most 
pockets and needs, and available either 
as kits or finished boxes. The range starts 
with a simple one input and one output 
pot in a box. Component quality is good 
with Kimber TC internal wiring and gold 
plated socketry. The chosen pot, used 
with Holco low faking resistors, is the 
superb but little known Sternice from 
France. The basic unit will cost you £62 as 
a kit or £77 ready built. 

You can buy the same set-up with 

higher grade componentry. Kimber Silver 
AG wiring, Kimber Ultraplate socketry 
and Vishay resistors put the prices up to 
£140 and £153 respectively. 

ext comes the real McCoy as far as 
control units go. Six inputs and a 
defeatable tape out will start around £235 

with common grounding and plastic 
casework. Add the fancy bits, separate 
earth tracks for each input, a prettier black 
ash box and knobs, and you are looking at 
about £668 for the finished unit. You can 
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A very mixed bunch this 

month, with Ray Gregory 

extolling the virtues of 

passive preamps, Richard 

Black looking at corporate 

sponsorship of the recording 

industry and John Seabury 

discussing digital 

interconnects. 

Choice 

Sessions 
save yourself about £38 for each input 
you don't need, and around £70 by build
ing it yourself, but one look at the mass of 
Kimber Silver AG wire filling the insides 
should deter all but the most hardened 
fanatic. 

So RAT A has a range of products vary

ing in facilities and cost from the reason
able to the only faintly ludicrous. 
Remember, £2,0971 The bottom line is how 

they perform. aturally I plumped for 
the most expensive unit, but its perform
ance will reflect any of the silver wired 

versions, the separate earth paths offer
ing a rather expensive icing on the cake. 

I had a Mod Squad Line Drive to hand, 
and compared the RAT A to it, feeding it 
from the line level output of a Michell Iso 
for phono, and a Micromega Digital/Duo 
BS for CD. This latest Duo Bit Stream 
convertor from Micromega is a real star, 
and sets new standards at the £500 price 
point. A fuller cons id era tion in due course. 

For the moment, I'm just enjoying play
ing around with it. 

Via the mod Squad the normal 
virtues of passive control units 
were readily apparent. Good fo
cus and transparency were cou
pled to an absence of grain or 
edge to the sound. Likewise as 
normal, bass lost a little punch 
and weight, and things could get 
confused when the music got 
going. 

Substituting the RATA unit brought 
about a major advance in sound quality. It 
was more transparent with better har
monic accuracy, the musical naturalness 
and clarity were exceptional. Using the 
Leigh Concertino for Harpsichord and 
Strings (Lyrita), the solo instrument's tonal 
brilliance was beautifully portrayed, and 
its delicate nature was preserved even in 
front of the full orchestra. 

Large scale works still wanted a de
gree of control only available from a high 
quality (and therefore expensive) line 

Bolognese sauce is just one of the options with the RATA passive preamp. 



stage, but on small scale acoustic record
ings the delicacy and transparency of the 
RATA's portrayal was quite breathtak
ing. Using Kimber Silver KCAG intercon
nects and plugs wrought further benefits 
in the areas of tonal believability and in
strumental substance. All of which is a 
rather wordy way of saying that the full 
Kimber Silver set-up, from source output 
to power amp input did an exceptional 
job of making sure that it wasn't audible, 
and that the musicians were. Only the 
equally expensive and enormously im
practical Cogan Hall cables gave any im
provement, but until you've seen them 
you wouldn't believe how serious their 
domestic impact is. Not like the KCAG 
'strings'. 

For anyone seeking a quality passive 
control, the RAT A units are amongst the 
best available. The standard wiring and 
socketry should be cost effective, whilst 
the silver versions are simply excellent. 
Prices are reasonable, and if the appear
ance isn't so hot, the performance cer
tainly is. The silver 'pot in the box' seems 
especially good value, and for those who 
want the best of both worlds, RAT A is 
launching a standalone buffer stage which 
effectively turns a passive preamp into a 
line preamp. 

Technics-sponsored 
recording of Panufnik 
As the recording industry encounters 
hard times, recording works by the less 
well known composers is increasingly 
only possible due to the generosity of 
private individuals and companies. 
Richard Black reports on how Technics' 
sponsorship has enabled some unusual 
recordings to see the light of day. 

One of the less appealing problems facing 
musicians has always been the need to 
make ends meet. Few are as lucky as 
Sibelius, who while still in his early thir
ties was given a pension by the Finnish 
government to allow him to compose. In 
fact the only solution is to put 'bums on 
seats', or the modern equivalent, records 
on hi-fi systems. Of course, by far the 
safest way to do that is with programmes 
of well-known and well-loved favourites, 
which is all very well until one wishes to 
promote less well known works and 
performers; and let's face it, music would 
very quickly shrivel up and die of mal-

nutrition if its diet were no more adven
turous than Beethoven symphonies. 

Nowhere is this financial situation 
more fraught than with major orchestral 
works. Simply by virtue of the number of 
people involved, an orchestra is an ex
pensive body to hire for concerts or re
cordings, and if a record company wishes 
to feature any works outside the core 
repertoire it must either be very sure of its 
market potential or find some kind of 
backing for the project. 

In the past many recordings were made 
with backing from bodies such as the 
British Council but, with public money 
becoming tight, there has been a trend 
towards sponsorship from companies and 
even private individuals. It is most en
couraging to see several hi-fi companies 
getting behind vari
ous musical ventures 
which, without the 
help of the industry, 
probably wouldn't 
ever see the light of 
day. After all, no 
music, no hi-fi - so it 
seems an appropri
ate and graceful ges
ture. 

The Japanese 
manufacturer, Tech
nics, has been show
ing its commitment 
to fostering contem
porary music re
cently through its 
sponsorship of re
cordings of works by 
the distinguished Polish-born composer 
Andrzej Panufnik, on the Conifer label. 
One record, featuring Panufnik's concer
tos for violin and for bassoon, and 
Hommage a Chopin, has already been re
leased, and in June I was delighted to be 
invited to attend a recording session for a 
second record, this time of the Ninth 
Symphony and the Piano Concerto, per
formed by the London Symphony Or
chestra under the composer's baton, with 
Ewa Poblocka as the soloist in the con
certo. 

After suffering Nazi oppression in 
Poland during the Second World War, 
and Communist oppression after it, 
Panufnik settled in Britain in the Fifties. 
He wrote his Piano Concerto in the early 
Sixties, at around the same time as his 
famous Sinfonia Sacra, and revised it 
substantially in 1972, and again in 1982. 

For those who know none of Panufnik's 
music, I should think it is a good intro
duction. It is certainly a strong corrective 
to the notion that all 'classical' music com
posed since the Fifties sounds like 
Stockhausen, Cage or Xenakis. For a start, 
it uses an orchestra of conventional in
struments, conventionally played, and 
although it sounds 'modern', its harmonic 
and melodic language will not be unduly 
strange to anyone who enjoys Bartok's 
music. Indeed, it is quite gripping, with 
some especially lovely harmonies in the 
slow central movement. 

Take one 
Of the Ninth Symphony I can only say that 
I remember better the strong impression 
it made on me at its premiere in 1987 than 

Assembling an orchestra is both a time 
and cost consuming business. 

the notes themselves, as I only got to hear 
the Concerto being recorded. Actually, I 
also heard it being rehearsed; it might 
come as a surprise to learn that, in this 
case as in many others, 'recording ses
sion' includes all the rehearsal the orches
tra will get. It says something for the 
players' professionalism that they were 
able to progress from a sight-reading 
playthrough of the Concerto to recorded 
takes in little over an hour. The recording 
engineer, Trygg Tryggvason, had already 
rigged his microphones for the Symphony, 
and during the rehearsal was quickly able 
to readjust the balance to include the solo 
piano. Mixdown was 'live' to a pair of 
Technics OAT recorders, monitored over 
a pair of rather 'well-travelled' ATC 
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Sonusfaber 

CC The stunning 

Son us Elel..'ta 

loudspeaker system 

is a technological 
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ltandcrafted in 
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Theta Digital, Well Tempered Lab, 

Wilson Audio Specialists. 



SCMSOA loudspeakers. 
The recording is due for release this 

autumn, when it will join three other re
cordings sponsored by Technics recently, 
ranging from Monteverdi to Prokofiev. 
But how did Technics come to be inter
ested in the music of Panufnik? Alan 
Ainslie, Assistant Director, Technics 
Marketing, explained that Technics be
lieves in putting something back into 
music which, ultimately, is any hi-fi com
pany's raison d'etre. Conifer initially ap
proached Technics for sponsorship for 
the bassoon concerto record, and the re
lationship prospered, based on a mutual 
admiration for Panufnik's music. Let us 
hope that it continues to do so. 

Alternative links 
As we should have known, not all optical 
links are equal, and John Seabury has 
been trying out some different types. 

A decade ago, the digital revolution 
looked set to banish forever the subjective 
vagaries surrounding hi-fi reproduction. 
But real life is seldom so obliging: we now 
accept that CD players differ from each 
other in sound quality, and that with two
box players it matters how you get the 
digital signal from transport to convertor. 

When I looked at Arcam's Black Box 3 
with the Delta 170 transport, for example, 
I found distinct differences in musical 
presentation between the optical and co
axial cables supplied. I also achieved 
worthwhile improvements by upgrading 
the coaxial cable. 

At the time, Arcam was planning to 
release some higher grade optical cables 
sourced from AudioQuest and I made a 
mental note to check them out against 
some competing products, to see if up
grading a modest optical cable was a cost
effective and worthwhile move. I've now 
had a chance to do just that, testing three 
Arcam and three Furukawa optical cables 
using the Arcam Delta 170/BB3 combina
tion and also a Meridian 200/203 combi
nation, with D600 active speakers. 

All the cables feature the TOSLI K 
connector which has become an industry 
standard. Most manufacturers moan 
about this being a relatively imprecise 
system, but also accept the fact that they 
have to live with it' 

Arcam's three cables are: the freebie 
plastic type, 75cm long (which Arcam 
estimates would cost £15 to £20 if sold 

separately); the one metre Optilink X which 
uses a better quality plastic fibre and costs 
£39; and the one metre Optilink Z featur
ing a single silica (quartz) fibre, at £69. 
The dearer cables come from AudioQuest. 

Furukawa cables are manufactured in 
Japan and distributed here by Quantum 

Audio. The cables, all one metre in length, 
are: the memorably namedF01110, a sin
gle-core plastic (POF) fibre costing £37.50; 
the F01210 single-core polymer clad silica 
(PCS) at £90; and the F01310 nine-strand 
(PCS) cable which costs £105. 

Optical interconnects can make all the 
difference to the sound of a system. 

All the Furukawa interconnects include 
a moulded finger-grip on the substantial 
plastic connector at each end. A nice touch, 
but the oversize collet can give compat
ibility problems where the socket is re
cessed behind the back panel. They 
wouldn't quite push all the way home in 
the Delta 170, but the signal was transmit
ted OK, with good sonic results. A few 
minutes with a metal file or modelling 
knife would solve the problem. Probably 
not a conspiracy, but a nuisance. 

Exploring the options 
I started experimenting with the Arcam 
range. Compared to the supplied cable 
the Optilink X offered finer detail, firmer 
bass, better instrumental timbre and a 
more assured performance. Stereo im
agery was neater, and there was a greater 
sense of interplay between the instru-

Choice Sessions 

ments. Even at this stage, it was clear the 
quality of optical interconnect does make 
a difference. 

AudioQuest's Optilink Z cable took the 
same process a bit further; it produced a 
harder hitting sound that emphasised 
snare and kick drums. There was more 
texture on bass instruments too. Given 
that the Arcam combination is slightly 
laid-back to begin with, these improve
ments could be a positive boon for some 
listeners. 

So to the competition. Furukawa's POF 
cable had a nicely integrated 
sound with good definition, of
fering about the same level of 
performance as Arcam' s Optilink 
X. The Furukawa made the bass 
sound particularly good. 

There wasn't the same crystal 
clarity as with Arcam' s top cable, 
but that changed when I swapped 
to Furukawa's PCS single-fibre 
cable. This offered a taut and airy 
performance, with slightly better 
definition of bass and more finely
detailed stereo compared to the 
(admittedly cheaper) Optilink Z, 

though both had a pleasing seam
less quality. 

Last but not least, Furukawa's 
PCS multi-strand cable was a 
delight. It started from where the 
single-fibre left off, allowing bold 
passages to be bolder, subtle pas
sages to be subtler, and fast and 
furious sections to come across 

with even greater precision. £105 may 
seem a lot to pay for a one metre optical 
cable, but it is worth having a listen to 
what can be achieved before dismissing 
the idea. 

With all these upgrades, the gains in 
each department added together to give a 
more credible and involving performance. 
Furukawa's PCS multi-strand produced 
the best proportioned result of the lot, 
though the one-step-up-the-ladder offer
ings from both companies were very good 
value for money, giving useful improve
ments without great expense. 

The only drawback is that more accu
rate sound can initially seem like a less 
generous sound, particularly when 
you're accustomed to a slightly hazy 
sound-stage or flattering bloom in the 
bass. But the tauter performance will al
ways win the day, especially when you 
try going back to the way the system 
sounded before. 
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T reading gingerly through philo
sophical quicksand one might, 

in an unguarded moment, categorise high
end cartridges roughly in two divisions: 
those of an analytical nature, which ap
peal strongly to the intellect, and those of 
a more romantic disposition which ap
peal particularly to the heart. A third 
ea tegory exists for those rarities with equal 
appeal in both respects, but it's hardly 
overflowing with entries. The £980 Lyra 
Clavis moving coil definitely deserves top 

billing in category number two and, in 
my estimation, qualifies for inclusion in 
the hallowed halls of the third. 

The Clavis is a rare and beautiful ani
mal. In terms of hi-fi criteria it isn't be
yond every criticism, but when one has 
experienced its magical propensity for 
getting right to the living, breathing soul 
of a piece of music such considerations fly 

out of t he window. Who'll give a moment's 
thought to another cartridge which can, 
say, convey the stopping and starting of 
bass guitar notes with greater incisive
ness when the Clavis can virtually take you 
inside the player's mind, allowing you to 
understand more completely the expres
sion and emotion he's attempting to wring 
out of the instrument? And what does it 
matter if another transducer can put more 
air and space around a cymbal figure if 
that motif means nothing to the music as 
a whole? 

It's all a question of what you listen for 
when you sit down in front of your hi-fi 
for an evening's entertainment. If you 
want to explore the mechanics of a re
cording, revelling in layers of detail being 
ruthlessly revealed then you're probably 
better off with something else, the highly 
analytical Ortofon MCSOOO, for example. 
If, however, you gain more satisfaction 
from having your emotions stirred, the 
hairs on your arms standing to attention, 
and feeling a lump rise in your throat, the 
£980 Clavis is sure to hammer your mu
sical nail. 

Its manufacturer, Scantec, hails from 
Japan and the company's literature tells 
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Malcolm Steward finds analogue nirvana in 

the shape of the Lyra Clavis cartridge while 

Paul Messenger runs him a close second in the 

superlative stakes trying to describe Nairn's 

first CD player. Jason Kennedy had to content 

himself with a Mentmore amplifier! 

Statements 

you exactly where the C/avis is 'coming 
from'. The first paragraph describing the 
cartridge, or Proprietary Decoding Algo
rithm as Lyra choose to refer to it, reads 
'No matter what the sampling rate, or the 
number of bits, the most advanced CD 
technology today is basically speculation. 
Estimating what was lost during the re
cording process and trying to reconstruct 
it. Yes, the best DSP based designs are 
gradually becoming more listenable, but 
they are still at best approximations.' It 
continues 'If you're looking for music, not 
just sound, Lyra CPI has the answer'. 
Digiphobes will be nodding in agreement 
with the sentiment before they even re
move the cartridge from its exquisite 
wooden packaging. 

And make no mistake, the Clavis is the 
sort of cartridge of which devoted vinyl 
adherents dream. It's not surrounded in 

mythology or arcana but it requires a 
modicum of tweaking to exploit its true 
potential. Once unboxed there's a neces
sary task to perform before bolting'the 
cartridge into a tonearm. This paradigm 
of analogue virtue, designed by Jonathan 
Carr and individually hand-crafted by 
Yoshinori Mishima, needs to be stripped 
ready for action. The instructions warn 
that users are on their own once they 
undress theC/avis but, in all honesty, with 
its perforated alloy body in place you'll 
not hear the full measure of the out
standing performance of which it is ca
pable. 

A taste of ecstasy 
Having removed the brass screws from 
either side of its aluminium-magnesium 
alloy mounting plate you can gently, and 
with extreme caution, tease the body off. 
Remembering that you're handling an 
inordinately delicate piece of equipment, 
bolt the Clavis into the headshell: this is 
made slightly easier than usual because 
its top plate is ready tapped to accept 
standard mounting hardware. After the 
usual alignment procedures have been 
carried out, you are ready to lower what's 

claimed to be the world's smallest line 
contact stylus into its first groove. If you've 
got everything spot-on be prepared for a 
taste of ecstasy. 

I used the Clavis in my Pink Triangle 
modified Linn Sondek LP12 which is fitted 
with a Nairn ARO unipivot tonearm, all 
supported by a Mana turntable stand. 



I described the Clavis as magical, and 
truthfully that is the only way to express 
how I felt about its performance. Linn's 
Troika is magnificent, Audio Technica's 
ART-1 is stunning, Ortofon's MCSOOO is 
revelatory, Kiseki's PHS is dramatic, but 
the Lyra cartridge exhibited a level of 
communication and an overall balance of 
virtues which none of these respected 
devices can fully match. 

Quite how the Cl avis managed to weave 
its spell is hard to articulate. It seemed to 
highlight with more conviction than other 
cartridges the human and physical ele
ments of music making. For example, even 
the finest musicians don't play with 
quartz-locked precision, instruments with 
tempered tuning like guitars are never 
note-perfect over their entire range, no 
two drumbeats a re ever 1 00 per cent alike: 
the Clavis respected and reflected these 
facets, and painted a rewardingly realis-

tic picture of music, one which didn't 
appear artificial or processed. 

Folio' the loons! 
Don't imagine that by concentrating on 
the emotional aspect of musical per
formances the Clavis ignored hi-fi's fun
damentals. In this respect nothing could 
be further from the truth. The range of 
dynamic shading it could portray was 
wide and exquisite, and its exposition of 
instrumental timbre excellent. And, na tu
rally, it allowed you 'tae follo' the toons!' 
But this was small beer for the Lyra, it 
continued past this base level, recognising 
that music exceeds the bounds of pre
dictability and the chromatic scale. If you 

Two very different approaches to the 
art of reproducing music in the home, 
top left: the Lyra Clavis, below: Nairn's 
long awaited CD player. 

subscribe to the notion that being able to 
'sing along' means that a component's fi 
is hi enough, then all well and good: stick 
contentedly with Simple Minds and The 
Proclaimers but steer clear of seriously 
adventurous composers and musicians. 
The profundity, colour and value of more 
taxing music which is lost on lesser car
tridges becomes immediately apparent 
with the Clavis. 

When l said earlier that the Clavis was 
a rarity, I was, unfortunately, speaking 
quite literally. Each sample is hand-built 
by one man, and he doesn't churn them 
out by the crate-full. Is there some way he 

might be persuaded to take on an assist
ant, I wonder? Exclusivity might be val
ued by some enthusiasts but I would be 
much happier if these superb cartridges 
were made more widely available. Per
haps the company could then devote time 
to building the Parnassus. This is Lyra 
CPI's £1,450 flagship cartridge. It's said to 
be better s till1 

Malcolm Steward 

0 nly Nairn could make a one
box two-box player", com

mented one wry observer. The £3,000 

NACDS may share a number of building 
blocks with Philips and most audiophile 
CD player makers, but the way they've 
been put together is as wilfully and delib
erately different as the sound that this 
machine makes. 

After seven years of consistent and 
implacable opposition to the silver disc 
and all its works, Nairn Audio has cel
ebrated the end of the Thatcher era with 
one of hi-fi's more comprehensive U
turns. But get a listen to what the COS can 
deliver, and you've got to admit it's a U
turn that's been handled with some style. 

The rationale is simple enough. Vinyl 
is disappearing rapidly from the racks of 
mainstream record stores, and where the 

music industry leads, specialist hi-fi is 
forced, however unwillingly, to follow. 

But where do you go, if you make 
amplifiers and speakers that make all com
mercial CD players you've tried sound 
like doodly squat? You build one your
self, of course. First and foremost so you've 
got one to use at home. But it's nice to be 
able to defray the development costs by 
making a few replicas that like-eared 
friends and customers might be inter
ested in buying. 

I discussed some of the background to 
this project in last month's Personal Mes
sages. What has emerged from Nairn Au
dio is still a CD player, consisting of two 
separate boxes and costing £3,000, but it 
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Not a digital output in sight- the rear panel of Nairn's CD player. 

differs from most of the high end compe
tition in a number of important ways. 
Even the basic architecture breaks com
pletely - and quite deliberately - with the 
currently popular audiophile practice of 
separating out transport and DAC (dig
ital-to-analogue convertor). Instead the 
NACOS keeps these together in the same 
unit, whilst the second box contains a 
massive multi-way power supply. 

Such an arrangement doesn't easily 
lend itself to upgrading one or other box 
piecemeal, but Nairn regards it as the only 
logical route. The performance of a con
ventionally separated (transport/DAC) 
two-box player is constrained by the 
'standard' interface that's used to link 
them both together. 

Ditching the need to provide universal 
interfacing by making the player itself a 
single entity with just a single(DIN) stereo 
analogue output permits much faster 
proprietary data transfer links from 
transport to DAC, resulting in greater 
retrieval accuracy in the time domain. 

Suspended subchassis? 
This isn't the first CD player to use a 
spring-decoupled transport, though the 
Nairn variation is unusually bouncy. What 
is a little more unusual is that there are 
two sets of transit screws to undo prior to 
operation. Not just the turntable, but also 
the main electronics board is carefully 
mechanically decoupled from the case. 
Critical components are apparently sev
eral orders of magnitude more sensitive 
to vibration than the boards used in 
Nairn's preamps, for example. 

Given the above mechanical complex
ity, I felt very disinclined to try and open 
up the machine to see what's inside. I 
understand the DACs themselves are the 
classic Philips 16-bit four times 
oversampling chipset. 

Operation is a little quirky, and I can 
niggle a bit about the ergonomics too. It's 
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not that I mind top-loading my CDs after 
lifting up a little hatch, In fact I've quickly 
come to prefer it to those infernal de
layed-action sliding drawers. Nor do I 
object to removing and replacing the little 
magnetic clamp with each disc. You only 
forget to put it back the first half dozen 
times, the embarrassing clatter of a disc 
rattling around the transport tray soon 
providing the necessary conditioning. 

Furthermore, I appreciate that the matt 
black interior surface has been coated in a 
very special way to minimise laser light 
scatter. But I do wish the sides of the tray 
base had been scalloped to allow me to 
get the fingertips of one hand round a CD 
and lift it out without dropping it. I sup
pose the fault lies partly with the disc 
itself, for being too small for two-hand 
and too large for one-hand operation. But 
I haven't yet found the knack of lifting out 
a disc without dropping it, leaving it 
canted sideways to be picked up whilst 
depositing fingermarks under the edge. 

And I do wish the control buttons had 
been more clearly identified: you can only 
read what each button says after you've 
made it light up by selecting it! And the 
handset is almost indistinguishable from 
the NAC52 's, Sod's Law dictating that I 
always pick the wrong one up first. 

Although the player seemed to track 
damaged discs pretty well, my sample 
did sometimes prove reluctant to lock 
onto the start of an individually selected 
track, usually when trying to demonstrate 
it to visitors. 

The boogie factor 
But such carping is really utterly irrel
evant when confronted by a CD player 
that pia ys tunes like this one. That, 
moreover, gets down and boogies in a 
way that no previous CD player - and 
precious little vinyl for that matter - can 
manage. 

Speaking as one who has consistently 

- even interminably - rejected Compact 
Disc as a serious substitute for vinyl, the 
NACOS is making by far the most persua
sive arguments in favour of the silver disc 
that I've yet heard. It doesn't make CD 
'better' than vinyl, but can make listening 
to CD a highly entertaining and engrossing 
experience, especially when playing 
modern dance, house or rock music. 

There's no denying I was using it un
der optimum circumstances, driving an 
extravagantly expensive full-house Nairn 
active system. And it should come as no 
surprise that the CD player and the big 
OBL loudspeakers are superbly comple
mentary to each other. But there's no de
nying the awesome, gobsmacking results 
either. 

This is a dance and rhythm machine, 
no question about it, holding strict tempo 
with an iron grip and remarkable band
width through the most complex sam
pled polyrhythms. On this modern and 
fundamentally synthetic music, the ex
traordinary analysis of the mix - crisp, fast 
and uncoloured, with solidity and control 
- seems significantly better than I've heard 
from vinyl. 

Go to the opposite end of the musical 
spectrum, and I still find myself missing 
the shimmer, body and translucency of 
orchestral strings, or the delicacy of the 
plucked string that the best vinyl affords. 
It could be I just haven't come across the 
right CD yet, however textures and tim
bres seem a little less effective than tern pi. 

Likewise I've yet to find vocals that 
quite match the intimacy and sex appeal 
of my favourite vinyl discs (eg Ella 
Fitzgerald, in mono, from the Fifties), but 
again it is difficult to know whether one 
should be blaming the CD medium or the 
paraphernalia of the modern recording 
studio. 

What is very clear is that this player is 
exceptionally faithful to the recordings 
themselves, making it ridiculously easy 
to separate the good from the bad from 
the indifferent. The synthetic quality" of 
most pop mixes is all too obvious. 

While the clarity, detail, control and 
precision of the COS is highly impressive, 
a similarly expensive vinyl playing source 
nevertheless manages to extract signifi
cantly more in the magic and the mes
sage, for all its irritating distortions and 
colorations. Were I foolhardy enough to 
attempt to quantify the differences, I'd 
have to say that my vinyl reproduction is 
at least as far ahead of this CD player as 
the COS is ahead of every other CD player 
I have heard. 

But perhaps uniquely amongst CD 
players, the intention behind the NACOS 



is not to oust or supplant vinyl. (The mu
sic business doesn't need any help in 
committing that particular act of cultural 
vandalism.) Instead it's to create a ma
chine that makes the playing of COs a 
genuinely enjoyable experience. To this 
end it must be judged a great success, 
insofar as it makes more digital discs 
sound significantly more entertaining and 
informative than they ever did before. 
Just listen to the sound of your tapping 
feet. 

Paul Messenger 

M entmore Industries has been 
going through some troubled 

times of late. The company was set up in 
1979 by Hackney Council and the Man
power Services Commission to employ 
disabled people and manufacture elec
tronic equipment. Since then the com
pany purchased the remains of 
Michaelson & Austin and produced valve 
amplifiers of its own including a version 
of M&A's substantial TVA-1 200 watter. 
For further background dig out a copy of 
issue 83 (June '90) where we featured 
Mentmore in Craftsman. 

Of late, for reasons no doubt political, 
Hackney Council has been having delib
erations over the company's future and 
although nothing has been firmed up the 
amplification side of the business may 
end up in private hands. It has also ap
pointed a British agent, Marpaul Hi-fi, 
with the aim of breaking out of its virtu
ally export only situation. Which is why a 
pre/power combination ended up in the 
Choice offices for what must be one of the 
first reviews in the UK press of this well 
established brand. Mentmore makes one 
preamp and four power amps priced up
wards of£770 for the TVP-III preamp. The 
latter along with the £1,453 TVA-50 65W 
power amp are the subject of this review. 

Sidewinder 
The preamp is unusual in that it hides its 
control knobs sideways underneath the 
tri-faceted wooden fascia, LEDs being 
provided to show which source has been 
selected, it also has a filter option which is 
billed as cutting out rumble. The hidden 
knob arrangement can be a bit confusing 
at first, especially the sideways on vol
ume knob, on my sample this worked in 
the conventional clockwise fashion - so if 
you thought about it enough it was possi
ble to figure out which way was down. 
Apparently the latest versions work in an 
anti-clockwise fashion which, although it 
sounds odd, is more logical. 

The TVP-111 has three inputs, includ
ing an MM only phono stage, and a tape 
output, which ain't a lot if you want to run 
a tuner, CD player and cassette deck along 
with your turntable. It is fully buffered, ie 
the aux and CD inputs are line stages 
rather than being purely passive as is 
often the case in valve preamps. This can 
be quite useful if you've got lengthy pre/ 
power interconnects or a low impedance 
power amp. 

The power amp is a hefty affair with 
two substantial output transformers and 
alternative four or eight ohm tappings to 

drive your loudspeakers with. Its most 
unusual, and initially perplexing, feature 
is a volume knob that's hidden away in 
the same fashion as the one on the preamp. 
This really kept me guessing until 
Marpaul told me of its existence - it's not 
the sort of thing you notice (or expect) 
unless you turn the beast over, but the 
volume levels available soon tell you that 
something is amiss! 

The preamp gave me a bit of a run 
around as well, the first sample had a 
defective valve in it and the second sam
pled proved a bit noisy, but the first sam
ple came back with a new tube onboard 
and behaved well. 

Which brings us round to the 
Mentmore' s sonic character which is quite 
distinct but not too obtrusive. Basically 
this is a powerful, ballsy combination that 
trades in the dynamics and transparency 
of some valve amps for real driving power 
and solidity. It's not unsubtle as amps of 
this price go, especially compared to tran
sistorised alternatives, and it has enough 
transparency to reveal most detail, it just 
doesn't provide the openness of some 
alternative designs. 

Statements 

However, the sheer grunt that the 
Mentmores can deliver more than makes 
up for the lack of transparency, with an 
efficient pair of speakers like the Audio 
Notefs and, given its65W output, you get 
a very appealing combination of valve 
openness and almost transistor like abil
ity to drive the lower frequencies. In fact 
this is very much the amp for those of you 
who want a taste of valve transparency 
and dynamics but don't want to give up 
the power afforded by transistors. 

Strangely enough, their Achilles heel 
could be too much low frequency power. 
If you already have speakers which are 
very capable in this department, or me
dium sized speakers in a small room, lean 
imagine the bass getting a bit OTT. In my 
relatively dry sounding room with well 
damped speakers there were occasions 
when kick drums and the like got a bit too 
heavy, although overall the balance was 
much to my liking, being a bit of a closet 
bass freak and all. And I imagine mini
ature ball busters like the AE1 or MA 
Studio 5 would be well suited to this 
slightly heavy balance. 

At the end of the day I thoroughly 
enjoyed my sojourn with the Mentmores, 
their enthusiasm and welly injecting 
powers did great things for my records 
and COs (yes I do have a few), and what 
they lacked in clarity they made up for in 
floor shaking skills. I wonder what the 
bigger power amps can do? 

Postscript: At the time of going to press 
Mentmore's ownership, and possibly the 
name as well, were on the verge of 
changing, so we would suggest you con
tact Marpaul Hi-fi for any further details. 
Tel: (04747) 3098. 

Jason Kennedy 

Tlte Mentmore combination- tlte first amplifier to suffer from rate capping? 
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Lifestyle 

Dome is where the art is 
Paul Messenger investigates Canon's attempts to create a wide imaging stereo 

speaker and comes to the conclusion that if anyone can, Canon might have done. 

C elebrating the arrival of 
stereophony back in the golden 

age of Hi-Fi News (when that? - ed) car
toonist Anscombe showed the proud en
thusiast seating his whole family in line 
astern on a row of chairs with a steplad
der at the back, carefully positioned along 
the line equidistant from each of the loud
speakers. 

That unforgettable image put the fin
ger firmly on one of the great and lasting 
weaknesses of the w hole concept of stereo. 
As the basic theory makes clear, two con
ventional loudspeakers can only create 
an accurate and 'solid' image at locations 
equidistant from the two sources. 

Searching for ways to circumvent this 
constraint and increase the sociability of 
stereo listening has preoccupied the minds 
and imaginations of audio engineers for 
over 30 years - hitherto with remarkable 
lack of success. 

Now Japanese cameras-to-photocopi
ers multinational Canon is taking a radi
cal step towards tackling the problem, by 
the unprecedented decision to launch a 
luxury specialist loudspeaker into what 
many regard as the toughest and most 
competitive loudspeaker market in the 
world. 

The speaker concerned is actually de
signed and manufactured here in Britain, 
though the idea behind it came originally 
from a Japanese research engineer, one 
Hiro Negishi. Negishi now heads up 
Canon Research Europe which operates 
from a business park close to the Uni
versity of Surrey, in Guildford. 

The modern styling from Alan 
Boothroyd, who also does industrial de
sign for Meridian, KEF and others, is dis
tinct! y odd ball, self-consciously 
'designer', but indisputably pretty, with 
the undoubted virtue of looking more 
like an art deco lamp or hi-tech astrolabe 
than a loudspeaker. However the 5-50 is 
utterly and startlingly original in all man-
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ner of crucial respects. 
Scheduled to sell at £349 per pair (ex

cluding stands), about the only thing these 
cute little magic mushrooms have in 
common with a con ven tional louds pea ker 
is a moving coil driven, cone diaphragm 
drive unit. And there's only one of those 
(in each loudspeaker, dummy). 

Wide imaging stereo 
The truly unique contribution goes back 
toN egishi' s original idea, known as wide 
imaging stereo (WIS). Rather appropri
ately for a camera company the concept 
actually borrows ideas from optics and 
applies them to audio signals. 

The first UK appearance was about 
four years ago, at a Canon technology 
exhibition held in London, where some 
pretty sceptical hi-fi journalists were 
treated to a rather unusual pair of loud
speakers that did indeed appear to create 
a credible stereo image over an unusually 
wide area. But before tracking the progress 
of the WIS project up to today's first 
production samples, it's necessary to dig 
into some of the (very simplified) back
ground about how stereo itself works. 

In the simplest case, if you play a signal 
through just the left hand channel of a 
system, the sound will appear to come 
from the left, and vice versa through the 
right channel. However, play the same 
(mono) signal through both left and right 
channels simultaneously and you don't 
hear the sound coming from left and right 
speakers simultaneously. Instead, the 
brain is fooled into believing it comes 
from midway between the speakers. This 
ability to create 'phantom' images that 
appear to hang in space is the very foun
dation of stereophony. 

Shift your position a little to the right of 
the centre line, and that central mono 
image lurches alarmingly towards the 
right hand speaker. In deciding where a 
specific stereo image is located, the ear I 

brain responds to (at least) two different 
stimuli: the relative loudness and the ar
rival time of the two sources. 

Move to the right of the centre line, and 
the right hand loudspeaker wins on both 
counts. One way of corn pens a tffig, for the 
relative loudness factor at least, is of course 
to use the balance control on the ampli
fier. The listener to the right of the centre 
line can get a pretty good image merely 
by boosting the relative output of the left 
hand loudspeaker by a decibel or two. 

Which is all fine and dandy provided 
that there's no one else in the room sitting 
on the left of the centre line, and who 
would obviously prefer to have the out
put of the right hand speaker boosted. 
However you look at it, stereo remains a 
solitary and anti-social activity 

Crossing axes 
One technique that can help a bit is to 
place the speakers at an angle, so that 
their main axes cross in front of the lis
tener. With over-angled placement, as you 
move to the right of the centre line, you 
move closer to the axis of the further (left) 
speaker and further away from the axis of 
the nearer speaker, so providing some 
loudness compensation, albeit of a rather 
hit-or-miss nature and with a sack load of 
compromises thrown in. 

While it may represent a step in the 
right direction, and certainly does reduce 
the severity of the symptoms significantly, 
the over-angling approach suffers from 
the fact that the directivity of a conven
tional forward radiating speaker varies 
quite dramatically across the audio band, 
and especially around the crossover point, 
so that any relative loudness compensa
tion tends to be haphazard and concen
trated towards the upper end of the 
spectrum. 

What is really needed is some sort of 
means of directing the ideal frequency 
balance across a wide forward angle, but 



Canon's magic mushroom, or the S-50 WIS system as it is known to its friends. 

with a higher relative level directed to
wards the opposite corner of the room 
than straight down the room. Some sort of 
acoustic lens might provide the answer, 
and just such a 'lens', in the form of an 
offset conical mirror, lies at the heart of 
the Canon WIS approach and the S-50. 

The base of the loudspeaker forms a 
metal cone, and the driver fires down
wards onto the side of the cone shape, 
which reflects the full bandwidth of the 
speaker out into the room, but with the 
greatest intensity across towards the op
posite corner, and proportionally less 
output directed straight ahead. 

This provides the automatic compen
sation needed to widen the effective stereo 
listening area. Move to the right of the 

centre line and the output from the left 
increases and that from the right speaker 
decreases. 

The effectiveness of this technique is 
immediately - indeed startlingly - obvi
ous to anyone already used to the sound 
of conventional stereo. It's initially quite 
disturbing to find that the stereo shifts 
one is accustomed to hearing when mov
ing around the room no longer take place. 

Almost uncannily, the soundstage re
mains spread across the space between 
the loudspeakers almost irrespective of 
where one chooses to sit or stand. The 
speakers are designed to be set at 45 qe
grees to straight ahead, and the best re
sults are found within the far quadrant of 
the room, behind the point where the 

directional axes cross, while the near 
quadrant has difficulty maintaining fo
cus. But it works to some degree pretty 
well anywhere, even quite close to yet 
outside the line of the speakers. 

That doesn't mean you get pinpoint 
accuracy across most of the room. In fact 
you won't get quite the precision and 
layered focus available from the very best 
conventional forward-facing loudspeak
ers when listening on the hot seat. But the 
Canon does have sufficient accuracy to 
reveal some of the micro- as well as the 
macro-structure of the image, and you 
don't get that uncomfortable lurch to one 
side that usually happens when shifting 
position. 

As usual, the central line is best in 
terms of accuracy and focus- but at least 
you do get an identifiable stereo spread 
away from the line, albeit with some ten
dency for central images to spread and 
smear a little in the direction of the nearer 
speaker. 

There's also a tendency for images to 
spread backwards a little behind the plane 
of the speakers, due I suspect to wall 
reflection of the significant inward/ 
rearward output. Don't even consider 
trying to use them less than a foot from 
the wall, and give them three if you can. 

Time to go dome 
Stereo performance is only one of the 
characteristics that defines a loudspeaker. 
And to achieve its obvious imaging 
strengths, the designers of the S-50 have 
adopted all sorts of unusual engineering 
solutions elsewhere, all of which will have 
some impact on the end result. 

The anatomy of the speaker itself is 
best described with one eye on the photo
graphs. The dome is the enclosure proper, 
which means that the lens system roughly 
doubles the overall bulk. Providing par
tial compensation, the dome is made from 
a self-damping plastic that takes up little 
of the internal volume, and is port-loaded 
by a flared reflex tube that opens into the 
horizontal, circular, cast metal baffle. 

Besides the port, and a substantial hex 
nut that presumably holds everything 
together, there's a tiny little paper cone 
driver, about 80mm across plus a gener
ous surround, with parasitic tweeter horn 
in the centre, rear mounted and protected 
from prying fingers by a plastic grille. 

Not only is the baffle cast metal, so are 
the two verticals, the main lens cone and 
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the three (studded rather than spiked) 
feet, all of which should confer excep
tional mechanical integrity, which will be 
further enhanced by the fact that the unit 
is pointing downwards, so all mechanical 
reaction forces are directed towards or 
away from the floor. 

Although it's just a single driver sys
tem, and therefore needs no electrical 
crossover circuitry, there is a network in 
line with the driver to provide some fre
quency balance compensation. Specifi
cally, there's a suck circuit to counter a 
horn effect that is created by the geo
metrical relationship and proximity of 
driver and lens. 

The driver magnet has been carefully 
shielded so that the speaker can be placed 
close to a television set without interfering 
with colour purity. 

The spherical shape, circular base, 
wide-spaced tripod feet and underslung 
terminals don't make for good aesthetic 
or mechanical compatibility with the 
typical speediframe speaker stand, and in 
my (somewhat limited) experience, ver
tically-oriented driver systems are also 
hideously stand-sensitive. 

The supporting cast 
The obvious solution is to use Canon's 
own dedicated device. This complements 
the shape and features of the speaker in a 
most delightful way, the ensemble 
somehow having much of the elegance of 
the traditional Japanese stone lantern, al
beit in hi-tech form. 

The prototypes that I tried out were 
quite light in weight, and inclined to ring 
when tapped. The pressed steel top plate 
(which may be changed for fabricated 
sheet steel in production) was designed to 
be clamped tightly onto the speaker via a 
central screw, so providing some rein
forcement, but the base is also a flat 
(though thick) steel sheet, and the verti
cals, mirroring the shape of the speaker's 
baffle supports, are well offset from any 
mechanical moment from the main driver. 

I'd had the loudspeakers for a couple 
of weeks prior to receiving the matching 
stands, and had already enjoyed and been 
very entertained by them perched on top 
of a pair of that marvellous all-purpose 
standby, the Hey brook HBSl. 

I brought them back in for serious lis
tening when the Canon stands arrived, 
and found myself puzzled and perplexed. 
The sound seemed more shut-in, coloured 
and somehow boxy, while the image it
self seemed be down at floor level, with
out any real height, scale or generosity. 

I started making notes that were in-

creasingly uncomplimentary, checking off 
all manner of quite serious mid band col
orations - pinched, cuppy and metallic 
effects to varying degrees-while low bass 
and upper treble were somewhat lacking 
and also ill-defined. It still managed to 
sound tolerably agile, with good funda
mental timing, but started to get aggres
sive and uncomfortable when driven hard. 

The improvement wrought by return
ing to the HBSl was almost surreal, the 
sound blooming to life with enhanced 
bandwidth, coherence and even a meas
ure of confidence and authority. The S-50 
was transformed from an ugly sounding 
duckling to an ugly looking one instead, 
the metamorphosis that so dram-atically 

The stands may look great but are best 
used as plant supports. 

rescued the sound sending the ensemble 
aesthetics straight up the Swanee. 

Fuelling the illusion 
The image seems entirely detached from 
the enclosures, nicely filling the space in 
between instead. The illusion is further 
enhanced by a refreshing lack of serious 
phasey effects accompanying shifts in 
head position, and good balance consist
ency over a wide listening window. 

The midrange is impressivelyevenand 
coherent, with coloration tolerably well 
controlled, but it's still a limited band
width speaker, without much in the way 
of bass grunt, and with significantly less 
treble than most of its contemporaries. 

There's some lack of fine detail and 
openness at the top in consequence, but 
it's by no means unpleasant - quite the 

Lifestyle 

reverse in fact, as conventional tweeters 
have an unerring habit of drawing un
welcome attention to their presence, in 
the vast majority of cases. Here there's a 
mellowness instead, which one listener 
described as pleasantly nostalgic. 

Hammer down 
That said, you don't really want to ham
mer them too much with heavy rock or 
dance music. There's protection circuitry 
built in, so they'll probably survive any 
maltreatment, but the Hammer himself 
caused some strange things to happen 
dynamically to the balance - limiting the 
treble, it seemed - when I started trying to 
explore output levels around lOOdB. 

Using a single driver to cover the whole 
audio range is unusual, though not un
precedented, and is a technique that's 
highly regarded by purists for its fine 
coherence and mid band integration, even 
though it does involve significant com
promises at the frequency extremes. 

The driver may be small for a bass unit, 
but it's big for a tweeter, and is going to be 
struggling to get up to the limit of human 
hearing, even with the help of the parasitic 
tweeter horn emerging from the dust cap. 
And the fact that it's so small is bound to 
mean little serious bass extension or welly, 
and comparatively low sensitivity. 

One obvious a! ternative solution might 
have been to use some sort of coaxial 
driver arrangement, where the tweeter is 
mounted in the centre of the bass/mid 
driver. This was considered, but there's a 
certain amount of uncertainty around at 
present regarding some KEF patent ap
plications for its Uni-Q driver, and Canon 
decided to steer clear of any confusion. 

Conclusion 
Certainly the Canon S-50 must be re
garded as a success, if only because it 
achieves its objective of increasing the 
number of people that can all enjoy stereo 
sound simultaneously, a feature that is 
particularly relevant right now, with the 
spread of NICAM stereo sound televi
sion. That alone goes a long way towards 
justifying its highish price, as does the 
quite elaborate and costly engineering 
and the very classy industrial design. 

The sound is quite distinctive, and some 
may take offence at the restrained treble 
(though I found it rather refreshing). The 
innate lack of aggressiveness and 'out of 
box' image should particularly appeal to 
classical listeners, especially those using 
CD as a source, though rock and dance 
fans may be underwhelmed by the lack of 
real welly and loudness capability. 
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Passing 
into oblivion 

My system, which was all 
purchased as a result of 
studying your magazine, is in 
use with Leak 2075 loud
speakers. It includes the 
Denon DCD1520, Arcam 
Black Box 2, Pioneer cassette 
CT-91a and Pioneer A400 
amp. I would be interested to 
know if you have the original 
reports on the Leak 2075s 
from when they were first 
introduced, and if, on reading 
these, you would consider 
that I can improve on them at 
a cost of less than £800. 

I consider it sad that these 
magnificent speakers, which 
were received with great 
enthusiasm by both techni
cians and musicians alike, 
seem to have passed into 
oblivion. 
H N Smith, Stroud, Glos. 

We can't find a review of the 
Leak 2075 in our back issues, it's 
possible that by 1975 (when 
Choice was first published) that 
the 2075 was no longer in 
production. 

However, even if you could 
find a review from that period it 
would be unrealistic to compare 
it with a contemporary one. The 
differences in source compo
nents, use of stands etc would 
make it difficult to come to an 
absolute judgement. The only 
way you can find out if they can 
be improved upon by contempo
rary alternatives is to take your 
speakers along to a dealer and 
make some comparisons. 

I doubt that for you there are 
many speakers that would 
improve upon them in all 
respects, but one which would 
give them a good run for their 

Readers Write 
C H OIC E 

money is that old Hi-fi Choice 
favourite the Audio Note AN-J 
(which was reviewed as the 
Audio Innovations Model J in 
issue 95), which sells for a 
pound below your limit. If you 
can't get to hear the Audio Notes 
try and track down some 
Spendor SP2/2s or Epos ES14s, 
both retail for just under £500. 

Toying with ideas 
My hi-fi system consists of a 
Yamaha CDX-930 CD player 
connected to a Cyrus II 

amplifier via bog standard 
interconnect, and a pair of 
Epos ES11s which are 
attached with Linn K20 to the 
amps output terminals. 

I want to upgrade the 
system somewhat and am 
considering adding a PSX 
power supply to the ampli
fier. I also want to improve 
the sound of my CDs, to wit I 
am toying with the idea of 
adding a separate digital to 

ANSWE RS 

Spendor's SP2/2 

should prove to 

be a significant 

upgrade over a 

pair of vintage 

Leak 2075s. 

analogue convertor such as 
the Meridian 203 or Deltec 
Little Bit to my Yamaha. Or 
perhaps I should get a 
completely new player, what 
do you think? 

I have a budget of £1,000 
and am considering upgrad
ing the various cables in the 
system as well. What course 
would you recommend I 
take? 
Henry Tan, London, NW6. 

Replacing your interconnect and 
speaker cable is highly advisable, 
the interconnect especially will 
be limiting the sound quality of 
your COs quite drastically. If 
the budget will cover it, the 
interconnect and speaker cables 
made by Audio Note and De/tee 
are very good. There seems to be 
something to be said for using 
the interconnect and speaker 
cable from the same source, by 
the way. 

As far as the actual CD 

A basket full o' serious CD player on the cheap, Aiwa's XC-700 is the budget player to beat. 

player is concerned, we would 
suggest you listen to some of the 
machines that came out well in 
our last review, the Aiwa XC-
700 and NAD 5425 in particu
lar are worth seeking out. 
There's also couple of new 
players that we will hopefully be 
reviewing in the November issue 
that would be worth considering, 
they are Pioneer's PD-8700 and 
other more expensive ones in 
that (upside down disc) range, 
and Marantz' latest CD52 
which could well be a winner. 

Sounds on 
the cheap 

Being an impoverished music 
lover, I had to take an 
unusual approach to purchas
ing a hi-fi system. I bought 
one at a car boot sale for £19! 
It comprises a Sansui SR-
222Il/ ADC record player, 
Tandberg TCD310 cassette 
deck, Rogers A7511 amp and 
Rogers Export Monitor 
speakers. 

I am pleased with the 
sound but there's a couple of 
points I'd like to address. 
Firstly, the speakers are sat 
on concrete slabs on the floor, 
and the bass annoys the 
people downstairs. Can I put 
them on stands, and would 
this reduce the problem? 
Secondly, the top end seems a 
bit bright and edgy, could 
this be caused by the ADC 
cartridge and if so with what 
budget cartridge would you 
suggest I replace it? 
Ryan Lidlow, Weston-Super
Mare, Avon. 

It sounds like you got a bargain 
there Ryan. However, to address 
your problems; stopping bass 
travelling through the floor isn't 
easy but a pair of lightweight 
stands- Target makes very 
affordable ones- would improve 
the situation to an extent. Not 
using spikes would also make a 
small difference, but it would be 
a compromise in sound quality 
terms. 

The ADC could be causing 
the brightness you are hearing, if 
it only occurs when you are 
playing records. Usually, worn 
out cartridges sound dull 
though, and it's more likely that 
it has been damaged or badly 
aligned given its origins, and 
either of these factors could be 
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NOT EQUIPPED FOR NICAM 

AT LAST. ... STEREO TELEVISION! 
Those of us with two ears have long enjoyed 

the luxury of quality Stereo sound from radio, 

record players and, more recently Compact Discs, 

while television, the focal point for entertainment 

in the home has remained Mono. 

Now the CULLAM NICAM INTERPRETER offers 

you the ability to enjoy the enhanced quality sound 

available from NICAM digital Stereo transmissions* 

at a fraction of the cost of replacing your current 

television or video recorder. 

CULLAM 
For further information, please contact: 

lt couldn't be easier. Simply connect the CULLAM 

NICAM INTERPRETER to your existing television 

and Hi-Fi system, and immerse yourself in pure 

digital Stereo sound, thus adding an exciting new 

dimension to your television viewing. 
The CULLAM NICAM INTERPRETER features ... 
• Twenty channels • Infra-red remote control 

• Childproof programming controls 

• Comprehensive audio-visual outputs 

• Dual language capaqility •1 Stylish finish 

• U.K. Design and manufacture 

Cullam Ltd., Technology House, Stanton Harcourt Road, Eynsham, OXFORD OX8 1TH 
Telephone(0865)882100 Fax(0865)882110 

* Subject to location 



the culprit. Your best bet would 
be to take the deck along to a 
dealer (who actually stocks good 
quality record players) and have 
him check it over. If there's a 
problem he can fit a new 
cartridge for you. 

On the very cheap hi-fi 
cartridge front, the AT-95E, 
which costs as much as your 
system, is about the only serious 
contender, but if that's too dear 
NAD's MM4 is a usable 
alternative at £9. 

The great Snell 
debate pt 2 

I read with interest William 
Osgood's letter in the July 
issue of Hi-Fi Choice, where 
he shared his company 
philosophy with your 
readers. 

Having distributed and 
successfully brought the 
name of Snell Acoustics to 
considerable fame in the UK 
over the past seven years, and 
having been robbed of the 
distribution sometime over 
the past eight months, I 
obviously have a somewhat 
different view and recollec
tion of 'events'. 

Rewriting history is 
nothing new, and Mr 
Osgood's claim that I did not 
like the original A/Ill and the 
J/II and E/II, after Peter Snell 
designed these speakers, is 
incorrect. My only objection 
was to the rear facing tweeter 
on the A/Ill and the E/II. On 
the A/Ill Peter kindly in
stalled a switch to defeat the 
unit, and on most of the E/Ils 
we subsequently bought for 
the UK and Scandinavian 
markets, the rear tweeter was 
disconnected. 

My 'highly opinionated 
position' was, and is, against 
the new Snell models de
signed by Kevin Voecks, the 
sound of which I find totally 
alien to the sound of the 
models that Peter Snell 
created. 

I therefore pressed Snell 
Acoustics to continue to 
supply the Peter Snell 
designed models, Type K. 

Type J/II and Type E/II, which 
it did until last year, when, 
without explanation, Snell 
stopped supplying, despite 
promising the opposite. 

After that we decided to 

study more carefully the 
whole subject, and having 
ascertained the overall 
parameters more closely, we 
designed our own speakers, 

Readers Write . . . 

which are technically differ
ent in some key areas to the 
speakers they replace, whilst 
maintaining the same type of 
sound that so many review-

The Snell Jlll, designed by 
Peter Snell, liked by Peter 
Qvortrup and updated by 
Kevin Voecks! 

ers and customers liked about 
Peter Snell's speakers. 

Opinions are already in 
print as to how our efforts 
compare and I shall watch 
with interest how Mr Voecks' 
speakers do in the same 
comparison, and shall be 
happy to offer speakers for 
this purpose. 

I look forward to Snell 
Acoustics finding a distribu
tor in the UK for its speakers, 
so that the real positions 
between old and new can be 
clarified. 
Peter Qvortrup, MD Audio 
Note UK. 

Roksan Interconnect Winner 

Leave well 
enough alone? 

My system consists of a 
Townshend Rock Reference/ 
Moth/Linn K18 record 
player, Meridian 208 CD 
player, Grant lOOP preamp 
and Bryston 28 power 
amp, and Townshend 
Glastonbury speakers. I will 
soon be replacing the Moth 
with an Excalibur arm and 
was interested to read your 
comments about the deck 
in the last turntable review 
(issue 91). 

Regarding my system, 
do you feel that there is any 
need to upgrade my 
amplification, bearing in 
mind that the preamp has 
been modified by 
Avondale Audio. Would it 
be beneficial perhaps to get 
another 28 and bridge 
them, or should I leave 
well enough alone? 
lain Noble, Preston, Lancs. 

Moving up to the Excalibur is 
a logical move that should 
bring significant improve
ments in virtually all aspects 
of LP reproduction. Altering 
the amplification, however, is 
less straightforward. It is also 
not obviously necessary, you 

the Glastonburys and unless 
there's some aspect about the 
sound that you don't like, it's 
not really a weak link. 
What would be more rewarding 
is a cartridge upgrade. The 
options are multifarious but the 
cartridges that have traditionally 
been great partners for the Rock 
are Audio Technica's AT-OC9 
and the Dynavector 17D2 
(£280), it of the very short 
diamond cantilever. The OC9 
has now been replaced by the 
OC30 (£500) which promises to 
be a better cartridge, but is so far 
unproven. Of course, with either 
of these you would need a step-

up transformer which would 
set you back another £200 or 
so, EAR and Audio Innova
tions make good ones. 

If that is a bit excessive, the 
Shure VST V (£173) MM is a 
cheaper but not a lot less 
impressive cartridge that has 
single handedly put the Shure 
name back on the audiophile 
map. Depending on what it is, 
your speaker cabling might 
also benefit from upgrading, 
the heavy Townshend Isolda 
stuff was developed specifically 
for your speakers and, not 
surprisingly, works extremely 
well with them. 

have enough power to drive The classic Rock Reference cartridge, Dynavector's 1702. 
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The PMA 350 

A Giant Killer 

The PMA 350 is the result of a collabo

ration between the Denon Skirakawa factory, 

Denon's UK staff and a noted UK ampliAer 

designer. 

The object of the exercise was the 

production of an ampliAer that by sound quality 

alone would establish Denon as the premier 

amplifier supplier in the under £200 market. As 

with the highly successful Denon PMA 250/11, 

the PMA 350 is an exclusive model for the UK 

and has circuit features and componentry not 

seen in other markets. 

BRIEF CIRCUIT DETAILS 

50 watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms lover 80 

wpc into 4 ohn1s) • The internal circuit path is 

straight line o Expensive 'ceraAne' audiophile 

capacirors have been used at critical points 

throughout o An oversize power transformer is 

Atted for high power output and substantial 

power reserves • The tone control circuit is 

completely passive to eliminate sound 

degradation 

WHAT THE PRESS SAY 

"The Denon PMA 350 is the Anest £160 

ampliAer I've ever had the pleasure to audition" 

HIGH FIDELITY, JANUARY '91 

".. .much as I hate to use the term, I think 

it's rightly called a bargain." 
HI-FI WORLD. MARCH 91 

"The PMA 350 is a fine ampliAer, a solid 

performer that will suit a wide range of budget 

ancillaries ... Recommended." 
Hl-FI CHOICE. MARCH '91 

HOME HI-FI, LIFESTYLE PRODUCTS, CAR AUDIO, CD PORTABLES, 

CD SOFTWARE AND PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST EQUIPMENT. DEN ON 
Enquiries ro: Dcnon Freepost Enquiries, Chiltern Hill, Chalfonr Sr. Peter, Gcrr.ards Cross, Buckinghamshire, SL9 9BS. 



This month sees the introduction of 
our Gold Subscriber Scheme - an 

extension of our standard 

subscription service which features 

exclusive introductory offers of 
exceptional value to improve and 
enhance your listening pleasure. As 
the only hi-fi magazine to run large 
scale comparative lab and listening 
tests Hi-Fi Choice already offers better 
value than any other hi-fi magazine 
and we feel sure that our Gold 
Subscription package makes Hi-Fi 
Choice the best value on the market! 
OPTION ONE 
If you take out a subscription to Hi-Fi Choice for 24 
issues, you will receive: 
• a set of Furukawa FS2T14 Speaker Cables worth 

£56 

• a set of Furuka wa FD101 0 Interconnects worth £85 

• Hi-Fi Choice discount vouchers saving you up to 
£50 on CDs and cassettes 

• Hi-Fi Choice Special Collection issue worth £3.95 

• 12 vouchers offering 10% discount on any mail 
order item on offer in Hi-Fi Choice 

All for the price of £59.95 

OPTION TWO 
Subscribe for only 12 issues and you will receive the 
speaker cables, together with the CD and cassettes 
savings vouchers, plus the 12 vouchers offering 10% 
discount on any mail order item on offer in Hi-Fi 
Choice. 
12 issues- £39.95 

OPTION THREE 
Alternatively, you can simply take out a standard 
subscription and miss out on all the free gifts for 
only £22.50. 

GOOD CONNECTIONS 
it is an accepted fact that good cables and interconnects can dramatically improve the 

performance of your hi-fi system This is why we are so pleased to be able to offer our subscribers 

the chance to improve their systems by using Furukawa speaker cable and interconnects. The 

leading Japanese cable specialist Furukawa is considered to be at the forefront in the 

development of conductive materials. All Furukawa cables, interconnects and plugs are 

manufactured using PCOCC (Pure Copper by Oh no Continuous Casting- Oh no being the name 

of the original inventor of the casting method). Patented by Furukawa, this continuous casting 

method results in a grain free, single crystal conductor ensuring minimal transmission loss, 

extremely low distortion and wide band resolution. 

FURUKAWA FS-2T14 SPEAKER CABLE 
Your free FS-2TI4 PCOCC speaker cables from Furukawa is a stranded 1. 4mm square cable with 

po/ypropylene insulation to the conductors and cotton yarn to insulate from mechanical energy. 

The speaker cables come complete with a choice of terminations and will be supplied in three 

metre lengths. All terminations are gold plated and attached using a solder/ess connection to the 

cable. 

FURUKAWA FD1 010 INTERCONNECT 
The FD1010 PCOCC is an unbalanced 75 ohm co-axial interconnect supplied complete with 

hermetically sealed gold plated RCA plugs The FD101 has been designed specifically for use 

between the analogue output of a CD (or DA T) player and the pre- amp or between a pre and 

power amp and will be supplied in one metre lengths . 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 

YES! I would like become a Hi-Fi Choice Gold subscriber. 
My option choice is (please tick one box) 
Option 1 £59.95 24 issues 0 saving over £200 (UK only) 
Option 2 £39.95 12 issues 0 saving over £100 (UK only) 
Option 3 £22.95 12 issues 0 standard subscription UK 

£32.95 24 issues 0 standard subscription Eur/Eire 
£59.95 24 issues 0 standard subscription Rest of World 

Please return completed form, with your payment to: 
UK only 
Hi-Fi Choice, Subscriptions Dept, Freepost 7, London W1E 
4EZ 
Overseas 
Hi-Fi Choice, Subscriptions Dept, 14 Rathbone Place, 
London W1P 1DE, England. 
Or better still telephone the Hi-Fi Choice Subscription 
Hotline on 071 580 8908 or send completed form by Fax on 
071 636 5668 

I enclose my cheque/Postal Order• made payable to Dennis Publishing ltd (all payments 

should be drawn in sterling on aUK bank). *delete which is applicable. 

I would like my speaker cables supplied with 0 Banana plugs 0 Spades 0 Pins 
(Please tick one box only) 

0 I enclose my cheque/postal order made payable to Dennis Publishing (Hi-Fi) Ltd. 

Or please charge my 0 Visa 0 Mastercard (Access) 
Credit card number ...................................................................... ... ...... Expiry Date 

Signature 

Name . .. .... . ... .. . 

Address. 

...................................................................... ....................................... Postcode 

Your details may be added to our mailing list, please tick box if you would prefer not to receive details of special 
offers and promotions. 0 HFC 9/91 







THE 500 SERIES 

AX550 
Direct Signal Path Integrated Amplifier 

effortlessly delivers 140 W/ch DIN music power. 

CDX-550 E 
CD Player featuring all new S-Bit Plus 

technology for pure, natural sound. 

TX-550 
Direct PLL Synthesis AM/FM Stereo Tuner 

for broadcast quality listening. 

KX-530 
3-Motor Amorphous Head Cassette Deck featuring 

*Dolby Hx Pro for maximum performance. 

RS REMOTE CONTROL 
Full function, hand-held unit provides 

total system control. 

SYSTEM OPTION· TURNTABLE 
Complete your 500 Series line-up with the Yamaha 

TT-400RS fully automatic belt-drive turntable. 

*Dol by and Dol by Hx Pro are licensed trademarks of Dol by Laboratories Inc. 

THE 50 SERIES 

RX-450 
Stereo Receiver featuring High Dynamic Power 

amplifier and sophisticated AM/FM Stereo 
Tuner with remote control and CD Direct facility. 

CDX-450E 
Quality CD Player featuring 

Yamaha Single-Bit technology for improved 

performance and natural sound. 

KX-250 
2-motor transport Cassette Deck featuring 

Play Trim facility and *Dol by Hx.Pro combines 

HiFi performance with value for money. 

RS REMOTE CONTROL 
Full function, hand -held unit provides 

total system control. 

SYSTEM OPTION · CD MUL TICHANGER 
Enhance your 50 Series system with the Yamaha CDC-615 

5-disc CD Player featuring S-Bit technology. 

*New Titanium finish available from November 1991 

Yamaha offers an exclusive two-year guarantee on all it's HiFi products. For 

further information and FREE brochure, contact us today. 

YA A A HIFI 
Over a Century of Musical Experience 

Yamaha Electronics (UK) LTD 
Yamaha House, 200 Rickmansworth Road, 

Watford, Herts, WD1 7JS. Telephone: 0923 33166 



Back Issues 
All the issues you wish you'd never missed. Here's how to 

order back numbers and binders for your copies of Hi-Fi Choice 

TO ORDER BACK ISSUES: Please tick those you require 

81 _ CASSETTE DECKS Apr 90 
Also includes: Free stylus cleaner 
Plus: Focus on Recordable CD 

82 _ LOUDSPEAKERS May 90 
Also includes: Free classical music supplement 
Plus: An alternative approach to cartridge mounting 

84 _ SYSTEMS July 90 
Also includes: Free rock music supplement 
Plus: Moving coil cartridges 

85 _ AMPLIFIERS Aug 90 
Also includes: Free classical records supplement 
Plus: Magnetic cartridges 

86 _ LOUDSPEAKERS Sept 90 
Also includes: Free NICAM TV /VCR supplement 
Plus: A visit to La Maison de L'audiophile in Paris 

87 _ CASSETTE DECKS Oct 90 
Also includes: free gift from CDxtract 
Plus: Further reviews on CD players 

88 _ CD PLAYERS Nov 90 
Also includes: Free Metal Fatigue supplement 
Plus: Statements on the Morch tonearm 

89 _ CD MIDI SYSTEMS Dec 90 
Also includes: A free tape from Memorex 
Plus: Aspirations visits sculptor Andrew Logan 

90 _ LOUDSPEAKERS Jan 91 
Also includes FREE blank tape supplement -
- over 30 cassette tapes tested 

91 _TURNTABLES AND TONEARMS Feb 91 
Also includes: Further reviews on cartridges 
Plus: Free classical music supplement 

92 _AMPLIFIERS Mar 91 
Also includes: Perspectives on Philips DCC 
Plus: Lifestyle feature on Bang & Olufsen's latest system 

93 _CASSETTE DECKS Apr 91 
Also includes: Perspectives on 'The Supertapes' 
Plus: Free tuners supplement 

94 �LOUDSPEAKERS May 91 
Also includes: An in-depth look at multi-room systems 
Plus: Free supplement on DA T and CD personals 

95 _CD PLAYERS June 1991 
Also includes: Results of the Bit Stream v multibit tests 
Plus: Free classical music supplement 

96 _ SEPARATES SYSTEMS July 1991 
Also includes: Full reviews on ten CD drive units 
Plus: Free in-car entertainment supplement 

97 _AMPLIFIERS August 1991 
Also includes: Future formats: Mini Disc and DCC 
Plus: Perspectives on Dolby S-Type noise reduction 

C90 _ THE COLLECTION 1990/91 Special Edition 
Complete reviews on some of the best hi-fi in the world 
(UK £4.50 inc. postage and packing, overseas £5.25) 

COMING SOON 
99 L CASSETTE DECKS Oct 91 

100 _ CD PLAYERS Nov 91 

101 _CD MINI SYSTEMS Dec 91 

TO ORDER BINDERS: 
Keep your copies of Hi-Fi Choice in prime condition with our 
eight-issue binder finished in black and gold. £5.95 (UK), £7.95 
(air service) inc. postage and packing. 

PAYMENT: 
Individual issues including postage and packing: UK £4.00, 
rest of the world £5.00 (air service). Overseas payments: we can 
only accept Visa/Mastercard, Eurocheques in£ sterling and 
sterling cheques drawn on a London bank. 

I enclose my cheque/postal order for £ made payable 
to Dennis Publishing (HFC) 
_ Please charge my Access/Visa (delete as appropriate) 

Total number of items ordered 

Credit card number 

Expiry Date 

Signature 

Name 

Address __________ ____________ ______________________ __ 

Postcode --

(98) Please send order form and payment to: Hi-Fi Choice, Mail 
Order, P.O. Box 320, London N21 2NB 
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21st Century Fox 
This month Barry Fox looks at the implementation of the proposed 

blank media levy and takes John Peel to task for some ill judged 
comments on everyone's favourite format, the Compact Disc! 

A lot of people regret 
the passing of the LP, 

just as a lot of people still 
miss getting dirty from steam 
train smoke or smelling the 
dung from a horse and 
carriage. 

There is a lot of life left in 
the old LP yet. Sansui just 
introduced a new turntable 
made by Dual. Audio 
Technica does a healthy trade 
in cartridges and styli. 
Specialist vinyl junkie shops 
thrive in Japan. But eventu
ally the LP will die, because 
the public at large likes the 
sheer convenience of CD, 
record shops like the space 
saved on COs and cassettes 
and the record companies are 
shutting their vinyl pressing 
plants. 

And talking technical 
rubbish will not change 
history. Recently BBC DJ John 
Peel wrote a classic piece of 
nonsense for the London 
Evening Standard. I quote: 

"The CD is a gossamer 
thing and if you let your foul, 
grease-ridden, germ-infested 
fingertips so much as brush 
across the playing surface, 
well, you might as well bin 
if'. Rubbish. Of course dirty 
discs don't play properly. 
What you do is wipe them 
clean with a cloth. 

"Apparently the stupid 
things don't even revolve at a 
constant speed". True, but it's 
clever, not stupid. The reason 
why LPs don't sound as good 
towards the end of the side is 
that the disc is rotating at 
constant speed and thus has 
to cram more information 
into the shorter turns of the 
spiral near the centre. 

It's the same principle that 
means you can get round a 
circular race-track faster if 
you stick to the inside lanes 
which are shorter. 

Back in the mid-Twenties 
Garrard tried to sell a gramo
phone called the World 
Record Controller. The motor 
altered its speed so that the 
record ran slower while its 
outer grooves were being 
played and faster towards the 
centre, just like a modern CD. 
The WRC failed because it 

required the cooperation of 
the record companies to put 
out recordings suitable for 
playing at constantly varying 
speed. Also, it was difficult to 
match the motor speed to the 
correct playback speed. The 
digital code on a CD made 
matching easy. 

"My strongest objection to 
the sound of COs", writes 
Peel, "(is that they are) too 
bright and too hard, and old 
favourites transferred from 
vinyl just don't sound right." 

Don't blame the system, 
Mr Peel. Blame the people 
who use it. If you have ever 
heard one CD - just one - that 
sounds "right", then that 
proves the system works. 

Re-issues sound too bright 
and too hard because the 
record companies have 
skimped on the job of 
transferring the sound from 
old analogue tapes to new 
digital masters. 

The chances are they are 
using old tapes which were 
equalized, with treble boost 
and bass cut, to compensate 
for the characteristics of the 
LP. Of course those tapes 
sound wrong when trans
ferred to CD which repro
duces the boosted treble with 
painful accuracy. 

It is sad to see someone 
with the clout of John Peel 
saying silly things so publicly 
and in the process making a 
fool of himself. 

B ehind the scenes the 
record industry, both 

in the UK and US, continues 
to lobby for a tax or levy on 
blank tape. They call it a 
royalty because it sounds 
better, even though there is 
still have no way of allocating 
tape tax revenue to the artists 
whose records have been 
copied. 

In the USA agreement is 
expected any day now on a 
deal which puts two per cent 
on the price of any digital 
audio recorder (OAT, DCC or 
Mini Disc) and three per cent 
on blank tapes or discs. The 
digital audio recorder will 
have SCMS (Serial Copy 

Management System) to 
prevent cloning, ie, the 
recorder will not make a 
digital copy of a digital copy. 

The breakthrough for the 
music industry came after 
two things happened. The 
National Music Publishers 
Association, headed by 
talkative spokesman Ed 
Murphy and using even more 
talkative songwriter Sammy 
Cahn as a figurehead, sued 

The record companies think 
you should pay more for your 
blank tapes. 

Sony for selling DA T in the 
USA. Then Tandy signed 
with Philips to promote DCC. 
Philips and Tandy realised 
they would be sued by the 
NMP A the moment they tried 
to sell DCC in North 
America. 

Philips, with its 1992 

hands full with launching 
DCC in Europe, handed 
Tandy the problem. It's your 
country, you sort it out. So 
Tandy sought a deal with 
both the software industry 
and EIA (Electronics Indus
tries Association of America). 

The issue of how the 
money will be distributed has 
been swept under the carpet. 
Perhaps one day we will see a 
police state in which all 
recorders are fitted with 
electronic logging devices, 
which identify every record
ing taped. 

In the meantime, spare a 
thought for what already 
happens in horse racing. 
Betting shops collect a tax of 
ten per cent on all bets. They 
then remit the money to the 
Government which treats it 
as any other tax revenue, and 
to the Levy Board, which uses 
the money to police horse 
racing against dopers and 
nobblers. 

Now bookies stand 
accused of skimming 
up to £20 million a 
year off the top of this 
tax. So only a very 
small percentage of 
the money which 
betters pay as a tax 
actually goes to the 
"good cause" for 
which it is intended. 
The rest goes straight 
to the Government, to 
administrators or into 
the pockets of the 
bookies. 

Why should we 
expect anything 
different from a tax 
on tape? 

But most honour
able people feel they 
should make some 

amends when copying a disc 
onto tape. They feel this even 
though they may only be 
doing so because the disc is 
no longer available. 

This happens a lot because 
pressing runs on minority 
interest titles, including a lot 
of jazz, are often as low as 
500. I, for one, object to Paul 
McCartney getting my tax on 
a tape used to record Tubby 
Hayes from a deleted LP. 
And this is just what will 
happen if the tax is distrib
uted on a percentage basis 
tailored to record-sales 
royalties. 

All of which brings us 
back to the most sensible 
suggestion ever made to me 
by a record company boss. 
Don't even try and distribute 
the levy as a royalty, he said. 
Just give it to an appropriate 
charity, for example the Deaf 
or Blind. 

Then we can all get on 
with selling, using and 
enjoying digital recorders. 
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MICROMEGA AND MUSICALITY 

You only have to look at a Micromega CD Player to see 
that it is very different from the mass of more 'normal' 
machines on the market. You. only have to use one to see 
that the differences are more .than s.kin deep. In fact, 
everything about the Micromega range is the result of a· 
fundamental reappraisal of the ideal conditions for CD 
replay. 
Ws all very well us talking of power supplies and data 
integrity, but as a customer you want to know how these 
things affect what you hear. 

CD has had specific musical failings. In general these can 
be summed up as a lack of the following: deep bass 
weight, upper range tonal accuracy, dynamic coherence 
and many aspects of stereo performance. lt has also been 
accused of having an antiseptic or clinical sound. The 
upshot of all this is that many CD players sound gutless 
with screeching highs. The sound can sound harsh and 
'glarey' when the music gets complex or loud, and the 
soundstage i.s wide yet mostly flat. 

Many 'audiophile' players try to compensate for this by 
adding pleasant second order harmonic. distortion to 
'sweeten' the sound, and a midrange suckout to give an 
impression of depth. Thus they try to hide the problems 
rather than solve them. 

Micromega players retrieve much more information than 
other CD machines. This is because of the way they are 
built. The result is a more complete sound. High frequen· 
cies. and harmonics are sweet and airy, the music swells 
with a true sense of body, and it does not get hard as it 
gets loud. The soundstage is open, with width, depth and 
height, and properly proportioned images which do not 
wander. Even more importantly, music is preserved with a 
natural sense of ebb and flow, which allows you to hear 
how an instrument is being played, and gives melodic 
lines a clear and well defined shape. And that all adds up 
to increased musicality. 

These effects benefit any type of music, yet they are more 
e�sily recognised on well recorded acoustic perform
ances. In our experience, recordings on the Chesky, 
Reference Recordings and Harmonia Munddi labels are 
particularly revealing. Once you have heard the differ
ence, you will hear it with every type of music. 

How often have you heard natural sound and natural 
perspectives from a CD? How often llave you tapped your 
feet or been swept along by the emotive swell of an 
orchestral crescendo? With a Micromega player this is 
normal. 
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THE LOGIC 
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'The purpose of any piece of audio equipment is musical 
performance. The purpose of the new bitstream Mic- · 

romega logic is to bring unparalleled levels �f musical 
performance to the most competitive of fields; aff()rdable 
compact disc players. Tucked inside this attractive pack
age, brim with useful facilities, is a player of superb 
constructional and component quality standards. At £499 
the logic resolves more detail, more .space, more control 
and more musical understanding than its competitors. 
Ambience and scale is reproduced with an eye to tht\. truth 
not the understated, not the overblown. MusiC> has 
colour, texture and emotion. This is what transforms .mere 
listening to a true experience. Experience the logic.' 

DUO BS 1>1 

I 
UUUD!' 
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'Micromega's separate bitstream digital-to-analogue con
verter, the Duo BS, has been extremely well received by 
press and consumers alike. Now in its Series 1-1 guise, the 
Duo BS 11 hits new heights of performance at a remarkably 
affordable price (£499). Working from either a co-axial or 
optical output the Du? BS 11 will simply transform your 
existing player's performance. 

The . f\urK=d De;gn Carpan; 
PO Box 13 

London E18 1 EG 
Tei/Fax: 081-989 0692 

THE ONLY LOGICAL DIGITAL CHOICE 



Choosing and Using 
Ghetto blasters 

• • • 

Or a round-up of the pros and cons of the CD playing portable blaster, 
resident bass freak Jason Kennedy talks you through the species. 

T he CD portable 
or ghetto blaster 

was one of audio's 
success stories in the 
Eighties, opening up 
new markets for 
second I third systems 
with holiday /weekend 
away capabilities, and 
appealing strongly to 
young people - as much 
because of their 
compactness and 
transportability as the 
capacity to run off 
expensive batteries 
while annoying the 
neighbours. 

Increasing affluence 
(amongst the affluent) 
suggests that the 
addition of CD play
back should expand the 
portable market still 
further, particularly in 
value terms. However, 
prices are not that 
much higher than for a CD 
only standalone mains 
player, so the flexibility of a 
portable package may present 
a tempting alternative to 
customers planning their first 
CD player. 

This assessment of a batch 
of six blasters has been 
carried out entirely subjec
tively, more rigorous lab 
testing is largely unnecessary 
as the engineering constraints 
in terms of weight and power 
consumption mean that these 
portables are comparatively 
crude compared with mains/ 
domestic hi-fi. 

The listening was initially 
carried out with the units 
below ear level and facing the 
listener. But experimenting 
with siting revealed that the 
smaller players provided a 
better tonal balance off-axis 
(ie, with less direct treble 
output) and even at floor 
level (hence boosting the 
bass). 

The tape recording 
standard on all models is 
limited to some degree by 
automatic level control. In 
extremis this could adjust the 
record level to make every
thing the same volume, 

Blast the neighbours with a compact and mobile sound system! 

though in practice the 
systems used are more 
'intelligent' than that. It is 
inevitable that some 
gainriding and compression 
effects will mar recordings, 
however. 

Given the limitations 
imposed on portable stereo 
systems, most of the blasters 
tested managed to come up 
with fairly reasonable sound 
quality. The CD medium 
gives them a substantial sonic 
advantage over the standard 
cassette-based machines that 
have become so prolific, 
albeit at a fair price increase. 
However, if used on battery 
power, the combination of 
disc drive and laser transport 
will prove fairly expensive, 
using even more power than 
a cassette deck. 

How low 
can you go? 
That said, the players are 
hardly in the forefront of 
digital audio technology, and 
most sound as if they use first 
generation bit and 
oversampling rates. Only a 

few of the manufacturers' 
specifications volunteered the 
aforementioned information, 
which would suggest that it 
may not be all that 
impressive. 

The practicality of making 
this medium portable is 
somewhat debatable to say 
the least. Being made of 
relatively soft plastic, Com
pact Discs mark quite easily, 
and contrary to public 
perception, CD players can 
get stuck in the pits in much 
the same way as record 
players. The units were tested 
for their ability to operate 
while in motion, and most 
could withstand light swing
ing but gave up if jarred, in 
some cases to the point of 
taking some time to recover 
their bearings and recom
mence play. They would be 
more comfortable in a 
domestic situation where 
space is short, or as a some
what inadequate substitute 
for a full blown hi-fi. 

Comparing these outfits 
on sonic grounds with 
alternative CD-based systems 
tends to show them in a poor 

light, as the standards 
of conventional loud
speakers and amplifiers 
can hardly fail to be 
significantly better. 
Small built-in speakers 
have several flaws, not 
the least of which is 
their fundamental 
inability to reproduce 
the lower registers, 
resulting in a severely 
constrained bandwidth. 
The players that 
featured relatively deep 
bass were notably more 
palatable in this respect 
but tended to be a bit 
upper bass heavy when 
poorly sited, such as on 
the floor by a wall. 

Bad vibes 
Transmission of 
vibration, from inbuilt 
loudspeakers to the CD 
player in particular, is 

not likely to help things 
either, as this medium will 
have to work considerably 
harder than if it was isolated. 
On most of the players tested 
the sound quality available 
from pre-recorded cassettes is 
handicapped by the absence 
of Dolby noise reduction as 
the encoding is already 
incorporated during the 
recording of most commercial 
tapes. Given the restricted 
high frequency output of 
most of the blasters' loud
speakers, this isn't such a 
disaster. 

Few of the players had the 
good sense to provide an 
external aerial socket which 
could have pulled up the 
standard of radio reception 
considerably at little extra 
cost. However, the situation 
is not all that grim, and there 
are a variety of advantages to 
what are after all fairly 
compact multisource stereo 
systems, which can be used 
off the mains, in the car and 
even on the beach. They are a 
lot more robust than most 
other music sources except 
perhaps Walkmans - and how 
else are you going to achieve 
street cred? 
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THE NAD 5420 AND 5425 

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS 
LEADING THE FIELD IN LOW COST 

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY 

"The 5425 really scores in terms of sound quality ... the 5425 went down a storm. The 
panel was unanimous in its applause for the very sonorous, purposeful and involving 

sound ... NAD's new cheapie is a real cracker ... Genuinely convincing music 

that lives and breathes !... NAD's remote-less 5420 could turn out to be a 
mega-bargain ... " BEST BUY HI-FI CHOICE JUNE 1991 

I I 

The two budget priced NAD Compact Disc Players that are setting new standards in low cost digital 
technology are the 5420 and the 5425. The players are identical apart from the remote control included 

with the 5425, but the most important identity that they share is the ability to produce an outstanding sound 
quality which is unrivalled at the price. Both players are equipped with highly accurate MASH D/A 

converters, separately regulated power supplies and high-grade audiophile components. NAD has built 

a fine and just reputation for audio excellence in amplifier design over the years. Now this unparalleled 

commitment to achieving the finest sound available at a modest cost has been manifested in the world 

of digital sound reproduction. The result simply brings music to the ears. Listen for yourself. Audition an 
NAD Compact Disc Player at your local stockist today. 

NAD 

NAD Marketing Ltd. 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM NAD SPECIALIST DEALERS 
5420 - £179.95 

5425 - £199.95 (Complete with Remote Control) 
• Precise MASH D/ A Converter 
• Phase-linear digital filtering 
• Fast, low-inertia three beam laser pick�up 
• 16 Track Memory 

BRITISH - BY DESIGN 

Adastra House, 401-405 Nether Street, London N3 1 QG 

Telephone: 081 349 4034 



Hitachi CX--W700E 
HITACHISALES (UK) LTD, HITACHI HOUSE, STATION ROAD, HA YES, 

MIDDLESEX UB3 4DR. TEL: (081) 848 8787 

This year's big Hitachi CD portable doesn't 
appear to have as many loudspeakers in it 
as last year's model, which had three in 
array across the front. According to the 
manual however, there is a third dri�e 
unit hidden somewhere inside the 700. 

Did I say drive unit? What I meant of 
course was 3D acoustic super woofer, er 
whatever that is. The only visual clue to 
the presence of the aforementioned 
acoustic super woofer is from an illumi
nated ASW badge situated in front of an 
odd plastic moulding which conceals a 
single port from whence bass presumably 
rolls forth. 

Like last year's machine, the 700 is a 
substantial beast with enormous gold 
ringed feet and a sculpted fascia. It also 
weighs enough (8.4kg) without batteries 
to discourage you from actually lugging 
it about too often. It is, to use a 'street' 
phrase, a blaster with an attitude. 

General features 
Apart from the 3D bass there's a good 
variety of buttons and sliders to play with 
on this Hitachi.It has a four band 'graphic 
equaliser' or that's what they call it any
way, there's also a 'surround' switch 
which presumably alters phase to give 
the impression of spaciousness. Around 
the back is the usual array of CD and 
head phone output sockets, a microphone 
socket and a pot for the latter that allows 
karaoke sty le mixing of your vocals along 
with a track from any of the onboard 
sources. 

There is one obvious omission from 
this list, namely a remote control. While 
not really a great necessity on a portable a 
remote control is generally available with 

other £250 players and can come in handy 
in a domestic situation. 

Radio 
Atop the right hand side of the 700 is a 
four band analogue tuner in the usual 
rather vague cursor and diai style that is 
so prolific among portables. Four bands 

·however, is one more than most, though 
whether a short wave band of this rather 
uninspiring nature is worth having is open 
to debate. The actual band selector is a 
rather flimsy switch hidden in a trough 
next to one of the tape transports; let's 
hope the theory about people always lis
tening to the same station, or at least the 
same wavelength, is correct. That apart, 
the tuner is as good as any other in the 
group, except for the lack of presets and a 
rather dubious tuning knob. 

Cassette deck 
In the more is merrier tradition of low cost 
audio equipment, the Hitachi has two 
tape transports that share almost the full 
gamut of portable features. One is a 
unidirection recorder that can be equalised 
for type I or type 11 formulation tapes, and 
the other is a two mode autoreverse deck 
which seems to have difficulty stopping 
at the end of the tape when it has been 
rewound. This deck does, however, have 
twin capstans which should mean that it 
sounds a bit more stable than its partner. 

All the controls are mechanical and 
equalisation has to be applied manually. 
It's a pretty run of the mill machine I'm 
afraid, but at least it's straightforward to 
use and it does the usual high and regular 
speed dubs with little fuss. Still, a noise 
reduction system would have been nice. 

CD player 
Apart from altering the volume, control
ling the CD player is the one operation 
that cries out for remote control, possibly 
because one is so used to driving domes
tic CD players with remotes, in particular 
direct track access, skip I search and pause 
are very useful. But as there isn't a remote 
with the 700 you'll have to dispense with 
such luxuries and get up when you want 
to skip a track. This player has all the 
usual controls plus random, repeat and 
programmability. The latter allows pro
gramming of up to 32 tracks, which is 
pretty impressive by blaster standards, if 
a tad OTT. 

Sound quality 
As it's fairly novel, the surround option 
was one of the first things I checked out on 
the Hitachi. It doesn't seem to have any 
effect with radio, despite the fact that the 
surround indicator is located on the radio 
dial. 

With CD and to a lesser extent tape, 
high frequencies are thrown out of the 
cabinet and give the impression of greater 
sonic spaciousness, especially if you're 
sitting a few feet away from the thing and 
facing it. If you are very close it tends to 
sound a bit tinny. It's of debatable value 
but may keep you amused for a while. 

In normal mode the radio sounded 
much like ali the other radios in the group, 
not too transparent but evenly balanced 
and compressed. Tape sounded a bit tinny 
without full 3D super woofing but passed 
muster, revealing the lyrical if not the 
dynamic content of the test tapes, again it 
seemed to represent the norm for the 
group. 

CDs made a somewhat better impres
sion with a fair helping of welly, though it 
didn't exactly plumb the depths in the 
way that the big Philips and similarly 
priced Sharp did. Tonally it could have 
been a bit more convincing too. All in all 
I didn't get the impression that any of the 
sources were receiving a great deal of 
help from the amplification or loudspeak
ers on the 700, none of t he sources sound
ing entirely convincing. 

Conclusion 
Not a big hit really, this £250 Hitachi 
seems to have left behind the good points 
that its predecessor had and ended up 
sounding a trifle bland. If it were less 
expensive, or it had more up to date fea
tures it might look a bit more competitive, 
but at the price I would suggest you look 
elsewhere. 
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}VC RC .. X610 
JVC (UK) LTD, ELDONWALL TRADING ESTATE, 12 PRIESTLEY WAY, 
STAPLES CORNER, LONDON NW2. TEL: (081) 450 3282 

The RC-X610 is designed around the 'big 
is desirable' philosophy that has always 
been prevalent in the blaster rrarket. It 
seems odd that while midi systems have 
got smaller and become mini systems the 
humble blaster remains as bulky as ever. 
This £200 JVC is not only larg� but reason
ably heavy as well which bodes well for 
its low frequency capabilities, and of 
course it has got 'hyper-bass sound' for 
extra trouser flapping cred. 

On the control front, the unit comes 
complete with the usual bass, treble and 
hyper bass alongside a very poorly de
fined source switch. It's vague because 
it's combined with the normal/fast dub
bing speed switch and you really have to 
study the thing to find the right setting, 
though ease of use would hopefully im
prove with practice. 

General features 
The 610 doesn't exactly have an abun
dance of general feah,tres, although there 
is a remote control, albeit a fairly basic one 
that only affects the CD player and vol
ume level. 

JVC has provided the usual minijack 
sockets for headphones and a microphone, 
along with the standard phono output 
sockets for the CD player, should you feel 
inclined to connect it up to a home bound 
system or an in-car set up. 

If you want to do the latter it has a 12V 
input so that you can run it using an 
appropriate connector wired into the ciga
rette lighter or other convenient current 
source. 

Alterna ti vel y you can power it up with 
eight l.SV batteries or directly from the 
mains with the supplied lead, and go 
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anywhere, do anything and play the odd 
CD whilst you're at it. 

Radio 
The 610 comes equipped with a good ol' 
cursor and dial four band radio. The dial 
is pretty short and the cursor a safe dis
tance away from the FM band markings 
but tuning is still quite easy and quick. 
The tuning knob itself is on the side of the 
machine and feels a bit 'thick' in use, but 
it gets you up and down the dial without 
too much sweat. 

For the more clogged up short wave 
band there is a second, infinitely rota'ting, 
fine tuning knob, but even with its help I 
couldn't dredge up anything listenable 
on that band. Long and medium waves 
are also provided while FM is also avail
ab le in mono on! y for when reception gets 
too grim. 

Cassette deck 
The cassette playing and dubbing poten
tial on this JVC is just a tad under par, it 
has got two transports and one of them 
can record but the other is a bog standard 
uni-direction contraption. 

The tape controls are all of the me
chanical variety but the unit can synchro 
dub from disc, or play tapes in relay, 
giving first one side of one tape and then 
one side of another. Not exactly mind 
blowing but it'll keep you entertained for 
a couple of hours if you use long tapes. 

It has normal and chrome equalisation, 
although the manual tends to suggest 
that the latter setting is only available for 
pia ying pre-recorded cassettes or cassettes 
recorded on another machine. It can also 
put a four second gap between CD tracks 

for easy access with APSS track search 
system. It does have to be said, though, 
that the latter system didn't seem all that 
evident when I tried to find a track on one 
well spaced commercial tape. 

CD player 
I checked out the manual in the hope of 
finding out what type of DAC this player 
used, but all it says under the column of 
specifications is 'Type: CD player', talk 
about stating the obvious. 

Otherwise it's pretty straightforward, 
the controls on the machine giving you 
basic play, stop and skip/search options 
and those on the remote adding direct 

'track access, random play, introscan and 
programming facilities. 

The programming system will remem
ber up to twenty tracks as long as their 
combined length is less than 99 minutes, 
although this is hardly likely to be a major 
drawback. The 99 minute limit is im
posed by the two digit display which will 
also show elapsed time, track number 
and the amount of tracks on the disc (up 
to 16) when the machine is in the play 
mode. 

Sound quality 
Listening started off with a bit of Kiss FM, 
surely the radio station for which blasters 
were designed, its output is heavily com
pressed and pumps out heavy bass like 
it's boogie time! 

In fact with this JVC the bass was over
blown to the extent that I almost had to 
turn the hyper bass off! And it wasn't just 
Kiss either, similar effects were noted with 
the relatively civilised GLR. 

Cassette tapes sounded a bit dark and 
lacking in HF openness but trucked along 
in an acceptable fashion even inspiring a 
bit of enthusiasm with the Steve Berry 
jazz tape. 

Compact Discs brought home the fact 
that you have to turn the hyper bass right 
down for it to sound anything like bal
anced, it then sounded reasonably good 
but not exactly musical. 

The amplification and speakers seemed 
to be restraining it from producing low 
level detail and as a result discs tended to 
sound a bit flat and dull. Not a tremen
dous success really. 

Conclusion 
It's big, pretty heavy and reasonably well 
equipped for the price. However, the lack 
of any definite musical appeal means that 
it doesn't really warrant formal 
Recommendation. 



Philips AZ81 02 
PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD, CITY HOUSE, 420-430 LONDON ROAD, 
CROYDON, SURREY CR9 3QR. TEL: (081) 689 2166 

The Philips AZ8102 is one of the more· 
basically equipped machines in this small 
test group. It has what it takes to call itself 
a CD porta blaster but not a lot mor�. This 
is apparent as soon as you pick it up as it 
doesn't weigh a great deal by comparison 
with most of the other machines. But 
weight isn't everything, or so they say, 
and it is equipped with a radio, single 
cassette transport and CD player along 
with some form of amplifier and a pair of 
four inch, paper cone, full range loud
speakers. 

What more could you possibly want? 
Loadsa bass perhaps; well it has a dy
namic bass boost button, no guarantee of 
trouser flapping performance in itself, 
but it shows some promise, and today's 
blasters feel a bit naked without a button 
or slider like this. 

General features 
There's nothing to make a big deal of on 
the AZ8102, rather it's fitted with what 
blaster designers feel is the minimum 
that they can get away with at the price, 
which is £170 by the way. 

Starting around the back, it has 
minijacks for a mono microphone and 
stereo headphones, a compartment for 
eight 1.5v batteries and a pair of phono 
output sockets marked 'CD out' just in 
case you feel inclined to use the player 
with a domestic system, or want to make 
better recordings than the on-board deck 
is capable of. 

On the top there is a rather uninspired 
row of sliders which control volume and 
after a fashion, tone. The fashion in ques
tion being that audiophile bete noire, the 
graphic equaliser, though whether you 

can call three crude tone controls a graphic 
equaliser is debatable. Alright it does af
fect the machine's tone and can be quite 
useful to tame the rather hissy nature of 
the radio, it's just a pity that they aren't a 
bit more subtle. 

Apart from these sliders there's the 
af0rementioned bass boost button which 
seems to act as some form of high pass 
filter in the off position, as the sound gets 
ridiculously anaemic without it. 

Radio 
The tuner on this Philips is a good old 
fashioned analogue cursor and dial de
vice. True, the cursor is pretty vague and 
the frequency band graphics on the dial 
are stacked two deep on one side of the 
window with the FM strip being the fur
thest from the cursor, which is cunning 
stuff. However, despite this, it's surpris
ingly quick and easy to tune into stations 
on the frequency modulated band, more 
so than with some of the digital tuners 
found on the more expensive machines in 
the group in fact. The major advantage 
with the digital machines, however, is 
that once you've set the presets they are 
pretty quick to use, as long as you can 
remember which station is on which 
preset. 

Apart from FM, with which there is a 
mono option, the tuner covers the long 
and medium waves, which is nothing spe
cial but at least you get the longwave 
option. 

Cassette deck 
There's only a single tape transport on the 
AZ8102 and it's not even autoreverse, 
however this is a blessing in real terms as 

cheap autoreverse decks generally yield 
far worse results. than uni-directional al
ternatives. There's not a lot more that you 
can s�y about this particular deck though, 
apart from mentioning that it will record 
from. any of the onboard sources or a 
microphone and that its controls are of 
the mechanical variety. 

What it doesn't have is any facility for 
equalising chrome or metal tapes, any 
form ·.of noise reduction system or any 
means of altering record levels, the latter 
is true of all the machines in the group 
though, as automa_tic level control is just 
about standard on this sort of machine. 

CD player 
Like the cassette deck, the CD player on 
this Philips is pretty basic, although it 
does, for instance, have a 24 track memory 
which is pretty straightforward to use. 
But it doesn't have shuffle play, FfS or 
even an elapsed time display, in fact the 
only other feature that it does have is 
introscan, which gives you the first few 
seconds from the beginning of each track. 

Sound quality 
Listening to Hey foe on GLR the sound 
was so hissy that I thought reception had 
suddenly got dramatically worse. Spin
ning the dial up to the manically com
pressed Kiss FM brought similar results 
though- noisy, spitty and bright. Turning 
the treble down lessened the effect 
somewhat but there was no getting away 
from the fact that FM radio reception was 
not very appealing. 

Cassette replay wasn't a great deal 
better either. After I'd managed to get the 
ca�sette in the slot at the right angle and 
depth so that the door would shut I played 
the John Mellencamp musicassette. It 
sounded rather tinny and lacking in sub
stance, this largely as a result of the ma
chines inability to plumb the depths but 
also reflecting a rather uninspiring tape 
deck. 

The CD player made a pretty good 
rescue bid for the whole machine with a 
reasonably subtle presentation showing 
good separation and musical nuance. At 
the end of the day the lightweight balance 
proved to be its major sonic limitation, 
although once one was accustomed to it, 
discs were quite listenable. 

Conclusion 
Not a particularly wonderful creation but 
it's not too expensive and it does have a 
reasonable CD player on board. Pity about 
the radio. 
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Philips AZ8594 
PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD, CITY HOUSE, 420-430 LONDON ROAD, 

CROYDON, SURREY CR9 3QR. TEL: (081) 689 2166 

The Philips AZ8594 is this year's 'Beast' 
though that name seems to have been 
played down somewhat, perhaps beasts 
aren't as fashionable this year. Either way 
the 8594 is a substantial machine, prob
ably the biggest in the bunch but, then 
again, at £260 one expects either technol
ogy or brute force, in this instance it ap
pears that we have the latter. 

Despite its size and colour, the AZ8594 

is a reasonably attractive blaster. It has a 
militaristic feel and groovy little finger 
indents around the major control buttons 
for CD and radio. 

The volume knob is a rather difficult to 
use edgeways on device, that can alterna
tively be manipulated with the remote 
control. Oh and it has got a little LED in it, 
for extra funk power. 

General features 
As mentioned above, the '8594 hasitsown 
remote control but its capabilities only 
extend to the basic CD functions. There's 
no calculator style keypad for direct track 
access, just volume and basic radio tuning 
and preset accessing functions. 

But at least it has got a remote control 
facility of sorts which is more than you 
can say for some of its competitors. 

It has, of course, got turbo bass and an 
'acoustic control panel' incorporating a 
five band graphic equaliser, which covers 
a slightly larger range than usual. There 
are two LCD displays, one for the CD 
player and one which serves both the 
tuner and the clock, the later device op
erating in either 24hr or AM/PM mode. 

What else? Well there's a rear firing 
reflex port so that you can fatten up the 
bass by putting the beast against a wall, 
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heaven forbid, and output sockets for 
head phones and the CD player. It has also 
got the biggest drive units in the bunch, a 
full four and a half inches either side. 

Radio 
The tuner on this Philips is of the tipmarket 
quartz synthesised, digital variety, so you 
can preset your favourite stations, up to 
six per band, and have the machine search 
out strong signals with its autoseek 
system. 

It features all four bands, which is unu
sual for this type of tuner, but apparently 
the seek system doE:sn' t work on the over 1 y 
noisy short wave. 

The lack of a key pad means that you 
have to run through the preset stations in 
numerical order rather than being able to 
directly access the one you want. And 
setting the presets involves a more lengthy 
procedure than usual, but it's easy to re
member. 

Cassette deck 
As the picture should reveal, the 8594 

comes equipped with two tape decks that 
are configured in the usual fashion, ie, 
one will record, the other will autoreverse 
and never the twain shall get tangled. 
Both decks are twin capstan types which 
should help, and both are mechanically 
controlled. 

You can even manually equalise for 
chrome tapes on one of the decks, the one 
that records as luck would have it. And of 
course it does all the usual double deck 
tricks, such as high and normal speed 
dubbing and relay playback so that come 
party time you can get at least 135 min
utes or so of interrupted playing time 

mecommended 

without having to resort to the dreaded 
C120s. 

CD player 
I couldn't find any clues as to the DAC 
type onboard this product from 'the in- , 
ventor of the Compact Disc' as the legend 
reminds us, but if trends elsewhere are 
anything to go by, one would expect to 
find a standard 16x4 chipset somewhere 
in there. 

The player has most ofthe features that 
one expects of a portable, including re
peat, shuffle, scan and a programmable 
memory capable of remembering 20 
tracks. The latter can be programmed 
manually, or during play or introscan 
which is quite handy. With the aid of the 
remote you can slump onto the couch, 
stab the scan button and give the store 
button a tweak every time a track you 
want to hear comes up. 

There doesn't seem to be any clever 
recording aids on the player save for the 
usual synchro start. 

Sound quality 
As with the cheaper Philips blaster, radio 
didn't make a good impression. It wasn't 
half as bad as its sibling but there was far 
too much energy and aggression in the 
sound to make extended listening a 
pleasant experience. 

Cassettes were a bit more gratifying, 
the tonal balance was a bit dark until the 
graphic was tweaked but bandwidth 
seemed limited despite an emphasis on 
the frequency extremes. Low frequency 
solidity was not Jacking though, and after 
a while one got used to its foibles and was 
able to enjoy the better quality tapes. 

COs were considerably more endur
able, sounding open and substantial. If 
this machine has one thing it's bass power, 
but it can get a bit overblown at times and 
restraint has to be exercised with the turbo 
bass slider. 

Otherwise discs sounded pretty good, 
easily on a par with the other machines in 
the group save perhaps the Sharp, but 
that's not a direct reflection of the CD 
player alone. The amplification and loud
speakers are of a better quality than av
erage but naturalness at high frequencies 
doesn't seem to be a strong point. 

Conclusion 
If you are after a big blaster with most of 
the trimmings then put this on your 
shortlist. As a dance music afficionado 
friend of mine put it, "it tomps", what 
more can you say? Recommended. 



Sanyo MCD .. Z55F 
SANYO MARUBENI (UK) LTD, SANYO HOUSE, OTTERSPOOL WAY, 
WATFORD, HERTS WD2 SJX. TEL: (0923) 246363 

The £320 Sanyo MCD-Z55F , as well as 
scoring well in the catchy name takes, is a 
veritable tour de force of CD portable 
features. Despite its relatively small size 
it's remarkably heavy, probably heavier 
than all but the big Sharp and Philips 
machines. More to the point, however, it 
actually looks good as well, with the Z55 
Sanyo has gone for style rather than scale 
and in my mind succeeded admirably. Its 
amorphous shape and rounded buttons 
are very appealing after the boxy ma
chismo of most blasters. Then there's the 
remote which is simply gorgeous. OK, it 
has got too many buttons on it, but it's 
such a great shape and it does do virtually 
everything. 

General features 
Where do you start? It's got everything 
and then more, but I guess you've got to 
start somewhere, and the remote is as 
good a place as any. It has controls for all 
three of the on board sources and you can 
flit between them without having to worry 
about changing source select buttons. 

As well as a keypad for CD tracks and 
radio station presets, there's a volume 
control and switches for the surround 
and sound tailoring options. The latter 
consist of four alternative response curves 
that can be used to change the sound of 
any source, they are; 'vivid' which has a 
loudness type effect, 'mild' which en
hances bass a bit, 'natural' which sup
posedly gives a flat response and finally 
'karaoke' which, naturally enough, en
hances the midrange. The latter is pre
sumably for use with the two level mic' 
input that sits on the back of the '55, 
alongside the more conventional socketry 

for taking the CD signal out or putting a 
line level signal in, and the obligatory 
minijack socket for headphones. 

Needless to say there are other fea
tures onboard this Sanyo, there's a clock 
with alarm/ sleep functions, a 
'bassxpander' sliding tone control with 
an emphasis on what, for CD portables, 
are considered low frequencies, and a 
surround option. The latter is something 
of a misnomer of course, but it represents 
another sound effect to play with if nothing 
else. Amazingly enough there's not a lot 
more that really needs saying about the 
'55's general features, save that the overly 
stylised volume knob isn't particularly 
easy to use, and considering how many 
things it does, there are remarkably few 
buttons on it. Which is where the remote 
comes in, mute button and all. 

Radio 
This Sanyo is equipped with a two band 
digital tuner, it covers FM in either stereo 
or mono and the medium wave under the 
guise of AM. Unusually you can plug an 
outboard aerial into a 75ohm coaxial 
socket on this tuner, which would un
doubtedly improve performance if you 
have a roof mounted aerial. It also has the 
ability to remember 20 preset stations, ten 
from each band, and it can seek them out 
in either high (DX) or low (local) sensitiv
ity modes. 

Cassette deck 
The tape playing and recording facilities 
on this machine are remarkably compre
hensive for a portablaster. For a start it 
has two, three mode, autoreverse decks 
that can be driven with either the electronic 

l&commended 

controls on the player or the remote. It can 
apply Dolby B type noise reduction to 
playback and recording off CD or radio 
but not another tape for some reason. It 
can equalise for different tape types auto
matically and it can relay play both sides 
of two tapes giving you at least three 
hours of non stop thrash or whatever .. 

But that's only the half of it, it has also 
got a brain, or at least it shares one with 
the CD player and between them they can 
perform some pretty neat tricks. 
F'rinstance it can set its auto level control 
to suit the dynamic range of the disc to be 
recorded by scanning through it at high 
speed. It can also rearrange the order of 
tracks on a disc to fit onto a specified tape 
length, or alternatively run them in stand
ard order and fade the track that hits the 
end of the tape out and restart it on the 
other side. 

CD player 
Compact Discs are loaded by a rather 
flimsy draw mechanism that inspires lit
tle if any confidence in its longevity, it's 
definitely not drunk or child proof, let 
alone drunk child proof! Otherwise it 
operates in traditional fashion, displaying 
track and elapsed time as well as the 
number of tracks left to play. 

Sound quality 
The Sanyo's lack of real scale was be
trayed by jts inability to flap trousers in a 
·convincing fashion, even with maximum 
bass expansion it sounded more limited 
than most in its low frequency extending 
capabilities. As a result, however, 
midrange was allowed to put in an ap
pearance, which made a refreshing change 
and could partly explain the better than 
average clarity heard off air, tape and CD. 

Cassette tapes sounded more gutsy 
than usual and most appealing with the 
mild sound setting, as did most things in 
fact, because the natural setting sounded 
a bit thin in a lot of instances. 

CDs were much the same but better of 
course, in fact acoustic music on CD 
sounded best with the natural setting. 
The alternatives that emphasise bass made 
that part of the spectrum sound rather 
woolly. 

Conclusion 
More features than you could possibly 
want and pleasant if not awesome sound 
combined with attractive styling make 
this a Recommendable product, as long 
as you can live without bass- and afford 
the price tag of course. 
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Sharp CD .. JX20X 
SHARP ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD, SHARP HOUSE, THORP ROAD, MAN
CHESTER MlO 9BE. TEL: (061) 205 2333 

Sharp's not very memorably named CD
JX20X is an unusual looking and unusu
ally equipped £250 blaster. I fancy it is 
styled to look like a mini system flanked 
by a pair of novel loudspeakers, such is 
the 'box between two tubes' effect it cre
ates. Its new and possibly unique techni
cal feature is the use of Yamaha's Active 
Servo Technology in its amplifier and 
loudspeakers. 

Put simply, this is a system of match
ing the electrical characteristics of loud
speaker and amplifier so that the reflex 
port acts as a bass driver. The sonic effect 
is to enhance the system's low frequency 
capabilities, or to put it in blaster speak 
pump up the bass. 

As far as I know this is the only blaster 
to employ AST, as it's known. Yamaha 
has used it in its own mini systems, some 
of which look remarkably similar to the 
JX20, albeit with the addition of separate 
speakers. But those apart it's surprisingly 
under exploited in this highly appropri
ate field. 

General features 
High on the groovy features front comes 
a well endowed remote control which has 
switching for all three sources, yep, even 
cassettes can be fast forwarded or dubbed 
from the comfort of your sofa, not to 
mention volume and power. It's very 
nearly as slick as the one that comes with 
the expensive Sanyo machine, but u11like 
that one you have to select the source 
before you can get the disc spinning or 
whatever. 

That apart, the unit is equipped with a 
basic high/low tone control and a sliding 
bass level adjuster, minijack sockets for 

headphones and a microphone, and a 
pair of auxiliary inputs for an external 
source of some form. What form is debat
able though, the only thing it hasn't got is 
a record player, but you'd need a separate 
phono stage to use one of those. I guess 
it'll come in handy when you get your 
DCC or MD recorder! 

That apart, there's an LCD display 
that tells you the time when it's not telling 
you which frequency it's tracking, some 
source select buttons that light up, seven 
and a half conservatively rated watts per 
channel and a pair of three and a half inch, 
paper cone, full range drive units. 

Radio 
The wireless on this beasty is quite a 
clever little digital device, equipped with 
eight FM and eight AM presets, AM in 
this context meaning medium wave only. 
The preset stations can be accessed either 
via arrows on the player or with the 
keypad on the remote. 

·You can't tune into anything other than 
the presets with the remote, but you can 
find your favourite station manually or 
with the auto se�k system and listen to 
FM stations in mono if reception is too 
noisy in stereo. 

The machine also comes complete with 
a full clock timer system that can be used 
for alarm or sleep purposes with any of 
the on board sources, so, if you fancy, you 
can go to sleep listening to a CD and wake 
up to the radio. 

Cassette deck 
The CD-JX20X is equipped with two tape 
transports in the usual configuration, one 
that records and one that autoreverses. 

l&commended 

Both decks are manipulated by a single 
set of electronic controls on the machine 
which are virtually replicated on the re
mote. You can do �verything but record 
with the latter, including changing decks. 
Tape types are identified and equalised 
for automatically but there doesn't seem 
to be a swit�hable noise reduction system .. 

It has a brain as well, or at least it can 
interact with the CD player's brain and 
between the two of them they can juggle 
the order of tracks on a CD to fit different 
tape lengths. Alternatively you can dub 
from tape to tape at normal or low-fi 
speed. 

CD player 
According to the manual, the CD player 
uses the classic 16-bit, four times 
oversampling chipset, an unusual claim, 
most other blaster manuals just say 'CD 
player' next to the �type' listing. 

Otherwise the player comes adequately 
if not lavishly equipped with a 20 track 
memory, random play and direct track 
access being accomplished via the keypad 
on the remote. 

Sound quality 
Overall the Active Servo Technology en
dowed this blaster with much more even 
and natural low bass than was encoun
tered elsewhere in this group which gave 
it a good start in the listening test. The 
radio had a slightly tizzy balance, very 
hi�h notes seemed to be picked out but 
otherwise it was pretty clean if nothing 
special on the sensitivity front. 

Cassettes sounded more substantial 
than usual with good depth to John 
Mellencamp's vocals but a similar high 
frequency accentuation as was found 
with the radio. However, the remarkably 
gutsy presentation for the medium was 
enough to make it more entertaining than 
usual. 

CD as one might expect made the best 
impression, the subtlety of this players 
low frequencies really making the most of 
the double bass on the Marty Paich track. 
The unit managed to imbue the music 
with unusual three dimensionality and 
integrity by blaster standards and it even 
goes quite loud without ripping your ears 
out. 

Conclusion 
For my money this was the most sophis
ticated sounding player in the bunch, this 
coupled with a well equipped remote con
trol and reasonable construction makes it 
well worthy of Recommendation. 
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BILLY VEE SOUND SYSTEMS 

BRAVO- ALPHA, DELTA 
THE ELEGANT YET FUNCTIONAL APPEAL OF ARCAM PRODUCTS IS WELL DISPLAYED AT BILLY 

VEE. WE HAVE THE FULL RANGE ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION, SO SHOULD YOU WISH 

TO LISTEN TO THE CLASSIC ALPHA AMP, TUNER OR NEW 

BITSTREAM, DELTA 70.3- BOOK AN APPOINTMENT IN ONE OF 

OUR STUDIOS FOR A PERSONAL DEMONSTRATION- OR JUST 

WANDER IN FOR A CHAT, WE PROMISE- WE'LL MAKE IT EASY 

FOR YOU. 

... _" -A-

" 
. . 

"-:.____ _ Ill 111111 I 

ILLUSTRATED- ALPHA CD PLAYER £419 (EG. £41.90 DEP. 6 PAYMENTS OF £62.85)* 

MARANTZ CD60SE PLAYER WAS £345.00 

- -- --
- -

MARANTZ CD60SE 
(eg £29.90 Deposit, 6 payments 
of £44.85 interest-free) 

LIMITED OPPORTUNIT Y TO OWN THIS 

EXCELLENT CD PLAYER AT A NEW LOW 

PRICE. INCLUDING REMOTE CONTROL 

WITH ADJUSTABLE VOLUME 

NOW 
£299.00 

ALSO AVAILABLE MARANTZ CD41 PLAYER 

WAS £229.00 NOW ONL V £199.00 

MARANTZ PM40SE 11 
ONLY£239- THE PRESS SAY THAT THE NEW 

IMPROVED PM40SEII NOW SETS THE STANDARD FOR MID 

PRICED BUDGET AMPLIFIERS. WE SAY ITS NOW IN STOCK AND 

AVAILABLE, COME IN AND LISTEN! 

(NEXT DAY UK MAINLAND DELIVERY FREE OF CHARGE) 

1 OOfo DEPOSit 00/o A.P.R. UP TO £1 000 INTEREST FREE 
CREDIT AVAILABLE TO PERSONAL CALLERS AT OUR SHOP. 
. . . . PLEASE RING OR WRITE FOR DETAILS 

APPLICANTS.MUSTVISIT THE SHOP TO VERIFY ID . BILLY VEE SOUND SYSTEMS ARE CREDIT BROKERS. 
* ALL APPLICANTS ARE SUBJECT TO A SINGLE £10.00 ARRANGEMENT FEE UPON ACCEPTANCE 

THE NAKAMICHI CR4 C ASSETTE MACHINE 
OPTIMISED TAPE PERFORMANCE HAS 

WAS £699 
t>'> ··· ·· ���-·� . - :: -

"" 
J.ltY :;_:;.::;:::::· ., �._ w ..-. I • ""'&<-""�- .- � ' 

- --
-

-·.:::-:..- .-.:.- - --�::.� ' -- - -. - - �"' 

NEVER BEEN AVAILABLE AT THIS PRICE Now 0 N LV - UNTIL NOW. 

THE FABULOUS CR4 HAS DIRECT DRIVE £499 TRANSPORT, DISCRETE THREE-HEAD 

MONITORING, TAPE CALIBRATION TO (Next day UK 
GIVE RECORDINGS VIRTUALLY INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM THE ORIGINAL Mainland delivery 
AVAILABLE FREE MAIL ORDER DELIVERY OR INTEREST FREE FOR free of charge)* 
SHOP CALLERS (EG. £49.90 DEP. + 6X £74.85 PAYMENTS) 

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  £315.00 
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  £625.00 

LINN PRODUCTS- NOW EVEN BETTER VALUE! 
LINN PRODUCTS HAVE ALWAYS REPRESENTED PERFORMANCE, COUPLED WITH 

VALUE FOR MONEY, AND NONE MORE SO THAN THE LATEST ADDITIONS TO THE 

RANGE. THE GOOD NEWS IS, BETTER QUALIT Y IS EVEN MORE AFFORDABLE NOW. 

WAS NOW 
LINN BASIK TURNTABLEIAKITO ARM ................................................ £285.00 £250.00 
LINN AKITO TONE ARM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  £169.00 £134.00 
LINN INTEK INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  £548.00 £398.00 

WE CAN NOW OFFER YOU A COMPLETE LINN SYSTEM FOR UNDER £1,000.00, eg: BASIC TfT + 
K5 + INTEK AMP+ INDEX SPEAKERS, NOW ONLY £960.00. 
ALL LEADS AND INTERCONNECTS SUPPLIED. AS FOR PAYMENT WE'LL MAKE IT EASY FOR 

YOU, eg: DEPOSIT £96.00 PLUS 9 PAYMENTS OF £96.00 INTEREST-FREE. RING FOR DETAILS. 

WE ARE OF COURSE AT: 

� 248 LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM, LONDON SE13 Z 
PHONE 081-318 5755 OR 081-852 1321 Mon-Sat 10.00am-6.30pm (Closed Thursday) 
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Choosing and Using 
Loudspeakers 

• • • 

Thinking of buying some speakers but don't know where to start? 
Paul Messenger guides you through the maze of loudspeaker selection. 

T he first step on the 
road to choosing your 

loudspeakers is to specify 
your personal and particular 
requirements. It is possible to 
do this on a basic, simplistic 
level checking the price, size 
and intended location. But 
there are real benefits for 
those prepared to take a little 
more trouble. With a little 
care, the assistance of the data 
in this issue, and (hopefully) 
the cooperation of a skilled 
retailer, the end result can be 
that much more worthwhile. 

Those buying just loud
speakers will have a pretty 
good idea of the money they 
have available, which as ever 
is the fundamental bottom 
line of any purchasing 
decision. But there is - and 
always has been - controversy 
over the proportion of a 
budget that should be 
devoted to loudspeakers, vis 
a vis that spent on the other 
components. 

Ten years ago conven
tional wisdom recommended 
devoting as much as possible 
to the loudspeaker, as it was 
regarded as the weakest link 
in the chain. An alternative 
philosophy, pointing out that 
the loudspeaker could do 
nothing to compensate for an 
inadequate source, switched 
attention towards turntables 
and amplifiers. 

Setting a budget 
When setting the loudspeaker 
budget, it is vital to allow 
sufficient funds for a decent 
stand or support, and good 
quality connecting wire. 
From £200, for example, one 
should probably allocate £140 

for the speaker itself, £50 or 
so for stands, and maybe a 
tenner for the cables. 

Where one listener may be 
barely conscious of the 
subtleties of stereo imagery, 
another will take particular 
pleasure in pin-pointing 
musicians within a recorded 

acoustic. Likewise those who 
listen predominantly to 
electronic rather than acoustic 
instruments are liable to 
sacrifice coloration in favour 
of dynamic impact. 

While a magazine can 
assist in presenting these 
alternatives, it is only through 
skilled demonstration that an 
individual can be confronted 
with the different but equally 
valid options to make an 
educated choice for himself. 
At the time of writing I am 
temporarily living with a 
£1,000 system which suits me 
very well, but which certainly 
represents one extreme. It 
consists of a £600 turntable 
with £200 amplifier and £80 

loudspeakers on £100 stands. 
At the other extreme, another 
audiophile could enjoyably 
combine a £500 remote 
control multisource midi
system with £500 worth of 
high performance, low 
coloration loudspeakers and 
stands. But unless one 
actually has the opportunity 
to hear the difference be
tween these two very distinct 
approaches, how can one 
possibly have any basis for 
making a choice? 

Siting 
The site chosen for loud
speakers is often as influen
tial as the choice of 
loudspeakers themselves. 
Over the years I have used 
open stand locations, both 
with conventional box 
speakers and panel types, 
and also stand-mounted 
wallbacked designs. Each has 
its own strengths and 
weaknesses and imposes its 
own characteristics on the 
sound, so again personal 
preference enters into the 
equation. 

Having chosen the siting, 
one may then choose the 
loudspeakers and stands to 
suit. Alternatively, choose the 
speakers you like in the shop, 

and then move them around 
at home until they sound to 
your taste. 

The end result comes from 
a complex interaction be
tween the loudspeaker, its 
support, its site, the acoustics 
of the room, and the general 
characteristics of the driving 
system. That is rarely entirely 
predictable. For those 
intending to spend a fair 
amount of money, it is not 
unreasonable to expect the 
luxury of a home demonstra
tion, and I or the option to 
return and change a pair 
which do not suit after a day 
or two. 

For any given budget there 
is an obvious choice between 
large or small loudspeakers. 
One instinctive reaction is to 
favour the big one, particu
larly if it has lots of drive 
units, but others will plump 
for a miniature or compact on 
aesthetic grounds. In fact the 
differences and trade-offs are 
much more far reaching. 

Bass extension 
Fundamentally, the larger the 
box the more extended the 
bass is for the same specific 
loudness. Ultimately a good 
big'un is going to beat a good 
littl'un on loudness and bass 
extension, hands down. But it 
is also going to cost a great 
deal more. The large enclosed 
volume remains the route to 
extended bass, and this in 
turn adds 'weight' and 'scale' 
to the sound. But it can also 
reveal the low frequency 
inadequacies of the sources, 
be they the equipment or the 
recordings themselves. 

Big speakers suffer from 
several innate disadvantages. 
Large box enclosures are 
expensive to build and ship, 
and represent an undesirably 
large surface area of un
wanted radiation, which can 
colour the sound and blur 
stereo precision. Extra drive 
units do increase power 

handling, but bring problems 
of crossover complexity and 
unit integration. 

Little speakers can prove 
more fragile if used for the 
occasional party, and are 
certainly not at their best 
when trying to recreate the 
power and drama of rock or a 
full concert hall acoustic. 

Given the excessive 
number of different models 
competing for attention, 
manufacturers are inclined to 
make much of the uniqueness 
of their particular brew. As a 
result the industry has 
become riddled with buzz 
words to describe any single 
type of engineering solution, 
and this leads to the sort of 
stereotyping which entirely 
misses the point of loud
speaker engineering. 

Examples are legion, from 
the bextrene bass/midrange 
cones of the early Seventies 
through to the latest metal 
dome tweeters which are 
currently springing up 
everywhere. The result is that 
people talk of a 'metal dome 
sound' as something desir
able (or not) per se, whereas 
in fact there will be a whole 
range of different metal dome 
sounds, in all probability 
some distinctly more 'equal' 
than others. 

The underlying axiom is 
that great loudspeakers are 
not created by adopting a 
quick technological 'fix'. 
Indeed, history has often 
shown that the 'radical 
innovation' is a mere flash in 
the pan, with benefits in one 
area more than offset by 
unforeseen penalties else
where. 

Technology has steadily 
improved the performance of 
loudspeakers over the years, 
and some innovations have 
proved decidedly worth
while. But the whole is much 
greater than the apparent 
sum of the parts, and the 
buyer would do well to bear 
this in mind. 



IT'S AN INDIAN 

SUMMER! 
Phone for a reservation and get on the next stage to the Wild West End 

AIR TIGHT : AIWA: AKAI : ALBARRY: ALCHEMIST : ALLISON 

ALPHASON: AUDIO INNOVATIONS :AUDIO NOTE: AUDIO TECHNICA 

AURA: B&W: CAMBRIDGE: CERWIN VEGA: CONRAD JOHNSON : DCM 

FURUKAWA: GOLDRING : HECO : INFINITY: JBL: JEFF ROWLAND 

JPW JVC : KEF : KENWOOD : KUZMA : LINX : MAXELL 

MICROMEGA: MITSUBISHI : MONSTER : MORDAUNT SHORT MOTH : 

NAKAMICHI : NVA: ORACLE : ORTOFON : PANASONIC 

PHILIPS : PIONEER : QED : REVOLVER : ROTEL: ROTHWELL: RUARK 

SD ACOUSTICS : SENNHEISER : SHARP : STANDESIGN 

STRAIGHT WIRE : SUPRA : SYSTEMDEK : TARGET : TDK : TEAC 

TECHNICS : THAT'S : THORENS : TOSHIBA : VDH : WHARFEDALE. 

STOP PRESS: 

THE INDIANS TAKE OVER THE PONY EXPRESS! 

K 

Any new hi-fi component from the list above (over fifty quid, that is) 

delivered free anywhere in the U.K. 

Phone Chief Straight As Crow Flies for quote. 
(There's a governement health warning on smoke signals) 

REBUILDING SALE 

30% SCALPED OFF DEMONSTRATION STOCK 

A M L 
RUN BY INDIANS -NOT A BUNCH OF COWBOYS 

A 

251 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD LONDON W1 

T E L  E P H  0 N E : 0 7 1 - 3 2 3 2 7 4 7  

OTHER SHOPS ARE NOT APACHE ON US (IF THEY DISAGREE WE'LL SIOUX) 



Allison AL 120 
ALLISON ACOUSTICS LTD, 20 CLEVELAND WAY, SHELLEY, 

HUDDERSFIELD, W. YORKS HOB BNQ. TEL: (0484) 603965 

East Coast US speaker manufacturer 
Allison is best known for the way it inte
grates the performance of the speaker, 
primarily through wall-mount designs 
like the little budget price ALlOO that re
ceived Best Buy recognition recently (is
sue 94). 

The AL120 we received this time 
around is a very different can of oysters 
altogether. It costs a shade over £400, 
feels very solidly built indeed, and sits 
rather squat and low on the floor, on 
rubber feet as supplied (inadvisable), but 
fortunately with tappings for fitting 
proper spikes into wooden runners at
tached to the base. 

Obviously it's intended for 
floorstanding, and both the measure
ments and the UK agent suggest at least 
60cm away from the nearest wall. Which 
makes it all the more reprehensible that 
the back panel hasn't been given a decent 
finish. 

It's a two-and-a-half-way design -
fundamentally a two-way but with an 
extra bass/mid driver helping out in the 
bottom octave or so. The most unusual 
feature is that this driver has been 
mounted backwards in the box, so you 
see a magnet where you expect to find a 
cone. It doesn't look particularly pretty, 
so hopefully your moulded perforated 
plastic covers will arrive in a better state 
than our much travelled pair. But it should 
work well, since it provides some bal
ancing of mechanical moments and 
magnetic fields. 

The squat shape keeps the panels small 
with the respect to the enclosed volume, 
provides a decent footprint for floor 
coupling, and keeps the centre of gravity 
low too, further aiding stability. It also of 
course places the mid and treble drivers 
rather closer to the floor than usual, which 
is probably significant. 

Grille out of commission, the substan
tial marbled baffle with post-formed edges 
looks quite elegant, even if the drivers 
themselves aren't so pretty, and there's 
nothing much wrong with the vinyl wrap, 
apart from not being tree wood, that is. 

Tacky little woodscrews secured the 
upper main drivertightly, the lower driver 
and tweeter less so, and the fact that the 
tweeters had been fixed a few rotational 
degrees out of true did look a little strange. 
The very well (possibly over) stuffed, 
sealed box is very well built, with 25mm 
MDF baffle and 20mm sides, various 
stiffeners; a brace and the reverse-driver 
baffle all adding reinforcement. 

Peculiarly - and if it's an economy 
measure itseems a pretty stupid one - the 
visible bass wire feeding the reversed 
driver is of a better grade than the hidden 
one inside the box feeding the main driver. 
A conventional terminal pair feeds the 
part PCB crossover, which uses good 
quality components and tag connections. 
The woofer and main driver both use 
120mm hand doped paper cones, pressed 
frames and small magnets. 

Test report 
Sensitivity is a generous enough 89dB or 
so, but two or three of these have been 
pinched by the resolutely current hungry 
impedance characteristic. Bass extension 
is pretty much what one would expect 
from the context. 

Unlike many Allisons, this one is clearly 
not intended to be sited close to a boundary 
wall. Kept well clear, the low frequency 
room alignment is pretty good, though 
the little isolated 55Hz bump might well 
prove audible. Elsewhere the curve is 

impressively smooth, albeit lean in the 
upper bass and becoming increasingly 
exposed through the upper midrange with 
some loss of energy in the presence band. 

Sound quality 
The AL120 neither distinguished nor 
!;lisgraced itself in the blind listening tests, 
though some panellists were distinctly 
more enthusiastic than others. The low 
bass extension and good room match 
provide some scale and authority, while 
the rather projected mid-forward balance 
adds an attractive zing, bite and pace - or 
makes everything a bit brash and ag
gressive, depending rather on one's point 
of view. 

The midband sounds quite coherent, 
fast and informative, though it's not sweet 
and there's some 'papery' and 'cuppy' 
coloration. And more than one listener 
complained of poor overall timing and 
coherence : "bass seems to be operating in 
different timeframe from treble". �nsi
tivity is subjeCtively high, but the speaker 
has a slightly irritating tendency to sound 
a bit loud. 

Conclusion 
Although by no means a bad loudspeaker, 
the AL120 is far from exceptional at £420. 
The basic concept makes plenty of sense, 
it's solidly built and well engineered to 
match the listening room, but in the end 
somehow lacks the spark of musicality 
needed to distinguish it from the herd. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 63x28x27cm 
Weight 17kg 
Recommended amplifier power 20-200W 
Recommended placement well clear of walls 
In room averaged response limits SOHz-1 OkHz +i-4dB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (·6dB ref mldband) 30Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (·6dB ref mldband) 30Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (ref mldband) -13dB 
Estimated mldrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1 m) 89dB 

·Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) very current 
hungry 

Typical price per pair (inc VAn £420 
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''At home I use valve amplification 
and prefer listenin g t o  vinyl. CD 
misses the air and ambiance of a 
recording." NiroNakamichi, HioFi Choice,June 1991 

If you want to hear what Mr Nakamichi is talking 
about, come and listen to our selected range of valve 
amplification. 

We are the only dealer in the UK to specialise 
exclusively in the valve sound. Here you can compare 
and cont rast various p r e  and power ampli fier 
combinations and really  hear the difference they 
make. Even CD players can be helped by using valve 
amplification. 

We have a range of t u r ntables , cartrid ges and 
speakers to suit. Recent additions to the range are the 
fabulous Pentachord System, Grado cartridges, Mytho 
and Magnaplanar speakers. 

Telephone us to arrange a demonstration and bring 
along your records to hear how they should sound. 

You'll find no hard sell . . . . Just sound advice. 

{VINYL TuBE Aunio l 
where music matters 

DROP VILLAGE, 
BOLTON 

Close to M61 in Greater Manchester 
and signposted all the way. 
Well worth the journey. 

FRI 27 SEP 12 noon- Bpm 

SAT 28 SEP 1oam- 7pm 

SUN 29 SEP 

FREE Parking 
for I OOO's of cars 

.\r·t .\udio 0 two slt·n·o power· amplifier-s and the 
excellerll \laestn> mono blocks . .-\11 an· ·"'itchable 
rnnn tr·ioch· to pt·ntode and ollt·r· excdlt-nt '-oonnd 
quality at a n·alistic prices . 

. \udio lrmo\ation ° a HT\ widt• r·an�t· or amplification 
combinin� detailt-d triode sound \\ ith �ood looks. 

Conconlant .\udio 0 thr·•·•· pn·oampliri,..-s that an· tnd� 
exqnisite. Smooth. detailed sound with depth and 
all pa.-tnt•r \ll'll 11 ith the Exultant <luad 11 mono 
am pli rit·r-.... 

Crort 0 a 11 iclt- r·an�•· or pn· and (HI\Il"r· amplirit•rs. 
\\'t·ll t•stabJi..,Jwd de-.i�n-.. orr,·r·in� immandalt· 
-.ound qualil\ at allonlahlt• pr·in· .... 

()ntn�e - a rH'\\ ran�t· fnHn (�t"nuan� wilh atTucalt· 
spaciou ... "''""'and hi�h build <JUalit\. 

Sound J), . .._i�n Studios 0 "'amh--. .... raithrul and n·r-� 
spacious SOUrHI. rr·om their r-t•asonabh JHiq.' d 
intt·�r-atl'd ,;r-eoamplirit·r·s to the awt•sonrt· -J.)() w�1ll 
OTI. m•nw blot·k .... 

Fxodt'lll<Hl'-otl·ation. '-olTOIHiohand t'<Jilipmt•ut and r·an· 
n·cm·ds ;1\ ailabh·. plea .... - phone rm- detail-.. 

U-F> Fm·t''" Road. London'\\\·:; 1.\J) 
Td: Ui l o liG liG I 

MORE EXHIBITORS THAN ANY 
OTHER U.K. SHOW INCLUDING: 
• AKG Acoustics • Acoustic Research • Arcam • Aiwa 

• Alpine Electronics • Beyer Dynamic• Celestion 
• Cerwin Vega • Chord Co • Hayden Labs • Jamo 
• Kef/Meridian • Unn Produc'.:s • Laserline • Maxell 

• Marantz • Mission • Nad • Panasonic • Phillip's 
• Pioneer • Ram Projects o Rotel o Sharp o Sony 

o Sound Organisation • The Sound Factory • Technics 
• TDK o Wharledale. 

;-------------------------, 

Tear off to the show! 
DISCOUNT PRE-REGISTRATION 

VOUCHER 
Just complete this voucher for discount (£ 1.50) 

admission . Children admitted free. 

Name 

Address _____________ _ 

Postcode ____ _ 
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Midi HIFi System 
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CD Player 

Nicam Ster·eo TV 

Camcorder 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

Please tick 
those you 
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purchase in 
the next year 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

CLEARTONE 
The big name in hi-fi and video 

If you can't make the show, pay an early visit 
to one of our stores: 

ALTRINCHAM IS Ashley Ro;�d. Tel: 061 928 1610 BOLTON 235 Blackburn Road. Tel: 020-i 11�23 BRADFORD Rawson Sq 

Tel: 0274 309266 KEIGHLEY 38 Cavendish Street. Tel: OSlS 602933 MANCHESTER S"' Bnd8e Street. Tel: 061 815 1156 ROCHDALE 

52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 52"1652 WIGAN 6 Crompton Street. Tet: 09"12 323897 WOLVERHAMPTON 39 Victona Steet. Tel: 0902 772901. 



AR 152 
AKG ACOUSTICS LTD, VIENNA COURT, LAMMAS ROAD, GODALMING, 

SURREY GU7 lJG. TEL: (0483) 425 702 

US East Coast hi-fi specialist AR used to 
be one of the great innovators Of 
loudspeaker technology - the invention 
of sealed-box bass loading being just one 
of a dozen or more influential techniques 
which the company pioneered. Changes 
in ownership and direction now mean 
that UK marketing is handled by AKG 
Acoustics, better known for the 
distribution • of the eponymous 
headphones, microphones and suchlike. 

The 152 is one of six models in the Spirit 
range, designed by UK consultant Dave 
Berriman and first introduced a year or 
three back, the three least expensive being 
covered in issues 66 and 68. The 152 

reviewed on this occasion is not that much 
larger, but it does.feature a load of extra 
features and luxury touches - real wood 
veneer, extra enclosure bracing and an 
advanced main driver dust cap, to name 
but three - in order to justify a post-V AT
rise pricetag approaching £400. 

In terms of size, the 152 is firmly in 
competition with luxury compacts such 
as the Celestion SL6Si and Epos ESll - a 
role for which it would seem to be well 
equipped. It's a sealed box (of course), 
and wraps the nicely veneered and solidly 
built box around a special dual density 
baffle some 36(!)mm thick- twice or thrice 
the norm. This is cleverly arranged with 
a grooved edge to allow a stretch-fit grille 
cloth to cover the naughty bits if preferred; 
without in any way compromising the 
sound. 

However, removal only replaces the 
demure with the dour, as unrelieved black 
is replaced by a mixture of black, grey and 
anthracite, the rather prosaic driver frames 
neatly recessed and disguised with soft 
plastic trim. The drivers were pn:�tty well 
secured (to the point where some frame 
buckling had occurred), but only with 

rather flimsy coarse-pitch woodscrews, 
and both too� fairly ordinary devices. , 

The main unit uses a 145mm plastic 
cone with wide surround and decent 
magnet, while the tweeter is a 25mm 
doped soft fabric dome. The box is 
exceedingly well stuffed with wadding, 
and the promised figure-8 brace stiffens 
the 18mm wrap. Twin gold-plated 
terminals feed separate high grade 
hard wired crossovers, with heavy wiring 
tag-connected to the drivers. 

Test report 
Sensitivity is just about average and the 
amplifier load is nice and easy too, while 
bass extension is very healthy considering 
the box dimensions. 

The 152 is a littJe bass lean when used 
well clear of walls, yet not very even 
when pushed close up against the 
boundary, as suggested in the 
accompanying leaflet. Some experi
mentation between the two extremes 
would seem like the best plan. Elsewhere 
the balance is reasonably smooth and tidy, 
though the upper mid is slightly 
prominent, with a small step down during 
transition to the tweeter. The latter rolls 
off a little earlier than usual. 

Sound quality 
The blind listening test rated the 152 about 
average, which is a little disappointing 
for the price, though subsequent sighted 
experiments showed that there was a fair 
bit more to come after some playing 
around with stands and siting. 
Furthermore, its qualities tend to be of the 
subtle rather than dramatic kind, and are 
apt to sneak up on one during the course 
of an evening's listening, rather than 
during a hectic twenty minutes behind a 
black curtain. 

Close to the wall, bi-wired, on rigid 
lightweight frame stands, the speaker 
comes into its own, showing fine timing 
and good drive built on a solid foundation. 
Dynamics are positive and firm, while the 
ability to maintain a wide dynamic range 
- the intelligibility of simultaneous musical 
strands recorded at very different levels 
is very impressive. 

Vocals too are quite expressive and 
delicate, if a bit cuppy and pinched with 
it, and the whole thing hangs together 
pretty well, coping with· complaxity 
without clogging. However, the lean 
midbass combined with the rather 
projected upper mid does make for a rather 
cold, thin overall balance; while not 
actually aggressive, this can be a mite 
relentless, and the lack of extreme HP 
adds a slightly 'shut-in' impres�ion. 

Conclusion 
This is a good loudspeaker in many 
respects, and comes within a hair' s breadth 
of formal Recommendation, though in 
the final analysis it seems just a shade on 
the expensive side for some of the 
ingredients involved. The cabinet is first 
class, but neither drivers nor build achieve 
quite such a high standard. 

A little thin in balance, it nevertheless 
delivers good coherence with more pace, 
drive and dynamic resolution than many 
of its rivals, so is well worth auditioning. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 44x23.5x28cm 
Weight Bkg 
Recommended amplifier power 20-120W 
Recommended placement stands 1-2ft from wall 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz-10kHz +i-5dB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (�B rei midband) 25Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (�B rei mldband) 25Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei midband) -1 OdB 
Estimated mldrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1 m) 87dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) very good 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £373 
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B&WDM600 
B&W LOUDSPEAKERS LTD, MARLBOROUGH ROAD, CHURCHILL 
INDUSTRIAL EST ATE, LANCING, W. SUSSEX. TEL: (0903) 750750 

There are three models in B&W' s recently 
introduced 600 series, competitively 
priced 'budget' loudspeakers with plenty 
of hi-tech content. The £150 600 examined 
here is the least expensive of the trjo, and 
the historical precedents are promising: 
the floorstanding 620 rated a Best Buy in 
issue 94. 

However, whereas the 620 package is 
clearly highly competitive simply on the 
basis of box size versus price, the 600 is 
more obviously a small bookshelf 
loudspeaker at a small bookshelf 
loudspeaker sort of price - £150 per pair, 
to be precise. 

What does distinguish it somewhat is 
the extensive use of engineering plastics 
in the construction, and the consequent 
very clean contemporary styling, 
especially when the rather boring grille is 
removed. (Boring it may be, but at least. 
it's discreet, has been properly designed 
to keep baffle reflections to a minimum, 
and may therefore be regarded as a 
realistic option for those who prefer not to 
advertise the brand name in two inch 
high letters.) 

The main styling contribution is made 
by the complete structural panel that 
comprises the visible baffle. This 
moulding incorporates attractive surface 
textures, edge chamfering that is echoed 
in the grille frame, plus mounting 
arrangements for the drivers and the 
aforementioned giant B&W logo. Soft 
plastic inserts then cover the visible 
mounting screws. The panel itself is quite 
thin, but has reinforcing ribs to add 
stiffness, and is mounted by six screws 
onto a thin (4mm) and mostly cutaway 
sub-baffle. 

The whole thing feels a bit lightweight, 
and rapping the sides merely serves to 
remind one that this is at heart an 
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econobox, hi-tech trimmings not
withstanding. The seale�-box wrap is only 
13mm thick, well filled with wadding but 
otherwise unbraced, and the terminal 
block accomodates separate bi-wire 
terminals and a multi-component 
hardwired crossover. 

The main driver has a 115mm 
polypropylene cone with wide surround, 
mounted on a pressed steel frame, secured 
by four pretty feeple and coarse-threaded 
crosshead screws; these seemed fairly well 
tightened into the plastic, but clearly 
represent a potential weak spot. The 
tweeter has a 25mm metal dome, an 
annulus phase compensator helping to 
deter probing fingers. 

Test report 
Sensitivity is comfortably below average, 
and the main driver is a fairly enthusiastic 
consumer of amplifier current too. In this 
context, and that of sealed-box working, 
it's not surprising to unearth a quite 
impressive bass extension despite the 
small enclosure dimensions. 

The room responses are unusually and 
impressively smooth by any standards, 
let alone those of near-budget models. 
The low frequency alignment suggests 
the speaker should be sited 30-60cm clear 
of the wall, under which conditions it 
should provide an even and well balanced 
response, interrupted only by minor local 
perturba tions. 

Sound quality 
The good frequency balance and overall 
eveness with decent bass extension all 
contributed to a fine overall result in the 
blind listening tests. There was praise for 
the natural relationship of fundamentals 
and harmonics, and the lack of coloration 
or exaggeration of any part of the 

l&commended 

spectrum, save perhaps an occasionally 
obvious treble. 

On the down side there isn't the fiX} esse 
and transparency of more expensive 
models (like the Matrix 805), and the bass 
does let things down somewhat, lacking 
genuine weight and coherence and 
showing some lack of control and 
authority in the upper bass and lower 
mid. 

More extended hands-on listening gave 
further cause for caution. An initially 
favourable reaction to the overall 
smoothness soon gave way to a degree of 
disinterest. Although the sound seems to 
be presented faithfully enough, it's all a 
bit laid back, and the reality behind the hi
fi illusion never seems to reach through, 
grab and hold the attention. Dynamics 
too are somewhat disappointing: 
confusion and congestion were never far 
away, especially using complex material 
with mu�h low frequency content. 

Conclusion 
Although not such obviously good 
material value for money as the bigger 
620, the fine measured performance and 
listening test results are ample to 
guarantee the 600' s Recommendation. At 
the same time I must add the personal 
opmwn that it isn't the most 
communicative model around; an overall 
blandness somehow fails to encourage 
the suspension of disbelief. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 44x23.5x27cm 
Weight 5kg 
Recommended amplifier power 20-1 OOW 
Recommeuded placement stands30-60cm from wall 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz·1 OkHz +i-4dB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (-&18 rei midband) 33Hz 
Large room/Wall LF rolloff (-&18 rei midband) 28Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei midband) -8dB 
Estimated midrenge sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1 m) 85dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) current 
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B& W Matrix 805 
B&W LOUDSPEAKERS LTD, MARLBOROUG H ROAD, CHURCHILL 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LANCING, W. SUSSEX. TEL: (0903) 750 750 

This new prestige miniature from B&W 
has already received plenty of publicity 
and praise in the press, including a Sessions 

piece by Alvin Gold in issue 96. Small but 
not that small, this chunky little box is a 
new £915 frontrunner in the upmarket 
luxury compact sector, designed initially 
for professional users but with at least 
half an eye on competing with such as the 
MA Studio 10, Acoustic Energy AEl and 
Sonus Faber, to name but three. 

It's not exactly pretty, but Pentagram 
has done its usual professional job in 
turning an unpromising basic shape into 
something purposeful and interesting. 

You also get a little electronic equaliser 
to flatten the bottom end still further, but 
it wasn't easily fitted into my system so I 
ignored it. Putting the tweeter on the top 
in its own little nacelle is a technique that 
B&W has pursued on and off for years. 
It's obviously costly in manufacturing 
terms, but does promote time alignment 
and avoid the dispersion discontinuities 
created by the baffle edge when 
conventionally mounted. 

The grille is equally elaborate, and 
equally carefully designed to give the 
best acoustic performance, with a curved 
ribbed metal extrusion to break up edge 
effects, integrated with conventional and 
carefully shaped wood frame and cloth 
cover. The box itself is fully clothed in a 
choice of good quality real wood veneers 
or paintwork, and an alternative model 
(suffix H) repositions the tweeter (but 
doesn't reconfigure the grille) so that the 
speaker may be used on its side. 

The Matrix of the model name refers to 
a clever - though again expensive -
technique for stiffening up the 16mm MDF 
cabinet without adding too much mass. 
Take the main driver out and you're 
looking at a scaled down version of a case 

of wine, with criss-cross MDF dividing 
stiffeners running towards the back, 
complicated by the need to· pro,vide 
ventilation between the compartments so 
as to maintain the acoustic contiguity and 
purpose of the whole enclosure. 

A carefully streamlined port j�st below 
the main driver provides reflex loading, 
tuned to a lowish 40Hz, and two of the 
cavities are well.stuffed with the many 
generously rated components (partly used 
to extend the bass rolloff) in the elaborate 
bi-wire/-amp crossover network. 

The main driver has a 120mm Kevlar 
reinforced cone, fitted in a cast chassis 
and driven from a massive magnet. But 
given all the foregoing, the fact that only 
four of the eight possible fixing holes 
were used, and with quite flimsy, coarse
pitch woodscrews is a bit disappointing, 
even though they were satisfactorily tight. 

Test report 
Our limited test programme only serves 
to confirm B&W' s ambitious spec for this 
very compact model. Sensitivity is a very 
decent 87dB, the amplifier load is mild 
and even though subsonic bass is not 
achieved, this model still manages sensible 
30Hz in-room output. 

The low frequency alignment is well 
suited to the intended free space siting, 
and the overall balance is pretty good too, 
if rather rich in the lower mid and dull in 
the presence region. It's also unusually 
smooth, though the individual 
contributions of the two drivers are clear I y 
visible. 

Sound quality 
Of the seven-strong panel, five liked the 
805 quite a lot, one was underwhelmed 
and the other hated it, so if we were a 
representative sample, it should win 

l&commended 

plenty of fans. The slightly rich and dulled 
balance will not be to every taste, and 
imposes itself on the whole proceedings
perhaps all the more obviously because of 
the inherent smoothness and dynamic 
linearity of the individual drivers. 

"Controlled, precise, analytical but 
musically cold" is one quote from a 
panellist that I feel sums it up particulary 
well. Stereo imaging shows holographic 
precision and the sound isn't in the least 
box-bound. 

Fine detail is maintained well down 
into the mix, the 

'
sound doesn't clog up 

with level or complexity, and good 
midbass power conveys an unusual 
measure of authority from one so small. 
It's also lively and even quite bouncy, 
though timing is definitely rather sluggish 
and smeared, voices sounding rather too 
thick and opaque with strange sibillants. 
Glasgow accents definitely lost their bite, 
and took on a rather pasteurised air. 

Conclusion 
This is a most interesting loudspeaker, 
and appears ideally suited to its role as a 
professional nearfield monitor, where its 
accurate repeatable analysis of balance 
and soundfield - not to mention near 
indestructibility - will be very welcome. 
Despi'te these very real strengths, 
however, in my opinion it is rather less 
successful as a tool for musical 
communication. But then five outof seven 
gave the thumbs up, so a Recom
mendation is in order. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 42(max)x26x22.5cm 
Weight 8.5kg 
Recommended amplifier power 2fr200W 
Recommended placement standsinfreespace 
In room averaged response limits SOHz-1 OkHz +l-4dB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (·6dB rei mldband) 30Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (·6dB rei mldband) 30Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei mldband) below-15d8 
Estimated mldrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1 m) 87dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) very good 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £915 
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If music be the food of 
love ........................ play on! 
Heard that one before? Well, if it 's true then you 

are about to enjoy a banquet of a romance. 

Tape decks to tempt your taste buds, sumptuous 

CD's, mouth-waterin g m idis, savoury systems, 

gorgeous graphics and amplifiers you'd almost 

want to eat. 

All served up with a dressing of expert, 

professional advice based on nine years of 

success. 

So what's for afters? Sweet, of course. Sweet 

prices, that is. We like our customers to enjoy 

their romance with hi-fi. Not get indigestion 

when it comes to paying. 

Go on spoil yourself It's about time you had 
a musical affair with VJ Hi-Fi. 

This Summer we 
lead the band on 

special deals! 
Big enough to matter ... 

small enough to care! 

MAIL 
ORDER 
HOTLINE 
(FOLKESTONE ONLY) 

0303 59299 
PLEASE SUPPLY 

I enclose cheque/PO tor £ -------'1. 
debit my Access/Visa/Amex card 

No Expiry date. __ ---1. 

INTEREST 

FREE 

CREDIT 

AVAILABLE 
Written details on request 

Licensed credit broker 

V.J 
HI - F I 
STOCKISTS OF 

AIWA 

ARISTON 

AUDIO TECHNICA 

CASTLE 

CERWIN VEGA 

CELESTION 

D.C.M. 

DE NON 

DUAL 

FOUNDATION 

HECO 

INFINITY 

JPW 

JBL 

KEN WOOD 

KEF 

MARANTZ 

MUSICAL FIDELITY 

MORDAUNT SHORT 

NAD 

PIONEER 

PHI LIPS 

QUAD 

REVOLVER 

REVOX 

ROTEL 

ROGERS 

SENNHEISER 

TANNOY 

TARGET 

THORENS 

WHARFEDALE 

YAMAHA 

Most products carry a 

minimum of 2 YEARS 

manufacturer's warranty. 

5 YEAR parts and labour 

guarantees available for a 

small extra charge. 

Credit facilities available 

�!:!� 
V.J 
HI - F I 

29 GUILDHALL STREET, 

FOLKESTONE, KENT CT20 1 EB 

TEL: 0303 59299 or 56860 

119 HIGH STREET, 

MARGATE, KENT 

TEL: 0843 226977 

Open Monday to Saturday 
Demonstration rooms at both shops. 

Easy parking at both shops 



Castle Chester 
CASTLE ACOUSTICS LTD, PARK MILL, SHORTBANK ROAD, 
SKIPTON, W. YORKS BD23 2TT. TEL: (0756) 795333 

Few British hi-fi companies would seem 
less likely to come up with something 
truly radical than this traditional 
Yorkshire operation. However, Castle 
recently introduced a most unusual large 
floorstanding model, the £1,250 
Winchester, reviewed and Recommended 
in issue 90. 

Hot on its heels comes this half-size 
Chester, much more domestically 
acceptable in bulk and price (£600) but 
with the same exceptional standards of 
real veneer finish and presentation. 
Amongst twenty five pairs of speakers, 
this is the one that oozes craftsmanship 
and class, boring back panel apart. 

It weighs a solid 17kg, and sits on four 
reallysubstantialspikes,a couple of whose 
sockets loosened themselves, which Castle 
is rectifying in production. Given the 
high centre of gravity, the footprint could 
be larger, but I gather an optional frame 
extension is on the way for loony 

audiophiles like me. 
Every other speaker in this project uses 

either a sealed or a reflex ported box to 
load the bass. The Chester employs 
something quite different, known as 
tapered quarter wave loading. Operating 
a bit like a cross between a horn and a 

. tuned column, it's· actually a Very old 
technique, going back to the legendary 
Voigts and the popular Baldock DIY 
Paralines. But that was all of a quarter of 
a century ago, since when the approach 
has lain dormant in hi-fi terms, waiting 
for Colin Walker and Castle to revive it. 

The main driver has a lovely cast chassis 
and massive magnet with 110mm paper 
cone, while the tweeter uses a 25mm metal 
dome, both properly mounted with bolts 
and T-nuts that could have been tighter. 
The main driver sits at the top of the box, 
one third of the way along the folded horn 
that exits through a smallish slot in the 
front at floor level. Internal partitioning 
and additional bracing stiffens an already 
truly substantial box builf from 20 and 
25mm MDF, while the inside is carefully 
damped by a complex cocktail of carefully 
chosen fillers. 

Test report 
Sensitivity is just about average, and the 
load will pose no problems for the driving 
amplifier. However, bass extension is 
disappointing for a floorstander as large 
as this - the measured behaviour is closer 
to that expected of a normal bookshelf 
size model. 

Room matching is rather better than 
the Winchester, though optimum 
placement is difficult to predict; try 30cm 
or so clear of the rear wall for starters. 
Although the overall mid and treble 
balance stays within quite tight limits, 
there's also some uneveness along the 
way, with minor peaks at 1.5-2kHz and 
5kHz. 

Sound quality 
Controversial is one way to describe a 
sound which strongly polarised the panel, 
the more perspicacious correctly 
identifying it as the best of the day, while 
others (myself included) found it difficult 
to adjust to its differentness from both the 
norm and its immediate predecessor. 

Subsequent hands-on listening helped 
-sort things out. It took about five minutes 
to get over my initial surprise at the balance 
quirks, at the fact that it sounds more like 
a miniature than a large floorstander, and 
to begin accomodating some initially 
irritating colorations. Then---'the penny 
dropped. 

IEest Buy 

This speaker has quite extraordinary 
powers of midrange resolution, rendering 
voices, percussion and stringed 
instruments of all kinds (struck, plucked 
or bowed) with great subtlety, delicacy, 
coherence and transparency,and without 
resorting to a hyped, forward balance. 
Stereo is superb. 

The sound remains a little coloured 
and hard (though tightening up the 
tweeters he! ped), and there's no_ a voiding 
the limited bass extension. But it's also 
exceptionally agile, with fine dynamics 
and uncannily convincing transients, 
thanks I suspect to a bass which is 
essentially aresonant in the traditional 
sense, and to the pressure control the 
loading exerts on the main driver. 

In fact it's so goddamn involving, I sat 
up half the night re-exploring my record 
collection instead of getting on and writing 
up the review, and have been suffering 
withdrawal symptoms ever since the 
Chesters went off for photography. 

Conclusion 
Although very expensive for a Best Buy, 
there can be no denying the excellent 
value for money the Castle Chester 

represents and so this rating is entirely 
appropriate. The delicious sound quality 
should quickly bring cult status among 
enthusiasts. The very revealing nature 
might require a bit of extra care with 
system matching, but I'd bet they sound 
gorgeous on the end of a really good valve 
amplifier. Just don't expect them to sound 
as big as they look. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 94x23x27cm 
Weight 17kg 
Recommended amplifier power 15-SOW 
Recommended placement 39·90cm from walls 

In room averaged response limits 50Hz· 10kHz +1·5dB 
Large room/space LF roll off ( ·6dB rei midband) 45Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (-6dB rei midband) 45Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei midband) below ·15dB 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1m) 87dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) very good 
Typical price per pair (inc VAn £600 
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W
ith over 30 years experience in 

selling superior quality sound 

equipment, Peters Hi·Fi have 

developed a powerful reputation as one of 

the country's top independent dealers. 

• 

• 

• 

.. 

------------

• • • I 

CAVEAT 

• 

Hifi 
. . . . 

DON•T BUY ANYTHING 

Our staff are experts in their field and are 

dedicated to offering the best impartial 

advice. 

When choosing from our range of top quality 

names. where better than to try 

A 
the equipment in the seclusion of 

our single speaker demonstration 

rooms? 

For extra peace of mind, Peters 

offer a full 2 years parts and labour 

guarantee on most types of equipment. Our 

service engineers are all highly experienced, 

to solve any problem as quickly and efficiently 

as possible. Enough said. we think. 

Peters Hi-Fi. Are you switched on yet:> 

BRANCHES 

4 St. Michael's Square. Grosvenor Precinct. Chester 
Tel: (0244) 3t9392/32t568 

tt St. Werburgh Square. Grahge Precinct. Birkenhead 
Tel (05t) 647 5626 

8 High Street. Bromborough Cross. Wirral 

Tel: (05t) 334 t87412825. 

Victoria Buildings. Mostyn Ave. Craig-y-don. Llandudno 
Tel: (0492) 76788 

• • • • • • • . . .. • • • 

Before you've heard what Furukawa can do. 
DEDICATED UNBALANCED INTERCONNECT CD OR DAT TO DAC 

Furukawa FVII All PCOCC RCA-RCA .................................................................................................. : .......... 42.50 EA IM 
DEDICATED UNBALANCED INTERCONNECTS CD OR DAT TO PRE AMP 

Furukawa FDII All PCOCC RCA-RCA . . . ....... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .  85.00 PRIM 

DEDICATED BALANCED �CTS ANALOGUE PM TO POWER AMP ETC 
Furukawa FA21 Twisted Pair All PCOCC RCA-RCA . . . . . . . . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . ...... . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .  95.00 PR !M Appropriate cables, properly selected, dedicated to the1r respect1ve purposes 
Furukawa FA liS Twisted Pair As Cast Super All PCOCC RCA-RCA .......................................................... 200.00 PR I M and interfaces within the Hi-Fi system, will transmit without deletion. all the 

FIBRE OPTIC INTERCONNECTS excitement contained in the original Hi-Fi source and will make a significant 
Furukawa FO 1110 POF Single Strand Fibre Optic wilh Toslink Connectors . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  37 ..SO EA 1 M and often cost effective contribution to the quality of listening pleasure. 
Furukawa FO 1210 PCS Single Strand Fibre Optic with Toslink Connectors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  90.00 EA 1 M 
Furukawa FO 1310 PCS Multi Strand Fibre Optic with Toslink Connectors . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 105.00 EA !M Before any upgrade in the Hi-Fi system is contemplated, a simple check on 

SP£AKER CABLES the improvements available through the existing components via good 

Fwukawa FS2T14 PCOCC Concentric Srranded 1.4 Sq. MM with Polypropylenc lns\tlation ........................ .. ... .. . .......... 4.50 Per M cables and interconnects is sincerely recommended. 

Furukawa FS2RJ9 PCOCC Bunch Stranded .09 Sq. MM with Sofi P.V.C. Insulation . .  4 00 Per M 
Fwukawa FS2T20P PCOCC Concentric Suanded 2 Sq.MM with Polypropylenc Insulation. :.::::·.::::·.::::::::·.:::·.:::::::::·.::::::::·.· 7:50 Per M Furukawa appointed dealer's will be pleased to assist �ith an obligation fr�e, 

Furukawa FS2T 35P PCOCC Rope Lay Stranded 3.5 Sq.MM with Polypropylene Insulation ............................................. IJSOPer M home de
_
monstration of the very considerable sonic Improvements which 

Furukawa FS2TI 55 PCOCC Super As Cast 1.5 Sq. MM with Polypropylene lnsularioo... . ... 50.00 Per M are poSSible. 

• 

Avon Paul �reen HJi (0225) 316t97 
Beds. Wentwonh Audio (0582)663383 
Beri<l. Romera H-Fi (0734) 585463 
Berl<s. Reading H-Fi (0734) 585463 
Bucl<o Aylesb.uy H-Fi (0296) 2S790 
Bucks Audio INsight �0908� 561 551 

g:::;· Unive� Audio 0223 3S4237 

Channel Isles :r.r.:ri ound (�32,/)= Cheshire Drug Brady H-Fi (0025) 828009 
Cleveland Ac1ion Ac:ououcs (0&42)480n3 
Clwyd Acton Gate Audio (0978) 354500 
Cumbria Peter Tyaon (0228) 46756 
Cumbria Lli<eland Home Muoic (0768)486235 
East Sussex s..,.noal<s H-Fi (Brighton) (0273) 733338 
Essex Brentwood Music Centre (0277) 22t2t0 
Esoex S.wnoal<s H-Fi (Witham) (0376)501733 
E ... x Lyon Audio !0206l 560259 
GrafT'4lian Audio Suite 022• 625635 

MAIL ORDER 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 
FROM YOUR NEAREST 

FURUKAWA APPOINTED 
RETAILER. PHONE 

TODAY 
ACCESS & BA RC LA YCARD 

WELCOME. 

Kent 
Leicester 
London 
London 
London 
London 
London 
London 
London 
London 
London 
London 
Me""''' side 
Middlesex 
Middlesex 
Middlesex 
Midlands 
Norlolk 

Stand ens 
Leicester HI-Fi Co. 
Audio Choices 
Babbef E lectrorlcs 
Bartletts Hi-Fi 
Billy Vee Sounds 
Doug Brady Hi-Fi 
Hi-F1 Confidential 
Kamla Electronics 
s. .... noal<s H-fi (Wootw;ch) 
Sound Sense 
SpahiHi-Fi 
WA Brady & Son 

;t'0:�1:io 
Ri .... raide H-Fi 
Amad.ua Sound & Vision 
Sound Approach 
Zeus -'udio (Ba�aSIJ 
Zeus Audio (Colerane) 
s. .... noal<s H-Fi 

(0732) 353540 
(0533) 539753 
061 855 8016 
061 579 6315 
071 61J7 2296 
061 318 5755 
071 379 4010 
071 233 0774 
071 323 2747 
061 8558016 
071 402 2100 
071 637 8002 
051 7336859 
061 5611 5802 
(0927) 420877 

(061) 892 7749 
(02t) 354 2311 

(0603) 6228233 

GrafT'4lian Hi-Fi Excellence 0224 624406 
Hants. Audio GAllery (0730) 66556 
H- Radlett Aduio (0923) 856497 
Humberwide Manders Hi-Fi (0472) 35191 

Kent S.venoa1<1 H-Fi (0732) 4594555 
Kent S.\IOnoal<a H-Fi (061) 658 3450 
Kent S.\IOnoal<o H·Fi (0692) 541968 

Northern l...aand 
Northem Ireland 
Oxford 
Somerset 
51ratflclyd• 
Surrey 
Sur'"'l' 
Sur'"'l' 

Mike Manning Audio 
Laser Audio 
Audio lnc 
S.wnoal<s H-Fi (Gui�orn) 
Sur'"'l' H-Fi 

(=��� 
(0665) 241773 

(0035) 7936t 
(0563) 40292 

(06t)9<41 4234 
(0483) 36666 

(0883) 7 .. 755 



Celestion 7 
CELESTION INTERNATIONAL LTD, DITTON WORKS, FOXHALL ROAD, 
IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP3 BJP. TEL: (0473) 723131 

The little 3 has been a big commercial 
success for Celestion, so there was a certain 
inevitability about the 5, launched 
summer 1990 and reviewed (and 
Recommended) in issue 90. This year the 
company has been even busier, 
introducing 7, 9 and 11, the £200 7 being 
the first to come under scrutiny. 

As with its predecessors, this is a two
way vinyl econobox, seeking to provide 
maximum performance within tight 
budgetary constraints. Likewise it's a 
wall-mount sealed-box too, with special 
care taken to minimise the unwelcome 
effects of wall reflections upon the stereo 
imaging. 

The box definitely falls into the 'large 
bookshelf category, though proper stands 
should of course be used. Celestion 
supplying some high central pillar types 
that had been part filled with extra 
damping. It's fashionably narrower than 
it is deep, and looks very demure with the 
grille in place. This has a neatly designed 
moulded frame that causes little sonic 
impairment, but the speaker certainly 
looks more impressive with it removed. 

I say looks impressive, because rather 
mo�e effort seems to have gone into the 
aesthetics than the engineering. The grille 
retaining lugs are particularly neatly 
exeqtted, for example, but wh<�.t look like 
cast alloy driver frames held in my hefty 
machinehead screws turn out to be 
injection moulded plastics frames - which 
may well be just as effective, though I 
doubt it - held in by some very feeble, 
c.oarse pitch woodscrews, the large 
machineheads merely permitting leverage 
that wound them like a spring. 

The box is built from fairly coarse 
chipboard just 14mm thick, though a 
decent figure-8 brace stiffens the wrap, 
and the inside is lightly stuffed with 

wadding. A single terminal pair feeds a 
quite simple commercial grade hard wired 
crossover, and thence via tags to the 
drivers. The bass unit has a good size 
magnet and 145mm plastic cone, while 
the tweeter uses a 25mm metal dome, 
physically protected by a phase 
compensating diffuser. 

Test report 
The good si�e enclosure combines decent 
low frequency extension with average 
sensitivity and an easy load for the driving 
amplifier. Although some degree of wall 
reinforcement is clearly necessary, the low 
frequency alignment remains less than 
ideal, the boost in the midbass being 
accompanied by some loss of energy in 
the upper bass, leaving the midrange 
somewhat exposed. 

Nevertheless, said midrange and the 
treble too are quite smooth, well integrated 
and balanced, with just a slight notchiness 
in the the crossover region. Mid and 
upper treble are a little suppressed. 

Sound quality 
The 7 did consistently very well in two 
separate 'blind' presentations, with 
universal praise for the generous scale 
and impressively lively and dynamic 
qualities, tempered by qualifications 
regarding some harshness, hardness and 
untidiness. To some extent the balance 
itself is responsible, tending to project the 
upper mid and presence, which gives the 
impression of good detail at the expense 
of a slightly nasal, pinched coloration and 
thinning. 

The key to the 7' s success - or otherwise 
- has much to do with the stands with 
which it is used. It dqesn't like open 
frames and spike-coupling nearly as much 
as Blu-tack and a heavy damped pillar 

f&commended 

stand. Celestion's own do a pretty good 
job, and Foundation's expensive Designers 
an even better one in helping to keep the 
speaker under control. 

On its own stand the midrange sounds 
nice and coherent with good timing, and 
the music has an attractive 'bounce'. 
There's a decent sense of scale that brings 
a measu.re of authority too, though the 
bass is a little thick and slowed - slightly 
furry in texture almost - and a touch of 
aggression and hardness remains. The 
end result is not the subtlest, fastest or 
most transparent sound around, but is 
goodhearted, lusty and fundamentally 
enjoyable. 

Conclusion 
Despite reservations over the driver fixing 
and possibly undue emphasis placed on 
cosmetics, there's no doubt that the 7 is 
good value for money, well deserving 
Recommendation. It's good looking for a 
cost effective large bookshelf model too, 
and delivers a lusty, up-front performance 
provided some care is taken to provide 
the best possible support. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 45x24.5x32cm 
Weight 8kg 
Recommended amplifier power 20-100W 
Recommended placement s1ands close 10 wall 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz-10kHz +i-6dB 
Large room/space LF rolloH (-&IS rei mldband) 30Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloH ( -&IB rei midband) 30Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei mldband) ·11 dB 
Estimated mldrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1 m) 87dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) very good 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £200 

Room averaged response (large room, free space) 
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AUDIO NOTE 

Let me introduce you . . .  to an existing and emerging line of products, which does. and will represent the 
efforts and combined intellectual resources of a new and unique British - Japanese co-operation, where 
we will share all aspects of technical knowhow, between Mr Kondos Audio Note Company in Japan and 
our team here, which were originally responsible for most of the Audio Innovations amplifier designs and 
philosophy, expressed in the formulation of the Audio by Design systems philosophy, so I think that I can 
say with some confidence that we are well equipped to set ourselves high goals and achieve them! 

Let me first introduce the productline as it looks now, and given space, I shall outline some of the new 
products under development. 

I shall start with the Audio Note cartridges. 

We took over the manufacturing right early last year, and after some considerable problems procurring 
cantilevers from Japan (the Audio Note loll and loltd are the only cartridges using a titanium cantilever), 
both the loll vdH and the loltd vdH are now available in limited quantity. 
The Audio Note loll and loltd represent the pinnacle of cartridge development, and the fact that they are 
now made in the UK and easily represent the most advanced transducers ever made in this country, is 
testament to our commitment to quality analog as well as technological development in general. 

Cables 

Audio Note in Japan were one of the pioneers in the development of specialised audio cables, as early 
as 1976, the first 99.99% pure silver litz interconnect, the AN-V, was offered to audiophiles in Japan, since 
then the range has expanded and now incorporates a line of interconnects starting at £25,00/m 
terminated for the AN-A copper litz to the latest AN-V silver litz at £175,00/m terminated. The cables 
compliment and enhance the quality and performance of most systems, not just systems defined within 
the Audio by Design philosophy. 

Amplifiers 

The Audio Note ON-GA-KU line integrated amplifier will be well-known to most of you, having received 
unanimous acclaim as the best amplifier available, be it at a price (now £34,500.00!). There are less 
expensive amplifiers from Kondos hand, the NEIRO 7.5 watt stereo amplifier, which uses similiar technology 
to its more expensive brother, but without the silver wired out tranformer and silver foil signal capacitors, 
at £6,995.00 the Neiro will take you some way towards ultimacy. 
The original M? pre-amplifier used transistors with a valve powersupply, the transistors have become 
unavailable and the M? resurrected as the M?Tube, using very high grade valves in a feedback free SRPP 
circuit, worth a listen at £5,750.00. 

We are preparing a small line of amplifiers, built here in the UK, with designs approved by Mr Kondo, the 
first should be a "mini" ON-GA-KU fully integrated amplifier at £5,000.00, using the 211 triode in single ended 
mode, rated at about 25 watt class A. no feedback, with remote control functions. Available in 
November /December. 

Loudspeakers 

As you will have seen from various mentions and reviews, we have replaced the Snell Acoustics, Peter Snell 
designed speakerline, with a small line of speakers of our own design. So far everybody who has reviewed 
the Audio Note speakers agrees that they represent a considerable sonic advance over the Snell 
speakers, which we have been selling for over seven years. Visit one of our dealers to ascertain the 
improvements for yourself. An upgrade program for existing Snell customers is available. 

This more or less concludes the news for now, I shall be back with more next month. 

Peter Qvortrup 

Audio Note Co. 0273 821371. Brighton 



Eltax Linear Response 8 
STUDIO POWER, CLARKE HOUSE, KEIGHLEY ROAD, BINGLEY, 

WEST YORKSHIRE BD162RD. TEL: (0274) 551 877 

The name on the top of this review meant 
little when this rather battered pair of 
floorstanders arrived in cartons that had 
practically disintegrated. A covering letter 
from Yorkshire based Studio Power 
explained that Danishmanufacturer Eltax 

·is the source of SP's ProAudio speakers, 
so SP has decided to distribute s·ome of 
the Eltax hi-fi speakers in the UK. 

The Linear Response 8 is a tall; deep and 
narrow loudspeaker, designed for placing 
straight onto the floor. There's no spike 
provision, so we used Michell cones for 
support, but that's the only serious 
shortcoming in what looks like a pretty 
7ompetitive - if typi<;ally Danish- package 
for £400. 

There are two main drivers, both used 
over the full range up to the crossover 
point, and quite widely spaced above and 
below the single 19mm soft plastic dome 
tweeter. It's an arrangement that has 
advantages and disadvantages. In some 

respects the two main drivers behave like 
one placed halfway in between- which is 
where the tweeter is of course - which 
makes for good crossover integration and 
nice radiation symmetry. On the other 
hand the distribution mismatch between 
the single and the double source is one 
reason for the amplitude response errors 
like those found in our far field room 
averaged pen charts. 

The appearance is further enhanced by 
chamfering around the baffle edge, which 
is continued in the grille. The latter, 
however, should be immediately 
discarded, its thick frame set 
perpendicular and close to the rebated 
drivers proving a significant source of 
coloration. Happily the black painted 
baffle looks quite neat with no disguise. 

The box sounds a bit wooden to the 
knuckles, and has a large diameter port 
below the driver array. The rear has 
simple, cheap terminals and has been 
ignored by the stylist, the wrap being 
cpvered by a quite adequate black vinyl 
wood grain. 

The twin main drivers have 120mm 
plastic cones and nice cast frames , held in 
by silly little machinehead woodscrews 
offering feeble leverage but done up nice 
and tight. The tweeter is a 19mm soft 
plastic dome with short horn flare. 

The baffle is buil t from nice solid 18mm 
MDF, the wrap from 18mm chipboard, 
and there's no additional bracing 
whatsoever. Egg box foam lines the back 
and sides only, ang is the sum of the 
enclosure damping. 

Test report 
I've picked 88dB as the sensitivity rating 
for the LRB, because that's the figure that 
comes out over the first p.ecade, the main 
fundamental range up to 500Hz, but such 
is the response it's down to 82dB or less 
over most of the next decade, so 
attempting comparisons with other 
speakers will always be difficult. Bass 
extension is good, though the lowish 
impedance- and the lowish presence band 
sensitivity- suggest the driving amplifier 
ought to have a bit in reserve. 

The balance is weird, but certainly less 
so provided the speaker is kept well clear 
of walls (as recommended by the 
manufacturer, though contradicted by the 
importer). Under these conditions the 
bass and lower midrange are very well 
balanced, but output then falls smoothly 
but persistently until it's some lOdB down 
through the presence band (measured far 
field), SdB of which is then recovered in 
the mid treble. All transitions including 

the crossover are pretty smooth, and the 
shape bears more than a passing 
resemblance to the classic 'loudness' 
compensation contour. 

Sound quality 
Despite the bizarre balance, the fact that 
several panellists actually liked theLEB is 
a testament to some underlying strengths 
in a design which is nevertheless 
fundamentally flawed. In fact three 
listeners were very positive, reacting 
favourably to the lack of aggressiveness 
in the sound, and· the more distant 
perspectives. 

The 'loudness' balance creates a thick 
and heavy bass, very distant presence 
and slightly tizzy recovery, but the speaker 
nevertheless shows quite nice vocal 
integration attd coherence, albeit with 
significant suppression of fine detail. 

And although it is certainly too heavy, 
the bass is impressively even and quite 
agile, creating rather less coloration than 
the construction might lead one to expect. 
Stereo imaging is quite precise and stable 
top - provided one can accomodate the 
shift in perspectives. 

Conclusion 
The balance .anomalies preclude any 
possibility of recommenqation, but I can't 
help feeling there are plenty of people out 
there who will actually welcome the laid 
back presentation, and a response which 
Fletcher and Munson suggest will be 
subjectiyely quite appropriate to low 
listening levels. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 97x21 x33Cm 
W�ht f�g 
Recommended amplifier power 20-120W 
Recommended placement cones clear of walls 
In room averaged response limitsSOHz-1 OkHz +I· ?dB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (-6dB rei midband) 22Hz 
Large room/wall LF roll off (-6dB rei midband) 22Hz 
Largeroomoutput at20Hz(relmidband) ·?dB 
Estimatedmidrange sensitivity(rei2.83V, fm) 88dB(see 

text) 
Impedance characteristic (ease oldrive) current hungry 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £399 

Room a vera ed response (large room, free space) 
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He should have gon 
to audio e cellence 

B 
uying hi-fi by post is easy -

choosing the best system and 

ge tting the r i g h t  sound is 

another matter entirely- ask Bradley. 

At Audio Excellence you can 

sit m our comfortable listening rooms 

and choose from a selected range of the 

world's best hi-fi. 

We're nei ther aloof nor sales 

mad- we'll simply help you select a 

system tha t suits you and your budget. 

And we'll install it in your living room 

free, depending on how far you live 

from your local branch. 

You'll find we have a range of 

essential accessories and an in-house 

service department. 

So do n' t be l i ke B r a dl e y  

experience the music a t  Audio Excellence. 

Hetrdrix? Sinatra? Beatles? 
For ct•llcaahil' sl'Coll<llwllrlr•illyl allriiT·iSSIICS SPIKE WALTON at 

A11rlio Exccllcllcc l?l'Cords 011 Canli[f (0222) 664474. We're ahoi'C rile So11y 
Cc11rre opposiTe Cm·rli({Casrlc. 

BRADLEY EXPLAINED TO MR DONALDS ON 

THAT HE DIDN'T KNOW HOW TO SWI TCH ON 

THE WRETCHED SYSTEM. 

audio �ellence 
WHERE THE MUSIC MATTERS 

Tuesday- Saturday 9.00 - 5.30 CLOSED MONDAY 

Aud10 Excellence are leadmg members of 

BADA- the Br1t1sh Audio Dealers Association. 

Audio Excellence have 4 times been voted best 
dealer 1n the South West and South Wales in 

the Sony H1·F1 Ne>M Awards 

HT� DEALER AWARDS 

�\� FI£GIONA_l�NER 

"Readers Award" 

IV\ LINN EVENING IN BRISTOL! On the evening of Wednesday 
0 Aug. 28th we will be demonstrating the state-of-the-art linn product range. 

DO NOT MISS THIS RARE CHANCE! Apply for FREE tickets in writin at Bristol. 



Epos ES14 
MORDAUNT-SHORT LTO, DURFORD MILL, PETERSFIELD, HANTS 

GU3 5AZ. TEL: (0730) 80721 

I got my first taste of an Epos loudspeaker 
in the last loudspeaker review project 
(issue 94), wherein the pretty little ES11 
stormed through the test programme to a 
deserved Best Buy rating. But the ES11 is 
a mere stripling upstart; the real Epos 
speaker is the original ES14, several years 
old now and a well established part of the 
scene - almosl: a classic, in fact - but a 
speaker that has hitherto eluded our 
review net. 

That's because designer and Epos 
founder Robin Marshall is very suspicious 
of 'blind' listening tests and any reliance 
on the results thereof, which he feels often 
give very misleading findings for all sorts 
of reasons. 

I explained that I shared many of his 
doubts, wasn't myself prepared to rely 
solely on blind sessions in any case, and 
was prepared to make his position clear 
in the text of the review. Fortunately his 
concerns (as far as this speaker is 
concerned anyway) proved groundless. 

Tall, slim and deep, the£475 ES14isn't 
much bigger than a large bookshelf 
speaker, though if you did trust your 
rawlplugs with the substantial 12kg 
weight, it wouldn't sound too good placed 
that close to the wall. Instead there's a 
matching open frame stand which fits 
well and gives a generous supporting 
footprint. 

Put together, the combination looks 
quite tall and assertive, especially since 
no grille is supplied or available to hide 
the phase plug in the centre of the main 
driver (the metal dome tweeter has mesh 
protection). But it is also nicely finished 
in real wood veneer, and attractively, 
discreetly presented, the cast driver frames 
being 

·
squared off to fill the baffle width. 

The advanced proprietary main driver 
has a massive magnet and frame, the alloy 

sandwich faceplate alone being 8mm 
thick. Both drivers were extremely tightly 
secured with large fine pitch machinehead 
bolts into tough threaded inserts, the 
moving parts consisting of a 145mm 
plastic cone and a 25mm metal dome. 

The box itself is strong 18mm MDF, the 
sides further reinforced by an alloy

· 
tie

bar, and the space partly filled with 
carefully arranged fDam blocks. A large 
port is fitted to the rear, but is blocked by 
a foam plug. 

The original ES14 was one of the 
pioneers of bi-wiring, but il) those days 
the feature created such dealer confusion 
that it was abandoned, and is probably 
unnecessary given the extreme simplicity 
of the crossover - a solitary capacitor 
protecting the tweeter was all I could 
find. 

Test report 
Sensitivity is a significantly below average 
85dB, but in compensation bass extension 
(measured with foam plug in place) is 
good, while the amplifier load remains 
benign. 

The overall balance is very nicely 
judged, suggesting that the speaker is 
best sited 30-60cm clear of the rear wall 
for optimum low frequency alignment. 
Elsewhere the midband is just slightly 
forward and there's a slight discontinuity 
in transition to the tweeter, which itself 
recovers to a slight peak and corner at 
around 8-9kHz. 

Sound quality 
The ES14 did really well in the listening 
tests, its lively and involving sound being 
well liked by' all panellists, keeping the 
attention by maintaining good flow and 
integrity while also having the midband 
delicacy and transparency to encourage 
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fine detail analysis. 
It's not entirely neutral- the midband 

clearly leading the way both in quality 
and stereo perspectives - being a little 
forward and projected. But as it's such a 
nice midrange, with such good vocal 
projection, it seems churlish to complain. 
Consonants are rather superior and 
sibillants more convincing than most, 
though the treble is just a bit too obvious 
and spi tty- the tweeter was one of the first 
of the metal dome units to be developed, 
and is beginning to sound a little dated. 

The bass is interesting. It's rather 
restrained and lacking in drive, authority 
and a bit of pace too, but the extension is 
good enough to generate an impressive 
sense of scale, and the dry balance ensures 
that things never get boo my, chesty or out 
of control. 

Conclusion 
Tinkly treble apart, this is a very satisfying 
loudspeaker in many ways, clearly 
deserving confident Recommendation. Its 
main strength lies in the elegantly fast 
and detailed midrange, but it is also nicely 
presented, very well built and good 
material value for money. The only note 
of caution is that it is very revealing of the 
quality of the source, so shm:1.ld only be 
chosen after demonstration with a good 
quality system. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 49x22.5x29an 
Weight 12kg 
Recommended amplifier power 20-1 OOW 
Recommended placement stands 30-60cmfrom wall 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz-10kHz +1-SdB 
Large roomlspace LF rolloff (-&18 ref midband) 25Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (-&18 ref midband) 25Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (ref midband) -9d8 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1 m) 85dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) very good 
Typical price per pair (lnc VAT) £475 
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EXAMPLE SYSTEMS:- !ILLUSTRATED �_I 
__ _ 

Meridian 201 Pre Amplifier 710.11 
Meridian 200 CD Transport 812.30 
Meridian 203 Bitstream Processor 505.76 
Meridian M30 Active Speakers 

Meridian M30 Speaker Stands 
914.45 
114.43 

Linn Axis Turntable 
Linn K9 Cartridge 
Linn Intek Amplifier 
Nakamichi Cassette Deck II 
Linn Index II Speakers 

443.00 
89.00 

398.00 
315.00 
235.00 

109.00 
TOTAL PRICE = £3057.05 

Linn Ku-Stone Speaker Stands 

TOTAL PRICE = £1589.00 
No Deposit Finance 36 Months@ £119.31 

£17.54 Per Wuk 
No Deposit Finance 36 Months @ £61.01 
(£14.31 Per Week) 

"Your service is always second to none - it is always a pleasure visiting your shop." 

F.J.B.- Westcliff-On-Sea 

"Yes, I was very satisfied. I have purchased all my hi-fi from you. I have been to hi-fi shops all 

over the country - at present yours is the best." S.A.A. - Wickford 

"Excellent service by your staff, would recommend you highly." - M.P.P. Romford 

These sort of comments received on our service represent the way we wish all our customers 
to feel - so we try harder to ensure that every customer is given the best advice*, the best 

demonstrations, the best installation service, and the best after-sales. Perhaps that's why most 
of our new customers come to us on the recommendation of an existing customer. 

So please look in - why settle for second best? 

, � '1. ., , ., 'I ' � ' � , l • 

Visit any of our superb showrooms and discuss your requirements with our enthusiastic 
and knowledgable staff who will be pleased to tailor a system to suit you. 

0% FINANCE AV AI LAB LE FOR LIMITED PERIOD ONLY 
-DETAilS ON REQUEST. 

3 YEAR PARTS AND LABOUR GU ON lfl-FI SYSTEMS. 
LICENSED CREDIT BROKER-FULL FINANCE FACILTIES AVAllABLE-DETAD.S ON REQUEST -APR 26,.....S'l_Y• __ 

. "''- • 

All prices and specification oorrect at time of publication, all prices indude VAT. 

Chelmsford 
216, Moulsham 
Street, 
On the Parkway 
Chelmsford 
Essex 
Tel: (0245) 265245 

Rayleigh 
44A High Street 
Rayleigh 
Essex 
Tel: (0268) 779762 

(0268) 747571 

Southend 
132-134 London 
Road 
Southend-on-Sea 
Essex 
Tel: (0702) 435255 

Approved stockists of: 
Acoustic Energy 
Arc am 
Audiolab 
Audio Technica 
Beyer 
BLQ 
Cambridge Audio 
Castle Acoustics 
Creek Audio 
Cyrus 
Denon 
Dual 
Epos 
Equinox 
Gold ring 
Hey brook 
Ion Systems 
JDI 
Linn Products 
M antra 
Meridian 
Mission 
Monitor Audio 
Musical Fidelity 
NAD 
Nairn Audio 
Nakamichi 
Onkyo 
Ortofon 
Proac 
QED 
Quad 
Quart 
Radford 
Rega 
Rev ox 
Roksan 
Rote! 
Royd 

1\I>IIIS" �UOOO OUll<IS •SSOCo�"01< 

=�·'t:l 
Ruark 
Stax 
Wadia 
Woodside ��·.�l}f.J\�fi�!#J 



Hey brook HB 1 Series 3 li3est Buy 

HEYBROOK HI-FI LTD, ESTOVER CLOSE, ESTOVER INDUSTRIAL EST ATE, 

PLYMOUTH, DEVON PL6 7PL. TEL: 0752 780311 

As the name suggests, this loudspeaker 
has been around for many years, during 
which it has provided much of the 
{oundation ofWestCountrymanufacturer 
Heybrook' s success. To my recollection it 
wasn't in fact the company's first 
loudspeaker, but originally came in as an 
entry level budget model underneath the 
pretty little HB2. 

It's a sign of the .passing years that the 
HB1 now looks quite large against the 
competition and costs £250, while 
Hey brook has since introduced a number 
of cheaper and smaller starter models. 
The tide of fashion too has rather left the 
HB1 looking a shade anachronistic, with 
its large baffle area and limited overall 
depth - not that the shape doesn't make a 
great deal of sense for a wall-mount model 
such as this. 

It's a large bookshelf size two-way 
sealed box, and sits neatly enough on 
Heybrook's excellent HBS1 stand. The 
vinyl cladding is as good as they come, 
and all is neatly, if rather demurely 
finished, with only the stick-on badge to 
interrupt the various blacks and greys, 
whether or not the neatly chamfered grille 
is used. 

What is particularly impressive is the 
considerable attention to detail that has 
obviously been paid in both design and 
manufacture. The passage of time brings. 
a maturity through development that is 
rarely found in brand new models. 

The flush-mounted drivers are really 
tightly screwed �nd bolted home, while 
the inside of the enclosure is lightly filled 
with a complex and carefully arranged 
mixture of different damping materials, 
and bituminous pads provide further 
damping for the box itself. The simple, 
good quality hardwired crossover uses 
double terminals for hi-wiring, and solid-

core cables soldered to the driver tags. 
Solid-core speaker cables are 
recommended. 

The main driver has a rather diddy 
magnet, but a proper cast frame, 
supporting the quite large (155mm) doped 
paper cone. The tweeter is a 25mm soft 
doped fabric dome. The box is built from 
18mm and 15mm board, with extra batten 
stiffening and a double thickness behind 
the tweeter. 

Test report 
Sensitivity is a generous 88dB, the load 
will be easy enough for any accompanying 
amplifier to handle, and bass extension is 
very respectable too. 

Although intended to be placed close 
against a rear wa'll, the room averaged 
response traces suggest that the HB1 will 
be equally happy (or unhappy) if moved 
further out. The free space trace looks just 
as well balanced as that measured with 
full wall reinforcement, though both have 
salient characteristics that will influence 
sound quality. 

A little of the midbass assistance 
provided by the wall is helpful in 
balancing the slightly strong upper 
midrange, but too much is inclined to 
emphasise both of these at the expense of 
the upper bass and lower mid. The 
crossover region is well handled, though 
the tweeter does show a distinct 'corner' 
at 12kHz prior to rolloff. 

Sound quality 
The HB1 received strong and virtually 
unanimous praise in two separate 'blind' 
presentations, delivering impressive scale, 
fine coherent vocals and lively dynamics 
and dynamic range. There's good weight 
and body - sometimes a little too much 
perhaps - but timing and speed are seldom 

found wanting. Replacing multi-stand 
cable with solid-core sweetens the top 
and tightens the bottom, at some cost in 
speed. 

Balance anomalies like the rather 
forward upper midband and heavy, 
'thuddy' midbass do give rise to some 
colorations - mild cuppy effects, for 
example, and a certain relentlessness and 
aggression that is not always rela.xing. 
There's some disruption in the stereo 
image too, depth layering not being too 
well resolved. 

But such failings seem relatively 
inconsequential compared with the 
vividness of illusion this speaker can 
create. It's first and foremost a 
communicator, helping to break down 
the barriers between performers and 
listeners. 

Conclusion 
Not polite or bland enough to satisfy those 
merely seeking the means to generate 
background music, this latest version of 
the HB1 is both a demanding and 
ultimately a satisfying experience 
musically. There's nothing particularly 
special about any of the ingredients used, 
but the whole here is much greater than 
the sum of the parts, reflecting the 
considerable care that has gone into 
putting everything together. A Best Buy 
rating is entirely appropriate. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 4 7x29x24cm 
Weight· Skg 
Recommended amplifier power 15·1 OOW 
Recommended placement stands 30cm from wall 
In room averaged response lim�s 50Hz·10kHz +i·4dB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (-6<:18 rei midband) 48Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (-6<:18 rei midband) 30Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei midband) -14dB 
Estimated midrange sens�ivlty (rei 2.83V, 1m) 88dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) very good 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £250 

Room averaged response (large room, free space) 
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LINN CLINICS 

& 

MUSICAL 

EVENINGS 

We are pleased to announce that 
in conjunction with Linn Products, 

we will be running a series of 

LINN CLINICS & MUSICAL 
EVENINGS. 

The Clinic is an opportunity for 
existing LP12 owners to have 

their turntables checked by LINN's 
own engineers - and modifications 

carried out on a parts cost basis 
only. 

The MUSICAL EVENINGS will 
feature some of LINN's latest 

products including 
THE KREMLIN TUNER. 

For further information or to 
BOOK for these events, please do 

not hesitate to contact us. 

AT6079 
DAMPING RINGS 
(Five Pack) 
Green damping 
rings lit CD's outer 
edge to absorb 
slray laser lighl and 
increase moment of 
inertia tor smoother 
sound. Prolects face 
and edge from handling and surlace scralching. 

AT6059 
BATTERY CD 
CLEANER 
Aulomallc disc 
cleaning in 40 

::
c
:;:i�l�f::'J 

and 'spin' !he dirt 
away to leave your 
colletllon spartcllng. 
lncludeslluld and 
addlllonal mlcro·porous cleaning pad. 

CO ACCESSORY PRODUCTS 

AVAILABLE fROM£ 5.95 

Unique 8 brusb action removes dusl/lmoke 
conlamlnalion trom internal CD lens for 

o�::::'.t�:���:!r..!�P��:: :���iJl: 
automatic cleaning • in 10 seconds tl;;{. 

Solve lhls lnduslly acknowledged 
problem lodey ! 

Carbon fibre disc 
to place on CD 
and s1abllise H 

during play. 
Especial'r effecUva 

In economy' 
players, 11 helps 

reduce servo 
movement and error 

corretllon In alllransports. 

AT6030 
MANUAL CD 

CLEANER 

en.JI�P�J;� 
cleanlnelor 

optimum disc 
performance. 

Each lover slide 
cleans and advances 

platter 30"1"' quick 
and sale operallon. 

Special cleaner fluid meluded. 

@ ���i.2:;!�!'!�ica" 
Technica House, lockwood Clo$8, Leeds LS11 5UU. SALES: 0532 771441 FAX: 0532 704836 

SEE THEM AT GOOD HI Fl STORES --· 



Infinity Reference 10 
INFINITY LTD, GAMEPATH, 25 HEATHFIELD, STACEY BUSHES, 

MILTON KEYNES MK12 6HRt ... TEL: (0908) 317707 

One of America's largest and best 
established specialist hi-fi speaker 
manufacturers, Infinity has tended in the 
past to concentrate on its home market, 
though one or two of the budget bookshelf 
models have enjoyed their fair share of 
success over here in the· UK. 

The two new Reference Series models 
included in this report came with plenty 
of accompanying propaganda. On the 
one hand there was a multi-lingual 
instruction manual (English/French/ 
German); on the other was a design 'white 
paper' beginning with the words: "The 
new Reference Series has been specially 
developed for the UK market ... " 

Whatever the flannel, this is a good 
looking and chunkily proportioned little 
bookshelf model that certainly feels solid 
and substantial enough to justify its £159 
pricetag. Indeed it weighs a cool 7kg, 
which is a good bit more than most 
similar I y sized speakers, and doesn't even 
have the excuse of needing a big magnet 
to control a ported enclosure - this is a 
straightforward sealed-box design, with 
fundamental system resonance at just 
above 80Hz. 

Presentation is distinguished by 
attractive radiusing of both baffle and 
rear panel edges, and the use of a good 
quality textured vinyl print on all six faces. 
The moulded plastic grille is chamfered 
around its outside edge, for appearances' 
sake, but not on the edge next to the 
drivers themselves, which is a wasted 
opportunity. The speaker looks pretty 
enough without it - apart from the ugly 
great mounting lugs left at each corner. 

The drivers were pretty tightly secured, 
albeit using coarse-pitch woodscrews and 
at the expense of some cracking - and 
some difficulty in properly re-tightening 
- into 18mm thick particle board that 

should perhaps have been stronger. The 
odd section of battening adds further 
strength to some panel junctions, anq the 
whole thing is well filled with wadding. 

A conventional terminal pair feeds a 
fairly elaborate PCB crossover, and that 
in turn tag-connects to the two drivers, 
both of which use advanced diaphragm 
materials. The main driver has an 
injection-mould�d, graphite-loaded 
polypropylene cone some 120mm in 
diameter, with contiguous concave sealing 
dust cap. The fact that the basket is merely 
pressed steel is disguised by a plastic trim 
ring. The tweeter uses an ultra-light 
foamed polypropylene 19mm dome, 
dubbed Polycell, which is bound to leave 
your DIY friends impressed. 

Test report 
Sensitivity is close to average, and the 
bass extension is quite impressive for the 
modest box volume. There's no free lunch, 
of course: the impedance is resolutely low 
through the bass region - though not to 
the extent that it is likely to cause any 
embarrassment to a modern transistor 
amplifier. 

The curves suggest that although the 
RlO is a little bass shy when used well 
clear of reflective walls, it is inclined to get 
midbass boomy if moved up too close. 
Careful experiment will be needed to 
achieve optimum in-room alignment. 
That achieved, the overall result is pretty 
well balanced, though not without some 
local uneveness and a clear 9kHz treble 
'hot spot' that is likely to be subjectively 
audible. 

Sound quality 
In complete contrast to its big brother, the 
Ref 10 turned in a solidly impressive 
listening test result, which subsequent 

l&commended 

sighted listening did little to modify. The 
real strength here is an essentially 
communicative - though not entirely 
uncoloured - mid range, providing a good 
balance between detail and refinement, 
especially on relatively simple material. 

The tweeter seems a little too inclined 
to make its presence known, though it's 
reasonably sweet and quite tr.ansparent, 
and the focus sharpened up when the 
supplied Supra cable was substituted for 
NACA5. The sound (inevitably, given the 
dimensions) lacks scale, weight and 
authority, and a certain amount of body 
too, and the bass certainly doe&n't sound 
as 'fast' as the mid and treble, leading to 
slightly insubstantial transients. But at 
least there's little tendency to boom, just a 
slight fuzzing and thickening of textures 
and differentiation, and low frequency 
room matching is pretty good. 

Conclusion 
Disregarding the attendant hype, once 
again Infinity has demonstrated its.ability 
to US-manufacture, ship and sell a fully 
competitive bookshelf speaker on the UK 
market. I still have some reservations 
over the mechanical integrity of the main 
qriver mounting (enthusiasts could 
contemplate T-nut conversion), but this 
good basic allrounder nevertheless 
deserves Recommendation. 

TEST RESULTS 

�d) Recommet lded amplifier power 
36x23x23cm 

20-7� 
Recommetlded placement stands30cm from wall 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz·1 OkHz +i-6dB 
Large room/space LF rolloff ( -6dB ref mldband) 48Hz 
Large room/Wall LF rolloff (-6dB ref mldband) 50Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei mldband) ·15dB 
Estfmated midrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1 m) B7d8 
Impedance characteristic(- of drive) current 

h�£1ngry Typical prica per pair (I ne VAn 59 
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Your Hi-Fi choice 

READING 
READING 

HI-FI 
CENTRE 

Reading 

• 

• 

SOUTHAMPTON 
HAMPSHIRE AUDIO 

GUILDFORD 
PJ HI-FI 

3 IN THE SOUTH 

E 
ach store is a prominent independent 

BADA member, and offers a minimum 
,,., •• ., •.• "'"'"• ... "",.,,., of 2 single speaker demonstration 

: t • "t; I studios and 17 years of specialised 

hi-fi sales and service. The stores 

are totally independent but share 
THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND ADVICE 

the same enthusiastic dedication and 

professionalism giving you guidance and 

unrivalled expertise. 

E 
ach �tore has in common 1 0 significant 

quahty manufacturers- ARCAM, 

AUDIOLAB, CELESTION, CREEK, LINN, 

MERIDIAN, NAKAMICHI, PROAC, QUAD 

and ROTEL. 

E
ach store offers a selection from KEF, 

MICHELL, MARANTZ, MUSICAL 

FIDELITY, REVOLVER and ROGERS but 

also has its own chosen favourites such as 

DENON, MONITOR AUDIO, NAD, REGA, 

REVOX and SONY. 

-
READING 
HI�FI 
CENTRE 

4 Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall, 
Reading, Berks. RG 1 7QF 
Tel: 0734 585463 
Opening hours: 

Tues-Sat 1 Oam-6pm 
Thurs 1 Oam-7pm. (Closed for 
lunch 2pm-3pm except Sat) 
Open Mondays during December 

3 Bridge Street, Guildford, 
Surrey, GU1 4RY 
Tel: 0483 504801 
Opening hours: 

Mon-Sat 9am-6pm 

HAMPSHIRE 
rl.UDIO 

8-12 Hursley Road, 
Chandlers Ford, Hants. S05 2FU 
Tel: 0703 252827 & 265232 
Opening hours: 

Tues-Sat 1 Oam-6pm 
Thurs 1 Oam-8pm. Closed 
Mondays except in December. 



Infinity Reference 50 
INFINITY LTD, GAMEPATH, 25 HEATHFIELD, STACEY BUSHES, 

MILTON KEYNES MK12 6HR. TEL: (0908) 317707 

US manufacturer Infinity has just 
introduced a brand new Reference series of 
six loudspeakers, made in the US of A but 
specifically targetted at UK and European 
tastes. The baby of the batch is reviewed 
and Recommended on page 75, while this 
test examines the Reference 50, one from 
the top of the line and offering little change 
from £500. 

Something of a rarity these days, the 
50 is a genuine three-way design with 
separate drivers for bass, midrange and 
treble. It's also a floorstander, and tne 
need to accomodate the large diameter 
woofer has led to a cabinet t}:tat is rather 
wider than it is deep. There's no avoiding 
the very short footprint, though the base 
is fitted with spikes of decent quality. 
(Infinity's brochure describe these as 
decoupling the speaker from the floor; I 
thought the w hole point was to cou pie the 
twain across a wide bandwidth.) 

Given that this is basically a vinyl 

wrapped econobox, presentation is first 
class, especially with the grille off. The 
special injection moulded plastic cones 
with integral dust covers look 
impressively hi-tech, though it's a pity 
about the six ugly rubber lugs used to 
mount the grille, anq the three separate 
logo/badges place it on the flash side of 
neutral aesthetically. 

Nice chamfered baffle edging is echoed 
in the moulded frame grille,though this is 
really a rather stupid affair, presenting a 
thick and ostructive inside edge close to 
the part-rebated drivers. The fairly small 
machinehead woodscrews securing the 
units were all pretty tight, the cone drivers 
having pressed steel frames decorated 
with plastic trim. The bass has a 145mm 
cone, the midrange an 80mm cone, while 
the tweeter is a particularly unusual 
device, the diaphragm being a flat 25mm 
plastic disc complete with spiral 'voice 
coil' sitting in the magnetic field and 
therefore responding directly to signal 
input. 

The box is built up from substantial 
19/20mm panels, though oddly enough 
the wrap seems to use a heavier grade 
board than the baffle. There's no bracing 
bar a couple of strategically placed two 
inch battens, and the peripheral junction 
between wrap and front/back looks a 
comparative mechanical weak spot. The 
midrange driver has own little internal 
enclosure filled with longhair wool, and 
the whole (sealed) box is heavily stuffed 
by what looks and feels remarkably like 
cotton wool. 

Twin gold plated terminals feed a hi
wire/ amp crossover that separates bass 
from mid I treble arms. Tri-terminals 
would sure! y have indicated more serious 
committment to this feature. The network 
is built on a printed circuit board, with tag_ 
driver connections. 

Test report 
As one would expect from a decent size 
three-way, the 50 combines a usefully high 
(89dB) sensitivity with good bass 
extension, though the load presented to 
the amplifier is very current hungry, 
confirming that there are no free lunches 
on offer here. 

The curves make it quite obvious that 
this floorstander should be kept well clear 
of room boundaries, whereupon the whole 
bass range lines up really nicely. The 
broad mid band decade, 300Hz-3kHz has 
distinctly forward tendencies and looks 
worryingly ragged between 800Hz and 
2kHz. The unusual tweeter has a smooth 
and extended response, but is clearly a 

shade short on the sensitivity required to 
match the midrange. 

Sound quality 
The 50 was given a poor reception in the 
blind tests, with persistent criticism of 
muddle and poor timing through the bass, 
despite acknowledgement of decent 
power and weight. Every panellist began 
with positive comments, which had 
invariably degenerated to irritation and 
exasperation by the end of the 
presentation, one observing with 
impressive perspicacity: "it's got to be an 
American multi-way". 

Voices sound slowed, not fully 
coherent and somewhat aggressive with 
a slight nasal coloration, and the overall 
sound is lazy and uninvolving. The low 
bass is certainly well maintained, but the 
midbass is a little lean, which in turn 
leaves the rather coloured, uneven 
midpand somewhat exposed above a 
slightly reticent treble. The supplied 
(single run) Supra cable helped tame the 
aggression somewhat, but lost out in other 
areas to bi-wire NACA5. 

Conclusion 
Despite good overall balance and 
extended bass, the Reference 50 serves 
mainly as a reminder of the problems of 
integration and timing coherence that is 
often associated with the complexity of a 
three-way configuration. 

TEST RESULTS 

"Size (hxwxd) 86x26.5x25cm 
Weight 15kg 
Recommended amplifier power 15-150W 
Recommended placement well clear of walls 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz-10kHz +i·4dB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (-6dB ref midband) 25Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (-6dB ref midband) 23Hz 
Lar11e room output at 20Hz (ref mldband) ·9dB 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 89dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) current 

hungry 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £499 
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R I V E R s I D E 

JUST A SELECTION FROM OUR LARGE RANGE NOW IN STOCK 

Digital Sound Field Processors Spendor SP 2.2 £549.90 Rotel RB850 £169.90 
DSPA 1000 (Dolby Prologic) DSP modes Spendor SP1.2 £899.90 Rotel RB870 £239.90 
7-channel, AV amp £799.90 Tannoy 607 £199.90 Compact Disc Players 
DSPE 300 (DSP Prologic, 5 channel amp) £559.90 £399.90 Tannoy 611 
DSP 100 (12 Acoustic modes, Dol by surround sound) Wharfedale Diamond IV £119.90 Aiwa XC 700 £179.90 

A&R Alpha CD £419.00 £299.90 Amps 
DSR 70 PRO (Dolby Prologic, 5 channel volume Alphason Apollo £300.00 A&R Delta 170 £619.90 

A&R Delta 70.3 £649 90 control) 
MX 35 (4 channel power amp) 
YST SE1 0 (effect speaker DSP E300) 
Reel to Reel 
Revox 877 11 
Tuners 
A&R Alpha 2 
A&R Delta 80 
Denon TU260L 
Denon TU660L 
Musical Fidelity Tl 
NAD 4225 
Rotel RT850AL 
Quad FM4 
Turntables 
Dual CS505-4 
Michell Syncro/RB250 ARM 
Michell Gyrondei/RB300 ARM 
Rotel RP855 
Systemdek IIX 900/RB250 ARM 
Systemdek IIXE 900/RB 250 ARM 
Speakers 
Alphason Artemiz 
B&W DM600 
Base AM511 (Free Wall E:�kets) 
Castle Durham "" 

Castle Pembroke 11 
JPW Sonata 
Kef C25 
Kef C55 
Kef C75 
Kef 104/2 
Kef 105/3 
Monitor Audio MA 14 
Musical Fidelity MC2 
Quad ESL 63 
Rogers LS4 
Rogers LS7T 

£189.90 Audio Innovations S500 (Valve) £999.90 
£169.90 A&R Alpha 2 £199.90 Denon DCD 560 

£99.90 A&R Delta 90.2 £409.90 Denon DCD 2560 

Carver CM1 090 £495.00 Lux man 01 07U 

£1850.90 Denon PMA 350 £169.90 Luxman 01 03U 

Luxman L V1 07U £759.90 Marantz CD60SE 

£184.90 Marantz PM40SE (Modified) £239.90 Marantz CD41 

£339.90 Musical Fidelity 81 £199.90 Micromega Logic 

£109.90 Musical Fidelity 8200 £349.90 Micromega Optic 

£189.90 Michaelson Odysseus £1099.90 NAD 5425 

£249.90 NAD 3240 £199.90 NAD 5440 

£159.90 Nakamichi Amp 2 £315.00 Nakamichi CD4 

£179.90 Rotel RA820AX £159.90 Philips CD850 

£399.00 Rotel RA840 BX4 £259.90 Quad 66 CD 

Yamaha AVX700 £409.90 Rotel RCD 855 

£169.90 Pre Amps Rotel RCD 865 

£399.90 A&R Delta 110 (Bitstream) £719.90 Sony CDP990 

£789.90 Carver C5 £395.00 Yamaha COX 550E 

£169.90 Denon PRA 1200 £299.90 Tape Decks 
£269.90 Musical Fidelity Pre Amp 3A £379.90 Aiwa ADF 410 
£349.90 Musical Fidelity P173 £699.90 Carver TD1400 

Michaelson Audio Chronos Pre Amp & PSU Denon DRM 700A 
£299.90 £3999.90 Nakamichi Cass/Deck 2 
£159.90 Quad 34 £366.00 Nakamichi Cass/Deck 1 
£549.90 Quad 66 (inc Remote Panel) £794.00 Nakamichi RX202E 
£259.90 Rotel RC 850 £149.00 Nakamichi RX505E 
£379.90 Rotel RC870 BX £229.00 Nakamichi CR7E 
£115.90 Power Amps Revox H1 
£159.90 
£269.90 A&R Delta 120 £519.90 Yamaha KX330E 

£379.90 Carver TFM 25 £595.00 Yamaha KXW332 

£1300.00 Hafler XL 600 £1145.00 Nicam Videos 
£1995.00 Musical Fidelity P180 £799.90 Finlux VR4800 

£399.90 Musical Fidelity P270.2 £1399.90 Mitsubishi HSB52 
£349.90 Michaelson Chronos Monoblocks (Pair) £3999.90 Mitsubishi HSB82 

£2072.00 Quad 306 £322.00 Panasonic NVF6SB 
£255.00 405 2 £476.00 Panasonic NVF75B' 
£449.90 606 £635.00 Sharp VCH81 11 

m 081·892 7613 m 
RIVERSIDE HI·FI 

422 Ri<hmond Rd, East Twickenham, 
or Fax us on: 081-892 7749 Midd'x TWI 2EB. 

£179.90 
£569.90 
£859.90 
£599.90 
£299.90 
£229.90 
£499.90 
£699.90 
£199.90 
£299.90 
£315.00 
£389.90 
£544.00 
£249.90 
£299.90 
£249.90 
£199.90 

£99.90 
£399.90 
£229.90 
£315.90 
£625.00 
£555.00 
£915.00 

£1550.00 
£1121.00 

£179.90 
£329.90 

£529.90 
£549.90 
£999.90 
£449.90 
£579.90 
£379.90 

r;l Maii'Ord; c.;;.;.;: Pi;;; ;j £8 p;it;;;f�;;d; d-;v; ;;;,;;r -;d;£j0o,- -;�----
Please supply (make & model nos.) _______________ _ 

I Name _______________________________________________________ _ 

I Address-------------------------------------------------------

1 ---------------------------- Daytime phone----------------------

11 enclose Cheque£ _____________________ _ 

I or Credit Card No. and Expiry Date 
:I I I I I I I I I I I I I 



Jamo Cornet 40 11 
JAMO UK LTD, JAMO HOUSE, HEYFORD LANE, STOW£ HILL, WEE DON, 

NORTHANTS NN7 4SF. TEL: (0327) 349 449 

Danish speaker manufacturer Jamo was 
just setting up its UK distribution 
subsidiary when Choice originally 
examined this little budget bookshelf 
model (issue 90). 

That review was generally positive, 
though the overall sonic performance was 
considered a little undistinguished 

· amongst the very competitive UK rivals. 
The quality of the tweeter was singled out 
for specific criticism,· and this has 
apparently received the attention 
necessary to justify such an early 
reassessment of the model. 

So little has changed, at least on the 
surface, that it is tempting to delve into 
the hard-disk and dig out the original 
review. As a company, Jamo has been 
highly successful with what might be 
described as the scattergun approach to 
loudspeaker marketing. By which I mean 
it produces a large number of different 
ranges aimed at various niches in the 
market, each containing just two or three 
models. 

Professional consultants have already 
reacted positively to some of the variations 
intended for permanent and discrete 
installation, though getting established in 
the crowded budget hi-fi market is likely 
to be a more difficult proposition. 

Certainly the Cornet 40 is a very pretty 
little enclosure, the post-forming around 
the baffle edges adding a touch of cabinet' 
class rare at this sort of price. The thick
framed grille looks a bit of a disaster 
acoustically, but its removal reveals a very 
prettily trimmed baffle, with a silver-grey 
laminate surface, nice discreet graphics 
and part-rebated drivers - all in all, 
possibly the prettiest in its class. It's also 
one size larger than the typical £99 
miniature, which indicates good basic 
material value for money. 

I don't know what precise changes 
have been made, though a slight change 
in the impedance characteristics point 
towards at least some degree of crossover 
modification, whether or not the drivers 
themselves have also come under scrutiny. 

The m:ain driver has a smallish 1 OOmm 
paper cone in pressed steel basket, the 
frame edge rebated and covered by a 
cosmetic trim ring, leaving the diddy 
socket-head screws with only 9mm of 
chipboard into which to bite, though the 
size of the alien socket on the screw 
prevents any real torque being applied. 
The tweeter is a 26mm soft plastic dome 
with similar wood screw fixing. 

The rear-ported enclosure is built from 
16/12mm chipboard, damping being 
restricted to a ripple-profile plastic foam 
sheet set against the rear panel. Signals 
are fed to a single terminal pair, and thence 
to a quite elaborate hard wired crossover, 
using heavy gauge wire but tag driver 
connections. 

Test report 
The various objective measurements are 
all much as before. Sensitivity is a shade 
below average, while the impedance 
remains nice and kind to amplifiers. In 
the listening room, bass extension is well 
maintained to 50Hz, but rolls off sharply 
below that. 

-Close-to-wall siting introduces some 
midbass excess, so start experimenting 
with the speakers about 30cm from the 
wall, and adjust if neces�ary to get the 
best overall bass-to-mid balance. 
Whatever the eventual room-modified 
bass alignment, there's a clear though not 
too excessive midrange peak centred on 
1.3kHz that will provide its own character, 
while the broad mid treble is also slightly 
exposed. 

Sound quality 
The Concert 40 certainly did more than 
enough in the listening tests to justify its 
modest price, though it wasn't the object 
of any great enthusiasm either, with 
consistent complaint that it started to clog 
up when dealing with loud complex 
material. 

Essentially it seems to be. rather an 
uneven performer: "fruity, sparkly, 
grumbly, lots of everything, but is this a 
good thing?" commented one panellist. 
The bass seems quite well extended, but 
isn't really fast or tight enough to provide 
a truly solid foundation or generate any 
real authority. Voices are nicely projected, 
if a touch thickened and chesty, while the 
treble adds some sparkle, but lacks the 
control, resolution and delicacy to portray 
textures convincingly, and tends to 
exaggerate vinyl surface noise. 

Conclusion 
Despite the tweaking process the Cornet 40 
has undergone, it is still a competent rather 
than a distinguished performer in this 
highly competitive sector of the 
marketplace. My previous reservations 

· regarding a lack of fine treble resolution 
remain much as before, reducing its appeal 
to vinyl enthusiasts, though the pretty 
cosmetics could well find a place on the 
end of a CD oriented system. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 32x20x22cm 

Weight 4kg 
Recommended amplifier power 15-?0W 

Recommended placement stands 1-2ft from wall 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz-10kHz +1-SdB 

Large room/space lF rolloff (-6dB ref midband) 48Hz 

Large room'wall LF rolloff (-6dB rei midband) 48Hz 

Large room output at 20Hz (ref midband) below -20dB 

Estimated midrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1m) 86dB 

Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) very good 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £99 
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BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 

Pioneer A400 

£240 

Claim £20 CD Tokens 

Alpha CD 

£420 

Claim £40 CD Tokens 

NAD 3020i 

£150 

Claim £20 CD Tokens 

Sony 222ES 

£300 

Claim £20 CD Tokens 

BEST BUY SALE 
Rotel RCD865 

£300 

Claim £30 CD Tokens 

B&WDM620 

£310 

Claim £30 CD Tokens 

Dual505.4 

£170 

Claim £20 CD Tokens 

Denon DCD860 

£250 

Claim £20 CD Tokens 

Rogers LS4A 

£255 

Claim £20 CD Tokens 

Thorens TD280 11 

£190 

Claim £20 CD Tokens 

BUYING EQUIPMENT FOR 
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES? 

CALL AND ASK ABO T THE GREAT 
DEAL WE OFFER EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS 

10 MINUTES FROM HEATHROW 

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
Carriage is up to £10 per item and FREE (if total exceeds 

£400 (UK mainland). All goods are insured against loss or 
damage in transit. Please allow 28 days for delivery. 

Musical Fidelity 81 

£205 

Claim £20 CD Tokens 

Marantz 60SE 

£350 

Claim £50 CD Tokens 

Marantz PM40SE 

£240 

Claim £20 CD Tokens 

Pioneer PD8700 

£300 

Claim £20 CD Tokens 

PART EXCHANGE 
Yamaha CDX550 

£200 

Claim £20 CD Tokens 

Wharfedale Diamond IV 

£120 

Claim £15 CD Tokens 

Sony ST730ES Tuner 

£300 

Claim £20 CD Tokens 

Rotel RCD855 

£260 

Claim £20 CD Tokens 

A&R Delta 150 

£360 

Claim £30 CD Tokens 

MAIL ORDER COUPON 
Please send me the following ________ _ 

Name. _____________ _ 
Address. ____________ _ 

_____ Telephone ______ _ 
1 enclose cheque£ __________ _ 
Access/Barclaycard No. _________ _ 
Signature· ____________ _ 



JBL XE2 
HARMAN (AUDIO) UK LTD, MILL STREET, SLOUGH, BERKS SL2 SOD. 
TEL: (0753) 76911 

Ancestor of the US West Coast tradition 
in loudspeaker design, JBL's abundance 
of overlapping .generations of models 
must be unmatched outside the Shure 
replacement stylus catalogue. Indeed, the 
X£2 model under scrutiny on this occasion 
bears a remarkable - if superficial -
similarity to the L20 T3 assessed in the last 
batch of tests (issue 94). 

The dimensions of the two boxes are 
practically the same, though the X£2 is 
clearly the budget variant, selling at £150 
instead of £250, and weighing in at Skg 
rather than 7.5kg. 

Another even more fundamental 
distinction is that this model is actually 
built over here in Europe - in Denmark, 
that rising star of world loudspeaker 
manufacture, to be precise. Which is not 
necessarily an endorsement, I should add, 
judging by some of the build quality. 

It's a pretty standard looking 
'bookshelf size enclosure, ported at the 
rear and intended for stand mounting 
well clear of walls. 

Styling is decidedly nondescript, ditto 
the simulated wood vinyl, with the accent 
on simulated. Despite flush-mounted 
drivers, the plain laminate and sticky-out 
lower plastic trim/badge make it look 
silly without the grille on. The latter may 
use a moulded plastic frame, but the 
perpendicular inside edges seem to have 
been carefully conceived to offer just as 
much unwanted acoustic impediment as 
the old style chipboard cutouts which 
cottage industry manufacturers are 
usually forced to use. 

The box size and all-up weight are 
respectable enough for the price, but the 
fine detail all suggests that when choices 
were made, cheapness rather than 
engineering integrity was the prime 
concern. 

In fact the only area of generosity is the 
decent main driver magnet, which helps 
power the 120mm radially ribbed pap,er 
cone. The 26mm dome tweeter lurking 
behind a phase-compensating annulus is 
actually a plastic fabric, with a surface 
coating to give it an ultra .shiny 
appearance. 

The drivers seem screwed down tightly 
enough, but it's difficult to be sure given 
the limited torque that can be applied to 
the diddy little machinehead screws that 
have an appallingly coarse pitch. The 
removal of one main driver for internal 
inspection revealed that two of the four 
flimsy screws had been bent during 
assembly. 

The box itself is 16mm particle board 
with rather coarse grain, the walls lined 
with wadding. To cap it all, the tacky little 
spring-clip terminal block won't take 4mm 
banana plugs. 

Test report 
Given the wide variation in frequency 
response, any sensitivity rating can only 
be an approximation. Over the main 
fundamental range it's a generous 88dB, 
but the broad and deep presence and 
lower treble suckout will make it sound a 
quiet and very laid ba<;:k 88dB. It's a nice 
easy amplifier load, but in-room bass rolls 
off fairly rapidly below 50Hz. 

The low frequency alignment is well 
suited to the intended free space siting, 
but further up the band, between 700Hz 
and 4.5kHz, output falls gently away by 
some 7dB, much of which is then 
recovered on the subsequent rise to 20kHz. 
It has to be said that the trend is pretty 
smooth throughout, and crossover 
integration is good, but the substantial 
departure from any approximation to 
overall flatness will introduce 

unavoidable coloration, resulting in a 
sound not unlike depressing the loudness 
button on an amplifier. 

Sound quality 
The abovementioned balance anomaly 
dominates the perceived sound quality to 
such an extent that sensible appraisal is 
extremely difficult. Setting an equivalent 
comparative volume level, for example, 
is virtually impossible, my notes making 
it clear that the blind tests were conducted 
at too high a relative level for the sensitivity 
rating, merely in an attempt to drag the 
presence level up to something realistic. 

The dreadful'loudness' balance creates 
a slow distant sound with a dominant 
'thump' n' tizz' factor, the one saving grace 
being that the sound never, but never, 
sounds aggressive, such is the relative 
lack of bite and fire. Lurking beneath the 
overall presentation, the mid I presence is 
nice and smooth with good integration, 
but bass is thick and slow, while the top 
end tinkles sweetly but rather relentlessly. 

Conclusion 
Suitable only for those seeking a warm 
mellow sound that has little to do with 
high fidelity, the X£2 does little to enhance 
the credibility of this famous brand. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 38x23x23cm 
Weight 5kg 
Recommended amplifier power 20-?0W 
Recommended placement high stands in free space 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz·10kHz +1-SdB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (-&IB ref inldband) 48Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (-&IB ref mldband) 48Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei mldband) below -20d8 
Estimated mldrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 88d8 

(see text) 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) very good 
Typical price per pair (I ne VAT) t149 

Room averaged response (large room, free space) 
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SLATE AUDIO 
HI-FI Design & Cable Services 

The Speakerstand The Turntabletable 

The Ampstand The Tableslab Custom Designs 

Equipment stands and shelves 

THE FINEST SYSTEM SUPPORTS 

IN THE WORLD 

ea.t 

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEJGHTON BUZZARD, LU7 SUO. Tel: 0525 384174 

neat hi·fi 
62 HIGH NORTHGATE, 

DARLINGTON, CO. DURHAM DLl I UW 
(0325)460812 

NOW YOU'VE 

READ THE 

REVIEWS 

COME TO US 

FOR THE BEST 

DEAL 



Meridian Argent 1 
MERIDIAN AUDIO LTD, ECCLESTON ROAD, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE, 
KENT ME15 6QP. TEL: (0622) 672269 

The House of Meridian is well known .for 
very superior standards of industrial 
design, eo-founder Alan Boothroyd 
having been responsible for several of hi
fi's all time classics. But even by these 
very high standards, the Argent 1 is 
something a bit special. 

To·describe it merely as a truncated 
rectangular pyramid misses the point. 
This stunningly ·beautiful compact 
speaker, so elegantly shaped and finished 
in high gloss piano lacquer black, is 
contemporary design elevated to an art 
form. The way all the edges and corners 
are nicely and variously radiused conveys 
a hand-finished touch of class. 

Unfortunately, at £1,200 it is also a 
stunningly expensive compact speaker, 
significantly smaller than its more 
conventionally shaped £995 Argent 2 

stablemate (issue 94). My guess is that the 
classy shape and finish is responsible for 
at least a third of the total price. 

Viewing the photograph, some might 
be struck by a sense of deja vu. Yes, you 
have seen it before. Argent 1 is in fact based 
on the head unit used to house the mid 
and treble units in Meridian's startlingly 

·original two-box 06000 speaker - the one 
that takes a direct digital input, performs 
active crossover functions in t!le digital 
domain, and incorporates analogue power 
amplifiers in its pedestal bass unit (see 
Lifestyle, issue 97). By implication 
therefore, Argent 1 has more to do with 
06000 than Argent 2, though all three use 
very similar drivers. 

These are both advanced devices, the 
bass unit having a massive magnet and 
cast frame, plus a (yellow) 120mm Kevlar 
cone and protuberant phase plug mounted 
on the large diameter polepiece; both of 
which are hidden when its personal flush
fitting cover is in place. The tweeter has 

its own protective mesh and uses a 25mm 
aluminium dome, the voice coil wound 
with silver wire. 

Both drivers were well secured using 
six slightly flimsy woodscrews, the 
massive 25mm thick birch ply 
cabinetwork being strong enough to 
inhibit overtightening. The shape alone 
confers additional strength as well as 
acoustic advantages, and an additional 
internal brace makes for one of the 
strongest enclosures I've encountered. 
The shape will aid wide distribution on 
the outside, while spreading the influence 
of internal standing waves across a range 
of frequencies. Further internal control is 
provided by bituminous panel damping 
pads and a complex cocktail of heavy 
damping infill. ·The elaborate bi-wire/ 
amp PCB crossover uses top grade 
components and is hard wired to the gold
plated terminals and drivers with heavy 
cables. 

Test report 
Once again I find myself unable to confirm 
Meridian's sensitivity, extrapolation from 
our 'real world' far field measurements 
gives a well below average 84dB, well 
short of the claimed 88dB. On the plus 
side, the amplifier load is mild and bass 
extension is very good for such a small 
enclosure. 

Although the free space balance looks 
pretty good, it is somewhat mid forward, 
and wall proximity is in fact advised. 
Under these conditions the bass lines up 
beautifully, though a somewhat unusual 
reflection/interference pattern emerges 
in the mid range, which may be related to 
the unusual enclosure shape, not to 
mention the wide· distribution. To 
minimise coloration, careful experiment 
with placement would seem essential. 

Elsewhere the response is impressively 
smooth, but depressed in the presence 
region and slightly suppressed 
throughout the treble as a whole. 

Sound quality 
The panel showed good consistency, 
unap.imoLJsly rating the A1 comfortably 
'above average, and with good agreement 
between individual listeners. Stereo is 
unusually good, with no trace of boxiness 
to obstruct the fine midrange delicacy 
and transparency. 

Bass is dry and usefully well extended, 
though rather lacking in weight and 
power, with a measure of overhang and 
thickening, while the treble is unusually 
sweet, if just a little detached and obvious. 

The dulled presence region adds to the 
politeness, but leaves the sound rather 
lacking in crispness as a result, more than 
one listener finding the sound rather 
overdamped and a little lacking in 
enthusiasm. 

Conclusion 
The pretty face Rhould itself ensure the 
Al's success, rendering any attempt to 
make value judgement somewhat 
superfluous. Its beauty is certainly more 
than skin deep, the smooth, sweet and 
slightly laid back sound possessing 
considerable charm and unexpected scale 
too, if falling a little. short of the near 
perfection required for formal 
Recommendation. A powerful amplifier 
is advised, and ultimate loudness is not 
very great. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 33x27(max)x27(max)crn 
W�g� � 
Recommended amplifier power 30-120W 
Recommended placement Slate stands near wall 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz· 10kHz +i-4dB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (-&IB rei mldband) 28Hz 
Large room/wall LF rollolf (-&IB rei mldband) 28Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei mldband) -11dB 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1 m) 83dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) very good 
Typical price per pair (inc VAn £1,200 
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THE 

HEATHROW PENT A HOTEL 

19-22 SEPTEMBER 1991 
TRADE ONLY 19-20 SEPTEMBER 1991 

The one hi-fi event that 
nobody can afford to miss! 
Only at THE HI-FI SHOW will you be able to 
see and hear virtually all the season's new 
products under one roof, and talk face-to-face 
with the manufacturers. More than 100 
exhibitors representing over 200 brands will 
be appearing plus an array of special 
demonstrations and events. With so much to 
see, you will need to get there early! And, as 
always, admission to the Show is free. 

Car Parking: 

Follow the signs to the special Hi-Fi Show car parks. 

Courtesy bus service: 
For visitors using public transport, there will be a special 
courtesy bus service operating to and from Hatton 
Cross underground station (Piccadilly Line) during the 
Show's public opening hours. rf1::lr 

Public opening hours: 
A L .VbJJk H 1n ouse 

Friday 20th September 4pm . 8pm Exhibition 

Saturday 21st September 10am . 6pm Sponsored by: 

Sunday 22nd September 10am - 6pm 

Hl-ff} Trade only: 
Thursday 19th September 10am · 6pm NE.WS 

Friday 20th September 10am - 4pm JITT(jjf,&,T'\lT'\\' 



Monitor Audio Monitor 14 
MONITOR AUDIO LTD, 34 CLIFTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CBl 4ZW. 
TEL: (0223) 242898. 

The £300 Monitor 11 was a Recommended 
model from our last group loudspeaker 
reviews (issue 94), and the £400 Monitor 14 

is very closely related indeed. 
It's all very logical really. Anyone 

buying an 11 needs a pair of stands costing 
maybe another £100 to pJ.It them on, and 
these are certainly not necessarily going 
to be MA brand stands. So why not 
extend the 11 's cabinet down to the floor, 
fit it with a set of spikes and make the 
whole package look much neater in 
consequence? 

Welcome to the 14, though I reckon MA 
has quite a nerve to charge an extra £100 
for a set of spikes and a 26cm square tube 
of MDF, even with the extra bulk and 
packing. The extra section of the box is 
actually blanked off acoustically, an access 
panel at the rear allowing sand and/or 

·lead shot damping/mass loading to be 
added. 

And there's a fatal flaw in the logic in 

any case. The 11 needed a 60cm stand to 
get its bass units far enough off the floor, 
so 26cm doesn't get halfway. And spiking 
the bottom of an enclosure like this will 
never give the same stability footprint as 
a good quality stand. 

The box is fashionably slim and quite 
tall. Two apparently identical bass/mid 
drivers are fitted, one operating just to 
augment the bass where a large cone area 
is an advantage, the other carrying on up 
into the midrange where its small size 
helps promote good crossover integration 
to the tweeter. 

All is finished in an attractive shiny 
black paintwork, the drivers bolted 
straight to the baffle with really well 
tightened T-nut bolts. The rather plain 
grille is better left unused, partly because 
the speaker looks prettier without it, but 
also because the baffle is narrow and the 
frame rather thick, while the 25mm metal 
dom� tweeter has its own protective mesh 
cover anyway. 

It's not a particularly heavy 
loudspeaker for i ts size and configuration, 
largely because the very strong MDF 
panels are only llmm thick. The long 
vertical panels are stiffened both by the 
lower partition ·and a figure-S brace 
between the bass and main driver, and all 
is lined with pads of acoustic foam. 

A good quality bi-wire/ amp crossover 
is fitted behind the twin terminals, with 
all connections being hardwired. The 
main drivers are simple low-tech affairs, 
with 105mm doped paper cones and wide 
surrounds, small magnets and pressed 
steel frames. 

Test report 
The 14 achieves average sensitivity 
without resorting to a current hungry low 
impedance, and manages pretty good low 
frequency extension too,· especially 
considering the compact dimensions. 
However, as is often the case with twin 
main driver systems, the overall bass level 
is too strong for the mid and treble. 

The similarity to the findings for the 11 

is very close indeed, but the differences, 
due to replacing stand with close-to-floor 
mounting, are nonetheless significant. 
Where the 11 was about 4dB too strong 
across the two octaves from l00-400Hz, 
the 14 is about 7dB too strong across a 
narrower band, 150-250Hz. 

Elsewhere the response is pretty well 
balanced along a slightly downtilted 
characteristic, though still somewhat 
uneven with it. The presence and 
crossover regions are well handled, but 
the treble does seem to focus rather around 

5-10kHz, and the ultimate roll off is on the 
early side. 

Sound quality 
Although direct comparison is not of 
course possible, the evidence of the blind 
listening suggests that the 14 is actually 
somewhat inferior to its cheaper sibling. 
One listener praised the easy listening 
balance and awarded high marks, but 
even he added the rider about the over
prominent lower mid. 'Dark', 'plummy' 
and 'soggy mess' were alternative 
adjectives and phrases that appeared in 
another's notes. 

The 14 is quite nicely voiced through 
the midband - very reminiscent of the 11 

here - a bit scrappy and with a slight 
tendency to hardness, but quite expressive 
and coherent with good focus and a 
slightly spikey treble. And then the bass 
comes in, all boomalongabox and leaden 
thud. What had previously been at least 
tolerable - even rather attractive in its way 
on the high stand - goes just too far over 
the top when down on the floor. 

Conclusion 
This review merely serves to emphasise 
how important the correct 'stand and 
support is in achie_ving a good end result. 
Through being too close to the floor and 
poorly supported on inadequate spikes, 
the floorstanding 14 is significantly 
inferior to a properly stand-mounted 11. 

Adding particulate mass to the 
·
lower 

section might afford a slight palliative, 
but won't effect a cure. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 78x20x24cm 
Weight 10kg 
Recommended amplifier power 15-1 oow 
Recommended placement well clear of walls 

.lnroomaveragedresponselimits50Hz-10kHz +i-7dB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (-6dB ref midband) 30Hz 
Large room/wall LF roll off (-6dB ref mid band) 28Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (ref midband) -13dB 
Estfmated midrange sensitivity (ref2.83V, 1 m) 87dB 
lmpedancecharacteristic(easeofdrive) verygood

400 Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £ 
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BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 
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AKAI 
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our Hi Fi Choice 'Best Buy' GXS at £ 199.90 I 

I ' 

EACH COMES COMPLETE WITH A I 0 YEAR 'HEAD' GUARANTEE I 

Also Available 

Tuners 
--

AT26L £99.90 
AT56L £179.90 

Amplifiers 
AM35 £199.90 
AM65 £299.90 
AM95 £619.90 

SPECIAL CLEARANCE 

1 0°/o OFF 
LIST 
PRICE 

Musical Fidelity B200 amp 

Musical Fidelity A200 amp 

Nad3020i amp 

Nad3225 amp 

Nad3240 amp 

Nad 6325 cl deck 

Nad 6340 cl deck 
AiwaADF600 cl deck 

Aiwa ABWX6 16 cl deck 

Marantz CD50SE CD 

Marantz CD41 CD 

Revolver Rebel tltable 

H eybrook Point 5 SPKS 

Monitor Audio 7 SPKS 

Tannoy DC2000 SPKS 

MAIL ORDER 

Compact Disc Players 
CD26 £159.90 
Cassette Decks 
GX65 £249.90 
GX52 £199.90 
GXR35 £199.90 AKAI 
GXW45 £299.90 
GX95 £399.90 

The products listed below are 'ex-display' and sold at SPECIAL CLEARANCE PRICES. Most are 'as new' 
and fully guaranteed. Numbers are very limited so hurry to avoid disappointment. 

15°/o OFF 
LIST 
PRICE 20°/o OFF 

LIST 
PRICE 

Musical Fidelity A 1 amp Aiwa ADF300 cl deck 
Musical Fidelity A 16 0 amp RotelRD86 5 cl deck 
Rotel RA820AX amp Ken wood KD50 10 cl deck 
Rote/ RA820BX4 amp Kenwood CK3010 cl deck 
LuxmanLV111 amp Harman Kardon HK6300 amp 
LuxmanLV9 2 amp Y amaha AX930 (Titanium) amp 
QED 240CD amp Alphason Sonata black/Oral Arm tit 
Rote/ RCD855 CD Musical Fidelity M Cl SPKS 
Rotel RCD86 5 CD Musical Fidelity MC2 SPKS 
Pioneer PD7500 CD Musical Fidelity MC4 SPKS 
Pioneer PD8500 CD Musical Fidelity MC5 SPKS 
Yamaha CDX530 CD Bose301) SPKS 
Yamaha CDX930 CD RogersLS4A SPKS 
Tannoy M20 Gold SPKS Spendor SP2 ( wal) SPKS 
Ke{C55 SPKS Spendor SP1 (wal) SPKS 

PART EXCHANGE MAIL ORDER 



Monitor Audio Studio 5 f&commended 
MONITOR AUDIO LTD, 34 CLIFTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CBl 4ZW. 
TEL: (0223) 242898. 

For many years Monitor Audio has reaped 
most of its rewards from the budget and 
mid-priced sectors of the market, down 
below £400. A year or so �ack, around the 
same time as the acquisition of serious 
driveunit manufacturing capability,a new 
and more upmarket strategy emerged, 
the Studio series featuring metal cone and 
dome drivers in luxury finish compact 
cabinets. 

First of the line was the £1,000 Studio 10 
(reviewed in issue 90), an interesting and 
already commercially successful model 
let down by poor in-room bass alignment. 
Three more Studios have subsequently 
appeared, the 5, 15 and 20, each priced at 
100 times the model number. 

The baby 5 is the subject of this review, 
its small dimensions more or less ensuring 
freedom from its predecessor's mid bass 
excess. However, justifying a £500 
pricetag for something so small could be 
a little more difficult. Certainly the. fine 
cabinet finish, with a top quality veneer of 
your choice (on all but the back) is a start. 
So too is the proprietary metal diaphragm 
driver technology, which is still 
sufficiently rare to command a handsome 
premium .. 

The whole thing feels reassuringly 
solidly built, with very rigid panels. 6kg 
is very hefty for something so small, so it 
wasn't too surprising to find the box built 
- hewn even - from massive 20mm MDF, 
and a very big magnet on the back of the 
main driver. This device uses a 90mm 
cone/dome made from aluminium/ 
magnesium alloy and skimmed with a 
ceramic insulator (it says in the blurb). h 
was secured by four well-tightened fine
thread bolts into T -nuts, though the use of 
a pressed rather than cast frame was a bit 
of a surprise. The tweeter is a 25mm 
metal dome, again well fixed into place. 

The flush-mounted drivers and 
veneered baffle are a positive 
encouragement to leave the grille in the 
packing material. Poor grille - it's quite a 
harmless looking device in this instance. 
Although this is a sealed box, internal 
damping is sensibly light, and restricted 
to thick foam pads lining the walls. Ultra 
heavy gauge cable is hard wired to a top 
quality bi-wire/ amp crossover and two 
sets of classy Michell type socket/binders 
inset into the rear panel. 

Test report 
The low 83dB sensitivity rating 
(significantly below that claimed by MA) 
is bound to restrict loudness capabilities, 
despite the easy load and good power 
handling, but some recompense may be 
found in a reasonably good low frequency 
extension, albeit one that definitely needs 
some help from a nearby wall to lift up the 
mid bass. 

Even with such assistance, the octave 
around 1kHz remains somewhat 
projected, and the broad bass region 
remains lean, though the overall trend is 
impressively flat and smooth, with output 
well maintained through the crossover 
region and on up to a slightly early 
ultimate treble rolloff. 

Sound quality 
Considering its small size, the Studio 5 did 
reasonably well in the listening tests, 
though not without polarising opinions 
quite dramatically. There's an exciting 
immediacy that is quite seductive, but 
other factors also come into play. Size - or 
rather the lack of it - is certainly a problem: 
what bass there is is tight and controlled, 
but is lacking in extension, warmth, 
rhythmic poise and the ·sheer ability to 
kick ass, as one listener described it. 

That aside, the mid and treble are most 
impressively clear, fast and coherent, 
albeit rather spotlighted by the forward 
balance. Musical strands are analytically 
dissected, and voices have a dynamic 
quality that is distinctly more real than 
most, though there's a definite touch of 
glare and the presence is a little too 
brilliant. Poor microphone technique can 
be ruthlessly exposed. 

There's a degree of pinched and nasal 
coloration, and an almost jangly quality 
that makes exploring the (rather limited) 
maximum loucj.ness a little uncomfortable. 
To some extent this might be a function of 
the need to place this speaker close to the 
wall in order to balance the bass, the wide 
dispersion and wall reflections serving to 
add colour and also interfere with the 
perspectives of an otherwise very good 
stereo image. 

Conclusion 
I' m sure this loudspeaker is destined to be 
the subject of debate and controversy. It 
brings an extraordinary vividness and 
excitement to voices that encourages one 
to overlook its limitations at the lower 
end of the frequency range. 

A tad pricey for the material content 
and build quality, it is nevertheless one of 
the more interesting miniatures around, 
and thus deserves Recommendation. 
Purchasers should ensure that ample 
amplifier power is available, and that this 
very revealing loudspeaker doesn't 
highlight deficiencies further up the 
system chain. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 32x18x20cm 
Weight 6kg 
Recommended amplifier power 25-75W 
Recommended placement stands close to wall 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz-10kHz +i-4<JB 
Large I'OOITVspace LF rolloff (-6dB ref midband) 30Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (-6dB rei midband) 28Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei midband) -11 dB 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1 m) 83dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) verygood 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £500 

Room a vera> ed response (large room, free space) 
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Open 9am-6pm Monday-Saturday 
.CREDIT AVAILABLE 

SEPARATE DEM ROOM AVAILABLE 

Aiwa e Audio Innovations e 

Cambridge Audio e Castle 

Acoustics e Dual e 

Exposure e Heco e Luxman 

e Marantz e Musical Fidelity 

e Mission e Monitor Audio 

e Mordaunt Short e 

Micromega e NAD e 

Proton e Pink Triangle e 

Revolver e Rote! e Rogers 

e Tannoy e TDL e TEAC 

e Thorens e Wharfedale 

(09274) 20877 

'SEEK AND YE SHALL 

FIND' 

Either way the Mana Spirit level is one of the 
most useful turntable tweaker tools we've come 
across. 

Jason Kennedy. HiFi Choice Feb '90 

1990 has got to be the year of the Mana Sound 
Table. It's as big an upgrade as the ARO was, 
and at half the price. 

Paul Messenger. HiFi Choice. May '90 

One could imagine that turntable, arm and 
cartridge had all been instantly upgraded. 

Martin Colloms. Hi�i News. July '90 

I haven't experienced such a startling 
improvement through changing a single 
component for a very long time. 

Paul Messenger. Hi-Fi Choice. June '90 

The Mana Turntable table seems to have made 
my deck combine the better aspects of CD with 
the greater involvement of analogue. 

Peter Turner. Audiophile. July '90 

The. only conventional tabl� recommended by 
Richard Dunn, NV A Semor. Hi-Fi Review. July '90. 

Mana Reference Table (comes with spirit level) .... £300 

M ana Sound Table . .. .. ...... .. .. . .... .... .. .. . . ....... .. .. ........ £200 

M ana Sound Shelf ........................... ....................... £150 

Mana Mini Table (approx. 5" high) .................... . .. £125 

Mana Spirit Level ................................................... £25 

Prices apply U.K. Mainland only 

14 Day Money Back Guarantee 

Please send cheque or Postal Order to: 
·· 

59 Jubilee Close, Pinner, 
jlflana �cou�tit� Middx HA5 3TB 

081-429 0118 



NAD 8100 
NAD MARKETING LTD; ADASTRA HOUSE, 401-405 NETHER STREET, 

FINCHLEY, LONDON N31 QG. TEL: (081) 349 4034 

Originally founded by an international 
consortium of dealers, NAD has had 
plenty of success with its amplifiers and 
source electronics, designed in the UK or 
US and manufactured mainly in the Far 
East. The brand is less known for 
loudspeakers, though a year ago Choice 
reviewed and recommended a neat little 
£150 miniature model dubbed the 8225 
(issue 86). 

The £299 8100 is a very close relative, 
taking the same two drivers and crossover 
and mounting them in a larger 
floorstanding box. The difference in price 
is not that much more than the price of the 
decent pair of stands needed to support 
the miniature, while the 'extended 
loudspeaker' approach not only looks 
neater but offers significantly enhanced 
bass output to boot. On the down side, 
the footprint made by this little 
floorstander is much smaller than that 
provided by many stands, and of course 

cabinet coloration becomes more of a 
problem the larger the box. 

Only the width remains as before, the 
8100 being 7cm deeper and 40cm higher 
than its stablemate, while the much larger 
port is now tuned to a lowish 40Hz 
(previously cSSHz). Although its no 
luxury' package, all is neatly put together 
with some attention to engineering detail. 
The base is a solid 30mm chunk of MDF, 
for example, fitted with decent quality 
spikes. 

The drivers are not rebated, so the 
thick MDF grille frame is not too 
obstructive, but it still does the speaker no 
acoustic favours. With little relief from 
omnipresent black and an utterly 
adequate vinyl woodgrain, styling and 
presentatiop. have clearly not been a design 
priority. 

The main driver uses a 125mm plastic 
cone, a pressed steel frame and rather 
small magnet, and is attached by rather 
silly woodscrews that were barely tight. 
The tweeter is a 25mm fabric dome device, 
and the fixings were certain! y much better 
tightened up. 

The box itself is only 15/16mm 
chipboard, but there are two very classy 
double-figure-S braces to stiffen the long 
vertical panels. There's light damping 
mainly around the rear of the main driver, 
and also in the base. The simple 
commercial bi-wire crossover is 
hardwired to the drivers and fed from 
two pairs of gold plated terminals. 

Test report 
Sensitivity is pretty good, thanks in no 
small part to the low impedance that will 
make some demands on the amplifier's 
current reserves. Bass extension is pretty 
reasonable, though clearly peaked up 
somewhat around 40-50Hz and falling 
quite rapidly below that, indicating 
perhaps that the port is a little too 
exuberant. 

The wall reinforcement that was 
virtually a necessity with the little 8225 
must be avoided like the plague with the 
8100. Free space siting shows a pretty 
well balanced overall characteristic, held 
within tighter limits than most across the 
majority of the range. However, the fat 
low /mid bass bump will be subjectively 
all the more obvious because of the slight 
leaness in the oct.ave from 75-lSOHz, while 
the broad midrange is slightly forward 
and a little ragged. 

Sound quality 
The 8100 did well in the blind tests, with 
pretty good consistency between the 

f&commended 

panellists. There was praise for the good 
balance and resolution and for an 
attractively clear, open and lively sound. 
This was tempered by general reservations 
that the treble was a bit obvious, hard and 
edgy, with some fatigue potential-a factor 
that might be ameliorated by careful cable 
selection. The forward presence tends to 
add to this slight aggressiveness, and also 
flattens stereo perspectives somewhat. 

The bass received a more mixed 
reaction. It certainly has an attractive 
character, especially on first acquaintance, 
with an engagingly lively and bouncy 
quality. But it is a bit of an illusion, 
generated by the slight lack of warmth 
and the bump at the bottom. More 
extended listening found it somewhat 
detached and a little ponderous, but more 
than half convincing nonetheless. 

Conclusion 
Much like its baby bookshelf stablemate, 
the 8100 delivers an overall result that's 
significantly greater than the sum of its 
parts. It's by no means above criticism, 
but the weaknesses always seem less 
significant than the entertainment value 
of a speaker which is comfortably more 
communicative than the herd, and 
certainly good enough value for 
Recommendation. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 75x20x25cm 
Weight 9.5kg 
Recommended amplifier power 20-70W 
Recommended placement well clear of walls 
In room averaged response limits SOHz-1 OkHz +i-7dB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (-6dB rei midband) 25Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (-6dB rei midband) 28Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei midband) -14d8 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1 m) 88dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) current 
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Typical price per pair (inc VAT) 299 
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&TDK SA90 CASSETTE 

Open all customers who have 
purchased HI-FI EQUIPMENT from 

us over the last five years 

How to claim 
Simply bring along your sales receipt (this 
was given to you at time of purchase) as 
proof of sale and walk away with a superb 
TDK SA90 cassette which is absolutely FREE! 
This offer is only available for a limited period so 
act now. There's no catch ... but we might want 
to show you the latest models and upgrades! 

27 Springfield Rd., Harrow. Middlesex 
Tele : 081-863 0938 

British 
Audio Dealers 
Association 

� 
� 

� 
/ � 

SUMMER SALE 
Acoustic Energy AE2 E.x Dcm £599 
AKG 01000 H/Phonea New Boxed £399 
Apop: DAX E.x-Dcm £2995 
Audio Re�earch SP9II Sill £1299 
BBAR BBlOO E.x-Dcm £999 
Beard P35 Val\'e Amp+Spare valvea Sill £450 
Cclestion 3000 inc. K Stands E.x-Dcm £599 
cw., DR6 E.x-Dcm £2399 
Conrad Johnlon PV6 Sill £495 
Conrad JohnlonPVlO Sill £895 
Foundation Pre Amp val\'e E.x-Dcm £299 
Gryphon XT Sill £3750 
Heco 840 S E.x-Dcm £599 
Krell KSA 200 Sill £2750 
Linn LK1/LK2 Prc/Power Sill £629 
Magneplanar MG 1.4 New Boxed £799 
Magneplanar MG 2.5 New Boxed £1299 
Magneplanar MG 3 Sill £899 
Marantz CP430 Portable Cua. E.x-Dein £299 
Martin Logan CLS Sill (New panel.a) £1699 
Mitaubiabi B70 Hi-Fi SVHS Nicam Video E.x-Dcm £650 
Nakamichi 700 Sill £350 
Pcrrcaux SM2 Pre Sill £585 
Primare 92.8 Pre Amp E.x-Dcm £2495 
Radford WSl CD Sill £599 
Radford M75 Mono BlockJ Sill , £999 
Radford DAC E.x-Dcm £595 
Revox B2.86 Tuncr/Pn Sill £599 
SD Acouatica SDl Sill £599 
Thom11 TD 521 + AT 1130 Arm E.x-Dcm £499 
Yamaha CDS050 E.x-Dcm £550 

Acoustic Arta Limited, 101 St AlbanJ Road. Watford, Herts. 
Telephone: Watford 24S2SO Fax: 0923 30798 

Open Tuesday-Saturday 9.30-6pm (CloiiCd Mon) 

��� 

Photocraft Hi-Fi 

e 
LINN 

ROKSAN 

LINN MUSICAL EVENING 
SEPTEMBER 
Call for details. 

TONBRIDGE HIFI CUSTOMERS? 
We will honour BADA warranties to December 1990 

(For purchases after this date, 
please phone for assistance). 

The Listening Room In Kent 

..d. nom ou 10 

QUAD 

~ 

40 High Street, Ashford, Kent Tel: 0233 624441 Fax: 0233 640333 
* PERIOD STYLE MUSIC ROOM * APPOINTMENT SERVICE * HAND CRAFTED CABLES * 

* 2 YEAR GUARANTEE * FREE DELIVERY * 



Philips FB820 
PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD, CITY HOUSE, 420-430 LONDON ROAD, 

CROYDON, SURREY CR9 3QR. TEL: (081) 689 2166 

Having previously examined the 815 and 
825 in previous loudspeaker review 
projects (issues 86 and 90), the eternal 
cycle of life's rich pattern sort of brings us 
naturally around to the one in the middle, 
the £450 FB820. 

Historically Philips has shown jtself 
very capable at speaker engineering, but 
its decision to start marketing hi-fi 
loudspeakers in the UK again after an 
absence of several years has more to do 
with supporting its successful standalone 
CD players with a full range of hi-fi 
separates than introducing any radical 
new technology. 

Given that the average size of speakers 
has been shrinking slowly but surely over 
the past two decades, the BOO series's 
determination to provide a really big box 
for the money seems a little out of.context 
with UK specialist hi-fi in the Nineties, 
though there's no denying each offers 
pretty good material value for money. 

The impressive scale of the speaker 
itself is rather spoilt by the horrible plastic 
laminate that is stuck on around the wrap, 
overlapping(!) on the base,and the poorly 
decorated back view, though each of the 
cabinet edges has been nicely radiused, 
and the whole thing is tolerably narrow. 
The grille is unhelpful and pretty ugly, 
placing a quite deep plastic frame close 
against the rebated drivers. You can leave 
it off because the drivers have been nicely 
decorated with glued on soft plastic trim. 

Pretty this may be, it's also a useful 
disguise for indifferent build, and an 
effective means of preventing simple 
rectification. The one I removed at random 
revealed stupid little woodscrews that 
were barely tight. This in turn makes a bit 
of a nonsense of the magnificent 30mm 
MDF baffle, which probably contributes 
much more to the 20kg weight than the 
diddy little magnets fitted to the drivers. 

There's no floor coupling provision at 
all so we used Michell cones, and the rest 
of. the box, specifically the 20mm 
chipboard wrap does sound a bit wooden 
and wardrobey, the single 0-brace and 
thin felt lining offering little in the way of 
stiffening or damping, and there's no 
stuffing at all at the two ends of the box. 

The twin bass drivers each have 115mm 
doped paper cones, pressed steel frames 
and little magnets. The midrange 75mm 
doped paper cone operates in its own 
small sealed enclosure, while the little 
tweeter has a 17mm plastic dome. There's 
a substantial complex PCB crossover with 
decent components, tag connecting with 
cheap wire, making the gold plated 
terminals rather spurious luxuries. 

Test report 
Even given the easy amplifier load, the 
average sensitivity is maybe a slight 
disappointment for the box size, especially 
since bass extension is unremarkable. 

That said, the 820 delivers almost the 
same set of parameters as the larger 825. 
Not even the drivers are the same, though 
the pen charts could easily have come from 
the same loudspeaker from 20Hz up to 
2kHz. Above that there's quite a contrast 
between this dome tweeter and the 825's 
ribbon, especially abov:e 7kHz. 

Right up to its slightly early c12kHz 
final rolloff, the820 is impressively evenly 
balanced, with just a shade too much 
warmth around 200Hz and a rather 
obvious hiccup from 1.5-3kHz. 

Sound quality 
For reasons that will probably forever 
remain mysterious, the820 was much less 

successful in the blind listening tests than 
its stablemate. It wasn't universally 
disliked by any means, but didn't generate 
any real enthusiasm either, the word 
boring cropping up more than once. 

The even balance and good sense of 
scale are worthwhile pluses, and the vocal 
band sounds nicely open too, but the bass 
is heavy, ponderous and slow, introducing 
some chestiness to voices, while dynamics 
lack impact and timing information is 
quite muddled, especially as the music 
becomes more complex. 

The 820 sounds quite open and even at 
low levels, but hardens up and becomes 
edgy and almost metallic when driven 
hard. In fact the louder you try to go, the 
more obvious and variegated the 
colorations seem to become, with varying 
degrees of quacky, nasal and cu ppy effects 
alongside the chestiness. 

Conclusion 
I have to admit I'm rather perturbed that 
the 820 doesn't follow the good subjective 
example set by its big brother, since the 
two clearly have much in commqn. 
Whether the inconsistency is down to us 
or to Philips, the fact remains that the 820 
is a rather boring and old fashioned 
sounding big box, its occupation of room 
space providing the main justification for 
its price. 

I 
TEST RESULTS 

Slze(hxwxd) 86x27x35cm 
w . hi 201\g 
R�mmended amplifier power 15-1 OOW 
Recommended placement cones clear of walls 
In room averaged response limits SOHz-1 OkHz +1-SdB 
Large room! space LF rolloff(-6dB ref midband) 28Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (-6<18 ref midband) 26Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei midband) ·1 OdB 
Estimated midrange sensitivity(ref2.83V, 1m) 87dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) very good 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £450 

Room aver� ed re�onse (la !:Se room, free space) 
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Amps 
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I 

Wh.1orfed.1ole 
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Celest1on 3 
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01amond� 
M1�1onl60 
RoydA7 11 

UPWSonm) 
iAdd£1 2) 

SOME EXAMPLES 

R.OTEL AA 810 A 

B&W DM 580 EX DEM 

UNN KABER. WALNUT EX OEM 

MISSION 763 EX DEM 

EXPOSURE TEN 

LUXMAN K 112 

MAAANTZ SD 40 

KEF 102 EX DEM 

AR.CAM ALPHA 11 

OENON DR.M 400 

TANNOY E 11 

T ANNOY DC 3000 EX DEM 

Speakers 
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I..J IMPROVED TURNTABLES (INC. CARTRIDGE) 

Dual CS 430 deduct .. £45.00 Dual CS 505-4 extra ... £ 15.00 

Rotel RP 855 Extra .. £ 1_5.00 NAD 5120 deduct ... £45.00 

Systemdek IIX900 + Moth + AT I I OE extra . .  £165.00 

P.evolver Rebel extra ... £35.00 Revolver e><tra ... £85.00 

Systemdek I + AT I I OE extra ... £65.00 
E 
� 
� 
� �-----------------------------------------------------------------------------4 

CD INSTEAD OF TURNTABLE FRONT END 
Aiwa XC 700 extra . .. .. .... £40.00 
Denon DCD 560 extra . . .... !25.00 
Denon DCD660 extra . .  £55.00 
De non DCD860 ew·o ......... £I 00.00 
Denon DCD960 extra ......... £ 145.00 

Rote I RCD 865 extra ........... £150.00 
Phi lips CD61 0 11 extra ... ............ £30.00 
Philips CD624 extra .................... £50.00 
Philips CD634 extra .................. £100.00 
Philips CD850 extra .................. 035.00 

Technics SLPG 400 extra .......... £45.00 
Technics SLPG 500 extra .......... £65.00 
Technics SLPS 50 extra .............. £95.00 
Technics SLPS 70 extra ............ £135.00 
Yamaha CDXSJO extra .............. £35.00 
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PRO-AC 
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P1oneer 

Quad 

Revolver 

Rote/ 

Royd 

Rogers 

Sony 

Systemdek 

Tannoy 

Techmcs 

Wharfedafe 

Yamaha 

Price Guarantee 
If you can buy cheaper - mcfudmg 

leads. carnage and J. Year 

Guarantee - we will match 1t 

Pnces correct at time of gomg to 

press. but are subjeCt to change. 
E.&OE 

Free cable, 3-year 
guarantee, carriage* 
All systems supplied w1th speaker 

cable and 3. Year Pa11s and Laoour 

Guarantee. Carnage 1s FREE for 

UK t1a1nfand' 

Marantz CD40 extra £35.00 
Marantz C041 extra . £80.00 
Marantz CD50SE extra ........ £125.00 
Marantz CD60SE extra ........ £140.00 
NAD 5420 extra ..................... £35.00 
NAD 5425 extra ..................... £60.00 
NAD 5+40 extro ................... £145.00 
Rote I RCD 855 extra . ....... £I 00.00 

Pioneer PD7500 extra .............. £80.00 
Sony CDPM51 extra . ................. £25.00 
Sony CDP591 extra· .................... 05.00 
Sony CDP791 extra .................... £45.00 
Sony CDPK I extra ...................... £60.00 
Sony CDPX 222ES extra ......... £150.00 
Sony CDP991 extra .................... £85.00 
T echnocs SLPG 200 extra .......... £15.00 Odd�et�,�OL��:r�:AD 

LONDON N.l. TEL: 071-607 214812296 
FAX: 071-607 3825 

Access. V1sa cards accepted. Demonstration by appo1ntment 

Please phone. Open1ng times: 9.30-6.00 Man-Sat. 



Royd Sapphire 
ROYD LOUDSPEAKER COMPANY LTD, UNIT A6, STAFFORD PARK 15, 
TELFORD, SHROPSHIRE. TEL: (0952) 290700 

The Sapphire is but one of about half a 
dozen different Royd models that share 
more or less the same little seven litre 
'miniature' enclosure. At £200, it is 

·
in fact 

the middle model in the most recently 
introduced threesome, all featuring a 
curious rear port/ damper made from a 
massive vibration absorber. 

In many respects it's a cost-pared 
version of the estimable Sintra, a personal 
favourite of this reviewer that was covered 
in issue 90. Both share the same rather 
special little main driver, the Sapphire 
economies being found in the omission of 
mass damping on the enclosure panels, 
and the substitution of a less costly tweeter. 

One thing that hasn't changed is the 
good quality real wood veneer wrap, 
which is still quite unmatched by even the 
best vinyl prints, both in appearance and 
to the touch. But then you expect to find a 
few luxury touches if you're paying £200 
for something this small. 

To one already conditioned to lifting 
the little 7.5kg Sintras, the Sapphire seems 
distinctly less solid, but in fact 5kg is itself 
pretty substantial for a box this size. The 
main driver has no dust cap to protect the 
magnetic gap from possible pollution, so 
the fitted foam grille is a permanent fixture. 
Its appearance is perhaps a matter of taste, 
though the acoustic transparency of the 
foam is invariably excellent .. 

The unusual Royd main driver has a 
tiny 90mm paper cone driven from a 
19mm voice coil and a generous magnet. 
The rigid cast frame is nicely open at the 
back, and has no fewer than eight fixing 
holes. All eight rather diddy woodscrews 
were pretty well tightened into the MDF 
baffle; this tough composite, some 13mm 
thick, making the whole box very rigid. 

The inside is lined with light wadding, 
and the heavy rubberised ventilated port 

acts as a brace I damper by being tensioned 
against the magnet. The tweeter is a Vifa
sourced 19mm soft dome, and the drivers 
are fed through a simple hardwired 
crossover behind the 4mm input terminal 
pair. The matching open frame stand looks 
good value at £79. 

Test report 
Sensitivity is a generous 88dB, aided and 
abetted by a nice easy load for the 
partnering amplifier, but compromised 
by some pretty obvious limitations 
towards the bass end of the spectrum, due 
to the limited size of both enclosure and 
driver. 

Accepting that there's nothing of 
consequence below 50Hz, the overall 
response trends aren't at all bad, but are 
certainly far from perfect, and also differ 
markedly from the norm. Optimum bass 
balance should be achieved, as the 
manufacturer suggests, about 15-30cm 
from the wall. 

This brings the midbass level, aided 
and abetted by the port resonance, up to 
match the midrange. But there's no 
avoiding the broad loss of energy through 
the two octaves comprising the upper 
bass and lower midrange, and that in turn 
leaves the next octave and a half somewhat 
exposed. There's a slight discontinuity at 
the crossover point itself, but no suckout, 
and treble output thereafter is unusually 
flat and extended. 

Sound quality 
The Sapphire received a very uneven 
reaction from the listening panel, the lack 
of body and bass weight receiving due 
criticism from all while several panellists 
also found the mid and treble altogether 
too forward and aggressive. 

However, despite these obvious 
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cosmetic deficiencies, extended hand_s-on 
listening revealed significant positive 
qualities besides. The midrange and treble 
is exceptionally fast and coherent, with 
excellent timing, and this in turn helps 
break down the barrier between illusion 
and reality to a quite remarkable degree, 
given a good enough source. The Sapphire 
is musically very informative - but also 
brought astonishing realism to a Nicam 
Test Match live broadcast. 

Going over to the Royd from a more 
average loudspeaker can be a bit of a 
shock. The upfront presentation is initially 
discomforting, but given a few minutes of 
acclimatisation and the return to the 
previous speaker brings a real sense loss, 
as the glimpses of reality give way to an 
altogether more prosaic - if more tonally 
accurate- presentation. 

Conclusion 
Like others from the Royd stable, the £200 
Sapphire has a somewhat controversial 
performance. Lack of genuine weight and 
power beneath a rather· projected 
midrange can make for an edgy and 
uncomfortable experience. But the sheer 
speed and coherence can also be 
captivating. On the end of a good quality, 
carefully chosen system, there's no 
speaker at the price known to the author 
that can create such a convincing illusion 
of reality. Recommended then, but not for 
the fainthearted. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 
Weight 

30.5x20.5x21 cm 

15-7� Recommended amplifier power 
Recommended placement stands 30cm lrom wall 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz-10kHz +i-SdB 
large room/space LF rolloff (-&18 ref mldband) 48Hz 
large room/wall LF rolloff (-&18 r'ef mldband) 48Hz 
lai'Qil room output at 20Hz (ref mldband) below -20dB 
Estimated mldrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 88dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) very good 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £200 

Room aver a� ed response (large room, free space) 
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If you live in S. Kensington, Chels·ea, Fulham, we are 
your local Hi-Fi specialist. However, if you live in 
Surrey, Kent, Berks., Herts. etc .... we could be your 
"local" dealer, since we supply and install systems all over 
Greater London and Home Counties and even Abroad. 
The Listening Rooms is one of London's leading spe
cialist Hi-Fi shops, with the principal staff having over 
thirty years' experience between them. 
We cater for a wide range of budgets and whether you are 
thinking of buying a new cartridge or a top end system, 
our aim is to always provide the best possible sound. 
We have two comfortable Listening Rooms where you 
can audition Hi-Fi in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere. 
We offer a full installation service and all equipment 
comes with a two year warranty. 
The Listening Rooms is also London's leading multi
room Hi-Fi specialist and provides a full planning and 
installation service. 
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24hr 
delivery 

TEL: 071-233 0774 

serv1ce 
throughout 

the UK 
TAX-FREE 

EXPORT 
WORLDWIDE 

FAX: 071-233 7226 

For Quality Hi-Fi Components 
Look No More! 

We have one of the finest collection of high quality 
Hi-Fi Components 

Exclusive range: 
Carver - David Hafler- Kelvin Lab - Orell - PROAC 

FREE ADVICE , Single Speaker Demo. Room, 
After Sales Service & now the added benefit of; 

INTEREST FREE CREDIT 
Agencies include: 

LINN + EPOS • QU A D  • ARCAM 

• CELESTION +MUSICAL FIDELITY 

+ S M E MISSION • MERIDIAN + 

MARTIN LOCAN + AUDIORESEARG-1 

+ DUAL + MARANTZ • YAMAHA 

+ DENON + NAKAMICHI • 

ACOU STIC ENERGY + S D • 

SON US FABER • KOETSU • APOGEE+ 

GOLDMUND + KISEKI + REVOX + 

ROGERS.MAGNEPLAN • MICHELL 

+DEL TEC+STAX • KRELL+ T ANNOY 

+ MICROMEGA • AUDIOLAB + 

PINK TRIANGLE + SYSTEMDEK • 

WADIA + BB AUDIO • KEF • AUDIO 

PLAN + PIONEER • MONITOR 

AUDIO + AUDIO ALCHEMY • ETC 

THE LIS T E NING R OO MS L T D . , 

161 OLD BRO MP TON RD. LONDON, SV/5 OLJ. 

TEL:071-244 7750/5�. FAX: 071-370 0192. 

VISA ACCESS AMERICANEXPRESS 

E XPOR T AN D C REDI T FACILI TIES 

Monday-Saturday - 10am-6pm 

l'<"rrst Tube: Sth Kensington or Gloucester Rd 

• AI berry- Audio Innovations- Ariston- Arcam- ATC- Acoustic Energy- Alphason 
- AR - AKG - Audio Technica - B&W - Base - Creek - Celestion - Carver -
Cambridge - Cerwing Vega- Deltec- Denon - Dynavector - Harman - Heybrook 
- Heco- Infinity- JBL- JPW- Luxman- Mark Levinson- Mordaunt Short- Musical 
Fidelity - Manticore - Micromega - Monitor Audio - Marantz - NVA - NAD -
Nakamichi- Ortofon- Origin- Live-Proton-Pink Triangle-Pro Ac-Pioneer- Quad 

-Rogers - Rothwell - Rote I - Ruark - Revolver - Sony - Stax - SME - Sennheiser -
SO Acoustics - Shure - Spendor - Systemdek - Tannoy - TEAC - Tascam -
Technics - Throens - Van den Hul - Wharfedale - Yamaha 

MERIDIAN • LINN • NAIM • REGA 

and many accessories. 

34 Buckingham Palace Road, London SWlW ORE 
(Near Victoria Station) 

TEL: 071-233 0774 FAX: 071-233 7226 
Opening Hours: Mon-Fri 10-6pm Sat 10-3pm 
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Ruark Swordsman Plus 
RUARK ACOUSTICS LTD, UNIT 9 ANNWOOD LODGE INDUSTRIAL EST ATE, 
ARTERIAL ROAD, RAYLEIGH, ESSSEX SS6 7UA. TEL: (0268) 728 89Q 

When Ruark started out, its main expertjse 
was on the cabinetmaking side of things, 
an early brush with Choice reviewing 
suggesting rather less mastery in the field 
of acoustics. Then came the Talisman 
(issue 90), the first of a new generation of 
models and a most impressive compact 
floorstander that both looks and sounds 
good. 

Under scrutiny on this occasion, 
however, is a new-to-the-UK Swordsman 
Plus, a £279 luxury finish two-way 
compact which is based on the much 
earlier and altogether plainer looking 
Swordsman (which remains available at 
£239). 

As shown by the success of the Arcam 
Delta and Epos ES11 in the last 
loudspeaker group tests (issue 94), this is 
a very fashionable type of product right 
now - and with good reason, for it offers 
good performance without much bulk, 
and without the bass constraints of the 
miniatures. 

The Swordsman Plus is significantly less 
expensive than either the Arcam or the 
Epos, yet Ruark has really gone to town 
with the presentation. All six faces are 
beautifully veneered in real wood, and 
the badgework and machinehead fixing 
bolts are gilded. Though removal reveals 
the pretty veneer, the grille mounting 
lugs are ugly, and only the tweeter is flush 
mounted, the main driver frame being 
left proud to overlap the tweeter mounting 
plate, so, from an aesthetic point of view 
at least, the slim chamfered grille might 
be best left in place. 

The box itself is built from solid 15mm 
MDF, and a generous internal shelf 
provides further stiffening for the sides. 
Damping is limited to a thick fo�m lining, 
and a single terminal pair feeds a simple 
hardwired network, with heavy cables 

soldered to the drivers. 
If the enclosure looks very promising, 

the drivers are much less prepossessing, 
the main unit having a small magnet, a 
pressed steel frame and a shallow flare 
doped pulp cone. 

The tweeter has a 25mm plastic dome. 
The main driver was tightly fixed, the 
tweeter slightly less so, though fine pitch 
bolts and T-nut fastening will allow for 
periodic re-tightening. 

Test report 
Sensitivity is a resolutely low 84dB here, 
so a reasonably powerful amplifier is 
advisable, though current demands are 
not excessive. The very respectable bass 
extension for the enclosure size is, of 
course, the bonus. 

The frequency balance looks 
particularly well judged, as long as the 
speaker is kept well clear of room 
boundaries. 

Crossover integration is excellent, 
though there's significant local uneveness 
across most of the band, both bass and 
treble, the latter in particular looking a 
trifle exposed and peaky. 

Sound quality 
Despite its generally even overall balance, 
the Sw ordsman Plus inspired little 
enthusiasm amongst the panel, several 
listeners commenting that it started well, 
but became steadily less interesting as the 
session progressed. 

To a degree the perfomance seemed to 
vary somewhat with the programme, the 
speaker being less impressive on more 
compiex material. The balance is definite! y 
on the thin side of neutral, partly because 
there's a distinct l�ck of warmth and 
substance in the bass but also because the 
treble is a little detached and spitty. 

Despite the measurements, a little wall 
assistance does seem beneficial, up to a 
point at any rate. 

There's quite an appealing coherence 
to the midband, with decent focus and 
timing, and a general liveliness helped by 
the freedom from thickening and 
chestiness. But the bass lacks both drive 
and authority, and there's a hard, edgy 
almost metallic quality to the treble too, 
which is not always obvious, but is never 
far beneath the surface either. The tweeter 
lacks sweetness and fine detail, and seems 
to clog up with fine textures, the net result 
being that true transparency is not 
achieved. 

Conclusion 
This undoubtedly pretty little speaker 
shows evidence of good enclosure 
engineering and build, but the good 
mid band coherence seems to be let down 
by the rather indifferent quality of the 
drivers, neither of which work particularly 
well towards their frequency extremes. 
The result is often pleasant enough, but 
falls somewhat short of the subtlety 
expected at £280. 

TEST RESULTS . 

Size (hxwxd). 38x20x2&m 
Weight 7kg 
Recommended amplifier power 2Q-80W 
Recommended placement . stands in free space 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz-10kHz +1-4<18 
Large room/space LF roll off ( -6dB rei midband) 28Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (·6dB rei midband) 30Hz 
Lar�e room output at 20Hz (rei midband) ·11dB 
Esttmated midrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1 m) 84dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) · very good 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £279 
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Shan Shimna 
AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 506 UPPER NEWTOWNARDS ROAD, 
BELFAST PT4 3HB. TEL: 0238 512 085 

I'm really not sure why this has come in 
for review, since I recall putting it through 
its paces a couple of years ago (issue 71), 
patting it on the back and giving it a little 
Recommended flag at the top of the page. 
About the only thing that seems to have 
changed since is my word processing 
technology, so I'm going to have start all 
over again from the beginning. 

Shan Acoustics comes from the 
Northern part of the Emerald Isle, so one 
reason I know virtually nothing about 
them may well be that East Kent is just 
about as far away as it's possible to travel 
without a passport. The speakers 
themselves are quite tiny and far from 
cheap (£315), but feature unusual 
construction and appearance and quality 
ingredients by way of justification. 

They make a pretty enough picture 
too, sitting on the little matching stands 
which were also supplied. If my memory 
serves me correctly, the latter have been 
modified slightly since last time, and now 
use a heavy metal base to support the 
MDF pillar and top plate - getting the 
speaker off again after fitting proved quite 
difficult. And the cabinet finish is now 
beyond reproach - I did find one or two 
reproaches last time around. 

The enclosure itself is moulded from a 
resin-based material, so that the top, base, 
baffle and sides, complete with cutaways 
for the drivers, are all in one piece, with 
just the flat back added later. The material 
is very dense, and the walls are about 
15mm thick, so the whole thing feels very 
solidly built. 

Good from the- point of view of 
mechanical rigidity, this technique also 
lends itself to unorthodox shapes, which 
not only look attractive and distinctive 
but also confer some acoustic advantages. 
The S himna is therefore a truncated 
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rectangular pyramid; baffle and both 
sides taper from the small plinth base up 
to the even smaller flat top, with nicely 
radiused baffle edges. All of which serves 
to distribute internal reflection modes (just 
as well since there's no internal damping 
whatsoever), provide optimum lateral 
dispersion and improve main and treble 
driver time alignment. The speaker is 
normally supplied in the buff, but a foam 
grille is an o'ptional extra for the 
squeamish. 

The drivers were fixed pretty tightly, 
using machinehead bolts (of rather limited 
purchase) into T-nuts. A tiny little port 
tuned to 60Hz is fitted to the back panel, 
along with bi-wire/amp terminals and a 
fairly simple hardwired crossover, 
connecting to the drivers with solid-core 
cables. The main driver has a cast alloy 
frame, a decent enough magnet and a 
tiny 90mm plastic cone, while the tweeter 
is a 19mm soft plastic dome. 

Test report 
The measurement procedures have 
changed more than the loudspeaker itself 
over the past couple of years. The Shirnna 
records an identical impedance trace, 
representing a nice easy amplifier load, 
and a similarly low sensitivity rating of 
84dB (which will make up for the easy 
load, demanding plenty of volts rather 
than amps). Notwithstanding which, bass 
extension is about as close to nonexistent 
as it's possible to get away with. 

Nevertheless, with a little help in the 
midbass from a wall carefully placed about 
a foot behind the speaker, it's possible to 
obtain a pretty flat overall balance in
room, albeit with sufficient variation to 
introduce some colour and individuality. 
Whatever the final bass alignment, the 

. midrange is a shade forward, the presence 

l'&commended 

recessed, and the mid-treble distinctly 
exposed - much the same as last time, in 
fact. 

Sound quality 
Again much as before, the Shimna emerged 
with credit from the blind listening tests. 
Despite the obvious lack of bass welly, 
grunt or power, low frequencies are 
precise, controlled and well timed, 
without unwanted overhang though with 
a mild coloration that's all its own. 

This clean dry bass tends to draw 
attention to the Shimna's most 
immediately obvious characteristic, which 
is a toppy, bright and slightly spitty 
balance that tends to exaggerate sibillants. 
It's perhaps a little less well defined and 
focused than MA's comparable Studio 5, 
for example, but has an inherent sweetness 
that usually manages to stop short of 
aggressiveness. There's a touch of nasal 
coloration, and dynamics are rather 
pinched, especially through the bass. But 
there's fine coherence and information 
retrieval for all that. Voices have·unusual 
realism despite the lack of weight, though 
serious loudness is not on the agenda. 

Conclusion 
This review has simply served to confirm 
the validity of the original findings, noting 
the improvement in presentation and 
finish. This is an attractive design in almost 
every respect, lacking only in bass welly 
and loudness capability, and characterised 
by a lack of boxiness and a slightly bright 
balance. Recommendation confirmed. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 
Weight 
Recommended amplifier po

31 x21 (max) x17(max)cm 

20-7� 
Recommended placement standsquitecloseto wall 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz-1OkHz +i-5dB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (�Brei midband) 50Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (�B rei midband) 48Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei midband) below-20dB 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1m) 84dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) very good 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £315 
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Technics SB--EX2 
PANASONIC UK LTD, PANASONIC HOUSE, WILLOUGHBY ROAD, 
BRACKNELL, BERKS. TEL: (0344) 862444 

Although major Japanese brands like 
Technics dominate the mass market for 
hi-fi electronics, none has yet achieved 
the same success in loudspeakers .. Quite 
why this should be the case remains a bit 
of a mystery, given the strength and wide 
recognition of the brand names, though 
engineers at Technics' Japan HQ have an 
interesting theory that relates variations 
in national tastes to variations in the sound 
of the respective languages. 

Technics for one could not be accused 
of failing to make the effort - indeed it has 
made some interesting contributions to 
the technology over the years- but British 
dealers and customers have continued to 
favour partnering home grown speakers 
with imported electronics. 

Whether the SB-EX2 will do anything 
to change that must remain to be seen. 
Certainly it's a prettily enough presented 
bookshelf size loudspeaker that looks 
decent value at £179, though there's 
nothing whatsoever that could be 
described as radical on this occasion. 

In fact it's built in a Panasonic factory 
in Spain, and so to some extent it's a pan
European model, though pan-part-of
Europe is probably a more accurate term, 
as I'm sure production destined for 
Germany, for example, will be voiced 
(balanced) rather differently from the UK 
equivalent, despite having much in 
common. 

It's taller than most of its ilk, fashionably 
narrow and quite deep too, the hefty 20mm 
baffle and box accounting for most of the 
substantial 8kg total weight. 

The vinyl woodgrain is effective 
enough, heavily post-formed baffle edges 
which aid lateral dispersion and damping 
trim around the tweeter enhance the , 
appearance and so encourage the removal 
of an otherwise neat and relatively 

innocuous moulded frame grille. 
The cabinet, reflex ported at the rear 

and half filled with a roll of damping felt, 
provides a firm basic foundation, though 
that's perhaps the design's strongest 
feature. Nearly half the baffle is routed 
back to mount the main driver - quite 
tightly, but only with coarse-pitch 
woodscrews and via plastic trim. 

Neither driv.::r looks particularly 
distinguished, the bass/mid unit having 
a rather modest magnet, pressed steel 
frame and 135mm doped paper cone, 
while the tweeter has a 25mm hard plastic 
dome behind a phase compensator. 
Double terminals permit bi-wire/amp 
operation, though the internal wiring is 
flimsy stuff with tag connectors and a 
rather diddy crossover. 

Test report 
Bass extension is good for such a compact 
loudspeaker, though the price is extracted 
in a load which will suck plenty of current 
from the driving amplifier - and quite a 
few volts too, since the sensitivity is also 
a couple of dB below average. 

There's no question that this model 
needs to be kept well clear of large 
reflective surfaces, especially walls and 
floors, and even then the balance is just a 
shade rich in the mid bass. The upper bass 
and main midrange is very well handled, 
but a broad (two octave) and quite deep 
(7dB at worst) trough emerges in the 
crossover region between the two drivers 
(far field measurement). In context, the 
fact that the treble subsequently recovers 
to a broad peak from 4-9kHz may not be 
entirely welcome. 

Sound quality 
The panel was pretty consistent in its 
criticism of the two main flaws in this 

design, neither of which was unexpected 
from the response measureme.nts. 
Specifically the 'darkened', recessed 
presence and the rather heavy and 
ponderous bass both impose themselves 
like a fingerprint on a sound which 
elsewhere is impressively civilised and 
well behaved. 

The midband is even, with good 
intelligibility, low coloration· and good 
upper bass control, while the bass itself is 
encouragingly weighty, but lacks both 
agility and authority - 'grumbly' was one 
adjective used by a panelist. It's a touch 
spitty but not seriously so, the overall 
impression being a politeness and 
inoffensiveness that borders on the bland, 
thanks to a degree of confusion and 
masking on material with complex 
textures and rhythms. 

Stereo soundstages are quite well 
developed, though slightly let down by a 
degree of defocusing in the presence 
region. This lack of crispness at least 
ensures the EX2 never sounds aggressive, 
and could provide a welcome palliative 
on the end of an aggressive system. 

Conclusion 
The lasting impression left by this 
loudspeaker is that promising enclosure 
engineering is rather let down by the very 
average quality of the drive units. The 
end result is generally quite inoffensive, 
except by default in the lack of pace and 
excitement. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 48x23.5x27an 
. Weight BkQ Recommended amplifier power 2(}00W 

Recommet lded placement stands in tree space 
In room averaged response limits SOHz-1 OkHz +i-&lB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (-6<18 rei midband) 20Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (-6<18 rei mldband) ·20Hz 
lar!ll' room output at 20Hz (rei midband) -&lB 
Est1maled midrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1m) 86dB 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) current hungry 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £:179 
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Vecteur Premiere 
OXFORD DISTRIBUTION LTD, UNIT 21 BANKSIDE, STATION FIELD 

INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, KIDLINGTON, OXON OX51JE. TEL: (08675) 6202 

The French make lots of loudspeakerii, 
and have a number of long established 
brands operating successfully on the home 
market. Unlike claret, however, the 
speakers don't seem to travel too well. It 
may be British Francophobia or French 
Anglophobia but I can't remember 
reviewing a single example over the past 
fifteen years. 

Vecteur itself is not known as a 

loudspeaker maker, but rather as a high 
end specialist. The Premiere is a nicely 
made little box, just about typical 
bookshelf size and covered in good quality 
tree wood veneer, but the only thing that 
superficially seems to distinguish it from 
models clustering around the £159 price 
point is that the sides are tapered towards 
the top, so that the baffle slants backwards, 
a feature that makes a lot of sense from the 
point of view of time alignment and of 
spreading internal standing wave modes. 
However, neither that nor the quite 
modest 5.5kg weight really prepared me 
for the news that this demure little beauty 
carries a £695 UK pricetag. 

Grille removal reveals a slightly 
modified version of everybody's favourite 
little 20mm Audax tweeter, as featured in 
many of the most successful £100 UK 
budget miniatures over the past few years .. 
However, careful examination does reveal 
considerable attention to the fine detailing,. 
as outlined in the accompanying 
propaganda, and some interesting 
unorthodoxy besides. 

The main driver is very unusual. It has 
a massive magnefto drive the small 95mm 
plastic cone, but also uses four rather than 
the conventional two terminals. The blurb 
refers to a dual voice coil arrangement, 
but I don't see why that would need more 
than three terminals. And judging by the 
way cross-connections short circuit each 
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of the main terminals to one of the 
secondaries, my guess (and it is only a 
guess) is that parts of the coil may be 
being shorted to provide some extra 
dynamic braking control. 

The deceptively simple looking 
crossover uses a somewhat unusual serial 
configuration, which explains why no bi
wire/amp option is available, and just a 
single pair of classy gold plated terminals 
is fitted. Internal wiring and components 
are top quality, and just light felt damping 
is used to line the exceptionally rigid 
20mm thick panels. 

A thin sheet of rubber covers the baffle 
up to the edge of the grille frame, reducing 
the latter's obtrusiveness and rendering 
driver rebating largely unnecessary. The 
port, set into the back, is a long and quite 
large diameter tube also in some soft 
rubbery material. Even though the fixings 
are pretty solid, the drivers were not at all 
tightly screwed in place, which is 
reprehensible. 

Test report 
Sensi ti vi ty is a usefully high 88-89dB, part 
of which is due to the extra current drawn 
by the lowish impedance main driver, 
though it's not severe enough to cause 
much amplifier embarrassment. 
Unsurpr'isingly, bass extension is pretty 
limited: what you get below 50Hz isn't 
really worth mentioning. 

Crossover integration is excellent, and 
the cheap little tweeter turns in a fine 
performance - all the smoother for the 
removal of the phase plug on our far-field 
measurement, apart from a slight kick at 
a virtually inaudible 16kHz. 

Sound quality 
The Premiere attracted a generally positive 
response from the listening panel, though 

no great enthusiasm, and indeed was the 
source of a certain amount of confusion. 
The open, detailed midrange is the major 
asset, though some felt it was a trifle 
ragged, forced and forward too. 

The illusion of power and scale is most 
impressive from such a small box, and the 
sound has a liveliness and speed that few 
larger models can match. However, the 
bass was considered a bit 'big and soft', 
with some overhang to help slow down 
otherwise impressive pace and timing. 

A change of stand wrought a 
worthwhile improvement, and although 
this Vecteur still won't set any speed 
records, it does possess a delightful 
midband coherence. It is a little hyped 
and forward, to be sure, which introduces 
a degree of coloration, but it somehow 
manages to avoid sounding unpleasantly 
hard at the same time. There's a 
fundamental sweetness of the kind that 
remains inviting without cloying or taking 
the edge off the music at the same time. 

Conclusion 
However good the sound, I'm still quite 
unable to believe that a speaker with these 

'basic ingredients can cost nearly £700. 
That said, I also have to confess that I 
don't know of another speaker of a similar 
size that does a better overall job. If you 
must have a miniature and aren't into 
counting pennies, make sure you give 
this one a listen. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxWxd) 34x19.5x25(max)cm 
Weigbt 5.5kg 
Recommended amplifier power 20-80W 
Recommended placement stands clear of walls 
In room averaged response limits SOHz-1 OkHz +i-6dB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (-6<18 rei midband) 48Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (-6dB rei midband) 48Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei midband) below -20dB 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1 m) 88dB 
lmpedancecharacteristic(easeofdrive) current 

hungry 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £695 
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Wharfedale Delta 30.2 
WHARFEDALE LOUDSPEAKERS LTD, SANDLEAS WAY, CROSSGATES, 

LEEDS LS15 SAL. TEL: (0532) 601222 

The Delta 30.2 is very much the budget 
model in the Wharfedale range, and these 
days 'budget' starts at £99, twenty quid 
up on the launch price of the original 
Delta 30 three and a bit years ago. Said 
predecessor was rated a Best Buy by Choice 
in its day (issue 59), so the 30.2 has a tough 
act to follow. 

Stacked up amongst a couple of dozen 
other hi-fi speakers, the Delta 30.2looks an 
odd shape, with quite a large front panel 
area and comparatively little depth. In 
fact if you were to set out to disguise a hi
fi speaker as a midi system refugee, these 
basic dimensions would be a good place 
to start, so maybe Wharfedale has its eyes 
on the midi speaker upgrade market.. 

Then there's the graphics, or should 
that be graffiti, emblazoning the model 
name in stylised extra bold white script 
across the uncovered part of the front 
panel. 

One reason why this speaker is such an 
unconventional shape is that the main 
bass/mid driver has a somewhat larger 
cone than most £99 miniatures, a feature 
that should ensure somewhat greater 
sensitivity and loudness than others of its 
ilk. In fact it uses a 125mm paper cone, so 
the baffle has to be somewhat wider than 
most speakers of a similar volume. 

Finish is strictly econobox, the priority 
clearly being to provide the most rather. 
than the prettiest loudspeaker within tight 
cost contraints. To which end, the all up 
weight is a respectable 4.5kg, and that's 
not just a function of a large magnet. In 
fact the magnet i§ quite small for a reflex 
ported enclosure - as is the apology for a 
port itself, set into the rear panel and 
tuned to a lowish 50Hz. 

All drivers were well secured by tight 
coarse-pitch woodscrews into the 16mm 
particle board baffle, the same substantial 

material ensuring the whole enclosure 
makes a solid mechanical foundation. 
Internal damping is limited to a handful 
of wadding, which should be enough to 
suppress rear panel reflections and 
standing waves without overdoing things. 
The crossover is a minimal affair mounted 
on a little PCB attached to the terminal 
block. 

Test report 
The logic in the largish baffle and main 
driver comes in a quite generous 88dB/W 
sensitivity rating, combined with an easy 
impedance for the accompanying 
amplifier to drive. Even the least capable 
driving system should manage to generate 
pretty decent levels, even though the price 
is extracted in bass that doesn't attempt to 
extend below 50Hz. 

The room measurements show that 
the 30.2 has been well aligned to take 
advantage of the mid bass boost provided 
by close-to" wall siting, though a significant 
loss of midrange smoothness is an 
unfortunate by-product. The most 
significant feature of the curves, however, 
is the mid-treble peak of about 5dB, a 
feature so prominent in relation to output 
just above and below as to guarantee 
subjective ramifications. 

Sound quality 
After the panel had given the 30.2 the 
thumbs down, I put them up for hands-on 
listening with no great expectations - and 
found myself really enjoying the music 
they were making. Examining the 
listening test data with hindsight, it's clear 
that the relative volume setting ought to 
have been set somewhat higher when the 
Delta 30.2 was presented, and that this 
possibly explains the rather disappointing 

IEest Buy 

formal listening results. 
Not that the speaker is entirely 

blameless. A hollow boxy upper bass 
coloration - probably correctly identified 
by one panellist as the internal front-to
rear reflection - is quite obvious and 
somewhat distracting, while the presence 
dip and treble peak also add to the 
character. 

But what really distinguishes the 30.2 
from most of its contemporaries - and 
what is not assessed in the formal listening 
tests - is the way that it goes surprisingly 
loud with relative grace and integrity, 
and without the hardening and aggression 
that is the budget miniature norm. Speed 
and dynamics are not exceptional, and 
the sound lacks a genuinely firm and 
solid foundation, but timing is very good 
indeed, with the impressive crispness and 
coherence that ensures good fundamental 
musical communication, the most 
important attribute of all. 

Conclusion 
Less pretty sonically and aesthetically than 
some of its rivals, the Delta 30.2 
nevertheless shows them a clean pair of 
heels by maintaining considerable 
composure when asked to go indecently 
loud. This evidence of good basic 
engineering integrity distinguishes the 
30.2 sufficiently from the herd to deserve 
a Best Buy rating, especially for teenage 
midi system owners who wish to bring 
the delights of heavy metal to the whole 
family. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 38x22x17cm 
Weight 4.5kg 
Recommended amplifier power 1 0-fiJW 
Recommended placement stands close to wall 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz· 10kHz +I·SdB 
Large room/space LF rolloff (-&18 rei midband) 48Hz 
Large room/wall LF rolloff (-&18 rei midband) 48Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (rei midband) below ·20dB 
Estimated midrange sensitivity (rei 2.83V, 1m) 88d8 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) fairlygooc 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £99 
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Wharfedale 505.2M 
WHARFEDALE LOUDSPEAKERS LTD, SANDLEAS WAY, CROSSGATES, 
LEEDS LS15 SAL. TEL: (0532) 601222 

The 505.2 has been one of the mainstays of 
the Wharfedale catalogue for the past 
several years, aided and abetted no doubt 
by the fact that this largish bookshelf 
model not only looks like plenty of 
loudspeaker for the money, but also 
received a Best Buy rating when reviewed 
in Choice nearly three years ago (issue 66). 

Now we1re re-examining the 505.2 
dressed (apart from the back panel) in a 
new suit of clothes, the M suffix accounting 
for an extra £60 on the price and referring 
to a real and decidedly reddish mahogany 
veneer that is currently just the thing to 
put in today's lounge over on the 
European mainland. 

Whether or not it will fit in with your 
decor, it certainly makes an atfractive 
change from the mass of black plastic and 
wood that has become such a tedious 
norm in the UK. And the move from 
plastic to veneer board facing will also of 
course change the behaviour of - and 
presumably stiffen - the various panels to 
which it's applied. 

The shape is the slightly squat 
stereotype of a largish 'bookshelf model, 
the 9kg weight and the 20mm wide rim 
around the inset (for stiffening) rear panel 
attesting to the solidity of the carcass. The 
thick-framed grille should perhaps be left 
stored inside the carton, the baffle being 
veneered and the drivers neatly finished 
with silver trimwork and additional 
protection for the tweeter's metal dome, 
the most ugly feature being the grille 
retaining lugs. 

I haven't the remotest idea whether the 
drivers are well secured, nor what lies 
inside the box, simply because I haven't 
the remotest idea how the drivers are 
secured. 

I understand that a bayonet fixing is 
used, and that the inside is therefore 
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strictly non-user-serviceable - some sort 
of special tool being needed. There's no 
port to peer down- it's a sealed box - and 
there isn't even the option of removing 
the usual plastic terminal block, again 
because there isn't one - just a pair of 
terminals poking through the inset back 
panel. 

All I can say for sure is that the main 
driver has a quite large (140mm) textured 
plastic cone with wide surround 
termination, and the tweeter uses a 19mm 
metal dome. 

Test report 
The test programme has changed quite 
considerably since the original 505.2 
review, so direct comparison is difficult. 
However, the impedance appears to be 
much as before; and the responses show 
much the same overall trends so 
presumably any changes are minimal. 

The87dB sensitivity is close to average, 
and the impedance only falls to a lowish 
figure at high frequencies where energies 
tend to be dropping. The reflex loading 
with its fast ultimate rolloff takes serious 
bass extension off the agenda, though 
some worthwhile in-roomoutput remains 
at 30Hz, the port being tuned to a lowish 
35Hz. 

Indeed the output around 40-50Hz 
does look a shade strong, making room 
matching a bit tricky. Too close to the wall 
will tend to be boo my; too far away leaves 
the upper bass and lower mid a little 
strong, so somewhere in between should 
work best. 

Wherever, there remains a fair amount 
of local uneveness, and although the 
crossover region is well enough handled 
there's certainly a touch too much relative 
output through the mid treble, and a fairly 
early ultimate rolloff. 

l&commended 

Sound quality 
Albeit with a couple of dissenters, the 
505.2M received comfortably above 
average ratings in two .separate listening 
test presentations. The real strength of 
this speaker lies in its balance. Not just the 
frequency balance, which is respectable 
though unexceptional, but in the way all 
the various parameters have been blended 
to give a mix that avoids the worst pitfalls 
while remaining evenhanded, engaging 
and lively on the majority bf material. 

The balance is basically good, and 
voices are nicely focused, . with an 
attractive open quality, if slightly thinned 
and nasal in colour. Timing is pretty 
good, though the bass could certainly be 
more authoritative, and dynamics 
generally are slightly softened. There is 
also a measure of congestion on complex 
material, and this tends to mask lower 
level information, limiting transparency 
and subtlety. Additionally, the treble is 
always a little obvious and detpched, 
almost as if it needed to remind you there's 
a tweeter in there too. 

Conclusion 
Much like the vinyl version, the 505.2M is 
a fine allround loudspeaker that will 
deliver ·a lively and big hearted sound 
without being too fussy about the rest of 
the system. Recommendation is clearly 
appropriate: only you can decide whether 
to pay the extra for the mahogany veneer. 

TEST RESULTS 

Size (hxwxd) 44x25.5x25.5cm 
Weight 9kg 
Recommended amplifier po-r 20-80W 
Aecommeuded placement stands 30-60cm from wall 
In room averaged response limits 50Hz-10kHz +1-SdB 
Large room/space LF rolloff ( -&18 ref mldband) 45Hz 
Large room/Wall LF rolloff (-&IB ref mldband) 43Hz 
Large room output at 20Hz (ref mldband) below -15dB 
Estimated mldrange sensitivity (ref 2.83V, 1m) 87dB' 
Impedance characteristic (eese of drive) good 
Typical price per pair (inc VAT) £260 
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Tech Talk 
Paul Messenger explains how the loudspeaker listening tests 

and measurements were performed, and outlines what the 
findings reveal about the products. 

T hese days the Choice 
loudspeaker test 

schedule involves almost 
continuous appraisal of 
batches of around 25 models, 
which are published thrice a 
year, alongside occasional 
one-offs and smaller groups 
of niche models (miniatures, 
giants or whatever). 

'One-site' testing is the 
only sane and sensible way of 
handling the logistics, even 
though it does leave my 
home inundated by black 
vinyl and cardboard for 
many months of the year. 

The main listening room 
therein is used for the 'blind' 
panel and subsequent hands
on listening, and also for the 
test measurements, which 
does help provide correlation 
between the two, but which 
inevitably means said room 
will exert a major influence 
on results. Which may not be 
ideal, but which is probably 
unavoidable. 

Listening 
The 'blind' tests on this 
occasion lasted three days, 
making up around 30 
separate presentations of 
about half an hour each. Split 
evenly between vinyl and 
compact disc, the programme 
covers as broad a range of 
music as possible. 

Care is taken to try and 
'normalise' the relative 
volume of each loudspeaker, 
though differences in fre
quency balance, bass exten
sion and room drive 
unavoidably get in the way. 
A highly experienced opera
tor places the loudspeakers 
carefully and securely. 
Grilles are left on. 

Choice of ancillary 
components inevitably 
influences the type of sound, 
possibly as much as the room 
itself, and is one potential 
source of prejudice I know no 
way of avoiding. The main 
drive system comprises Naim 
amplification, sourced from 
Linn Sondek/ Naim ARO/ 
Troika vinyl disc and Merid
ian 200/203 two-box CD 
players all mounted on Mana 
tables. 

Bookshelf models were 
used on Linn Knn, Founda
tion Designer, and Heybrook 
HBSI stands, with Slate 
Audio and other Foundations 
brought in for hands-on 
work. Bi-wiring is adopted 
where available, using heavy 
multi-strand cables (Naim 
NACA5, Linn LK20) in the 
blind tests, backed up hands
on by Mission Cyrus and 
Heybrook Heywire solid core 
and aim NACA4 and Rote! 
Supra multi-strands. 

Manufacturers were 
requested to furnish details 
regarding optimum siting 
and ancillaries, and nearly 
half took the trouble to 
respond. These suggestions 
were used to determine 
listening test siting. 

My particular thanks go to 
Jason Kennedy for all his 
hard work as operator on the 
blind listening tests, and also 
to panellists: Ken Weller 
(Tannoy), Richard Dunn 
(NVA), Alan O'Rourke 
(Ruark), Peter Comeau 
(Heybrook), Guy Sergeant 
(Audio Innovations), Russell 
Kauffrnan (Lecson/ AAS), 
David In man (KEF), Steve 
Hopkins (Meridian), Alan 
Ainslie (Technics) and Dave 
Wiley (freelance). 

Measurements 
Every loudspeaker has its 
own distinct frequency 
balance. This 'fingerprint' 
says much about the way a 
specific model will sound, 
though it isn't the only factor 
that discriminates between 
the good, the bad and the 
indifferent. 

Without decrying the 
value of anechoic work, 
especially for a manufacturer 
developing a single product 
in isolation, there's no doubt 
that far field room averaged 
response measurement is 
much closer to the real world 
situation, gives much better 
correlation with listening test 
findings, and is particularly 
relevant to comparative 
group testing. 

A single isolated in-room 
frequency response of any 
specific loudspeaker is of 

limited value, but averaging a 
number of measurements 
taken at a number of points in 
the listening area provides a 
good indication of the 
subjective frequency balance. 
Further, comparison of a 
number of loudspeakers 
allows some of the effects of 
the room to be taken into 
account. 

The test programme is 
based on two separate sets of 
room measurements, one 
taken with the speaker placed 
close against a rear wall (but 
more than a metre from side 
walls), the other a metre out 
into the room; intermediate 
positions produce more or 
less intermediate results. 

A conventional pen 
recorder /mike set-up 
(Neutrik) is used to carry out 
sequential sinewave sweeps 
(high pen and paper speeds) 
for a succession of micro
phone positions. Experiment 
has shown that seven such 
plots are ample to define the 
averaged response in the 
listening area. 

A perfectly flat straight 
line is not a realistic target. 
Low frequencies are inevita
bly heavily modified by the 
main room modes - most 
notably the clOdB boost at 
30Hz. Room reflections also 
create interference well up 
into the midband, especially 
when the speaker is close to 
the wall. 

Careful comparison with 
listening findings and 
established references 
suggests that the ideal 
balance should be as flat and 
smooth as possible. Gentle 
variations are preferable to 
sharp discontinuities, and 
prominences tend to be 
subjectively more irritating 
than dips, while a gentle high 
frequency rolloff above 
cSkHz sounds perfectly 
acceptable. 

Sensitivity differences 
have as much to do with 
impedance variations as with 
conversion efficiencies, which 
is one reason why the 
impedance has also been 
plotted and presented. Halve 
the impedance value and a 
speaker will suck twice the 

current and therefore twice 
the power for the same 
amplifier volume setting. By 
adopting 4ohrns rather than 
8ohms impedance, 'current 
hungry' designs therefore 
'pinch' 3dB of extra sensitiv
ity. Few amplifiers have the 
capability to deliver this extra 
3dB in full, most settling for 
1.5-2dB, so an apparent 
sensitivity advantage may 
well be largely negated in 
practice. 

The listening 
room 
The room itself is a sturdily 
built, sparsely furnished 
4.3x5.5x2.6m, with wooden 
floor. Painted plaster walls 
and ceiling are broken up by 
wooden beams, while the 
open fireplace, alcove 
doorway and large semicircu
lar bay help distribute 
standing waves. 

One consequence of the 
room-based testing is that the 
low frequency extension is 
defined as much by the room 
as the speaker. Low fre
quency roll-off is traditionally 
expressed as the -6dB (some
times -3dB) point referred to 
the sensitivity. Such a 
technique can be applied with 
room measurements, but the 
results tend to be strongly 
modified (even modulated) 
by the main room modes. 

Probably more useful is to 
specify the relative level of 
20Hz ref the mid band 
sensitivity. However, this 
has the drawback that a good 
percentage of speakers don't 
go down much below 50Hz, 
never mind 20Hz. Until I can 
figure out a better approach, I 
am quoting the -6dB points 
for both free space and wall 
mount conditions, plus the 
20Hz level. 

The Directory 'bass from' 
entries for the recent reviews 
carried out using room 
measurement techniques 
therefore refer to the best 
position -6dB point for the 
speakers concerned, and 
cannot be compared directly 
with earlier 'anechoic' entries, 
though each has its own 
internal consistency. 
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._99.95 

Worth of Philips Universal Remote 
RC779 when you spend over £499 95+on any product 

, including TV, Video, 
In-Car Hi-Fi. NOT APPLICABLE to 
items of clearance special offers & 

trade ins 

e Audiophile specification 

e Optical and electrical digital outputs 

e Unique Philips FTS, Favourite Track Selection 

e Shuffle play e Timer switch 

e Full function remote control with volume 

e 420mm width e Many more features 

PHI LIPS 

TWIN 
CASSETTE 
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e Full logic reverse recording with auto reverse 
e Parallel recording for continuous playback or 

recording with both decks e Microphone mixing 
e QMS Quick Music Search 
e Autospace record mute e Many more features 
e Dolby" B & C noise reduction e Timer standby 

PHI LIPS 

FA8 

PHI LIPS FA960 MKII l�J%f 

SALE 

inc VAT 
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On A400 Series 
£75-worth of 

travel vouchers 

PIONEER 
VIDEO/DISC 

CDV 1200 

249_95 

_----- � 
HK6100 35 wattsx2 amplifier. SALE 
HK6200 45 wattsx2 amplifier. SALE 
HK6300 60 wattsx2 amplifier. SALE 
HJ6500 70 wattsx2 amplifier .SALE 
TD212 cassette deck.. .. ... . SALE 
TD262 HX Pro cassette deck .SALE 
TU909 digital tuner . . .. . .SALE 
HD 7300 CD player ................ SALE 
HD 7400 CD player ................ SALE 

HD 7500 CD player ......... SALE 
HD 7600 CD player ....... . SALE 

AMP SALE 
AUX901 £459 

AUX701 £209 
AUXSOI £169 

AUX911DC £479 

AUX611AV £279 

AUX 111 £99 

AUX3011 £159 

C2102 1 
£775 

82102 

CASS SALE 
OX Ill £119 

OX IIIR £139 

DX701 £279 

OX501 £189 

OX3011R £119 

DXSSOWR £119 

399 

RECEIVERS 
SX £900 

CD SALE 
CDX311 £215 

CDX510 £269 

CDX501 £295 

CDX301 £167 

CDX301 £399 

CDX701 SALE 

CDX711 £129 

COX £105 

(lncVAT) 



UNIVERSAL 

REMOTE 

OR 

SEE SPECIAL OFFERS 
RC779 Un1versal remote control transmtllel Will 
operate VIrtually any mlra-red remote controlled 
oroducts. These mclude all aud•o and vtdeo com
ponents and systems horn Phtlips or other manu
facturers, as well as other types of remote
controlled eautpment such a� hghhng garage 
doorsetc 

• Pre-programmed for Phlllps RC-5 system control 
• Pro_grammable for virtually 

• 
Timer 
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�rr'��� : ��,\�����[���m�C� optical read-in (self (liQUid learning) Crystal Display) 

Make and model 
AWAI 
CA·W37 (twin 
deck) 74.95 
CSD-XL202 ·CD 139.95 
CSD·XW303 (tw1n deck· 
CD) 184.95 
CSD-XW505 (tw1n dec�<-
CD) 234.95 
AJ W279 74.95 
AJ 289CD (me CDJ 89.95 
PJ W330CD (1nc 
CD) 184.95 
PJ W350CD (me 
CD) 214.95 
JVC 
RC-W210BK 79.95 
PC-W150BK 94.95 
RC-W41QBK 94.95 
PC-V66BK 124.95 
RC-X310 (1nc CD) 144.95 
RC-X610(1nc CD) 184.95 
PC-X lOO (1nc CD) 240.95 
PC-X500 (1nc CO) 289.95 
PA.NA.SONIC 
AV-CT810 84.95 
RX-FT600 89.95 
AX-CS780 119.95 
RX-CT980 159.95 
RX-0545 184.95 
XO-OTSS 239.95 
DX-OT680 279.95 
PHI LIPS 
AW7492 64.95 
AW7792 64.95 
AW7304 74.95 
AW7502 74.95 
AW7404 89.95 

Make and model 
A1wa OX-P10 119.95 
A1wa DX-P50 (1nc 
remote) 144.95 
Clanon CDClOOS 184.95 
Oenon OCP-50 179.95 
Oenon OCP-100 229.95 
Goodmans GC040 84.95 
Kenwood DPC-41 119.95 
Kenwood OPC-72 159.95 
Kenwood DPC-81 184.95 
MemO/e:.:C0-
3250 
PhtltpsAZ6892 
Ph11tps AZ6804 
Ph1hps AZ6893 
Ph11tps AZ6897 

139.95 
119.95 
139.95 
139.95 
184.95 

PHI LIPS 
AZ8002 (1nc CO) 139.95 
AZ8394 {rnc CD) 179.95 
AZ8304 (1nc CD) 194.95 
AZ8404 (1nc CO) 224.95 
AZ8594 (1nc COl 239.95 
AZ8704 {tnc CO) 249.95 
AZ8904 {1nc CD) 279.95 
SHARP 
WO-T360E 78.95 
WO-T370E 93.95 
WF-T380E 118.95 
OT-CD26E (tnc 
CD) 138.95 
SONV 
System CD56E 188.95 
System C060E 213.95 
System C075E 278.95 
CFS710L (twm 
dec") 119.95 
CFOSOL (1nc CO) 159.95 
CFD750L {twm dec"' · 

CD) 279.95 
CFOK10(1wln deck· 
CD) 329.95 
CFD770L(twm dec"'-
CD) 
CFSW305L (twm 

375.95 

dec"') 64.95 
CFS-1030L 69.95 
CFS903l Sports 74.95 
CFSW504l (tw1n 
deck;) 74.95 
CFSD30l 74.95 
CFS·W41 Ol (lw1n 
deck;) 
CFS-OW34l (twtn 

84.95 

dec�<) 89.95 

Ross RC0-2000 114.95 
Samsung MY·CD2 89.95 
Sony011 124.95 
Sony 0303 259.95 
Sony 0350 279.95 
Sony 066 1 69.95 
Sony OBOOK 184.95 
Sony 099 184.95 
Sony 01scman 
ozsss 329.95 
Sony OT66 229.95 
Techmcs SL-
XPlA 129.95 
TechniCS Sl-
XP300 149.95 
Techmcs SL-XP6 214.95 
TOSh10a XR-9421 124.95 
YamahaCOX-P7 159.95 

SONY IN CAR HI-FI 

XR7051 
FM/AM/LW Cassette 
car stereo with new 
advanced cassette 
radio equtpped with 
high power and high 
cost performance 
incorporated with 
ergonom1c destgn 
SALES FEATURES: • Quartz locked PLL dtgttal synthestser tuner w1th 18 
preset station (1 2 FM/6 AM/LW) • 25Wx2/6Wx4 htgh power output for 
butld1ng-up a high power 4 speaker system • Auto memory preset and 
memory scan • Automatic music sensor (AMS) • Dolby B • Metal tape 
selector offers lower signal to noise rat to • Loudness prov1des powerf�l 
sound especially tn low frequency • Independent bass and treble • Shde out 
secunty bracket AVAILABLE: NOW!!! 

MARANTZ 
-- -- - -

-- -

AT SAME PRICE AS 
AWARD WINNER CD50SE 

SUCCESSOR TO 
GREAT 

PIONEER 
A400 

IN 
STOCK 

FULL RANGE ON DEMO 

CLEARANCE SALE 

AIWA CTZ3700 
AIWA CTZ4000 
AIWA CTZ5000 
AIWA CTZ5300 
AIWA CTZ7050 
AIWA CTZ8050 
CLARION 880 NP 
CLARION 918 H 
CLARION E910 
CLARION 940 HP 
CLARION 950 HX 
CLARION 960 HX 
HITACHI 452 
HITACHI CSK 492 
JVC KSR 415 
JVC KSR 518 
JVC KSR 715 
PANASONIC COH03 
PANASONIC COH05 
PANASONIC COH07 
PANASONIC COL30 
PANASONIC COL40 

AIWA XD41CD 
AKAI M270W 
AKAI FX400CD 
AKAI FX600CD 
AKAI FX800CD 

IN-CAR HI-FI 
Sale 
SALE PHILIPS DC 321 89.95 
SALE PHI LIPS DC 361 (Ex) 79.97 
SALE PHI LIPS DC 421 89.95 

299.00 199.95 PHI LIPS DC 652 149.95 
SALE PHI LIPS DC 680 200.00 
SALE PHI LIPS DC 688 200.00 
79.95 PHI LIPS DC 699 249.95 

160 109.95 PHI LIPS DC 777 300.00 
99.95 PHI LIPS DC 789 179.95 

249.95 PIONEER KEHM3000 199.95 
299.95 
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a
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279 93 361.50 

SALE ROAD STAR RC732 179.95 
249.95 169.95 ROAD STAR RC832 (Ex) 199.95 
230.00 139.93 ROAD STAR RC851 (Ex) 229.95 
300.00 199.93 SHARP RGF 292 
555.00 299.93 SHARP RGT 816 199.95 

SALE SHARP RGT 872 RDS 299.95 
SALE SONY XR 7151 (Ex) 379.95 
SALE SONY XR 7080 (Ex) 
SALE SONYXR 7151 
SALE 

MIDI SYSTEMS 
KENWOOD M54CD 

229.95 KENWOOD M84CD 
BARGAIN MARANTZ MX183CD 
BARGAIN PHI LIPS F1483 
BARGAIN PIONEER S115CDT 

Sale 
54.95 
39.95 
69.95 

109.95 
129.95 
169.95 
199.95 
249.95 

SALE 
SALE 

229.85 
99.95 

109.95 
124.95 

44.95 
129.95 
119.95 
249.95 
229.95 

POA 

PHONE 
299.95 
129.95 
399.95 

JVC E2 299.95 PIONEER S125CDM BARGAIN 
JVC W2 
JVC W21CD 
JVC W33CD 
JVC 253CD 
KENWOOD M24CDS 
KENWOOD M25CD 
KENWOOD M32CD 
KENWOOD M33CD 

AIWA DX885 
AKAI CD56 
AKAI CD73 
JVC XLV400 
KENWOOD DP1020 
KENWOOD DP 151 0 
KENWOOD DP3020 
KENWOOD DP301 0 
KENWOOD DP330 
KENWOOD DP4020 
KENWOOD DP4030 
KENWOOD DP501 0 
KENWOOD DP5030 
KENWOOD DP7960 
DPX9010 

KENWOOD S51 2x20W 
KENWOOD S62 2x90W 
KENWOOD S71 2x90W 
KENWOOD LS33 2x50W 

KENWOOD GE 420 
KENWOOD GE 600 

199.95 PIONEER S220 399.95 
294.95 PIONEER S303CDT BARGAIN 

TO CLEAR PIONEER S505D PHONE 
BARGAIN PIONEER S707D PHONE 

369.95 TECHNICS CDX1 0 449.95 
PHONE TECHNICS CDX30 BARGAIN 

308.95 TECHNICS CDX50 BARGAIN 
444.95 TECHNICS CDX90 BARGAIN 

COMPACT DISC 
PHONE MARANTZ CD56 99.95 
PHONE MARANTZ CD60 229.95 
PHONE MARANTZ CD75MK2 259.95 

BARGAIN MARANTZ CD873L TO 199.95 
99.95 PHILIPS Full Range in Stock 

t29.95 PIONEER PD4350 199.95 
PHONE PIONEER PD5050 199.95 

134.95 PIONEER PD5300 169.95 
129.95 PIONEER PD6300 179.95 
149.95 CALL FOR THE LATEST RANGE 

BARGAIN TECHNICS SLP320 189.95 
179.95 TECHNICS SLP333 199.95 

PHONE TECHNICS SLP520 299.95 
199.95 CALL FOR THE LATEST RANGE 
299.95 

SPEAKERS 
34.95 KENWOOD LS63 2x30W 69.95 
39.95 KENWOOD CS? Centre Speaker 129.95 
49.95 KENWOOD SW730 179.95 
49.95 

GRAPHIC 
49.95 KENWOOD GE 730 Spectrum 
49.95 analyser 99.95 

KENWOOD GE 5010 119.95 

283 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 1 BB 
HOTLINE: 071-402 666 FAX: 071-724 2135 

Name .. 

Tel:. 

Address .. 

PLEASE SUPPLY. 

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE (PAYABLE TO DEANS) 

£. 

VISNACCESS, Exp Date .. 

H9191 
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We reserve the right to change terms & conditions without prior notice. 



Conclusions, Best Buys and 
Recommendations 

Paul Messenger sums up the general and the particular findings of 
this latest loudspeaker review project. 

L et any group of 25 

loudspeakers select 
itself more or less at random, 
and you're bound to get a 
fascinating cross-section of 
the market. Not necessarily a 
representative selection mind, 
but there's sure to be plenty 
of variety and interest to tax 
the reviewer's sense of 
perspective. 

That was certainly the case 
with this project, though the 
group was somewhat differ
ently balanced than most, 
leaning very much towards 
the middle ground on size 
and price. 

Bookshelf 
dominance 
The small dimensions of the 
bookshelf speaker may limit 
its low frequency and I or 
loudness capabilities, but the 
small panels are a consider
able advantage in creating a 
stiff cabinet v,rith minimum 
coloration. Add in the 
comparatively recent devel
opment of the speaker stand 
and you get the current 
market-dominating combina
tion, the stand doing much to 
help the speaker maximise its 
potential. 

Whether or not the 
'bookshelf' speaker is aligned 
for free space or close-to-wall 
siting, the stand on which it 
should always be used makes 
more than one vital contribu
tion. lt not only minimises 
reflection colorations by 
getting the drive units well 
clear of the deck, but also 
holds the speaker as still as 
possible mechanically, to 
maximise the dynamic range. 

Any s�nd is bound�add 
some coloration of its own, 
though this should certainly 
be a much smaller contribu
tion than the cabinet's. It also 
interacts with the speaker in 
various less predictable ways 
- some types deliberately 
mass-load and so modify the 
behaviour of the speaker 
cabinet itself. 

The various ramifications 
of pillars versus frames, 
damped or undamped fills, 
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spike or Blu-tack coupling are 
hideously complex and not 
fully understood, and well 
beyond the scope of this 
roundup. The fact of the 
matter remains that the well 
supported bookshelf model is 
very often superior to a 
floorstander of the same 
price, even when the cost of 
the stand is part of the 
equation, and disregarding 
the extra stand/speaker 
matching flexibility. 

The floorstanding 
conundrum 
That said, some floorstanders 
are much more equal than 
others. The traditional three
way designs (Philips FB820 

and Infinity Ref 50) were 
sonically very disappointing 
in terms of timing and 
coherence. The 'two-and-a
half-ways' (Allison AL120, 

Monitor Audio M14) which 
use an extra main driver just 
to augment the bass fared 
slightly better. But the most 
successful floorstanders on 
this occasion were certainly 
the two-ways. 

The NAD provides an 
excellent example of the 
contrast between miniature 
and compact floorstander, 
since the 8100 shares virtually 
the same drivers with the 
miniature 8225 reviewed back 
in issue 86, the extra cabinet
work and floor coupling 
adding £120 to the price - not 
much different to the cost of a 
top quality stand. 

The larger enclosure 
provides sufficient extra bass 
to allow the speaker to be 
moved well out from the rear 
wall, improving coloration 
and stereo imagery. How
ever, the extra bass seems a 
little less well controlled and 
a trifle detached - the stand
mounted miniature is a little 
more rhythmically coherent. 
The choice, of course, is the 
customer's. 

The Castle Chester is for 
me comfortably the most 
interesting and original 
speaker in the whole group. 
The two way driver line-up -

and the bass extension - is not 
too different from some of the 
better bookshelf models, but 
the floorstanding enclosure is 
used quite differently. 
Tapered quarter wave 
loading is not an efficient 
user of enclosure volume, so 
it doesn't provide bass 
extension commensurate with 
its size. But the bass that is 
delivered is qualitatively 
impressive, and the excep
tional main driver control 
afforded by pressure loading 
is reflected in the deliciously 
realistic midband sound 
quality. 

Used creatively and 
intelligently like this, the 
floorsta nd ing enclosure 
becomes a positive asset that 
confers real benefits. How
ever, the reaction to some of 
the alternative examples in 
this report shows that such 
potential benefits are often 
squandered, sometimes it 
would seem in an attempt to 
impress possible customers 
with an imposing multi
driver array. 

Best Buys 
Right down at the beer 
budget end of the market 
comes the not so very little 
Wharfedale Delta 30.2, 
which uses a larger main 
driver and shallower cabinet 
than most £100 rivals. The 
result is certainly more 
coloured than some, but has a 
dynamic exuberance and 
extra loudness capability that 
more than compensates. 

The Heybrook HBl S3 is 
now entering its third 
generation, and this well 
established £250 large 
bookshelf size wall-mount 
would seem to be just as 
competitive as ever. lt may 
not be quite such a fashion
able shape as more recent 
introductions, but first class 
build ensures a big-hearted, 
agile, coherent and informa
tive - though not entirely 
neutral - sound. 

The £600 Castle Chester 
snuck up on me quite late in 
the project, and mercilessly 

proceeded to shatter a 
number of my preconceptions 
and prejudices. It sacrifices 
some bass extension by 
adopting a horn-related 
loading technique that 
delivers remarkable midband 
delicacy and coherence - and 
it's a very pretty box for the 
price too. 

Although this speaker is 
comfortably above the price 
limit we impose for Best Buy 
status, it is many years since 
we last looked at this thresh
old. Developments over the 
last year or so mean that it is 
time the Best Buy limit was 
moved rather further 
upmarket. In the light of this 
the Castle Chester becomes 
our most expensive Best Buy 
to date and effectively sets 
the upper limits for our Best 
Buy catagory 

Recommended 
For the second edition 
running, one of B&W's new 
600 series models distin
guished itself in the blind 
listening with an impres
sively even, well balanced 
and uncoloured sound. The 
£150 B&W DM600 is not 
quite as sharply priced as the 
much larger 620, especially if 
you add the price of stands, 
but it's very good value for 
money nevertheless. 
The other B&W in this group, 
the £915 B&W Matrix 805 
also clears the Recommended 
barrier, although perhaps 
with a little less room to 
spare. Conceived as a 
compact free space profes
sional monitor, remarkable 
stereo imaging properties do 
much to validate the hi-tech 
approach, accuracy taking 
priority over musicality in 
this instance. 

US brand Infinity has a 
fine track record for produc
ing fine small loudspeakers, 
and the £159 Reference 10-
the baby of a new six-strong 
range - only reinforces the 
reputation, with an engag
ingly lively and solid sound 
from an unusually solid little 
box. The sound has its own 



character to be sure, but is 
essentially communicative 
and appealing, which is 
arguably the more important 
asset. 

Even better perceived 
value and even more encour
aging listening test responses 
distinguish the £200 
Celestion 7, a generously 
proportioned and attractively 
finished wall-mount model. 
The engineering falls a little 
short of the cosmetics, and 
the balance is a little lean and 
aggressive, but the sound 
packs a real punch, and some 
subtlety too, especially if due 
care is taken over the choice 
of stand. 

At the same £200 price 
point, the Royd Sapphire 
presents a complete contrast. 
It's tiny, and very self
effacing, but features a very 
classy little main driver and 
exceptionally solid build. 
The result is unbeatable 
speed, coherence and solidity 
at this sort of price, but at 
some cost in a rather lean and 
aggressive presentation that 
won't be to every taste. 

Wharfedale's £200 vinyl 
wrapped 505.2 was a Best 
Buy back in issue 66, and the 
£260 Wharfedale 505.2M only 

This month's speaker test again spanned the whole market. 

serves to confirm this model's 
continued competitiveness. 
A free space large bookshelf 
size model with very well 
balanced overall perform
ance, though whether the 
pretty red mahogany veneer 
is worth the £60 premium 
must be a matter of personal 
taste. 

The £269 NAD 8100 could 
actually work out quite a bit 
cheaper than the Wharfedale, 
since this slim, compact 
floorstander has no need of 
an additional stand. Based 
on the 8225 (issue 86), it's still 
a miniature at heart, lacking a 
little welly in its belly. But 
it's a nice miniature nonethe
less, with enough additional 
bass output (albeit not quite 
of the highest quality) to be 
moved well clear of walls. 

The £315 Shan Shimna is a 
true miniature, distinguished 
by an interesting shape 
moulded from resin based 
material. There's a neat £95 
matching stand too, and the 
sound is attractively sweet 
and coherent, if rather thin 
and lacking in serious bass. 
Originally Recommended 
back in issue 71, the second 

visit merely serves to confirm 
that status. 

The £475 Epos ES14 is in 
an altogether different class, 
in size and performance as 
well as price. This long 
overdue review weighs the 14 
in the market context and 
finds it very good value, with 
exceptional midrange 
delicacy, generally well 
controlled bass and a treble 
which is sometimes just a 
shade obvious. 

The final Recommended 
model from this bunch is the 
£500 Monitor Audio Studio 
5, a beautiful little miniature 
with rare qualities of 
midrange and presence focus 
and coherence, though the 
lack of any serious bass 
combined with the distinctly 
forward upper mid leads to a 
rather spotlighted, edge-of
the-seat experience. 

Best of the rest 
A couple of the other models 
also deserve special men
tions, even though formal 
recommendation is withheld. 
Each has its own special 
qualities, though all are on 

the expensive side for the 
total package on offer. 

The only possible justifica
tion for the £695 pricetag of 
the Vecteur Premiere must 
come from the quality of the 
subjective experience, and 
this pretty little Frenchman 
very nearly makes the grade. 
It certainly oozes the legen
dary Gallic charm, with an 
upfront and informative 
balance that nevertheless 
stays on the right side of the 
line between sweetness and 
aggressiveness, while the 
bass is a lot more impressive 
than the size leads one to 
expect. 

The £1,200 Meridian 
Argent 1 carries off the 
beauty prize for its stunning 
shape and finish. It doesn't 
go particularly loud, instead 
delivering unusual bass 
extension from one so small, 
and a delicious freedom from 
the boxy effects that are the 
bane of less well engineered 
enclosures. 

If it had been just a little 
cheaper then Recommenda
tion would have been in 
order, but we've left it up to 
you to decide just how much 
extra you are prepared to pay 
for the stunning design job. 
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Welcome to our new mail order section, where along with old favourites such as 
the Furakawa interconnects and CD extracts you will now find a whole new 
range of goodies to improve the performance of your system. These pages are 
only the start of the service that we hope to provide and we will be sourcing a 
number of new and interesting products as the next few months go by which 

will be added to our offers pages as they become available. 

Static Elimination Spray And 
Lubricant £7.99 

200ml of specially formulated 
record cleaning and lubricating 
fluid, contained in a pump action 
fine spray bottle which affords a 
protection from static electricity. 
The fluid forms a fine, harmless, 
lubricating layer in the grooves of 
the disc which results in lower 
stylus drag, a cleaner, smoother 
high frequency sound delivery 
and prolonged record life when 
applied regularly. 

Static Elimination Spray And 
Lubricant With Four Wet/Dry 
Record Cleaning pads £10.99 

As above but with the addition of 
four wet and dry record cleaning 
pads. 

Record Clamp £11.99 

Damps vinyl resonance by 
clamping the record to the 
�urntable's platter thus increasing 
the ability of the stylus to retrieve 
information from the disc's 
grooves without the disc's own 
inherent resonant frequencies 
interfering with the groove to 
stylus interface. 

Will work with most popular 
turntables. 

Record Cleaning Pad And 
Stylus Cleaning Kit 1 £12.99 

An entire record cleaning kit 
containing SOml of static 
elimination spray and lubricant, a 
Teak handled velvet applicator 
pad and 20ml of isopropyl 
alcohol based stylus cleaner and 
brush. 

Everything necessary for 
prolonging the life of LPs and 
cleaning stylii all in one handy 
kit. 

Record Cleaning Pad And 
Stylus Cleaning Kit 2 £4.99 

An entire record cleaning kit 
consisting of 75ml of isopropyl 
based record cleaning fluid, four 
applicator pads and a stylus 
cleaner and brush. 

Manual CD Cleaning Kit 
£5.99 

45ml of CD cleaning fluid 
together with an applicator, jig 
and a cleaning pad for the 
removal of harmful dirt from 
Compact Discs. 

Carbon Fibre Record Groove 
Cleaning Brush £4.99 

A record cleaning brush for the 
removal of dirt and dust from 
deep in the grooves of records. 
Should be used before every play 
of a record in order to remove 
dirt and dust which otherwise 
interferes with sound and 
becomes deeply imbedded in the 
record. 

The carbon fibres are single 
strand as opposed to two joined 
strands and as such are less likely 
to fall out. A copper conductor 
contacts the strands and removes 
static electricity through a metal 
handle. 

Mk 10 Carbon Fibre Brush With 
Velvet Pad £9.99 

The carbon fibres efficiently 
remove dirt from the record 
grooves, which is then collected 
by an integral felt pad. This can 
be easily cleaned with the 
supplied cleaner after use. 

System Cleaning Kit 1 £15.99 

Everything needed for maintain
ing a hi-fi system, all contained in 
one handsome wallet pack. 
Stylus cleaner, auto reverse wet 
tape head cleaner and cleaning 
fluid, manual Compact Disc 
cleaner and cleaning fluid and a 
carbon fibre record cleaning 
brush. 

System Cleaning Kit 2£11.99 

As above but for those of you 
who don't have a turntable to 
contend with. Contains auto 
reverse wet tape head cleaner 
and cleaning fluid, a manual CD 
cleaner and cleaning fluid. 

Tape Head Cleaner £1.49 

Dry type cassette head cleaner to 
remove the build up of oxides 
from the tape heads. 

Monotrak Support Cones 
£8.00 

Supplied in packs of four, these 
turned steel support cones are 
ideal for supporting just about 
any item of hi-fi, from sub
woofers through to amplifiers. 
Effective isolation and de
coupling at a bargain price. 

Interconnects 
We have a variety of intercon
nects on offer, all sourced from 
the respected Japanese specialist 
Furakawa. 

The FV11 Series unbalanced 
digital interconnect cables 
The FVll Series comprises a 
range of unbalanced digital 
interconnects designed to carry a 
high frequency square wave 
pulse signal such as that 
transmitted from a CD transport 
to a separate DAC, or a video to a 
TV set. 

The FD11 Series unbalanced 
digital interconnect cables 
The FDll Series of digital 
interconnects, which is supplied 
in matched pairs, differ from the 
FV Series insofar as they are 
designed for the interface 
following conversion from digital 
to an analogue signal of 75ohms 
impedance such as that from a 
CD player or a tuner to preamp 
or an integrated amplifier. 

The outer sleeve consists of soft 
PVC and Furakawa hermetically 
sealed all PCOCC plugs are 
employed for termination. 

The FA21 Series balanced 
analogue interconnect cables 
The FA21 Series of analogue 
interconnects is supplied in 
matched pairs employing the 
Furakawa all PCOCC RCA plug 
with a flying earth or ground 
lead which is designed to be 
terminated to the ground tag of 
the source component for the 
purpose of transmitting a 
balanced signal with a totally 
separate ground path. 
These interconnect cables are 
recommended for the connection 
of analogue devices where RCA 
sockets are provided, such as 
power amplifier to preamp and 
tape deck, turntable, step-up 
transformer etc. to a preamp or 
integrated amplifier. They can 
introduce a wide stereo image 
with good depth and height. 

Furukawa FAllS Series bal
anced analogue interconnect 
cables 
The FAllS Series of analogue 
interconnects is supplied in 
matched pairs employing the 
Furakawa hermetically sealed all 
PCOCC RCA ph ono plug with a 
flying earth or ground lead. 



The FAllS super cast PCOCC 
series of balanced cables 
represents the ultimate in cable 
design utilising extreemly high 
quality cast PCOCC. 
These interconnect cables are 
recommended for the connection 
of high quality analogue devices. 
The cable's ability to transmit a 
vast amount of information has 
the effect of creating an awe 
inspiring bass, transparent mid 
range and simply superb 
unfettered treble. 

Speaker 
Cables 

Furukawa FS-2T14 PCOCC 
speaker cable 
FS-2T14 PCOCC speaker cable is 
Furukawa's entry level speaker 
cable consisting of two 1.4mm 
square drawn PCOCC concentric 
strands. 

Furukawa FS-2F09 PCOCC 
speaker cable 
Two 0.09mm square drawn 
PCOCC strands are contained in 
a neat, flat, flexible PVC insula
tion. The FS-2F09 is highly 
regarded by audiophiles around 
the world. 

Furukawa FS-2T30F Evencap 
speaker cable 
PCOCC speaker cable consisting 
of two 3mm square drawn 
PCOCC rope lay strands. 
FS-2T30F speaker cable, by virtue 
of its low resistance and 3mm 
section, increases the audible 
bandwidth, most particularly in 
the low frequencies. 

FS-2T20P PCOCC speaker cable 
PCOCC cable consisting of two 
twisted 2mm2 drawn PCOCC 
strands laid in a concentric 
pattern. The two conductors are 
insulated in polypropylene and 
contained in a circular outer 
sleeve of soft PVC. 

Furukawa FS-2T35P PCOCC 
speaker cable 
Produced from six concentric laid 
conductors in a rope lay this 
large cable has a low DC 
resistance and an appropriately 
larger occupation area for the 
skin effect, therefore bass is 
larger and treble is even sweeter. 

Furukawa FS2T55F Evencap 
speaker cable 
FS2T55F is a 5.5mm 2 rope lay 
cable of similar construction to 
the FS2T30F. 

0 0 
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Furukawa Price Table 
Please circle the cables you require. 

Interconnects 
O.Sm l.Om l.Sm 2.0m 

FVll (each) RCA-RCA 42.50 45.50 52.50 57.50 
FDll (pair) RCA - RCA 75.00 85.00 95.00 NA 
FA21 (pair) RCA-RCA NA 95.00 105.00 NA 
FDllS (pair) RCA-RCA NA 220.00 NA NA 

Fibre optics 
FOll (each) TOSLINK NA 37.50 42.50 NA 
F012 (each) TOSLINK NA 90.00 100.00 NA 
F013 (each) TOSLINK NA 105.00 120.00 NA 

Speaker cables 
Please state termination required, solderless, gold pl ated banana plu gs, spades or 
pins or any combination. Al l prices are per pair. 

FS2T14 FS2F09 FS2T20P FS2T30F FS2T35P FS2TSSP FS2Tl5 

l.Om 38.00 37.00 44.00 53.00 56.00 74.00 129.00 
l.Sm 42.50 41.00 51.50 65.00 69.50 96.50 179.00 
2.0m 47.00 45.00 59.00 77.00 83.00 119.00 229.00 
2.5m 51.50 49.00 66.50 89.00 96.50 141.50 279.00 
3.0m 56.00 53.00 74.00 101.00 110.00 164.00 329.00 
3.5m 60.50 57.00 81.50 113.00 123.50 186.50 379.00 
4.0m 65.00 61.00 89.00 125.00 137.00 209.00 429.00 
4.5m 69.50 65.00 96.50 137.00 150.50 231.50 479.00 
S.Om 74.00 69.00 104.00 149.00 164.00 254.00 529.00 
6.0m 83.00 77.00 119.00 173.00 191.00 299.00 629.00 
7.0m 92.00 85.00 134.00 197.00 218.00 344.00 729.00 
S.Om 101.00 93.00 149.00 221.00 245.00 389.00 829.00 
9.0m 110.00 101.00 164.00 245.00 272.00 434.00 929.00 
lO.Om 119.00 109.00 179.00 269.00 299.00 479.00 1029.00 

Cleaning Accessories 
Please indicate which items you require by ticking the appropriate box. 

0 A1 Static Elim. Spray & Lubricant £7.99 0 A7 Carbon Fibre Record Groove 

0 A2 Static Elim. Spray & Lubricant 
Cle aning Brush £4.99 

& Cleaning Pads £10.99 0 A8 Mk10 Carbon Fibre Brush 
with Velvet Pad £9.99 

0 A3 Record Clamp £11.99 
0 A9 System Hi-Fi Cleaning Kit 1 £15.99 

0 A4 Record Cleaning Pad & Stylus 
Cleaning Kit 1 £12.99 0 A10 System Hi-Fi Cleaning Kit 2 £11.99 

0 AS Record Cleaning Pad & Stylus 0 A 11 Tape Head Cleaner £1.49 
Cleaning Kit 2 £4.99 

0 A12 MonotracSupportCones £8.00 
0 A6 Manual CD Cleaning Kit £5.99 

Please complete the coupon in BLOCK CAPITALS and send with correct payment to: 
HI-FI CHOICE MAIL ORDER, PO BOX 320, LONDON N21 2NB 

Total number of items ordered ...................................... Total for order£ .................................. . 

Please add £1.50 per order to cover postage. 

0 I enclose my cheque/postal order made payable to Dennis Publishing (Hi-Fi) Ltd. 

Or please charge my 0 Visa 0 Mastercard (Access) 

Credit card number .............................................................................. Expiry Date ..................... . 

Signature ..................................................... Name ........................................................................... . 

Address .............................................................................................................................................. . 

.................................................................................. Postcode .......................................................... . 

All prices include VAT. Offer applies to UK only. Items subject to availability; please allow 28 days for delivery. 
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Audiophile Recordings 
This month we've re-introduced 

Reference Recordings to our 

offers pages, having managed to 

sort out the problems we had 

over the last couple of months 

and obtain a gauranteed source 

Although the name Linn 
Products will need no further 
introduction, the associated 
record label, Linn Records, is 
perhaps less well known. The 
company's involvement with the 
recording side of the process 
began when the LP12 was being 
developed and test pressings 
were required for evaluating the 
turntable. 

This led Linn to Castlesound 
studios in Edinburgh and 

Carol Kidd: Nice Work 
Carol's third album for Linn 
Recorded at Castlesound Studios 
in 1987. 

of supply for the recordings. 

After last month a lot of you have 

written in asking for further 

details of the records detailed on 

the offers page, so each month 

we will be taking a look at one of 

Linn Records 
engineer Calum Malcolm. Linn 
began work on its own cutting 
lath, a modified Scully, and one 
of the masters it borrowed to 
check out the lath was from a 
then unknown band by the name 
of The Blue Nile. The band 
became the first signing to Linn 
Records and the label has never 
looked back. 

Although Linn no longer uses 
the modified Scully, (the 
company's output is nowbeing 

Linn Albums 
Carol K.idd: The Night We Called It 
A Day 
Recorded at Castlesound using 
the Linn Numerik recording 
system in February 1990 and 
awarded Pick of the Week in Music 
Week December 1990. 

David Newton: Victim Of 
Circumstance 
A piano trio album from Carol 
Kidd's pianist and musical 
director. Recorded by Linn in 
1989. 

Carol K.idd: Carol Kidd 
Carol's first album for Linn. 
Recorded at Castlesound Studio 
near Edinburgh in 1984. Cut by 
Linn at the Exchange. Described 
by Ronnie Scott as "one of the 
best singers I have heard". 

Carol K.idd: All My Tomorrows 
Recorded by Calum Malcolm at 
Castlesound in 1985 and cut by 
Linn at the exchange. Features 
Martin Taylor on one of Carol's 
most beautiful interpretations, 
When I Dream. 

Martin Taylor: Don't Fret 
Hailed as Britain's best jazz 
guitarist, Taylor's album got rave 
reviews in the press, Jazz FM 
magazine going so far as to 
comment "Taylor has produced 
an album which I shall be 
surprised to hear bettered". 
Taylor has been voted Top 
Guitarist in the British Jazz 
awards for five years running 
from 1987 to 1991. Recorded by 
Linn in 1989. 

the labels on offer. 
We are starting off with a look at 
Linn Records which you will 
find below, and will concentrate 

on the other labels as the months 
go by. 

cut at the Exchange in London), 
it is still very much involved in 
the cutting and mastering 
processes. Linn records are still 
cut on lacquer and are cut as 
close to constant pitch as 
possible. When cutting from 
digital sources, the material is 
loaded into a hard disc editor, 
clocked off with an oscillator and 
then converted to analogue by 
means of the Linn Numerik 
convertor. 

MllllllAYIGI 

Classical 
Releases 

English Classical Players. 
Conducted by Jonathon Brett 
Mozart 40th Symphony & Schubert 
5th Symphony. 

William Conway & Peter Evans 
Poulenc Sonata, Debussy Sonata, 
Frank Martin Ballade. 

Polish Chamber Orchestra 
conducted by Jonathon Brett 
Mozart Divertimento in D, Vivaldi 
Concerto in Bm for four violins, 
Bach Violin Concerto in A Minor, 
Bartok Divertimento, Elgar 
Introduction and Allegro. 

All of the above were recorded 
using the Linn Numerik as the 
mastering recorder and the best 
microphones and electronics that 
Linn were able to find. Linn took 
particular care in the choice. of 
artists and repertoire, and in the 
generous amount of rehearsal 
and recording time taken for 
each record so that in its words 
"these records are as good 
musically as they are techni
cally." 
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Records and Compact Disks 

Carol Kidd: Carol Kidd 

0 Ref LP39 (£9.99) 

0 RefCD39 (12.99) 

Carol Kidd: All my Tomorrows 

0 Ref LP40 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD40 (12.99) 

Carol Kidd: Nice Work 

0 Ref LP41 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD41 (1-2.99) 

Carol Kidd: The Night We 

Called It A Day 

0 RefLP42 

0 RefCD42 

(£9.99) 

(12.99) 

David Newton: Victim Of 

Circumstance 

0 Ref LP43 

0 RefCD43 

(£9.99) 

(12.99) 

Martin Taylor: Don't Fret 

0 Ref LP44 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD44 (12.99) 

Chico Freeman: Brainstorm 

0 Ref LP45 ((£9.99) 

0 Ref CD45 (£13.99) 

Buster Williams: Something 

More 

0 RefLP46 

0 RefCD46 

(£9.99) 

(£13.99) 

Gene Harris: Listen Here 

0 Ref LP47 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD47 (£13.99) 

M&S Stockhausen: AP ARIS 

0 Ref LP48 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD48 (£13.99) 

·Keith Jarrett: Paris Concert 

0 Ref LP49 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD49 (£13.99) 

Don Grusin: Raven 

0 RefLPSO 

0 RefCDSO 

(£9.99) 

(£13.99) 

Don Grusin: Mountain Dance 

0 Ref LP51 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD51 (£13.99) 

John Surman: The Road to St 

Ives 
0 RefLP52 

0 RefCD52 

(£9.99) 

(£13.99) 

Pat Metheny: As Falls Wichita 

0 Ref LP53 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD53 (£13.99) 

NYC: Steps Ahead 

0 Ref LP54 

0 RefCD54 

(£9.99) 

(£13.99) 

Jon Hassell: Power Spot 

0 Ref LP55 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD55 (£13.99) 

Shankar: Song for Everyone 

0 Ref LP56 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD56 (£13.99) 

Susannah McCorkle: No More 

Blues 

0 Ref LP57 

0 RefCD57 

(£9.99) 

(£13.99) 

Carl Anderson: Pieces Of A 

Heart 

0 RefLP58 

0 RefCD58 

(£9.99) 

(£13.99) 

David Torn: Cloud About 

Mercy 

0 Ref LP59 

0 RefCD59 

(£9.99) 

(£13.99) 

Busoni, Piano Music: John 

Ogdon 

0 Ref LP 60 (LP only) (£9.99) 

Bartok & Enescu: Sherban 

Lupu 

0 Ref LP61 (LP only) (£9.99) 

Weill, Songs: HK Gruber 

0 Ref CD62 (CD only)(£13.99) 

Kevin Volans: Various 

0 Ref CD63 (CD only)(£13.99) 

Judith Weir, Operas: Various 

0 Ref CD64 (CD only)(£13.99) 

Meredith Monk: 

Vocal Ensemble 

0 RefLP65 

o RefCD65 

(£9.99) 

(£13.99) 

Mozart, Vivaldi, Bach, Bartok, 

Elgar: Polish Chamber 

Orchestra 

0 Ref LP66-Double LP(£12.99) 

0 Ref CD66 (£12.99) 

Debussy, Poulenc & Martin: 

William Coway & Peter Evans 

0 Ref LP67 (£9.99) 

0 Ref CD67 (£12.99) 

Mozart 40th and Schubert 5th: 

English Classical Players 

0 Ref LP68 (Double LP) 

(12.99) 

0 RefCD68 (12.99) 

Mussorgsky: A Night on the 

bare Mountian I Pictures at an 

Exhibition: Royal Philhar

monic Orchestra 

0 Ref LP69 

0 RefCD69 

(12.99) 

(12.99) 

Ravel: Daphnis et Chloe: 

Boston Symphony Orchestra 

0 Ref LP70 (£12.99) 

0 Ref CD70 (£12.99) 

Clarke Terry: Portraits 

0 Ref LP71 (£12.99) 
0 Ref CD71 (£12.99) 

Ana Caram: Rio After Dark 

0 Ref LP72 (£12.99) 

0 Ref CD72 (£12.99) 

Prof Johnson's l1o."''Ul!.ll\.ILII� 

Sound Show: 

0 Ref LP73 (LP only) 

Berlioz: Fantastique 

0 Ref LP74 

0 RefCD74 

Tafel Musik: Baroque 

0 Ref LP75 (£17.49) 

0 Ref CD75 (£17.49) 

Your Friendly Neighbour

hood Big Band: 

0 RefLP76 

0 RefCD76 

(£17.49) 

(£17.49) 

Respight: Church Windows 

0 Ref LP77 (£17.49) 

0 Ref CD77 (£17.49) 

Walton: Facade Suitet 

0 Ref LP78 (£17.49) 

0 Ref CD78 (£17.49) 

Stravinsky: L 'Histoire 

0 Ref LP79 (£17.49) 

0 Ref CD79 (£17.49) 

Reflections: Mountain Dance 

0 Ref LPSO (LP Only) (£17.49) 

Copland: Apalacian Spring 
0 Ref LP81 (£17.49) 

0 Ref CD81 (£17.49) 

Helicon Ensemble: Vivaldi/ 

Bach 

0 Ref LP82 

0 RefCD82 

(£17.49) 

(£17.49) 

Three Way Mirror: 

0 RefLP83 

0 RefCD83 

Dick Hyams Plays Fats 

Wall er: 

0 RefLP86 

0 RefCD86 

0 RefCD87 

Nojima Plays Ravel: 

0 RefLPSS 

0 RefCDSS 

(£17.49) 

(£17.49) 

(£17.49) 

(£17.49) 

(£17.49) 

Mike Garson: Oxnard Sessions 
0 Ref LP89 (£17.49) 

0 RefCD89 (£17.49) 

Dallas Wind Symphony: 

Fiesta 

0 RefLP90 

0 RefCD90 

(£24.99) 

(£17.49) 

Dallas Wind Symphony: 

Hoist 

0 Ref LP91 

0 RefCD91 
(£17.49) 

(£17.49) 

Reference Classic Sampler: 

0 Ref CD92 (CD only)(£12.99) 

Reference Jazz Sampler: 

0 Ref CD94 (CD only)(£12.99) 

Name .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................................................................. . 

Address .. .. . .. ........... . ................ ................................... ................... ....... . 

........... . .................. Postcode ............ .................................... . 
Please complete the coupon in BLOCK CAPITALS & send with 

correct payment to: HI-FI CHOICE MAIL ORDER, 
P.O. Box 320, London N21 2NB 
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GOOD SOl ND I OH A SOUND Plllll 

TWO BASEMENT DEMOIISTRATIOII ROOMS 
BRANDS STOCKED 

Acoustic Energy, Revox, Pink Triangle, Wharledale, NAO, Musical 
Fidelity, Micromega, Linx, Marantz and Pioneer. 

AND NOW 
on demonstration a full audio visual Dolby Pro Logic Surround 

Sound System. 
Inc. models from Yamaha. Pioneer. Marantz & Lexicon 
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FOf< 

Technics SONY 
JVC W H A R F E D A L E 

plus much more 

21 THE BROADWAY. BEDFORD 
TEL 0234 356323 

TAVISTOCK SOUND & VISION 

f>Jwa. Akai, Bang & Olufsen, Base, B + W, Cambridge, 
Celeslion, Denon, Dual, Heco, Heybrook, JPW, Kef, 

Kenwood, Marantz, Mission, Mitsubishi, Monitor Audio, 
Monster, Mordaunt/Short, NAD, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, 

Ortofon, Panasonic, Phi lips, Pioneer. QED. Quad, Revolver, 
Rogers. Rotel, Sennheiser, Sony, Tannoy, Target, Technics, 

TDK, Thorens, Wessex, Wharfedale, Yamaha. 

Ask about Free delivery & Free installation 
11-12 Market Place, Reading* Tel: 0734 583730 
18, King Street, Maidenhead* Tel: 0628 73420 
4, Priory Road, High Wycombe Tel: 0494 35910 
62, North Brook Street, Newbury Tel: 0635 32474 
Princess Square, Bracknell* Tel: 0344 424556 
DEMONSTRATION ROOMS* 

ARCAM. CASTLE ACOUSTICS. CREEK. DENON. EPOS. 
EXPOSURE ELECTRONICS. JPW. LINN PRODUCTS. 

MARANTZ. MICROMEGA. MISSION. MORDAUNT SHORT. 
NAIM AUDIO. NAKAMICHI. REGA RESEARCH 

0% Interest free credit 

SPECIALIST AUDIO RETAILERS (0223) 
110 MILL ROAD, CAMBRIDGE 60442 

University Audio 
CAMBRIDGE'S 

• 
CENTRE 
Skyline RI 

On Permanent Demonstration. 
Ring: 

CAMBRIDGE 0223- 354237 

ER G UID E 

HI-FI SPECIALISTS 

N YAMAHA· REVOLVER 

4 WEST STREET, 
ALDERLEY EDGE, 
CHESHIRE. 

TEL: 0825 582704 

MONITOR AUDIO· CAMBRIDGE· 

AURA· WHARFEDALE B & W 

AKG · TANNOY · SENNHEISER · 

MARANTZ ·DUAL· DENON · 

QUAD· SAN SUI· TECHNICS· 

SPENDOR ·MISSION SME 

NAKAMICHI AUDIOLAB 

ROGERS · AUDIOQUEST · 

MORDAUNT-SHORT · 

MERIDIAN · DELTEC · 

ROKSAN · ARCAM · 

AUDIO-TECHNICA 

===�=·4·'·1 
DISCOUNT CD" TAPE 

EXTENDED GUARANTEE 

INTEREST FREE CREDIT KEF· NAO· 

•AIWA.ALBAR RY 
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(0260) 273206 • SYSTEMDEK.TAN NOY 
1 Stanley Street, Leek. • TEAC • TECHNICS (0538) 383780 • THORE NS 

11> ARCAM 11> AUDIO ALCHEMY 

11> AUDIO INNOVATIONS 

11> AUOIOTECH 11> AUDIO TECHNICA 

I'> CAN OPENER I!>EPOS li>HECO 

I!> JPWI!> LINN 11> MARANTZ 

li>MICROMEGA 11> NAO 

� NAIM AUDIO� NAKAMICHI 

11> PROTON I!> RATIONAL AUDIO 

11> REVOLVER 11> ROYO 

�!>SOUND ORGANISATION li>VOYD 

11> {LOUSY COFFEE) .. 

HI·FI SALE 
1he h•�n cen1re 

Green Lane, Wilmslow, 
Cheshire SK9 lL W. 

Tel: 0625 524766 
(CiosedWednesday) 

Quad, TDL, Sony, Technics, Teac, Nakamichi. 

SEARLE AUDIO 
STOCKING: 

AIWA, B&W. BEY Ell, CELESTION. 

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO. DENON. DUAL, KENW(X)D, 

MA IV\ TZ, NAD, SONY ES, TARCET STA1\JDS, 

TECIINICS & WJ-IARFEDALE. 

01'1/WH:::fmfioll:::: gil"-''' t1•ith ph·n�lm'- Nolmrd :::dli11,r.:- All 
cquiJmlclll S11nrt11111'.:d wilh full i11 hOII::'t' ::>cn1icc

Crcdil fncilil it-s nvniln/Jic 

WELL WORTH A VISIT 

BARROW-IN-FURNESS 
223·229 RAWLINSON ST. 

(0229) 821233/839692 
CALL FOR DETAILS 

-
VIS4 -

6 ABBEY STREET, CARLISLE 46756 

CUMBRIA'S PREMIER HI-FI CENTRE 
MISSION CY RUS , MARAN TZ. DUAL, LI N N, DE NON, 

AIWA, WHARFEDALE, TECHNICS,PIONEE R, PHI LIPS, 

MUS ICAL FIDE LITY, C REEK, NAKAMICHI, REVOLVE R, 

DEMONSTRATION AND PART EXCHANGE AVAILABLE 

--

EAST MIDLANDS 
AUDIO SERVICES 

STUDER REVOX 
SALES SERVICE SPARES 

REVOX R77 HS MK TWO, USED 

REVOX B77 HS MK ONE, USED 

£ 8 0 0 . 0 0  

£700.00 

REVOX PR99 MK ONE, TROLLEY £1 400.00 

RE VOX A700 TWO TRACK £780.00 

REVOX B215 CASSETTE EX DEM £1 000.00 

REVOX 8260 FM TUNER EX DEM £700.00 

REVOX 8126 CD PLAYER EX DEM £500.00 

STUDER 867 STEREO 2 TRACK £1 800.00 

REVOX G36 MK 11 NS 2 TRACK 

STUDER 862 STEREO 2 TRACK 

REVOX 877 MK 11 NEW HS 

REVOX C270 STEREO 2 TRACK 

RE VOX 8226S CD PLAYER 

REVOX 8126 CD PLAYER 

REVOX 8215 CASSETTE DECK 

REVOX 8780 RECEIVER 

REVOX 8250 AMPLIFIER 

REVOX 8250S AMPLIFIER 

REVOX 8260 FM TUNER 

REVOX M3500 MICROPHONE 

REVOX 8260S FM TUNER 

REVOX 8260S RDS TUNER 

REVOX H ONE CASSETTE DECK 

REVOX H TWO CD PLAYER 

REVOX H FIVE AMPLIFIER 

REVOX H SIX FM TUNER 

REVOX H NINE TURNTABLE 

REVOX 8242 POWER AMP 

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT 

£ 550.00 

£1 200.00 

£1 400.00 

£2 800.00 

£895.00 

£710.00 

£1 440.00 

£400.00 

£1 270.00 

£1 325.00 

£967.00 

£128.00 

£1 015.00 

£1 118.00 

£975.00 

£808.00 

£950.00 

£795.00 

£1 100.00 

£1 400.00 

WE WILL SERVICE ALL REVOX PRODUCTS 

INCLUDING 36 SERIES TAPE MACHINES 

CALL 0246·2754 79 

Active Audio 
ARCAM, AUDIO INNOVATIONS, CEllSTION, Cvnus, OI:NON, K1:1 
REI'EREI\'CE, MI:RIDIAN, MARANTZ, NAKAMIOII, l'IONEI:R, REVOLVI:R, 
R,\YMOND LuMU:Y, RoKS,\N, RoGERS, I�OTEI., TANNOY ETc, ETc 

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND HOME 
'
m!AL FAC!l.ITIES 

ACCOUNT AND C REDITCAJ�DS 

Active Audio 
12 Osn1.1ston Road, The Spot, Derby 
Tel: (0332) 380385/385185 
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ESSE 

ADC· AKA I· ARCAM• ·BANG & OLUFSEN · CELESTION CAMBRIDGE AUDIO• DUAL HARMAN KARDON MERIDIAN · MORDAUNT-SHORT ·MUSICAL FIDELITY PIONEER QUAD• "RUARK SONY YAMAHA 
'Epping ,md Sdffron Wdlden only 

146 HIGH STREET· EPPING ·ESSEX TEL' 10376174242 

26 KING STREET SAFFRON WALDEN ESSEX TEL' 10799)23726 

70SOUTH STREET· 61SHOP'SSTORTFORD · HERTS · TEL' 102791656401 

RLTERnRTIVE 
sG-unos 

9 Dragon Street, Petersfield (0730) 66554 See us also at: 
10 Eastgate Square. Chichester. West Sussex PO 19 lJH 

Tel (0243) 784710 
MISSION. SONY. ROTEL. CAMBRIDGE AUDIO. 

MARANTZ. MUSICAL FIDELITY JPW, YAMAHA, 

TANNOY, KEF. also I he TOWN'S OFFICIAL 

AUTHORISED NAKAMICHI DEALER 

One Hi-Fi Demonstration Room. One Audio 

Visual Room. Home Trials, and Free 

Installation Service Department. 

Credit Available, Access. Visa 

9.30-5.30 Mon-Thurs 9.30-6.00 Fri-Sat 

NAIM, LINN, CREEK, EXPOSURE, 

ARCAM, MORDAUNT SHORT, 

EPOS, DENON, NAKAMICHI ETC. 

CLOSED MONDAYS . 3 YRS GUARANTEE 

Holbury Drove Precinct, Holbury, Hants. 
Tel: 0703 899131 

ENGLISH 

audio 
IN HEREFORD 

Arcam, Audio lnno,'ations, Celestion, Creek, 

Cyrus, Deltec, Denon, Dual, Heybrook, JPW, 

Marantz, Micromega, Mission, Moth, Musical 

Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, 

Rogers, Rotel, Ruark, Systemdek, Tannoy 

Free installations; Credit Facilities; Service Dept. 

Mon-Sat 10-6 
95, Whitecross Road, Hereford (0432) 355081 

Quality 
ts not expensive 

it's priceless 
Linn, Nairn, Meridian, Quad, Rcga, Arcam, Sony. Denon, 

Rotel, Mission, Audiolab, Pro Ac, Acoustic Energ)\ 

Monitor Audio, Roksan. etc. etc ..... . 

27, Hockerlll St, 
Bishops Stortford. 
Herts. 0279 506576. 

MANDERS 
�I·FILTa 

For: Nakamichi,Quad,Dual, 

Kef, Michell, Denon,Revox, Harman-Kardon, 

A+R,Thorens,QED,Spendor,Monitor 

Audio,Rotei,Ariston,Revolver,Technics, 

Musical Fidelity,Wharfedale, Celestion, 

Meridian, Proton, A.E. Speakers etc. 

Two year guarantee on hi.fi. 

2 Edward St, Grimsby, 
Humberside 

(0472) 351 391 

, Come in and listen. 
1 Marpaul Hi Fi, 3a The Pande, Ash Road, 

r 
Harfley, Dartford. K�nt, DA3 81·1E 

1 M;\III'AUI. J 0474 73098 
Radlord CD, Pink Triangle, SME, Moth, Ortofon, Audio 
T echnica, Croft & Radford valve amps, Monitor Audio, 
Mordaunt Short, SO Acoustics, Kammerzelt speakers, 

plus KEF, Mentmore & Sound Research valve amps. 
Audio Quest ca�es made to order, plus many more. 

Give us a call for our best prices 
& to Book an appointment. Parking Available. 

� B ::IC 

~ 
MONI'Tffi 

SOUND • A & R Cambridge • 
Ariston • B&W • Castle 
• C elestion • C reek • 

Denon • Dual • Foundation • Kenwood 
• Marantz• Monitor Audio • Mordaunt Short 
• Pioneer • Philips CD • Quad • Rogers • 
Rotel • Revox • S ony • Sp ender • 
Tannoy • Tech nics • Th o r ens • 
Wharfedale • Yamaha etc. 

Two year guarantee 
Private listening room 

Excellent comparator demonstrations 

54 Chapel St., Chorley, Lancs. 

Telephone (02572) 71935 

UID 

EICESffiERS IR 

E 

SOUND ADVICE 
ESTABLI5HED 13 YEARS 

THE MIDLANDS LEADING BRITISH 
EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS, 

FOR OVER A DECADE 
NAJMeJJNNeMICROMEGAeMISSIONCYRUSe 

ROYIJAUIJIGeRl'VOXe 
SENNHI:ISEReROTIJ .eY AMAHAeNAKAMICHie 

IPOSeCRIFKe REGAe)PWeARCAMe 
HEYilROOKeMORDAUNT-SHORT 

EXCI.USIVEREGAAGENT: 

IHO:STioRSHIRE&NOTTlNGHAMSHIRE 
TEL LOUGHBOROUGH : 0509 218254 

SOUND EXPERIENCE 
Makes music makes sense 

The High-Fidelity Shop 
Stocking all accessories, tapes and 

high quality CD & records 
Home demonstration and installations. 

437 High Street, Lincoln 1::::::1 
�J Tel567636 � 

SEPTEMBER is QUAD month in London and 
at most stores. Special displays and 

demonstrations. Plus the latest information 
and some very special trade-in prices. 

Tel. Enquiries to (071) 580 3535 
LONDON - 227 Tottenham Court Rd • BIRMINGHAM 
GLASGOW· LEAMINGTON -BELFAST· BRADFORD 

KAMLA 
Run by Indians - Not a Bunch of Cowboys 

RECORD CLEANING SERVICE 
On !he Fabulous VPI Vacuum Cleaning Thingumy 

PLUS 
The Most Comprehensive Selection of 

Hi·Fi in LONDON or WARSAW 
See our advet1 on page 58 

251 Tottenham Court Road, W1 
Tel: 071- 323- 2747 

ME El Entertainments Ltd 
Suppliers of Hi Fi Audio, and Video Units. Also 
Speakers, Mixers, Cartridges and Styluses. Plus 

a full range of Audio and Video lead:- and 
Accessories. 

MCQ Entertainmcnls Ltd, 
218 Walworth Road, London SE17 l)E 

Tel: 071 701 3204 
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AUDIO VISUAL 
Audio - Video -

Hi Fi - Television 
Tel: 071 637 2624/5 

Audio, Video, TV, Hi-Fi. 
218/220 Whitechapel Road, 

London E11 BJ 
Tel: 071 247 0567 
Fax: 071 247 2736 

.._UDieTENUE 
-AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS • 

24, CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE, 
LONDON SE19 2ET- TEL: 081-771 7787 

Stockists of: M ana Acoustics, Linn Hi-Fi, Naim 
Audio, Creek, Rote!, Audio Tech, Epos, 
Denon, Dual, Revolver, BLO, Yamaha, 

Marantz, Monitor Audio, Cambridge etc. 
Ring for special deals on Nakamichi. 
2 single speaker demonstration rooms, 

Interest Free credit facilities available. 

All equipment delivered & installed. Comprehen
sive turntable rebuilds etc. 2 year warranty. 

Open 10-5.30pm 
Closed all day Wednesday and Sunday 

30-32 SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTER M4 1EY 
Tel: 061-834 6700 

Main Agents for: 

JBL, Mission, B&W, Wharfedale, 
Aiwa, Teac, Harman-Kardon, Dual, Thorens, 

Panasonic, Technics, Sony, Bose, Trio-Kenwood 

NORTHWOOD AUDIO 
HI-FI SPECIALISTS 

STOCKISTS OF: 

AIWA, AUDIO INNOVATONS, 

CASTLE ACOUSTICS, DUAL, EXPOSURE, 

HECO, L!NX, LUXMAN, MARANTZ, 

MICROMEGA, MISSION, MONlTOR AUDIO, 

MORDAUNT SHORT, MOTH, MUSICAL 

FIDELITY, NAD, PINK TRIANGLE, 

PROTON, ROGERS, ROTEL, ROYD, 

REVOLVER, SANSUI, S.D. ACOUSTICS, 

SNELL, TANNOY, TEAC, THORENS, T.D.L. 

ELECTRONICS,WHARFEDALE, 

PLUS MORE. 

Northwood Audio, 126 Pinner Road, Northwood, 

Middlesex HA6 I BP. Tel: 0927 420877 
Open 9-6 Mon-Sat. 

Norman H. Field �i !Ji 
Consultants for Home High Fidelity 
•B&w •Thorens � 
• Denon • Tannoy 
•castle •vamaha NAD 
• Dual • ·KenwOOd 
• Mordaunt-Short 
• Technics 

Two-year guarantee 

Private Hatenlng room 

HURST STREET 
BIRMINGHAM 85 4BJ 

Telephone: 021-622 2323 
• 

MAIN��y 
THE MOST EXCLUSIVE INDEPENDENT HI-R STUDIO 

Instant credit up to £1,000 - Open 6 days a week 
- Ample parking - 2 year guarantee - Free 

delivery - Service department 

MERIDIAN, KEF REF ERENCE. A ACAM, DEL TEC, 

SYSTEMDEK. QUA D ,  AUDIO TECHNICA , CAMBRIDGE. 

HARMAN, JPW, LINX, MICAOMEGA, MISSION, MO TH , 

MU SICAL F I DELITY, ORTOFON, Q E D. ROGERS, SOUND 

FACTORY, ARISTON. TDL, VAN DEN HUL, WHAAFEDALE, 

XPL, YAMAHA. • ... ...._. 0 '0 mX 
Just off the High Street -�-. " I �/ , 
Bloxwich •o • 'Pim ..... - !:::! 
Walsall, West Mids. - -·-'/ \ -
Tel: 0922 473499/493449 -·.::..... �-- .a., 

BRIDGE HIFI 
3 Tudor House. Bridge Street. Walsall. (0922) 640456. 

NAD, Dual, Yamaha, Sennheiser, Wharfedale, Bowers & 
Wilkins, Kenwood, Technics, Pioneer, Mission, Celestion, 

Dcnon, Mordaunt Short, Marantz, Aiwa, Akai. 

Demonstrations, Home trial and free 
installations. Access, Visa, Diners, Amex. 

Credit to £1 ,000. 9.15 -5.30. Mon-Sat. 
·- Service Dept. .-�- -

naam HI- FI VISION 
Binningham City Centre's Biggest range of 

Hi-Fi, TV & Nicam Video Recorders 
AIWA. AKAI 101 DEALER OF DIS'nNCriON. ROSE. CANON. 

1-ffTACHI. KEF, lo.."ENWOOD CENTRE DEALER, PANASOl\'lC, 

PIONEER REFERENCE POII\T, SHARP. SONY. TOSHIBA, 

WHARFEDALE 

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 9�M 

122-123 NEW STREET, BI:Rt'VllNGHAM 82 4JU 
021 633 4944 

Arcam. Linn, Naim, Rega, Exposure,Creek, 
Epos, Acoustic Energy. 

�� Quahty AudiO& Music Recording Specialists. 
The Expertise of a Professional Sound Engineer. 

AUDIO INNOVATIONS o ACOUSTA To A TC 
DEL TEC o SOLE o TDL 

REFERENCE IMPORTS SPECIALIST: 
BASIS o CHORD o MASoNRG o ENSEMBLE 

COCA HALL CABLES 
Please rhrg Keitl1 Jordan for our full information 

pack or demonstratro11 by appoitrtmeut 
011 0953 789562- at�ytime. 

Musical Preference, Bun well, Norfolk, NR161NA. 

- -

PETER ELLIS AUDIO 
A comprehe11sive range of Hi-Fi 

sepnrates i11 stock illcludi11g: 
CASTLE, CELESTlON, TECHNICS, 

PHILIPS, GOODMANS, 
ARCAM, MARANTZ, DENON, NAKAMICHI, KENWOOD, TEAC, 

SUGDEN, CREEK, KEF, TANNOY, YAMAHA, CAMBRIDGE 

AUDIO, QUAD, STAX, AKAI, MUSICAL ADEUTY, QED, ONYX, 

ROGERS, MORDAUNT-SHORT, BAYER, SENNHEISER, THATS. 

29, KIRKGATE, NEW ARK, NOTTINGHAM. 

(0636) 704571 

We offer the fmest range and services in the area:
Pink t>, Michell Eng, SME, Ortofon, Micromega, 
NVA, Deltec, Croft, Art Audio, Kelvin Labs, 
Wharfedale, Solen, Reference Imports, Cam
bridge, Rotel, Aiwa, SD Acoustics, MAS, Ruark, 
Royd +much more. 

For friendly service and advice, in relaxed 
surroundings. We cater for the first time buyer to 
the high end enthusiasts. Call and request our 
Facts Sheet! 

Chantry Walk, 18a Eldon Street, Tuxford, 
Near Newark, Notts. NG22 OLH. 

Telephone: 0777 870372 Fax: 0777 870437 

-

arcam linn products 
acous1ic energy marantz 
audiolab meridian 
creek mission 
cyrus rnordaunl-shon 
denon naim audio 
dual quad 
cpos rote! 
heybrook systemlinc 
jpw yamaha 

' Church Lane, Banhury. Ox on 
(()295 > 27215X 

IF 
You like talking to helpful 
people with sound advice. A 
shop that has demonstration 
facilities, workshop, and after 
sales care: PLUS stocks of well 
known Hi-Fi, Video, and TV 

THEN PHONE 

WITNEY AUDIO VISUAL 
28 High SI. Witney OXON 

TEL. 0993 702414. FAX 0993 779584 
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4, HoUand Court, Dawley, Telford, Shropshire. 

Tel. & Fax. (0952) 630172 

2 denwnstmtio11 lou11ges. Access, Visa. Ope11 six days 
a week, Sundays and evenings by arra11geme11t. We 

specialise i11 audio visual a11d surround sound 
(Marn11tz SP50) also pub/club sou11d systems (11o 

la/JOur charges). 

rSHROPSHIRE'S HI-FI CENTRE!" 
Quad 

B&W 
Ken wood 

TEAC 
Celeslion 

I NADI 
A&R 

.Hi-Fi 

Nakamichi 
Beyer Dynamic 

Dual Limited 
12 Barker Street, Shrewsbury 

' (0743)355166 

Active Audio 
ARCM1.1, AUDIO INNQV,\TIONS, CELESTION, CYRUS, DENON, KEF 
REFERENCE, MERIDIAN, MARANTZ, NAKA1\.11Ciil1 PIONEEH, REVOLVER, 
RAYMOND LUMLEY, ROKSAN, ROGERS, ROTEL, TANNOY Ere, Ere 

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND HOME TRIAL FACILITIES 
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS 

Active Audio 
95 Stafford Street. 
Hanley, Stoke-On-Trent 
Tel' (0782) 214994 la - Private C.upark 

At Rear 

Active Audio 
AIKAM, AUDIO INNOVATIONS, CELESTION, CYRUS, DENON, KEF REFER· 
ENCE, MERIDIAN, MARANTZ, NAKAMICI-!1, PIONEER, REVOLVER, 
RA YMOND LUMLEY, ROKSAN, ROGERS, ROTEL, TANNOY ETC, ETC 

RJLL DEMONSTRATION AND HOME TRIAL FACILITIES 
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS 

Active Audio 
29 Market Street,Tamworth, Staffs 
Tel: (0827) 53355 -

r 

Hl·TECH AUDIO 
69 HIGH STREET. REIGATE. SURREY RH2 9AE. 

TEL: 0737 242197 

SALES & SERVICE 
AR. ALL/SON. BOSE. CASTLE .CELESTION 

DENON .DUAL. HARMAN. JBL. KENWOOD 

MARANTZ MISSION. MORDAUNT SHORT NAD 

PIONEER PH/LIPS .REVOLVER .SENNHEISER. 

SANSUI. TANNOY. TARGET YAMAHA 
Demonstration Room, Free Delivery & Installation 

ACCESS VISA AMEX 

Audio Innovations, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Deltec, 

Kelvin Labs, Micromega, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, 

Pink Triangle. Oracle. QED. Quad. Radford. JPW. 
Spendor, Tannoy. Target, Yamaha and many more, 

16, Albert Parade, Green Street, Eastbourne, 

BN21 ISD.Tel: (0323) 25828 

nAAm-Hf-FI VISION-nAAm 

AIWA - AKAI 101 CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
KENWOOD CENTRE- PIONEER REFERECE 

PONIT - SONY - TECHNICS - WHARFDALE -
PANASONIC - KEF - BOSE - CANON - AR 

78 Lower Precinct, Coventry, 
Warwickshire CV1 1 OX 

...,.. 0203 632086 ..... 

MAIN AGENTS- SALES- SERVICE 

��� CHESTER WINDSOR ·STIRLING 

CASTLE ACOUSTICS 
PE

��=���K -�����
M 

THE NORTH'S LARGEST STOCKIST 
0 CO SO EASY' 

g(0484)713996 
5 BETHEL STREET BRIG HOUSE W YORKS HD6 1JR 

1 MILE FROM JUNCTION 25 M62 

NORTH WALES 

ELECTRO-TRADER HI-FI 
Phone John Hodkinson for expert advice, 

personal service & keen price 
PRODUCT UST: 

R OTEL. YA:\1AHA. H AR'\1ANIKAR D OI\. 

TEAC 1\AKAMICHI, ALPI-IASOI\. ARISTOI\. 

B&W, 1-lECO . 11\FINITY . . Ilii. . . VIISSI OI\. 

MONITOI{ AUDIO. TAI\1"0\'. TDI.. THORENS. 

& VIORE! 

19 COLWYN CR ESCENT, RHOS-ON-SEA, 
COLWYN BAY, NORTH WA LES. 
PH O N E: 0492 548932 

UIDE 

EIRE 

55 MAIN STREET 
BLACKROCK 
DUBLIN. 
TEL: 01·2669449 

26664n 
FAX: 2634667 

MAGNEPLANAR 
MUSICAL FIDELITY 

NAKAMICHI 

TECHNICS 
SPEND OR 
APOGEE 

ROGERS ARC AM 
PHILIPS 

LINN 
NAIM 

REGA 

CLASSE 
DElTEC 
CREEK 
SONY 

AND THE BEST FD THE REST!! 
CLOSED MONDAY- OPEN LATE Tlll9 PM THURSDAY/FRIDAY 

STUDI onE 
VIDEO T.V. 

DENON : MISSION : REGA : DUAL : 
SENNHEISER : AR : SONY : 

TECHNICS : PIONEER : NAGAOKA 
Trade ins taken 

17/18 Upper O'Connell St., 

Dublin I, Ireland. 

Tel. 742550 

CLASSIC �\ AuDIO 
ARC AM 'AIWA > BOSE 'CCLCSTION 

KENWOOD > LINN ' MUSICAL FIDELITY 

NAD >QE.D. > ROGERS >REGA >SANSUI 

SENNHCISER >TANNOY 'YAMAHA 

DOLIJY I'RO LOGIC AND SURROUND 

A.V. SPECIALIST 

4 Catha/ Brugha St., Dublin I. Tc/:745910 

SCOTLAND 

ANDREW THOMSON 
Arcam, QED, Ken wood, Quad, Denon, Technics, 

Nakamichi, B+W, Tannoy, Monitor Audio 

19-23 High St., l l95 Morningside Rd, r Wbytcscause Way, 
Dunfermline Edinburgh Kircakly 

Tel: Tel: Tel: 
(0383) 724541 (031) 447 5229 (0592) 205997 

(031) 447 6880 

J.D. Brown 
SEPARATES 

Technics, Pioneer, Rote!, Denon. 
SPEAKERS 

Castle, Mission,Celestion, Mordaunt Short, 
Infinity, Bose, Wharfedale. 

ACCESSORIES 
QED, Target, Alphason. 

Free delivery and installation 

28-36 Castle Street, Dundee, DDl 9NZ. 
Tel: 0382 26591 

MAIL ORDER RETAIL 

PANATEC SOUND & VISION CENIRE 
LID 83b High street, Gillingham, Kent. 
0634 573141 Kenwood, Pioneer, Sony, 
Technics, Base, Tanno y, B&W, 
Goodmans. 
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MAIL ORDER RETAIL 

JWS, Aiwa, Sharp, Panasonic, Sansui, Denon, Sony, 

Clarion, Aiki, B&W, Rose Dual, Harman-Kardon, JBL, 

JVC Kenwood Marantz. Pioneer, Technics, Proton, Philips 

Mail order. 

All major credit cards accepted. 

Call DEANS for fa.tt efficient Jelit�ery, all goods 

dispatched same day. 

283 Edgware Road, London W2 188 

Tel: 071- 402 6666 Fax: 071-724 2135 

D�hha� 
--����· 
==ELECTRONICS== 

Abi, Aiwa, A&R. Cclc�lion. Dual. Goodman�. Harrnan 

Kardon, JBL. JVC, Kcnwood, Marantz. Panasonic. Scnnhcisc 

Sony ES range. Tannoy. Technics. Wharfcdalc. Yamaha. 

Send to: 

BABBERELECTRONICS 
158 UXBRIDGE ROAD, WEST EALING, LONDON Wl3 SSB 

TEL: 081 579 6315 

The Audio 
Gallery 

51 Town Lane,Sheet Green, 
Sheet. Nr Petersfield, HANTS. 

GU32 2AF 

TEL 0730 66556 

Micromega, Audio Innovations. Rogers. MANA TABLES. Pioneer. 

Acousric Energy. QED. Wadia. Threshold. NAD. Forte. 

Pink Triangle, Detrec, Denon. Moth. Mordaunt-Short. Teac. 

Van Den Hul. Ortofon. Dual. Monitor Audio. Royd. 
Good aualiry Records & COs £10.99. 

Cables and Interconnects. 

- Single Speaker. Demo Room 2 yr guarantee on � 
� some products. Car parking on site. 10·5 Tues-Sat --

AERIAL INSTALLERS 

CAI 
Approved 
Installers 

For other members please phon 
081-902 8998 

TV Radio Aeriaii Services 
1 06 London Road, 

Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts 

0442 252051 

Combined Aerial Services 
4 Spinney close 

New Longton 
Preston 

0772 615785 

AAS Communications 
133 Woking Rd, 

Reading 
0734 666092 

Waverly 
10 Marston Ad 

Farnharn 
0252 726336 

TRU·FI 
(Sound+ Vision) LTD 

HI-FI VIDEO DISCOUNT 
10-12 GROSVENOR ROAD, 

ALDERSHOT, HANTS. GU11 3BY 
PHONE (0252) 26390/332424 FAX 

-AND ANSAPHONE AVAILABLE 
Hours 9.30 a.m. - 6 p.m. 6 DAYS 

ACCESSORIES 

�/· 
c a mpa ign audi o de s ign 

"Cables to make your mouth water!" 
Silver interconnects with gold plated 

2 phono to 2 phono plugs 
O.Sm ................................. £24 .99 

lm .................... ............... £44.99 

*14 day money back guatantee. 

*Post and packaging FREE! (UK ONLY). 
*Will supply any termination your little hear desires. 
*Allow 28 day delivery. 

Campaign Audio Design 
Hollins Grove (HFC). Manchester M12 SRR 

Tel: (061) 225 2438 

Fed up with spending a lot for a 
little improvement? 

THE TURNTABLE DISC 
Fits on the platter of your turntable. lt blocks 

motor vibrations and resonances travelling up 

through the turntable to the stylus or needle. 

Even if you are using a quality isolation shelf 
you will notice the difference. 

*Cleaner sound* 

*Tighter, more real Bass* 

* Instruments better identified and separated * 

Works on High end as well as Budget 

Turntables eg. my own Townshend Rock. 

See for yourself at 

Hi-Fi Confidential 
34 Buckingharn Palace Road, 

London SW1 W ORE. 
Call: 071 233 0774 

SERV I CES 

ONE CRITICAL LINK tN THE HI-FI CHAIN CAN 
ACCOUNT FOR 50% OR MORE OF THE PERCEIVEr 

SOUND QUALITY, YET IN MOST HIGH END 
SYSTEMS IT IS ALSO THE WEAKEST LlNK 

Can you afford to ignore your 
LISTENING ROOM 

any longer? 
For full details, and Hi-Fi News' review, of our computerised postal 

consultancy available from:-

ROOM ACOUSTICS SERVICES 
3, Queen Elizabeth Way, Barton-upon·Humber, 

South Humberside. DN18 6AJ. 

Telephone: (0652) 635523 

BUY! SELL! EXCHANGE! 
We accept for cash or exchange 

ALL 2nd hand Audio & Video 
equipment. Everything 

accepted in ANY 
condition - ABSOLUTELY nothing refused! 

MUSIC & VIDEO EXCHANGE 
56 oiling Hill Gate. London W 11 

Open 7 days I Oam - Bp m 
Tel: 071 243 0506 

FOR SALE TRADE 

Lynwood 

Electronics 
COLEY LANE FARM, 

WENTWORTH, 
ROTHERHAM S62 7SQ. 

Super Analogue Phono Stages £ 99.00 
Plinth Mounting Head Amp £ 99.00 
Valve Phono St ages £295.00 
Audio Mains Cleaners Basic £ 49.95 

Advanced 

Mega 
£195.00 

£295.00 

SUB-WOOFERS 
For the audiophile 

No hype, no overcharging, no bother. 
Just the easiest to install and the deepest bass 

around. 

Call for the Factpack:- 0656 766093. 

Or drop a line to:-
REL Acoustics, 

(you'll hear more from us) 

66 Fairfield Road, 8ridgend, 
Mid Glamor an, CF31 3DU. 

• Shan Acoustics • Aural Alchemy 
• Audio Dimensions • 

UK Agent 

ATS Sales and Marketing 

49 Ty-Mawr Rd, Cardiff CF3 BB3 
Tel/Fax: (0222) 793924 

UP TO 40% DISCOUNTII Brand new audio/ 
video tape from leading manufacturers. Before 
you buy any headphones, cartridges, speakers, 
microphones or accessories, fhone 0283 702875 
for genuinely low prices. offer a friendly, 
effietent mail order service. join the lOO's of 
satisfied customers. lan Harrison, 7 Mill Hill, 
Repton,DerbyDE66GQ. 

FOR SALE PRIVATE 

Roksan Xerxes • Artemis - K18. Audio 
Innovations 500. Snel l  Type K. Plus stands and 
cable. All 4 months old. £2000 or N.O. May 
split. Baby forces sale. TEL 0489 577042 
(Southampton Area) 

MUSIC 

Incorporating 
Peter Russell's 
Hot Record Store 
Est 1959 

Mail Order Specialists for Jazz, Latin-American, Big Bands, 

Blues, R&B, Nostalgia etc. Huge stocks of COs, LPs and 
tapes: Noted for Jazz Books and Videos. 

Free lists. Callers welcome by appointment 

GROVE HILL, VICTORIA ROAD, BARNSTAPLE 
DEVON EX32 80S. TEL: 0271 43477 

TRU·FI 
(Sound+ Vision) LTD 

HI·FI VIDEO DISCOUNT 
2 CENTRAL PARADE, WARWICk 

QUADRANT, LONDON HILL, 
REDHILL, SURREY 

PHONE (0737) 766128n67404 FAX- AND 
ANSAPHONE AVAILABLE 

Hours 9.30 a.m. - 6 p.m. 6 DAYS 



BRITISH AUDIO DEALERS ASSOCIATION 

iili The Choice Dealer Directory 
Choosing a good hi-fi dealer is the most vital step in acquiring the system 
that is right for you. This unique directory gives full information on 
dealers in your area. 

) ' 

AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 65 Park Street, Bristol (0272) 264975. Audio 
Research, Linn, Arcam, Mission, Quad, Nairn, NAD, Yamaha, etc. Closed 
Mon. 
PAUL GREEN HI-FI L TO, Kensington Showrooms, London Road, Bath. 
(0225) 316197 Linn, Musical Fidelity, Krell, A&R, Creek, Rogers, Quad, 
Gust. car park. Best selection in the West. lllllll'll 
RAOFORD HI-FI, 52-54 Gloucester Rd, Bristol (0272) 428247.Choose 
from a huge selection of the world's leading hi-li manufacturers in one of 
our 3 modern dem rooms. Expert advice and personal service guarantee 
your total satisfaction. FREE home trial, FREE installation. Visa, Access 
credit facilities. 9-5.30 Mon-Sat. ll1liiJil 
RADFORD HI-FI, 4 Merchant SI, Broadmead, Bristol (0272) 294183. One 
dem lounge. 9.30-6 Mon-Sat. Other details as above. lllllll'll 
RADFDRD HI-FI, 12 James SI West, Bath. (0225) 446245. All details as 
Gloucester Road shop above. lllllll'll 
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 31-33 Glouster Road, Bristol (0272) 429370. 
Huge selection from the world's leading names, comprehensive demo 
facilities including comparator demo rooms, and home trial Total after 
sales care. Compact Disc specialists - guaranteed the best deal in the UK 
on any CD player from stock. Credit facilities. Open Mon-Fri 9.30-7.30, 
Sal .9.30-6. Best Price Promise. 
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 203 Milton Road, Weston-Super-Mare (0934) 
414423. For facilities see entry above. 
V' AUDIO, 36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol B59 1 EJ (0272) 686005 
ATC, Acoustic Energy, Ruark, A VI, Exposure, Dahlquist, Threshold, Pink 
Triangle, Wadia. Dems by appt only, home trial facilities, free installation 

[ 

HYPERTEC, 66-68 Saint Loyes St., Bedford. (0234) 325066. Pioneer 
Reference Point, Tannoy, Bang & Olulsen, Musical Fidelity, B&W, Rotel, 

Wharledale, Dual, Marantz, Alphason. Demo facilities, Private demo 

room by appt. Home trial facilities, Free installation, Service dept. Access, 
Visa, Hypertec, credit charge. Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30, closed Thurs. 

WENTWORTH AUDIO, 83 High Street North, Dunslable. (0582) 663383. 

Pioneer, Marantz, Pink Triangle, Musical Fidelity, Yamaha, Ariston, Linx, 
Acoustic Energy, Revox, Monitor Audio. 2 large single speaker dem. 
rooms. 1 general showroom. No appt. nee. Home trial Free install 
Service dept. Access & Visa. Tue-Sat 10-6 

IRF 
B&B HI-FI, 11-12 Market Place, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 2EG. (0734) 
583730. Aiwa, Denon, Kenwood, Mission, NAD, Panasonic, Pioneer, 
Rotel, Sony, Technics. Free installation, Service dept. Access, Visa, 
Credit Facilities including interest free credit subject to status. 9.30-5.30, 
Sat 9-5.30. Also at Bracknell, Maidenhead, High Wycombe, Newbury 
NEWBURY AUDIO, 2 Weavers Walk, Northbrooke St., Newbury, Berkshire 
RG13 1A1 (0635) 33929. Linn, Nairn, Roksan, Exposure, Creek, Epos, 
Royd, Denon, Nakamichi. Single speaker dem. Room. Appts. necessary. 
Home trial facilities. Free installation. Service dept. Late appointments. 
Access, Visa. Interest free credit subject to status. 6 days 9.30am-6pm. 
RADFORD HI-FI, 43 King Edward Court, Windsor. (0753)856931.Choose 
from a huge selection of the world's leading hi-li manufacturers in one of 
our modern de m rooms. Expert advice and personal service guarantee 
your total satisfaction. FREE home trial, FREE installation. Visa, Access 

credit facilities. 9-5.30 Tue-Sat. IIIIBil 
READING HI-FI CENTRE, 4 Queen's Walk, Reading RG1 7QF. (0734) 
585463. The best equipment, advice and service from Berkshire's 
premier Hi-Fi emporium' ....., 

AUDIO INSIGHT L TO, 53 Wolverton Rd, Stony Stratford, Milton Keynes. 
(0908) 561551. Arcam, Audiolab, Heybrook, Ion, Linn, Meridian, Quad 
and more. Access, Visa, Finance, Dem. Room etc. lllllll'll 
AYLESBURY HI FIDELITY, 98 Cambridge St, Aylesbury. (0296) 28790. 
Denon, Dual, Exposure, Heybrook, Marantz, Musical Fidelity, NAD, 
Roksan, Rotel, Systemdek. 2 Dem rooms, appt reqd. Mon-Fri 10-6, Sat 

9.30-5.30. Home trial, free installation, credit to £1,500 Access, Amex, 
Diner, Visa. Serv1ce dept. 
DEJAC HI-FI CONSULTANTS, 21 The Broadway, Old Amersham, Bucks, 
HP7 OHL. (0494) 431290. NAD, Rolel, Mus1cal Fidelity, Quad, A&R, 
Cambridge, Denon, Monitor Audio, Tannoy, Celestion, Dual. Single 
speaker Dem. room. No appt. necessary. Home trial facilities. Free install 
Custom remote controlled systems. Instant credil lricily finance. 9.30-
5.30 Mon-Sat. 

TECHNOSOUND, 7 Graville Square, Willen Centre, Milton Keynes. (0908) 
604949. Bang & Olufson, Denon, Rotel, Technics, Yamaha and enthusiasl 
H1-Fi. Also at Luton and Ounstable lllllll'll 

AUDIO FILE, 2 Foundry Walk, Market Hill, St. Ives, Cambridgeshire 
(0480) 66123. Linn, Nairn, Rega, Quad, Gyrus, Arcam, Musical Fidelity 
9.30am-6pm 6 days. 0% Credit. lllilllil 
CAM AUDIO, 110 Mill Road, Cambridge, CB1 2BD. (0223) 60442. Linn, 
Nairn, Rega, Arcam, Micromega, Denon, Maranlz, Nakamichi, Creek, 
JPW. 2 single speaker demo rooms, appointments preferred Free 
mstallation. Access & Visa. Interest Free Credit. 9.30-6.00 Man-Sat, 
closed Thurs. 
CAMBRIDGE HI-FI, 1-3 Hawthorn Way, Cheslerton, Cambs, CB4 1AT 
(0223) 67773. Mission-Gyrus, Rotel, Kenwood, Pioneer, Manticore, 
Revolver, Ariston, ITL, KEF, Meridian, Technics, Ruark, Monitor Audio. 
Single speaker dem. room. Tues-Sal 9.30-5.30 closed Mon. Free 
installation. Service Dept. Visa, Access, Credit facilities. 
HYPERTEC, 86 Bridge S!, R1vergate, Peterbro'. (0733) 890533. Nakam1chi, 
B&W, Denon, Marantz, Musical Fidelity, Rotel, Tannoy, Wharfedale, Linx, 
Alphason. Demo facilities including private demo room by appointment. 
Home trials, Free installation, Service dept. Access, Visa, Hypertec, Credit 
charge. 9.30-5.30, 6 day trading, late night Thurs 9.30-8.00 
STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO, 41 Victoria Rd, Cambridge CB4 3BW. (0223) 
68305. 10-6 - 6 days. 3 dem rooms, home trial, appts. preferred. Free 
installation and service dept. Access, Visa & credit. lllllll'll 
UNIVERSITY AUDIO, 1-2 Peas Hill, Cambridge (0223) 354237. Roksan, 
Quads, Meridian, Arcam, Musical Fidelity, Marantz, ATC, Pioneer, Yamaha, 
Infinity. 2 dems, 1 single speaker. Home trial, free install, Service Dept. 
V1sa, Access, Amex, Credit. 9-5.30 

BASE HI-FI, 34-35 Hilgrove St, St Helier, Jersey 0534 58518. Linn, 
Merdian, Arcam, KEF, Denon, Yamaha, Rolel, Wharledale, Nakamichi, 
RCF, etc. Single speaker demo lounge, home trial lacililies, free mstallation, 
service dept. 10 month or 6month % FREE credit, Access & Visa. 9-5.30 
6 days. (multi room installations). 

�-

ASTON AUDIO, 4 West SI, Alderley Edge. (0625) 582704. Wide range of 
specialist audio, interest free credit V1sa, Access. Home trial. 
lllllll'll 
DOUG BRADY HI-FI, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North, Warrington. 
(Padgate 0925) 828009. 'Largest choice of specialist Hi-Fi in NW' All 
credit cards. 3 Dem rooms. Open 6 days lllimll 
CHRIS BROOKS HI-FI, 29 Gasket I St, Stockton Heath, Warrington. (0925) 
61212/3. Tues-Sat 10-6. 2 dem rooms. Credit facilities. All credit cards. 
Total absence of butt··.. lllllll'll 
CONGLETON HI-FI, 1/1a Duke SI, Conglelon, Cheshire, CW12 1AP. 
(0260) 297544. Arcam, Linn, Nairn Audio, Nakamichi, Epos, Audio 
Innovations, Marantz, Voyd, Royd, Rational Audio. Superbly appointed 
single speaker demo facilities. No appts nee, home trial facilities, free 
installation. 2 year guarantee on all equipment. Access, Visa. Mon-Fri 10-
6, Sat 9.30-5.30, Other times by appt. 
NEW DAWN HI-FI, 1-3 Castle SI, Lower Bridge St, Chester. (0244) 
324179. Linn, Quad, Technics, National Panasonic, Denon, Rotel, Dual, 
Mend1an, Aiwa, Phi lips. 

PETERS HI-FI, 4 St Michaels Squ , Grosvenor Precinct, Chester. (0244) 

322063/319392. Linn, Arcam, Technics, Sony, Marantz, Dual, Denon, 
Tannoy, Wharledale, Quad. 2single spker dem rooms, no appts nee., free 
installation, service dept. Access, Visa, Amex, Peters credit chargecard. 
Mon-Sat 9-5.30. 
SOUNDSTAGE, 99 Brook St, Chester CH1 3DX. (0244) 341172. Linn, 
Alphason, Creek, Onix, Royd, Epos, NAO, Denon, Mission, Rotel. Two 
dem rooms. Home trial Free installation. All major credit cards. Credit 
tacit ities. 9.30-6, 6 days. Evening dems by appt. Part exchange welcome. 
SWIFT OF WILMSLOW, 4-8 St Annes Parade, Wilmslow. (0625) 526213. 
Arcam, Denon, Kenwood, Musical F1del1ty, Marantz, NAD, Cambridge. 2 
dem rooms. T ues-Sat 9.15-6pm. No pressure! lllilllil 

c !f..J A D 

ACTION ACOUSTICS, 155-157 High Street, Redcar, Cleveland TS10 
3AN. 0642 480723. Audio Innovations, Cambridge, Harman-Kardon, 
JBL, Michell, Musical Fidelity, Pink Triangle, Revox, Rogers, Thorens, 
etc. Dem Room. Appts nee. Home trial facilities, free installation, service 
dept. Access, Visa & H P Open 9.15-5.30 

GILSON AUDIO L TO, 172 Borough Road, Middlesbrough. (0642) 248793. 
Linn, Exposure, Arcam, Mission, Gyrus, Denon, Marantz, Rolel, Pioneer, 
Audiolab, Tannoy Demonstration facilities in main shop and 1 dem. 
room, appt nee, home trial lacilities, free install. on request, service 
department. Access, Visa, HP. 10-5 - 6 days. 

AlL 
DEFINITIVE AUDIO,St Austell, Cornwall TR16 5NH. (0726) 844039. 
Voyd, Audio Innovations, Snell, Helius, Audio Note, System Dek, JPW, 
Deltec, Goldring, TEAC, SME, etc. Free Home Demo and Installations 
throughout Cornwall Credit facilities. Open 7 days 
TRURO HI-FI at ET.S, 25 Kings Street, Truro. 0872 79809. Linn, Quad, 
Mission-Gyrus, A&R, Denon, Pioneer, Aiwa, Technics, Mordaunt Short, 
Tannoy. Single speaker demo room. Appts available if required by 
customer, free installation on many products, service dept. Access, Visa, 
instant credit up to £1000 subject to status. Open 9-5.30 Mon-Sat. 

ll'l\ 
PETER TYSON, 6 Abbey St, Carlisle, Cumbria CA3 8TX "Cumbria's 
premiere hi-li- centre" Part exchange welcome. (0228) 46756. Linn, 
Musical Fidelity, Gyrus, Marantz, Denon, Phi lips, Nakamichi, Technics, 
Pioneer, Creek & more. Dem room. Dems without obligation. Home trial 
Free Install. In-house service dept. Visa, Access, HP. 9-5.30. Closed 
Thurs. 

[ r l 
ACTIVE AUDIO L TO, 12 Osmaston Rd, The Spot, Derby. (0332) 380385/ 
385185. Arcam, Arislon, Celestion, Den on, Exposure, Kel, Kef Reference, 
Gyrus, Marantz, Revox, Role I, Rogers, etc. Account and credit cards. Ring 
for opening tirnes and free 'Fact Pack'. The only BADA member in 
Derbyshire. lllllll'll 

Dbvf, 
CHELSTON HI-FI, 38 Walnut Road, Chelston, Torquay, Devon TQ2 6HS. 
Tel: (0803) 606863. Denon, Marantz, Rotel, Musical Fidelity, Acoustic 
Energy, NAD, Castle, Heybrook, Celestion, JPW etc. 2 dem rooms. Home 
trial. Free installation. Access, Visa, Amex, Diners, Hi-Fi Markets 
Chargecard. Credit facilities. 9.30-7.30 Mon-Fri, 9.30-6 Sat. 
RADFORD HI-FI, 6 Fore St, St Marychurch, T orquay, (0803)326723Choose 
from a huge selection of the world's leading hi-li manufacturers in one of 
our 3 modern dem rooms. Expert advice and personal service guarantee 
your total satisfaction. FREE home trial, FREE installation. Visa, Access 
credit facilities. 9-5.30 Mon-Sat lllllll'll 
RAOFORD HI-FI, 107 Cornwall St, Plymouth (0752)226011 2 dem 
rooms. Other details as above. lllllll'll 
RAOFORO HI-FI, 28 Cowick SI, St Thomas, Exeter. (0392) 218895. All 
details as Torquay shop above. lllilllil 
RICHLOW ELECTRONICS, 264 Torquay Rd, Preston, Paignton, Devon. 
(0803) 523734. Pioneer, Technics, Panasonic, Toshiba, Goldstar, Yamaha, 
Harman Kardon, JBL, Cerwin Vega, Heco. Demo room, free installation, 
service dept, horne trial facilities. Access, Visa, Amex, instant credit up to 
£1000 subject to status. Mon-Sat 9-5.30, closed for lunch 1-2.15, closed 
all day Wed. 
UPTON ELECTRONICS, 31 Torquay Road, Paignton, Devon. (0803) 
551329. Pioneer, Denon, NVA, Musical Fidelity, Tannoy, Ruark, Arcam, 
Cambridge, Linx, Revolver etc. Single speaker dem room. Home dems. 

Appts. nee. for dems. Free Install. Own service dept. Access, Visa, inst. 

credit up to £1000. 9-5.30 M on-Sat 9-1 Weds 

f'O 
SUTTONS HI-FI, 18 West over Road, Bournemouth. 0202 555512. Calli or 
details. 
DORCHESTER HI-FI, 15 High West ST, Dorchester, Dorset DT1 1UW. 
Aiwa, Celestion, Deltec, Heybrook, Infinity, Philips, Pioneer, Rogers, 
Rote I, Spender, etc. Single speaker demo lounge. Home trials available. 
Free installation, Service department, guarantee on all products. Access, 
Visa. 9-5.30 6 days. 

ES�:X 
AUDIO T, Gants Hill, 442-444 Cranbrook Rd, Gants Hill, lllord, Essex 1G2 
6LL Tel: 081 518 0915 Fax 081 554 8463. Great Hi-Fi from Linn, Arcam, 
Oenon, Meridian, B&O, Mission/Gyrus, Rotel, Yamaha & many more 

Tues-Sat10-6. Wed lill8pm. 2 single spker dem rooms. Free del & instal. 

lllilllil . 

1ST AND FOREMOST HI-FI CENTRE, 49-55 North Station Road, 
Colchester, Essex C01 1 RO. Tel: (0206) 549842. Fax (0206) 762900. 
Tlx 987873 SAIDG. Trio Kenwood, JVC, Akai, Aiwa, Sony, Pioneer, 
Technics, Nakamichi, Panasonic, Revox, etc. Home trial, free installation. 
Service deptlnstant credit available+ all credit cards accepted. M on to Sat 
9am-6pm. 

HI-FI CHOICESEI'TEMBER 1991 



The Choice Dealer Directory 
AUDIO T, 442/4 Cranbrook Rd, Gants Hill, I fiord. (08t) 5t8 09t5. Man

Sat, 10-6. Two dem rooms. Access, Visa. Sony Hi-Fi News Best Dealer '86 

& '88 (National) IZ1IIil 

BRENTWOOO MUSIC & Ht-FI CENTRE, 2 1ngrave Rd, Brentwood. (0277) 
22t2t0. Alphason, Denon, Marantz. Quad, DNM. Rock/Giastonbury, 
EAR .. Exposure, Kelvin Labs, Rote!, plus many more. Dem facilities, 
home trial, evening appts, (high end). Home installations. System problem 
diagnosis. Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30 (Thurs from tOam, Sat from 9am) Credit 
facilities, Access, Visa, Hi-Fi Markets Chargecard. Service facilities. 
LYON AUDIO, 16 Peartree Business Centre, Peartree Road, Stanway, 
Colchester, Essex C03 5JN. (0206) 560259. Quad, Rogers, Mission, 
Denon, Gyrus, Marantz, Audiolab, Rote!, NAD, Wharfedale. Dem facilities 
Mon-Sat 9-6. Installations. Access, Visa, Instant credit Service dept 
RAYLEIGH HI-Ft, 44a High Street, Rayleigh, Essex. (0268) 779762/ 
74757t. 2t6 Moulsham St, On-the-Parkway, Chelmsford. (0245) 265245 
t32-t34 London Road, Southend-on-Sea. (0702) 435255. A&R, Creek, 
Gyrus, Den on, Epos, Ion, Linn, Mission, Naim, Quad, Rega, Roksan, Rote!, 
Royd. 0% finance. lmDill 

THOMSONS, 2 High Street, Great Baddow, Chelmsford, Essex. Tel 
(0245) 7t465. JVC, Kenwood, Mitsubishi, Toshiba, Tannoy, Mordaunt
Short, Acoustic Research, Wharfedale. Phi lips, Audio-Visual dealer. Home 
trial Free installation. Service dept Access, Visa. HP. Open 9-t, 2-5.30 
Mon-Sat Open 9-1 Wed. 

C LOCCESTERSHIRf 

AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 58 Bristol Road, Gloucester. (0452) 300046. Audio 

Research, Arcam, Mission, Quad, Linn, Naim, NAD, Yamaha and lots 

more. Closed Mon. IZ1IIil 

AUDIO T, 40-42 Albion St. Cheltenham, Glos. GL52 2RO. (0242) 583960. 

Fax (0242) 226435. Great hi-fi from Linn, Arcam, Denon, Meridian, 

Audiolab, Mission/Gyrus, Rote!, Sony and many more. Mon-Sat t0-6pm. 

Single spker dem room. Free del and instal. IZ1IIil 

ROBBS OF GLOUCESTER, t3/t5 Worcester Street, Gloucester GL t 3AJ. 

(0452) 419777. Sony, Technics, Aiwa, Pioneer, Denon, Bose, Celestion, 

Dual. Kenwood. JVC. Largest selection in Gloucestershire. Dem facilities. 

Home trial In house service dept. Access, Visa. 9-5.30 6 days. 

HAMPSHIRE 
AUDI 0 T, 4 Feathers Lane, Basingstoke, Hants. RG21 1AS. (0256) 24311, 
Fax (0256) 24430. Great hi-li from Linn, Arcam, Denon, Meridian, 
Mission/Gyrus, Rote!, Sony and many more. Mon-Sat 9 30-5 3D pm, 
closed Wed. Single spker dem room. Free del. and instal. 
lllolllil 

HAMPSHIRE AUDIO LTO, 2-t2 Hursley Rd, Chandlers Ford. (0703) 
252827/265232. Quality CD and analogue agencies 5 dem studios. Large 
��� lmDiil 

HOPKINS HI-FI, 38/40 Fratton Rd, Portsmouth POt 5BX. (0705) 822t55 
Technics, Quad, Monitor Audio, Tannoy, Denon, Nad. Heybrook, Onkyo, 
Dual, Marantz plus others. Dem facilities. appointments necessary. Access, 
Visa. 9-5.30. Open to 6 Thurs. Closed Wed. Service dept 
JEFFRIES HI-FI (PORTSMOUTH), 29 London Road, Portsmouth P02 
OBH. (0705) 663604 2 dem rooms. Closed Mon. Late night Wed. Parking 
Bus Route. Credit lac llli1ml 

MARTON MUSIC, 5 Ventnor Way, Fareham, Hants. (0329) 23t773. AV 
International, Marantz, Kelvin Labs, Townshend Audio, TDL, Spendor, 
Grant Amplifiers, Audio Technica, Dynavector. Origin Live. Demos by 
appt Home Trial Facilities. Free Installation. Phone anytime. 
STANS, 8 The Mall, Bridge Street, Andover, Hampshire Fax (0264) 
36t624. Aiwa, Harman-Kardon, Musical Fidelity, Pioneer, Monitor Audio, 
Dual Bose. Kef. Celestion, Castle. Next day money back guarantee. 
lnstattat1on and delivery service, service dept. Access, Visa, credit facilities 
available - interest free on selected items. 9-5.30. late Thurs & Fri to ?pm, 
6 days. 
TRU-FI SOUND & VISION, tO-t2 Grosvenor Road, Aldershot, Hants. Tell 
Fax (0252) 26390/332424 Aiwa, Audio Technica. B&W, Nakamichi, 
Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Nagaoka, Sony, Technics. Dem lac. Free 
install Service dept 0% finance. Access. Visa. Mon-Sat 9.30-6. 

HEREFORDSHIRE 

ENGLISH AUDIO, 95 Whitecross Road, Hereford HR4 DOG. (0432) 355081. 
Musical Fidelity, Arcam, Pink Triangle, Denon, Marantz, Rogers, Audio 

Innovations, Rote!, Nakamichi, Heybrook and others. Dem room. Home 
trial. Free install. Service dept Access, Visa, Credit arranged. Open Man

Sat t Oam-6pm. 
GOSPEL MUSIC AUDIO, 32A High St Kington, Herefordshire. (0544) 
230254. Alphason, Alison. Revolver, Luxman, Yamaha, QED, Audio 
Systemline, Wharfedale, Sanyo, Micromega,. No appts nee., home trial 
facilities. service dept. -5.30 +evening dems. 

HERTFORDSHIRE 

ACOUSTIC ARTS L TO, tOt St Aibans Rd. Watford, Herts. (0923) 245250. 
A&R, Audiolab, Audio Research, Apogee, Denon, Krell, Marantz. Meridian, 

Quad, TDL. Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. 
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DARBYS OF ST. ALBANS, 6 Market Place, near the clock tower. St 

AI bans, Herts. (0727) 5096t. Alphason. A&R Cambridge, Bang & Olufsen, 

Den on, JBL, Harman Kardon, Musical Fidelity, Quad, Ruark, Sony, Home 

demonstrations, free delivery and installation. Sales rental service. In 

house credit Lombard, Tricity Mon-Sat 9-6. 

HYPERTEC, 6 Bancrolt Road. Hitchin, Herts SG5 tJQ. (0462) 452248. 
B&W, Denon, Maranlz. Musical Fidelity, Pioneer Reference Point, Rote!, 
Tannoy, Wharfedale, Bang & Olufsen, Linx, Alphason. 2 dem rooms 
without appt Private dem room + evening dem by appt Home trial Free 
install. Service dept Access, Visa Hypertec credit charge. 9.30-5.30. 
Closed Wed. 
STUDIO 99, 82 High Street. Harpenden. (05827) 64246. Linn, Nairn, 
Meridian, Rega, Nakamichi, Mission/Gyrus, Quad, Creek, KEF. Bang & 
Olufsen, Yamaha etc. Quiet single speaker dem room. Appts nee. Home 
trial, free install. Service Dept Visa/c, Access/c & finance terms. 9-
5 30pm (Mon;Sat) Closed Weds. IZ1IIil 

THE AUDIO FILE, 27 Hockerill St, Bishops Stortford. Herts CM23 2DW. 
(0279) 506576. 9.30-5.30 6 days. Dealer Of The Year t988/89. Linn, 
Naim, Rega, Quad, Gyrus. Arcam. Musical Fidelity. 0% credit. 
lmDiil 

t BI: ){ 

MURRAY HI-FI, Princes Dock Side. Hull (0482) 227867. Linn, Naim, 
Rega, Arcam. Yamaha, Royd, Epos, Creek, Nakamichi, Rote!. Full demo 
facilities. No appts nee. Free install & delivery. Service dept Full 2 year 
guarantee on all products. Access, Visa, Lombard Tricity, Licensed credit 
broker. 10-6 Tue-Sat. 
JUST AUDIO, 2A Foston Lane, North Frodingham, Driffield. Tel 0262 
488700, call for details. 

t: . .  T 

HI-FI CENTRE L TO, 65 King Street, Ramsgate (0843) 59032t. A.R . Aiwa, 

Ariston. Cetestion, Goodmans, Kenwood, Marantz, NAD, Radford, Tannoy 

etc. +guaranteed recon. equip. Dem room+ home dems. Hi-Fi repairs & 

servicing. Trade in & Cred facs. M on-Sat (9.30-5.30). 

JOHN MARLEY HI-FI CENTRES, 2 Station Rd, West Canterbury (0227) 
769329. Also at Dover - (0304) 207562. B&W, Heybrook, Magnum, 

M.Y.S.T., Nakamichi, Pink Triangle, Rote!. Sansui, Technics. Quad. Dem 

and home trail lac. Mon-Sat 9-5.30 closed Thurs. Free install. Credit to 

£t ,ODD. Access, Visa, Credit charge. Service dept 

KIMBERLEY HI-FI, t93 Broadway, Bexleyheath, Kent. (08t) 304 3272. 

Pioneer, Technics, Kenwood, Denon, NAD, Aiwa, Tannoy, Mission, 

Wharfedale, Castle. Separate dem room. no appt nee. Free installation. 

Service Dept. Instant credit fact lilies. 9.30-5.30. No early closing. 

PHOTOCRAFT HI-FI, 40 High St. Ash ford (0233) 62444t. No.t in Kent for 

Linn, Nairn, Rega, Roksan, Exposure, Onix. Epos. Royd, Creek. But before 

you choose equipment choosewhereto buy it Dem room. appts necessary. 

Home trial and free installation. Visa, Access, Bada Chargecard. 9-5.30 
mon-Fri (Wed & Satto 5 only). Service Dept. ll1llllll 

PROGRESSIVE AUDIO, Rainham, Kent (0634) 389004. Alphason, Audio 

Innovation, Conrad Johnson, Proac, Raymond Lumley, Rock Reference, 
Snett, TDL, Voyd and others. Dem by appt, please phone. Home trial. Free 

installation. Access, Visa. 

STANDENS, 92a High Street, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1AP. (0732) 353540. 

Pink Triangle, Kelvin Labs, TDL, Ruark, Marantz, Quad, Musical Fidelity, 

Micromega, NAD, Arcam. 2 Demo rooms. Home trials. Free installation 

and Service dept. Access & Visa. HP terms and Bada credit charge. 9.00-

5.30Mon-SatexceptWed 9.00-t.OO. ll1lll!ll 

TONBRIDGE HI-FI, 96 Woodlands Road. Gillingham, Kent (0634) 52858 

Linn, Nairn, Rega, Pink Triangle, Exposure, Creek. JRT, Sony, Ruark, KEF, 

A ream etc. If your interest is music pay us a visit & find out what we do. 
TONBRIDGE HI-FI, 3t High Street, Tunbridge Wells, Kent (0892) 24677 
Linn, Nairn, Rega, Pink Triangle, Exposure, Creek, JRT, Sony, Ruark, KEF, 

A ream etc. 11 your interest is music pay us a visit and find out what we do. 

VOLUME ONE, 4t Upper Wickham Lane, Wetting, DAt6 3AD. 08t 304 

4622. Arcam. Creek, Dual, Epos. Exposure, Mordaunt Short, Monitor 

Audio, Nakamichi, Pink Triangle. Rote!. Large demo room. no appt nee, 

darts & snooker facilities. Evening dems in shop by appt Home trial & 

demo, free delivery & installation. Access & Visa. credit up to £t000. 

930-530 Mon-Sat 

V J HI-FI, 29 Guildhall St. Folkestone. (0303) 56860. M on-Sat 9-6. NAD. 
Yamaha, Marantz, Cambridge Audio, Denon, Kenwood, Rogers, Dual, 

Musical Fidelity, Quad, Dem and home trial facilities, free install, credit to 

£1000. Amex. Diners, Visa, Access. Service dept 
V J HI-FI, tt9 High Street Margate (0843) 226977 Mon-Sat 9-6. NAD, 
Yamaha, Marantz, Cambridge Audio, Denon, Kenwood, Rogers, Dual, 
Musical Fidelity, Pioneer. De m and home trial facilities, free installation, 
credit to £1000. Amex. Diners. Visa. Access. Service dept. 

L\ .._ASHIR� 

MONITOR SOUND, 54 Chapel St. Chorley. (02572) 7t935. A&R, Oenon. 

Dual, Pioneer, Quad, Rogers, Rote!, Spendor, Technics, Thorens, etc. 2 

dem rooms. Open Mon-Sat, closed Weds. Free installation. Credit to 

£1000. Access, Visa. Service dept 

NORMAN AUDIO, 216 Church Street, Blackpool FYt 3PT. 0253 295661. 

For details see Preston branch entry ( below) Open 9-530, Closed Wed. 

NORMAN AUDIO, t31 Friargate, Preston PRt 2EE. (0772) 53057. Fax 

562731. Sony Hi-Fi News Area Winner. A1wa. B&W Loudspeakers, 

Denon, Marantz, Mission, Gyrus, Monitor Audio, Nakam1chi, Quad, 

Roksan, Rote! & many others' 2 lux. dem. lounge Home trial by 
arrangement Free install. Service dept Ins! cred. facs. with several 
companies. Most credit cards accepted. 6 days 9-5.30. 
ll1llllll 

ALPHA AUDIO, t-3 Guildhall Lane, Leicester LEt 5FQ. (0533) 530 330. 

Allison, AR, Denon, Luxman, Proton, Revox, Teac, Thorens, plus lots 

more. 3 demo rooms. Jovtal, friendly, crazy stall. Relaxed atmosphere. 

Home trial facilities, free installation, service dept on premises. Credit 

facilities (sort of tnterest free) 10-5. closed Thurs afternoons (sometimes). 

MJS HI-FI, 80 Stapleton Lane, Barwell, Leicester LE9 SHE. (0455) 46977 

The Rock, Audio Innovations. Kelvin Labs. Snell, Helius. Sugden, Ruark. 

Concordant. Valdi. JPW. Dem and home trial factlities. Mon-Sat 9.30-

7.00. Free installation and service dept Visa, Access. 

THE LEICESTER HI-FI CO, 6 Silver Walk, St Martins Square, Leicester 

LEt SEW. Tel (0533) 539753. Fax: (0533) 626097. Arcam. Creek, 
Marantz, Mission/Gyrus, Musical Fidelity, Nakamichi, OED Hi-Fi, Quad, 

Rogers, Roksan. "and oodles more". 2 dem rooms. home trial arranged, 

free install, service dept Credit facilities. Access, Visa. Diners, Amex. 6 

days 9.30-5.30 Leicestershire's first Bada member. 

ll1llllll 

SOUNDS AROUND, 146A Clarendon Park Road, Leicester LE2 3AE. 

(0533) 702442. (Specialists 1n used Hi-Fi). A.R. Celestion. TEAC, M or daunt 

Short, Tannoy, Marantz. Wharfedale, Phi lips. No appts necessary, free 

installation. Service dept. Access, Visa. Tue-Sat 10-5 

l I'\lf OL.'I\JS HlRf 

BOSTON HI Fl CENTRE, 65a Wide Bargate. John Adams Way, Boston, 

Lines PE2t 6SG. (0205) 365477. Quad, Nakamichi. Arcam. Marantz, 

NAD, Castle, JPW, Rogers. etc. Separate demo studio. Home trial. Free 

installation. Service dept. Access, Visa, Hi-Fi Markets Chargecard. T ues-

Sat 9-5.30pm. IZ1IIII 

STAMFORD HI-FI ;CENTRE, 9 Red Lion Square, Stamford, Lines PE9 2AJ 

(0780) 62128. Pioneer, Technics, Gyrus-Mission, Rote!, NAD, Yamaha, 

Kenwood, Marantz, Quad, plus all major speaker manufacturers. Expel! 

advice, compositor demonstrations, on two floors, part exchange Hi-Fi 

purchased for cash. No appointments necessary, home trial facilities, free 

installation, service department. Mastercard, Visa & credit charge, finance 
available. Mon-Sat 9-530pm, closed Thursdays 

U 1' PON 

ANALOG AUDIO, 849 High Road, London N12. (08t) 445 3267 Denon, 

Dual, JBL, NAD, Marantz, Rote!, Wharfedale, Cerwin Vega, T eac, Mordaunt 
Short. Free install Service dept. Instant credit up to£ t 000. Visa & Access. 

9.30-6 6 days 

AUDIO ACOUSTIC, West Ealing. (081) 998 9041. Audio Dimensions, 

Audio lnnovattons. Audton, Audio Note, ATC. D.C.M, Glastonbury, 

Goldring, Het ius. Infinity & Modulas, JPW, Lynwood. Mana Acoustics, 

Marantz Audiophile, Michell, Nova, Ongaku, Oracle, Originlive. Ortophon 
MC300011+MC5000+ T3000, Pirates, Rata, Revox. Rote!. Rose Industries, 

Rock Reference, Snell, Supra, Systemdek, Target, Triangle Products, 

Valdi, Vecture, Voyd & Reference Voyd. Home demos. Free instalL Single 
Spker Demo. Free System Design. Free knowledgeable service. Access, 

Visa. 930-6pm Till late Mon-Sat. Demo by appt. please 

AUDIO CHOICES, 66 High Road, Leytonstone, Stratford E15. (081) 534 

6987 Marantz, A&R, Musical Fidelity, SO Acoustics. Rote!, Audio Technica, 

Ruark, Roksan. Moth, Nakamichi. B&W, Van den Hut, Dual, Pink Triangle, 
Alison Acoustics. Dem room, home dems within M25 area. 10.30-7.30 

AUDIO VENUE, 24 Church Road, Crystal Palace, London SE19 2ET. (081) 

77t 7787. Linn, Natm, Nakamichi, Marantz, Dual Credit available. 2 yr. 

warranty. 2 demo rooms. Closed Weds. IZ1IIil 

AUDIOT, 190 West End Lane, West Hampstead, London NW6 1 SO. (071) 
794 7848, Fax (071) 431 3570. Great hi-li from Linn. Arcam, Denon, 

Meridian, Mission/Gyrus. Rote!, Proac. Micromega, Yamaha and many 

more.Tue-Sat 10-6pm. 2 single spker dem room. Free del and instal 

...,... 
BILLY VEE SOUND SYSTEMS, 248 Lee High Road. London SE13. (081) 
318 5755. Linn, Rega, Nairn, Nakamichi, Quad, etc. 2 dem rooms. 1nL free 
credit Access, Visa. Closed Thurs. IZ1IIil 

CORNFLAKE SHOP, 37 Windmill St ( just off Tottenham Court Rd), 
London Wt. (071) 631 04 72. Mon-Sat 10-7 Rega, Roksan, Naim, 
Monitor Audio, Koetsu, Marantz. Yamaha, SME. DNM, Epos. 3 dem 
rooms. Del and instal service. Credit facilities, Access, Visa 
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ilrl The Choice Dealer Directory 
COVENT GARDEN RECORDS, 84 Charing Cross Road. London WC2 
HOJA. (071) 379 7427, Fax (071) 836 1345. London's premier digital 
audio centre, single speaker dem rooms. appointments suggested, 
installation service available, service department. All major credit cards 
accepted Mon- Sail Oam-7.30pm. 
DOUG BRADY Ht-FI, 14-18 Monmouth St. London WC2H 9HB. (071) 379 
4010. Wide range of top specialist hi-li from Britain, America and Japan. 
3 dem rooms. 11mm1 

DEANS, 283 Edgeware Road, London W2 1BB. TEL (071) 402 666, FAX 
(071) 724 2135. Aiwa, B&W, Dual, Harman Kardon, JBL, JVC, Kenwood, 
Marantz, P1oneer, Technics. Mail order, last ellicient delivery, all goods 
dispatched same day. Service department. Guarantees on all products. All 
major credit cards accepted. Open 6 days to 6pm, Thurs till Spm. 
GALAXY AUDIO VISUAL,230 Tottenham Court Road, London. (071) 637 
2624. Aiwa, Akai, Dual, Hitatchi, Phi lips, Pioneer, Sony, Rotel, Technics. 
Infinity. Demos available on request .In car audio dept. No appts nee. 
Service dept. Access. Visa, Amex, Diners. Switch, instant credit subject to 
status. 9.30-6pm. 
GRAHAMS HI-FI, Canonbury Yard, 190a New North Rd. London N1 7BS. 
(071) 226 5500. Winner Sony/HFN Greater London Dealer Award 1986-
1989-1990. Linn, Naim, Rega, etc. £400-£3000-£13,000. 
llmm1 

JUST MUSIC, 52 Upper Tooting Road, London SW17 ?PB. (081) 767 
1233. Aiwa, Dual, Denon, Marantz, Quad, Rogers, Thorens, Musical 
Fidel1ty, Sugden, Heybrook and many more. Dem facilities. Appts can be 
arranged. Home trial. Free installation available. Access, Visa. Amex. Hi
Fi Markets Chargecard, Creditcharge, finance arranged. 10am-7pm Mon
Thurs. 10-6 Fri & Sat. 
KAMLA ELECTRONICS, 251 Tottenham Court Road, London W1. (071) 
323 2747. Alchemist. Atphason, Audio Innovations, B&W, Cerwin Vega, 
Conrad Johnson, Furukawa, Infinity, Jell Rowland, JPW, Kenwood, 
Kuzma, Linx, Micromega, Moth, Nakamichi, Oracle, Philips, QED, Revolver, 
Ruark, SD Acoustics. Systemdek, TEAC, Wharfedale & millions more. 
Demo facilities and home trial. Major cards and currencies accepted. 
Mon-Sat l 0-6. 
KJ WEST ONE, 26 New Cavendish SI, London Wl M 7LH. (071) 486 8262/ 
63. Fax (071) 487 3452. Arcam, Audio Research, Acoustic Research, 
Apogee, Arcam, Audiolab, Creek, Epos, Linn, Meridian, Musical Fidelity, 
Pink Triangle. Appts nee. Home trial. Free installation. Service dept. Major 
credit cards. Mon-Sat 10-6pm. (Late night Thur tit ?pm). 
THE LISTENING ROOMS, 161 Old Brompton Road, London SW5 0LJ Tet 
(071) 244 7750/59, Fax (071) 370 0192. Unn, Epos, Quad, ARcam. 
Musical Fidelity, Meridian, Rogers. Acoustic Energy, Audiotab, Pink 
Triangle, etc. -See main advertisement-. Two dem rooms, appointments 
preferred, home trial facilities, free installation, service department. Visa, 
Access. Amex, Full credit facilities, including interest free. Mon-Satl0-
6. 
NICHOLLS HI-FI, 430-434 Lee High Road. Lew1sham, London SE12 
SRW. 081 852 5780. Sony, Technics, Harman, JBL, Mordaunt Short, 
Kenwood, Panasonic, Halter, Sumo, B&W. Demo facilities, no appt. nee., 
home trial facilities. free installation, service dept .. Credit available, Visa. 
Access. Open 9.30-6 Mon-Sat, Thurs 9.30-1 pm 
SOUND ORGANISATION LONDON, Unit 4 Pickfords Wharf, Link SI, 
London. SE1 9DG. (071 ) 403 2255/3088. Linn. Rega, Roksan, Micromega, 
Radford, Rote I, Nakamichi, Onix, Creek, Naim, Exposure. Royd, Heybrook, 
Epos. Interesting new equipment always under evaluation. Single speaker 
listening room. Credit facilities. Appts. preferred, free install, Service dept. 
Open T ues-Sat 1 0-6. Late dem. by appt. 
SOUND SENSE, 350 Edgeware Road, London W2 1 OX. (071) 402 2100 
Alphason, B&W, Nakamichi, Celestion, Cambridge Audio, Dual, Denon, 
Monitor Audio, Marantz, NVA, Sony ES. Appts preferred. Installations 
available. Access, Visa, Standard credit facilities. Mon-Sat 9.30-6.30. 
SOUTH LONDON HI-FI & VIDEO, 210 Brixton Hill, Streatham SW2 (081) 
674 4433/2033. Denon, Rotel, Yamaha, Kenwood, Tannoy, B&W, 
INakamichi, Dual, Thorens, Technics, Monitor Audio, Single speaker 
demo room. Appts. not nee. Installation available. Service Dept. Access, 

Visa. Amex. Interest Free & Standard credit. 9-6, 6 days. 
STUDIO 99, 79-81 Fairfax Road, London NW6. (071) 624 8855. Linn. 
Naim, Meridian, Rega, Quad. Nakamichi, Mission/Gyrus, KEF, Bang & 
Olufsen. Yamaha, Creek etc. 2 single speaker dem rooms. Appts. nee. 
Home trials, free install. Service dept. Visa/c. Access/c & finance terms. 

10-? Mon-Fri, 10-6Sat. 11mm1 

TIME AND TUNE, 218/220Whilechapel Road, London E1 1 BJ (071) 247 
0567/8/9 Akai, Aiwa, Bose. Hitachi, Kenwood, Mitsubishi, Panasonic, 
Philips, Pioneer, Sony, Technics. Home trial facilities. Free installation. 
Service dept. Instant HP. 9.30am-6pm Mon-Fri, 9.30am-2pm Sun, Sat 
Closed. 
TUNE INN, 124-126 St. Mildreds Road, Lee, London SE12 ORG. 081 698 
4446. Huge range of fully guaranteed used equipment, Part exchange 

welcome. Full service facilities. Great alter sales. Demos available on all 
equipment. Best offers for unwanted equipment., collection arranged. 
Access, Visa, Amex, credit facilities. Mon-Sat 10-6.30. 
VOLUME ONE, 41 UpperWickham Lane, Welling. (081 ) 304 4622. For full 
details see entry under Kent. 
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THE AUDIO COUNSEL, 12 Shaw Road, Oldham. Manchester OL 1 3LQ. 
(061) 633 2602. Linn, Naim, Rega, Rote I, Arcam, Micromega, EPOS, 
Creek, Nakamichi, Denon. 2 dem rooms. Free install. Visa. Access, 
Licenced credit brokers up to £1000 instant cred1t. 10.00-5.30 Tues. 
Weds, Sat; 10.00-7.30 Thurs. Fri. Closed Mon. 

CENTRAL RADIO, 30-32 Shudehill, Manchester M4 1 
EY. Tel: (061) 834 6700. JBL, Mission, B&W, Wharledale, Grundig, 
Harman-Kardon, Panasonic, Technics, sony, Bose, Aiwa, Trio Kenwood. 
Call for details. 
CHRIS BROOKS AUDIO, 10-12 Oak Street, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 
4EJ (061) 419 9050. Tues-Sat 10-6. 2 dem rooms, credit lacililleS. All 
credit cards. Just like the Warrington shop -total absence of bun-··-. 
liml'll 

MURRAY HI-FI, 19 Middle Hittgate, Stockport. (061) 429 7666. Linn, 
Naim, Rega, Arcam, Yamaha, Royd, Epos, Creek, Nakamichi, Rote!. Full 
demo facilities, free installation & delivery, service dept. Full2yr guarantee 
on all products. Access. Visa, Lombard T ricity, licensed credit broker. 10-
6 Tue-Sat. 
SWIFT HI FIDELITY, 12 Chapel Street. Cheadle. (061) 428 7222. Arcam, 
Denon, Kenwood, Marantz, Nad, Gyrus, Rote!, Pioneer, Mission, Tannoy 
Demo room. 9.30-6. Closed Wed. 

AUDIO T, 159a Chase Side, Enfield, Middx EN20PW (081) 367 3132, Fax 
(081) 367 1638. Great hi-li from Linn. Arcam, Denon, Linx, Mission/ 

Gyrus, Phi lips, Rote!, Yamaha, and many more. T ue-Sat 1 0-6pm. 2 single 
spker dem rooms. Free del. and instal 11mm1 

HARROW AUDIO, 27 Springfield Rd, Harrow. (081) 863 0938. M on-Sat 
9.30-5.30. A&R, Audiolab, Gyrus, De non, Dual, Heybrook, Linn, Monitor 
Audio, Musical Fidelity, Quad, Rote!, Tannoy etc lim7ll 

NORTHWOOD AUDIO, 126 Pinner Road, Northwood, Middlesex HA6 
1 BP. (0927)420877 Exposure. Musical Fidelity, Pink Triangle, Manticore, 

Audio Innovations, Rote!, Ruad, Ruark, SO Acoustics. Moth. Dem room. 
Home trial. Free install. Access, Visa. 9-6 Mon-Sat 
RIVERSIDE HI-FI L TD,422 Richmond Road, Eas!Twickenham, Middlesex 
TWl 2EB. Tel. (081) 892 7613. Fax (081) 892 7749. AR , Arcam, Audio 
Innovations, Castle, Dual, Den on, KEF, Luxman, Michell, Musical Fidelity, 

Micromega, Marantz, Nakamichi, Rotel, Spenhdor. Systemdek, Tannoy, 
Yamaha. One demo room, in-car demo for car hi-li systems. Appts not 
always necessary. Home trial facilities. Free installation, service dept. 
Lombard Tricity, Access, Visa, Amex, Diners Club. Mon-Sat 9.30-6, 
Thurs. Fri 9.30-7. 
UXBRIDGE AUDIO LTD, 278 High St, Uxbridge, Middx UB8 1 LZ. (0895) 
230 404, Fax (0895)273 626. Acoustic Energy, Arcam, Ariston, Aud1olab. 
Castle, Creek. Gyrus. Denon. Epos. Exposure. Heybrook. Ion. JPW, Kef. 
Unn, Marantz, Meridian, Michell, Mission, MA, NAD, Naim, Nakamichi, 
QED, Quad, Revolver, Revox, Rote!, Rogers, Royd, Ruark, Stax, Tannoy, 
Thorens. Wharledale. 2 dem rooms. Installations. 2 yr guarantee. 7 day 
exchange.Service dept. Access. Amex, Diners. Visa. Mon-Sat 10-6. 
llmm1 
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BETTER HI-FI, 16 Cook St. Liverpool L2 9RF. (051 ) 227 5007. Linn, Naim, 
Quad, Arcam, Audio Innovations. Threshold, Creek, Denon, Yamaha, 
Mordaunl Short. 3 dem rooms. Home trial. Free install. Service Dept 
Access, Visa. Instant credit up to £1000. 0% on certain items. 9-5 Mon
Sat. 
WA BRADY & SON, 401 Smilhdown Rd, Liverpool L15 3JJ (051) 733 
6859. 'Largest choice of specialist Hi-Fi in NW £100-£20K' All credit 
cards. 3 dem rooms. Closed Monday. lllill1il 

IN CONCERT HI-FI, 144 Seaview Road, Wallasey, Wirral, Merseyside 
(051) 630 5055. Denon, Kenwood, QED, G-Aiexander, Spica. Shan 
Acoustics, Systemdek, Mus1cal Fidelity, Audio Dimensions, Voyd. Smgle 
speaker dem. room. Home trial, free installation. 10-6 - closed Mon. 
Access. Visa. 
PETERS HI-FI, 11 St Werburgh Squ., Grange precinct, Berkenhead. (051) 
647 5626. 9-5.30 closed Thurs. See Cheshire branch for lull details. 
PETERS HI-F1,8 High SI, Bromborough, Wirral. (051) 334 1874/2825 9-

5.30 6 days. See Cheshire branch for lull details. 
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AUDIO CENTRE MAINWAY, Sharing Asda Car Park, High Street, Bloxwich, 
Walsall, W. Midlands. (0922) 473499. /493499.Meridian, Kef Reference, 
Arcam, Quad, Rogers. Musical Fidelity. TDL, System Dek, Moth, QED 
Elect, Ariston, Linx, Audio Technica. JPW, Van den hut etc. The Midlands 
most exclusive Hi-Fi Centre with private listening studio. Open evenings 
by appt. Home trial. Free install. Own service dept. Inst. credit. Chargecard. 
Interest free. Access, Barclaycard Mon-Sat 9-5.30. 
BRIDGE HI-FI, 3 Tudor House, Bridge St, Walsall. (0922) 640456. NAD, 
Dual, Yamaha, Kenwood, Technics, Pioneer, Mission, Celestion, Denon, 
Mordaunt Short. Appts required. Home trial & free install. Access, Visa, 
Diners, Amex. Credit to £1,000. 9.15-5.30 Mon-Sat. Service dept. 
FRANK HARVEY HI-FI EXCELLENCE, 163 Medieval Spon Street, Coventry 
(0203) 525200. All major agencies. Free inst. Service dept. Part ex. 3 de m 
rooms. Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Wed til 8pm llllllli1 

GRIFFIN AUDIO LTD. 94 Bristol Street, Birmingham. (021) 692 1359/ 
(021) 622 2230. Castle, Creek, Gyrus, Den on, Linn, Marantz, Naim, Quad, 
Rega, Rotel. Tues-Sat 10-6. llllllli1 

HORNTON ELECTRONICS (1987) L TO, 8-9 Lower Temple St. Birmingham 
B2 4JD. (021) 643 0972. Aiwa, Acoustic Research. Denon, Marantz, 
Mordaunt Short. JVC, Mission, Sony, Technics, Wharfedale Credit to 
£1000. Access, Visa. 9-5.30 Mon-Sat. Service dept. 

MUSICAL APPROACH, 37 High Street, Aldridge, Walsall, W. Mids. 
(0922) 57926. Linn products, Arcam, Creek, NVA, Revolver. Onix, Epos. 

Marantz, Rotel, Quad & more. Dem lacs. Home trial. Service dept Credit 
lacs available. Access. Visa. 9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat. 9.30-1 on Thurs. 
MUSICAL MATTERS, 351 Hagley Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham B17 
SOL. (021) 429 2811. Roksan, Nakamichi, Arcam, Audiolab, Musical 
Fidelity, Mission/Gyrus, Meridian, KEF, Monitor Audio, Pink Triangle. 2 
single speaker luxury demo rooms. Appls nee, home trial facilities, free 
installation, service dept. Access, Visa, instant credit up to £1000, interest 
free credit available. Tue-Thur 10.30-6, Fri 10.30-8, Sat 10-5.30. 
NMM HI-FI VISION, 122-123 New Street, Birmingham. (021) 633 4944 
Pioneer, Akai, Aiwa, Panasonic, Toshiba. Hitachi, Bose, Wharledale, 
Sony. Demo facilities available, appointments preferred. Access. Visa. 10 
month interest free cred1!. Amex, Lombard Tricity Creditcharge. M on-Sat 
9-6.00. 
SUPERFI, 67 Smallbrook, Queensway, Birmingham B5 4HZ. (021) 631 
2675. Specialist Hi-Fi stockists of: Audio Lab, Musical Fidelity, Quad, 
Pioneer, Yamaha, Rote!, Wharledale, Tannoy, Celestion and many more. 
Single spker rooms by appt. 11m111 
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BASICALLY SOUND, The Old School, School Rd. Bracon Ash, Norwich 
NR14 SHE. (0508) 70829. Arcam, Linn, Naim, De non, Spendor, Exposure. 
Audio Technica, Creek, Rega, Epos, etc. 2 comprehensive dem rooms. 
Home trial. Free installation. Visa, Access, HP facilities. Tues-Sat 9.30-
1, 2-5.30. 
MARTINS HI-FI, 5 High Street. Kings Lynn. (0553) 761683. Est. 1968. 
llllllli1 

MARTINS HI-FI, 85/91 Ber Street, Norwich. (0603) 627010. Est. 1968. 
ll!i!llil 

SOUND APPROACH, 161a Unithank Road, Norwich. (0603) 622833. 
Kuzma. Ariston, Castle, Den on, Exposure, Ion, Royd, NVA, Roksan, Ruark, 
etc. etc. Dem and home trial facilities. Mon-Sat 9-6.30. Free installation. 
Credit to £1,500. Visa. Access, Diners Club. Service dept 

NORTHL\MPTOT' '--- . 

CLASSIC HI-FI + VIDEO, School Lane, Kettering, Northants. (0536) 
515766. Rotel, Musical Fidelity,'Wharledale, Monitor Audio, Yamaha, 
JBL, Dual, Marantz, Kenwood, Kef, Cetestion, and many more. Home trial, 
free instal., service dept. Access, Visa, credit facs. 9.30-530pm 
CLASSICAL SOUNDS, 84E Walling SI East, Towcaster NN12 7BS Tel. 
0327 359588, call for details 
THE AUDIO SHOP, Coffee Tavern Court, High SI, Rushden. (0933) 56651. 
Denon, Goldring, Ariston, Tannoy, Royd, Mordaunt Short, JPW, Ion 
Systems. Rote I, Creek. Dem room. Home trial and free installation. M on
Sat 9.30-5.30 (Thurs 930-2) Service dept 

CHANTRY AUDIO, ChantryWalk, 18a Eldon Street. Tuxford, Nr Newark, 
Notts NG22 OLH. (0777) 870372. Pink Triangle, Deltec, Rotel, SO 
Acoustics. Ruark, NVA, Michell, Art Audio, Croft Acoustics, Kelvin Labs, 
and much more. 2 dem rooms. Home trial, free installation. Access, Visa 
& credit facilities and mail order. Mon-Fri 10am-430pm. Sat 9.30-5.30. 

Sun & evenings home dem by appt. Closed Weds. 
DEFINITIVE AUDIO, (0602) 813562. For a carefully considered approach 
to building a true hi-fidelity audio system with componants derived from 
the following manufacturers; Systemdek, Goldring, Revox, Voyd, Audio 
Innovations. Sneii,Audionote, SME, Het ius. Impulse, TEAC, Dellec,Wadia, 
Ortofon Premier dealer, Pioneer dealer. Huygens loudspeaker stands. 
Demos by appt Please phone for further details. Installation free of 
charge. Mon-Sal 10-7pm, Closed Wed a.m. 
NOTTINGHAM HI-FI CENTRE, 120-122 Alfreton Road, Notlingham (0602) 
786919. Over 25 years experience, superb demo rooms, extensive range, 
free parking. Mon-Sat 9-5.30. 

0 
ASTLEY AUDIO L TO, 3 Marketplace, Wallinglord (0491) 39305/34349 
Technics, Panasonic, Pioneer, Kenwood, Sony, Yamaha, Denon, Dual, 
Mission, Tannoy. Home trial, free installation. Service dept. Access, Visa, 
Amex, Diners. Instant credit. Tue-Fri 9-5.30, Sat 9-5. Records & COs 
stocked. 
AUDIO T, 19 Old High SI, Headington, Oxford OX3 9HS. (0865) 65961, 
Fax (0865)60415 Great hi-li from Linn, Arcam, Den on, Meridian, Mission/ 
Gyrus, Rote!, Yamaha. B&O and many more. Tue
Sat 10-6pm. 2 single spker demo rooms, NV dept. free del. & instal. 
ll!mll 

OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD, Cantay Hse, Park End Place, 

Oxford OX11JE. (0865) 790879. Oxlord Acoustics,Audio Research, Krell, 
Magneplanar. Apogee, Aragon, Stax, Marantz, Wharfedale, Cambridge 
Audio. Home trial and free mstallation. Instant credit, Access, Amex, Visa. 
10-6 Tues-Sat. Service dept. 

Ht-FI CHOtCESEPTEMBER 1991 
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WITNEY AUDIO VISUAL, 28 High SI. Wilney, Oxford. (0993) 702414. 
Aiwa. Akai. AR. Bose, B&W, Cambridge, Dual. Mordaunt-Short. NAD, 
Onkyo, Pioneer, Roberts. Sony & Sony ES, Tannoy, Wharfedale. Yamaha. 
Reference Point Dealer. Dem facilities. Mon-Sat 9-5.30. Free installation. 
credit to £1,000. Access, Visa. Service dept. 

S HROPSHIRE 
AVON HI-FI, 12 Barker Street,Shrewsbury, Shropshire SY1 1QJ. (0743) 
55166. NAD, Quad, B&W, Arcam, Kenwood, Aiwa, Bose, Nakamichi, 
Revolver, Onkyo Oem room. Home trial. Free install. Service dept 
Access. Visa. £1000 instant credit. Mon. Tues. Wed, Fri. Sat 9-5.30. 
CREATIVE AUDIO, 9 Oogpole, Shrewsbury. (0743) 241924. Linn, Nairn, 
Roksan. Mission, Arcam, Rogers, Denon. Marantz, Rote!. Celestion, etc. 
Oem room. Home trial and free installation. Credrt to £1000. Access. Visa. 
T ues-Sat 9.30-5.30. Service dept. 
SHROPSHIRE HI-FI, SI. Michael's SI., Shrewsbury, Shropshire. (0743) 
232065. Ariston, Audio Technica, Cambridge Audio. Deltec. Denon. Dual. 
Infinity, Kenwood. Mordaunt Short, Musical Fidelrty, Etc. Demo room, 
free parking, free rnstallation, repairs. 

S \1£RSE1 
MIKE MANNING AUDIO. 110 Middle Street, Yeovil, Somerset BA20 1 NE. 
(0935) 79361. Fax (0935) 32923, Mobile(0850) 325965. Linn, Nairn, 
Roksan, Pink Triangle, AtR (Arcam), ION. NAD. Pioneer. Rote!, Oenon. 
etc. Dedicated listening lounge, for relaxed and unpressured 
demonstrations. Appts not usually nee. but best to phone first. Home trial 
facilities on request, free installation, servrce department. Instant credit, 
Access & Visa. elc.9-5.30 closed Mondays. 
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 32 North SI., Taunton. (0823) 270000. For 
facilities see entry under Avon. 
WATTS RADIO - the engineers, Jim Badman, 1 West Street, Somerton 
(0458) 72440.Aiwa, Castle. Dual, Denon. KEF, Ortofon. Quad, Rogers. 
Tannoy, Thorens. Yamaha. Dem and home trial facilities. Mon-Sat9-1, 2-
5.30. Wed 9-1. Free installation. Credit to £1,000. Access, Visa. Service 
depl 

ACTIVE AUDIO, 29 Market Street, Tamworth. Staffordshire. (0827) 53355. 

Arcam, Ariston, Celestion, Denon. Exposure. Heybrook. Kef, Gyrus. 

Musical Fidelity, Marantz. Revox, Role!, Rogers. etc. etc. The only BADA 

Member in Staffordshire. Full dem & home trial facs. Account and credit 
cards Ring for opening times and free Fact Pack. 

lllllllil 

ACTIVE AUDIO, 95 Stafford Street. Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. (0782) 214994 

Arcam, Ariston, Celeslion. Gyrus. Denon. Exposure. Kef, Kef Reference. 

Marantz. Rogers. Rote:. etc. etc. The only BADA Member in Staffordshire 

Full dem & home trial facs. Account and credit cards. Rrng for opening 

times and free Fact Pack. lllllllil 

GRANGE HI-FI L TO, 153 Branston Road, Burlon-on-Trent, Staffordshire 

DE14 3DQ. (0283) 33655. Audio Innovations, Arcam. Castle. Denon. Pink 

Triangle, Rote!. Rogers, Systemdek, SME, Quad, Voyd. Demonstrations 

facilitiesavarlable. appointments necessary on Saturdays. Free installation. 

Service department. Access. Visa. 9.00-5.30pm. Closed Wednesday. 
Closed for lunch 12.00-12.30. 

INTERSOUNDS. 62 Bennell Precinct, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent. (0782) 
336233 Arcam. Den on. Dual. Mission. Musical Frdelily, NAD, Nakamichi, 

Revolver, Role!, Syslemdek. etc. G.OOO 8 different speaker manufacturers. 
2 dem rooms. Free install. In-house service dept Access. Visa. £1000 

credit subject to status. 9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat. Closed Thurs. 

MUSICAL APPROACH, Unit 7, Waddings Yard. Baileys Str. Stafford 
(0785) 55154. Linn Products, Arcam, Creek. NVA, Revolver. Audiolec. 

Onix, Epos, Maranlz, Rotel and more. Home trial. Free installation. Service 

dept. Credit facilities available. Access, Visa. 9.30-5.30 Mon-Sal. 

' ·OLK 
EASTERN AUDIO, 41 Bramford Rd, Ipswich. (0473) 2t 7217Quad Audio 
Lab, Denon, Dual. Maranlz. Mission, NAD, Nakamichi, Technics, Arcam. 
Mon-Sal 9.30-6. lllllllil 

THE STEREO SHOP, 94 Norwich Road, Ipswich. Suffolk. (0473) 233832. 
Linn, Exposure, Musical Fidelity, Creek, Epos, Monitor Audio, Mordaunl 
Short, Marantz. Role!. Phi lips, NAD, 2 single speaker listening rooms. 

Multi rooms specialists. Free installations. Service dept Plus 3 year 

guarantee. Access & Visa. Licensed credit broker 10 00-6 00 Tue-Sal. 

Thurs 1000-8.00 (by appointment). 

U fY 

AUDIO INC. 44 Wallon Road, East Molesey, Surrey KT8 ODQ. (081) 941 
4234. Acoustrc Energy, Conrad, Johnson, JA Michell, Proac, Croft, VPI, 
Thorens, Pink Triangle. Role!, Luxman. Single speaker demo room. Home 
trial facilities. Free installation. Access. Visa. Interest Free Credit on some 
items, standard credit terms. 10-6 Mon-Sat 10-8 Thurs. 10-4 Sun. 
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AUDIO SOUTH, 5 Mead Lane. Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY. (0293) 619295. 

Audio lnnovalions.JPW. Luxman. Marantz, Orfofon, Rote!, Snell, Sugden, 

Teac, Voyd. Dem room and evening appointments available. Home trial 
facilities. Free installation. Access. Visa. 10.30-6 M on-Sat ClosedT uesday. 
OATASOUND, 23 South Street. Dorking, Surrey RH4 2JZ. (0306) 882897 

Arcam, Celestion, Oenon, Dual, Marantz, Mission, Musical Fidelity, NAD, 

Rotel, Tannoy. Dedicated listening room. Free install. Service dept Up to 

£1000 instant credit subject to status. 9.30-5.30 6 days 
PJ HI-FI - Ihe Hi-Fi Shop, 3 Bridge Street, Guildford, Surrey GU1 4RY. Tet· 
(0483) 504801. 9-6 Mon-Sat. Linn, Meridian, Creek, Arcam, Quad, 

Revox. Musical Fidelity, Role!. NAD. Nakamichi. Marantz. lllllllil 

RIVERSIDE HI-FI, 422 Richmond Road, East Twickenham. TW1 2EB. Tel: 
(081) 892 7613. Fax: (081) 892 7749. See main entry under Middlesex. 

ROGERS HI-FI. 13 Bridge Street. Guildford. Surrey (0483) 61049. Aiwa. 

De non, Ouai, JPW, Marantz, Monitor Audio, Philips, Pioneer, Systemdek, 

Tannoy. Demonstration facilities available, no appointment necessary. 
Free installation. Service department Access/Visa. Instant credit up to 
£,000 subject to status. Monday-Saturday 9.30-6pm,laler by appointment. 

SOUNDS EXCLUSIVE, 1 Kent House, High Street, Craneligh, Surrey GU6 
8AU. (0483) 268185. Maranlz, Sumo, QED, Michell, Alphason, SME, 

Ortofon, Finestra, Proac, Bose. Home trial. Oems a pleasure. Appts 

preferred. Service dept Free install. Access. Barclaycard. 

SPALDINGS HI-FI, 352-4 Lower Addiscombe Rd. Croydon. Surrey (081) 

654 1231/2040. 3 dem rooms and home dem. Free installation. credit 

Mon-Sat9-6. Tuesto8. Closed Wed. Service dept. lllllllil 

SURBITON PARK RADIO, 48 Surbiton Rd, Kingston-Upon-Thames. Surrey. 

(081) 546 5549. Quad, Dual, Den on, Kenwood, Nakamichi, Rote!, Pioneer, 

QED, B&W, Tannoy. Oem and home trial facilities. Access, Visa. 9.30-

5.00 Tues-Sat Service dept 
SURREY HI-FI, 45 High Street, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LS. (0883) 

744755. Parking, easy access - JUSt 2 m ins off JUnction 6, M25. Marantz, 

Musical Fidelity, QED, Radford, Tannoy, TOL, Kelvin Labs, Gyrodec, 

Reference Imports, Acoustal. Single speaker demo room. Appls not 
necessary, home trial facilities, free installation, service dept. Access, 

Visa, Master card. 9-6 ·6 days a week. 

TRU-FI SOUND AND VISION, 2 Central Parade, Redhill, Surrey (0737) 

767404/766128 Aiwa, Audio Technica,B&W, Nakamichi, Mission, 

Mordaunt-Shorl, Nakoaka. Sony, Technics. Dem. facilities. Free 

installation. Service dept 0% finance. Access, Visa. Mon-Sat 9.30-6. 

TRU-FI SOUND & VISION, 10 Church Street, Leatherhead, Surrey (0372) 

378780. Sony, Technics, Panasonic, Mitsubishi. Ferguson. Aiwa. Pioneer. 

Sanyo, B&W. Mission. Free installation. Credit facilities. Access, Visa. 

9.15-5.30 Mon-Sat Closed Wed. Service dept 

UN I LET HI-FI, 35 High Street, New Maiden, Surrey KT3 4BY. (081) 942 

9567 Kef, Mission. Musical Fidelity, NAD. Nakomichi. Quad. Rote!. 
Tannoy. Dems. Amex. Access, Visa, etc. 

SLSSEX \LnST) 

DEFINITIVE AUDIO Brighton, (0273) 208649. Voyd, Systemdek, Audio 
Innovations, Helius, Audionole, JPW, Sneff. Pirate Stands, Goldring, 
SME, Impulse. TEAC, Pioneer. Ortofon. etc. Home dems throughout 
Sussex and South East Credit facilities. Phone for further info and 
appointments. 
HASTINGS HI-FI. 33-35 Western Road, SI Leonards. E. Sussex TN37 
6DJ. (0424) 442975. Linn. Musical Fidelity, Quad. Nakamichi, Arcam. 
Celestion. NAO. De non, Yamaha, Tannoy. 21istening rooms. Home trial. 
Free installation. Service dept All credit cards welcome. lnstant credit up 
to £1,000, written details on request 9-6pm Mon-Sat 
JEFFRIES HI-FI, 59 London Road, Brighton. East Sussex. (0273) 609431. 
2 dem rooms. closed Mon. late night Wed. Parking, bus route. Credit 
facilities. lllllllil 

JEFFRIES HI-FI, 4 Albert parade, Green St. Eastbourne, East Sussex. 
(0323) 31336. 2 dem rooms, closed Mon. Late night Wed. Parking, bus 
route. Credit facs. IIIDIIIII 

LASER SOUND & VISION, 72 Terminus Road, Eastbourne, East Sussex 
BN21 3LX. (0323) 640911 Laserdiscs specialists PAL. & N.T.S.C. (new 
& secondhand). Phone for free catalogue. mail order throughout UK, Visa, 
Access. 9-6pm Mon-Sat 
THE POWERPLANT, 66 Upper North Street, Brighton BN1 3FL. (0273) 
775978. Roksan, Musical Fidelity. Onix. Marantz. Rote!. Yamaha. Bryston. 
Tannoy, Monitor Audio. JPW. etc. Comfortable single speaker 
demonstration rooms. No appts. nee. Home trial facilities, free install. 
Service dept. Credit facilities available on request. Mon-Sat 10-1.00. 
2.00-6pm. 

SUSSEX (WEST) 
AUDIO DESIGNS, 26 High Street, East Grinstead, W. Sussex RH19 3AS. 
0342 314569.Linn, Nairn, Alphason. Arcam. Rote!. NAO. B&W. Tannoy, 
Thorens, TEAC, etc. Very comfortable listening room. No appts nee .. 
Home trial facilities. free installation. service dept Access/Visa. 9-5.30 
Mon-Sat, late Tue till 8pm. 
BOWERS & WILKINS L TO, 1 Becket Buildings, Little Hampton Rd. 
Worthing (0903) 64141. B&W. Nakamichi. Castle. Oenon. Dual, JVC, 
Mordaunt Short. Phi lips, Quad, Sony, Technics. 3 dem rooms. Mon-Sat 
9-5.30. Wed 9-1pm. Home trial facilities, free install Credit to £1000, 
Access. Visa. Service dept. • 

CHICHESTER HI Ff, 7 SI. Pancras, Chichester, W. Sussex P0191SJ Tel 
(0243) 776402. Linn, Naim,Rega, Creek, Nakomichi, A&R, Oenon, Roksan 
etc. Tues-Sat, 10-1, 2-5.15 (closed Mon). lllllllil 

MALCOLM AUDIO. 12 South Street. Chichester. W. Sussex. (0243) 
787562. Sony, Technics. Denon. Yamaha. Sherwood, Mordaunt Short. 
Wharfedale. Allison. Dual. NAO. Appointments necessary. Home trial 
facilities. Free installation. Service Dept. Access. Visa. 9.15-5, M on-Sat 

17 

BILL HUTCHINSON L TO, 87A Clayton Street. Newcaslle-Upon-Tyne. Tel: 
(091) 230 3600. A R .  Arwa. Denon. Dual. JVC, Mission, Mordaunt Short, 
Omar, Technics, Yamaha, etc. Demonstration facilities. Free installation. 
service department Instant credit. Access, Visa. M on-Sat 10-6. 
RED RADIO SHOP AND HI-FI CENTRE, 11 Olive Street, (Off Park Lane), 
Sunderland. (091) 567 2087 Castle. Denon. Bose. JVC. Kenwood. 
Mordaunt Short, Michell, Teac, Tannoy, Shure. Oem room, large with 
comparator facility. Free install. Service dept. Interest free credit and no 
deposit interest free credit 9am-5.30pm daily. 
NEWCASTLE HI-FI, 153 Kenton Road, Gosforth. Newcastle-Upon-Tyne 
NE3 4NQ. (091) 285 7179. Linn, Arcam, Creek, Marantz, JPW, NAD. 
Den on, Ruark, Custom Design, Aiwa. etc. 2 single speaker demonstration 
rooms. Installation. delivery, 2 yr guarantee on all products. Access. Visa. 
10-5 30 Tue-Sat 

V\F c 

NAAM HI-FI VISION, 78 Lower Precinct. Coventry CV! 1DX. (0203) 632086. 

Technics, Pioneer, Kenwood, AA, Akai, Aiwa, Panasonic, Toshiba, Wharledale, 

KEF. Demo facilities. Access. V1sa. Amex, Lombard TriCity cred1t charge 9.00-

6.00 Mon-Sat. 

\ 

AUDIO T, 60 Fleet St. Swindon. Wilts. SN1 1RA (0793) 538222, Fax (0793) 

487260. Great hi-li from Linn, Denon. Meridian. Mission/Gyrus. Rote!, Sony, 

Yamaha and many more. Tue-Sat 9.30-5.30. Single spker dem room, free del 

and instaL 

\ f IU l ')'TJ:; 

WEST MIDLANDS AUDIO, 158 Ombersley Road, Worcester WR3 ?HA. (0905) 

58046. Linn. Naim. Rega, Absolute Sounds, Meridian, M1ssion. Arcam. Ion 

Systems, Roksan. 3 dem rooms for budget. High end & Audio V1sual appointment 

necessary. Home trrals. Free installation. Service Dept. Access. Visa, Amex, 

Diners, Lombard/Hitachi. Mon-Fri 9.30-8.30 by appt Sat 9-5.30. 

SCARBOROUGH HI-FI CENTRE, 53 Dean Road, Scarborough, N. Yorks 
Y012 7SN. (0723 374547. Aura. B&W, Mission, Quad, NAD, Oxford, 
Alphason. Rogers, Nakamichi, Ruark, Voyd. Oem room, appointment 
preferred. Home trial facilities. Free installation. Service dept. Access/ 
Visa/Creditcharge/£1,000 instant credit/AmeX/Diners. 10-6 Tues to Sat 
HARROGATE HI-FI CENTRE, 15 Commercial Street, Harrogate, N. Yorks 
HG1 1UB. (0423) 504274. Aura, B&W, Missron. Quad. NAD. Oxford. 
Alphason, Rogers, Nakamichi. Ruark. Voyd. Dem room, appointment 
preferred. Home trial facilities. Free installation. Servrce Department. 
Access/Visa/Creditcharge/£1,000 instant credit/Amex/Diners. 10-6 
Tuesday to Saturday. 
SOUND ORGANISATION YORK, 16 Gillygate, York Y03 7EO. Tel: (0904) 
627108. Linn, Nairn, Rega, Roksan, Sony, Arcam, Mission. Denon. lon. 
Rote!. 2 single speaker dem rooms. Appts. preferred. Home trial. Free 
installation. Service dept. Access. Visa. Instant free credit available. 
10am-6pm Tues-Sat. Sony dealer Award nominated '86,' 87,' 88. 

-

TRC HI-FI, 3 Kings Cross St, Halifax HX1 2SH. 0422 366832. Full 
demonstration facilities at any time. no appts nec,lree install. service dept. 
Access, Visa, Lombards credit charge available. 9-5.30 Mon-Fri, Closed 
Thur, 9-5 Sat 10-4. 
VICKERS HI-FI, 24 Gillygate. York. (0904) 629659. Audiolab, Harman
Kardon, Marantz, Musical Fidelity, Pink Triangle, Quad, Systemdek, 
Tannoy, Technics. & lots more. 3 demonstration studios (2 by appointment) 
superb showrooms, 2 year guarantee on all hi-fi products. Appts as above. 
home trial facilities. free installation. service department. Qualified and 
experienced staff, over 20 years experience.12 months interest free credit. 
10.30-5.30 M on-Sat. 

YO <; I 
HI-FI STUDIO, 5 Norman Cres , Sunnyfietds. Doncaster. (0302) 781387. 
Heybrook. Monitor audio. Art Audio. TOL, Michell. Sugden. Acoustic 
Energy, Atphason, Teac. Dual. Listening room demos. Home trial. Free 
installation. Licensed credit broker. 2 yr guarantee on all equipment. 
Service available. Access, Visa. 1 0-8pm 6 days. Phone for further into.& 
FREE fact pack. 
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MOORGATE ACOUSTICS, 184 Fitzwilliam St, Sheffield. (0742 756048. 

Roksan, Linn, Musical Fidelity, Denon, Meridian, Krell, Quad, Audio 

Research, Exposure. Nakamichi, 2 demo rooms. Free installation. Service 

Depl. Access, Visa, Credit 9.30-5.30 Closed Man 

-

MOORGATE ACOUSTICS. 8 Weslgate Chambers, Rotherham. (0709) 
370666. Roksan, Linn, Musical Fidelity, Denon, Meridian, Krell, Quad, 
Audio Research, Exposure, Nakamichi. A multitude of demo rooms. Free 
installation. Service dept. Access, Visa, credit facilities. 9.30-5.15 Closed 
Thurs. ll!llml 

YORKSHIRE (WEST) 
AUDIO PROJECTS, 45 Headingley Lane, Leeds. (0532) 304565. A&R, 

Audiolab, Creek, Heybrook, Linn, Musical Fidelity, Naim, Quad, Rega, elc 

Tues-Fri 9.30-6, Sat 2.30-5.30. 
AUDIO VISION (BRIGHOUSE) L TD, 5 Bethel St. Brighouse. W. Yorks H 

D6 1JR (1 mile from tunc. 25, M62) 0484 713996. Largest range of 
Technics hi-li in Yorkshire. Authorised stockist of the new Technics digital 

reference series. Panasonic stereo Nicam TVs, Hi-Fi VCRs & Camcorders, 

Hi-Fi furniture. Excellent CD dems. using comparator facilitiess from a 

choice of over 1000 compact discs for sale. Appts. prel., home trial, please 

phone us. Free expert install. In-store Service dept. Visa. Access. Credit 

charge. Licensed credit broker. Open Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9-5.30. 

ERIC WILEY, 85 Beancroft Rd, Castlelord. (0977)553066/556774. Arcam 

Audio, Cambridge Audio, Celestion, Kenwood, Marantz, NAD, Pioneer 

Reference Pion!, Rote!, Technics. Quad. Car audio specialists. Demo 

facilities. No appts nee. Access, Visa, Lombard tricity credit chharge 

Man-Sat 9-5.30, closed wed. 

ERRICKS, Rawson Square, Bradford, (Near John St Market) (0274) 

309266. A&R, Linn, Quad, Exposure, Nakamichi, Mission, Denon, 

Kenwood. Private demo rooms. no appt nee, home trial facilities, free 

installation, service dept. Access. Visa, licenced credit broker. Mon-Sat 9-

5.30 (Tue 10-5.30) Dmlll1 

HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI CENTRE, 4 Cross Church St. Huddersfield. (0484) 

544668. B&W, Kenwood. Denon, Dual, Arcam, Musical Fidelity, Quad, 

NVA, Audio Lab, Philips, Mission, etc. Dem facilties -appointment reqd 

M on-Sat 9-5.30, Thurs 9-8. Closed Wed. Free installation, creditfacilities. 

Access, Visa. 

IMAGE HI-FI Lid, 8-10 SI Annes Rd, Headingley, Leeds. (0532) 789374. 

AR, Audio Lab, De non, Linn, Marantz. Meridian, Mission, Monitor Audio, 

NAD, Quad 

-

IMAGE HI-FI, 17 The Springs, Wakefield, WF1 1QE. (0924) 200272. AR, 

Audio Lab, Denon, Linn. Marantz, Meridian, Mission. Monitor Audio, 

NAD,Quad. Dmm1 

T.R.C. HI-FI, 3 Krngs Cross SI, Halifax. (0422) 366832. Alphson. Castle, 

Denon, Harmon/Kardon, Kenwood, Quad, Rote!, Technrcs, Wharledale. 

Free Installation, Service dept, No Appt nee. 9.00-5.30, closed Thur. 

NORTHERN IRELAND 

ARMAGH 

LYRIC HI-FI, 84 Bridge Street, Portadown, Armargh, N. lreland. (0762) 358 059. 

Linn, Naim, Rega, Arcam, Denon, Rote I, Mus1cal Fidelity, Revox, Mission, Akai, 

Panasonic, etc. Mon-Sat 10am-6pm Dmlll1 

BELFAST 

LYRIC HI-FI, 163 Stranmills Road, Sellas!. (0232) 381 296. Linn, Naim, Rega, 

Arcam, Den on, Rotet. Musical Fidelity, Revox, Miss1on etc. Mon-Sat 10-6, Late 

night Thurs Dmlll1 

ZEUS AUDIO, 6 Hope Street, Belfast. (0232) 332522. Audio Innovations, Pink 

Triangle, Roksan, Marantz, Celestion, Linx, Meridian, Mission Gyrus, Ortofon, 

etc. Mon-Sat 10.00-5.30, Late night Thurs ll!llml 

COUNTY DOWN 
ASTON AUOIO, 17 Hilfhead Road. Dundonald, Sellas!. 0247 872431. Akai, 
Technics, JVC. Pioneer. Mitsubishi. Panasonic, Toshiba. Sharp, Sanyo. Demos 
available. No appts nee, service dept. Please phone for directions. Mon-Fri 2-

8. Sat 10-4. 

LONDONDERRY 
ZEUS AUDIO, 23a Kingsgate Str, Colrame. BT52 4LB. (0265) 56634. Marantz. 
Mission Gyrus, Aiwa. Akia, Atphason, Sony, Pink Tri, Cetestion, Rotel. Open 
Mon-Sat 10-5.30, Closed Thurs. Dmlll1 

CEOL PRODUCTS, 185 Lower Rathmines Road, Dublin 6. Tet: 0001 975984 
961358. Alphason, Audio Innovation, Exposure, Linn, Marantz, Monitor Audio, 
Mordaunt Short, Musical Fidelity, Rega, Roksan. Single Speaker listening 
rooms. Free installation. All major cards. Mon-Sat 9.30-6.00. 

SCOTLAND 

CENTRAL 

HI-FI CORNER, 44 Cow Wynd, Fat kirk. (0324) 29011. Nakamichi. Den on. TDL, 

Ruark, Technics, Luxman, Thorens. 9.3Q-5.30 M on- Sat Closed Weds. Demo. 
room available. l!1illl'll 

EDINBURGH 

BILL HUTCHINSON Lid, 43 Clarke SI, Edinburgh (031) 667 2877. AR, 
Aiwa, Denon, Dual, JVC, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Omar, Technics, 
Yamahaetc De m facilities. M on-Sat 10-6. Free installation, instant credil 
Access. Visa. Service dept. 
HI-HI CORNER, 121 b Rose Street Pedestrian Precinct, Rose SI, Edrnburgh 
EH2 3D D. 031 220 1535. Large range of products such as Nakamrchi, 
Arcam, AudioLan, Quad. Gyrus, Mission, Allison, Proton, NAD, Technics 
Mon-Sat ,10-5.30pm, Thurs 10-700pm lllllllll 

RUSS ANDREWS HI-FI, 34 Northumberland St. Edinburgh. (031) 557 
1672.Linn, Naim, Rega, Arcam, Rote!, Marantz, Nakamichi, Quad, MS, 
MA, Yamaha. Demos. 10-5.30 Mon-Frr, 10-5 Sat l!1illl'll 

GLASGO�V 

BILL HUTCHINSON Lid, 43 Hope Street. Glasgow. (041)248 2857. A R ,  A1wa, 
Denon, Dual, JVC, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Omar, Technics, Yamaha etc. 
Dem facilities. Mon-Sat 10-6. Free installation, instant credit. Access. Visa. 
Service dept 
HI-FI CORNER, 52 Gordon Street, Glasgow (041) 248 2840. The best in 
unbiased sound advice. Open 10-5.30 Tues - Sat. 
Demo room etc. lm!m1 

HI-FI EXPERIENCE 145 Bath St. Glasgow. (041) 226 4268. Linn, Merdian, 
DNM, Celestian. Quad. Mission-Gyrus, Den on, Wharfedale, Ruark 2 Demo 
Rooms. Tue-Sat 9.30-5.30. Contact James 
or Gordon. Dmlll1 

STEREO STEREO, 278 St. Vincent St. Glasgow G2 5RL. (041) 248 4079. Linn, 
Naim, Rega, Arcam, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Re,ox, PT, etc Mon-Sat 10-6. 

Interest lree credit. Dmlll1 

GRAMPIAN 
THE AUDIO SUITE, 42 St Andrew Street, Aberdeen. 0224 625635 
Absolute Sounds, Morduant Short, Creek, Alphason, Acoustat, Spectra, 
M.A.S.,Systemdek, Teac. Heco, Micromega. Dem Room. Appts nee., 

Home trial facilities, Free Installation & Delivery, service dept.. Access, 

Visa, Mastercard, Eurocard, Licensed credit brokers. Mon-Wed 9-7, 
Thurs 9-8, Fri-Sat 9-6. 

HOLBURN HI Fl Lid, 441 Holburn SI, Aberdeen (0224) 585713. Arcam, 

Audiolab, B&W, Celestion, Den on, Dual, Epos, Heybrook, ION, Kenwood, 

Llnn, M .A., Marantz, Meridian, Mission Gyrus. M.S., NAD, Nakamichi, 

Pioneer, QED, Quad, Revox, Rogers. Rote!, Ruark, Tannoy, Technrcs, 

Wharfedale, Yamaha. 9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat. ll!ill!ll 

ROSS-SHIRE 

HIGHLAND ANALOGUE, 'Lismore', Avoch, Ross-shire IV9 8RF. (0381) 20655 
Acoustat. Basis, Cary, CAT, Cogan-Hatl. Dmmond-Acoustics. Ensemble, MFA, 
NAG, SOLE N. 1 demo room. appts nee, home trial facilities, tree installations , 
owner IS framed electronics technician. UK's most northerly high-end dealer 
Open 7 days. 

STRATHCLYDE 

HI-FI CORNER,1-3 Main Street, East Kilbride, Strathclyde. 0355 244145. 
Phone for detai Is. 

TAYSIDE 
J.D. BROWN, 28-36 Castle SI, Dundee DD1 9NZ. (0382) 26591. Technics, 

Pioneer. Rote!, QED, Castle, Celestion, Mordaunt Short, Wharledale, 

Bose. All equipment ready for demonstration. No appt nee, free rnstallation, 

service dept. Mon-Sat 9-5.30. 

W.M. COUPAR, 33 Reform Street, Dundee, Tayside, (0382) 29588. Bang 

& Olufsen, NAD, Technics, Denon, Kenwood, Dual, Nakamichi, B&W, 
Acoustic Research, JBL. No appointment necessary, free installation, 

service department. All demonstration systems wired through a 

demonstration comparitor. Licensed credit broker, Access, Visa. Monday
Saturday 9.00 am-5.30. 

ROBERT RITCHIE HI-FI, 102 Murray St, Montrose. Angus. (0674) 73765 

Linn, Naim, Rega, Quad, A&R, Cambridge, Creek, Epos, Pioneer, Kenwood, 

Sony & Technics. 2 demo rooms (1 single speaker). Appts nee., home trial 

lac., free installation, service dept. Access. Visa. credit facilities. 9-5.30, 

except Wed 9-1 pm 

CL\VYD 

ACT ON GATE AUDIO, 4 Ruabon Road, Wrexham, Clwyd. (0978) 364500. 

Arcam, Cambridge, Celestion, NAD, Quad, Radford, Rote!. Semilink, 

Tannoy, Yamaha etc. Dem room, appts nee. Free 1nstall. Service Dept. 

Access, Visa, Amex. 9-5.30 Mon-Sat. Closed Weds. 

ELECTRO TRADER, 19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos On Sea, Colwyn Bay, 

Clwyd. (0492) 48932. Ariston, Arcam, B&W, Heco. lnfrnity, Onkyo, Rote I, 

Tannoy, TDL, Yamaha etc. Dem room. Appts preferred. Home trial. Free 

installation. Access, Visa, American Express, Diners. 9.30-1.00, 2.00-

5.30 Mon-Sat. 

DYFED 
LEWIS AUDIO, 2 Queen Street, Carmarthen, Dyfed. (0267) 236463. 

NAD,Dual, Kenwood, Harmen-Kardon, Rote!, Marantz. Denon, JPW, 

Wharfedale,JBL. Dem. room. Hometriallacilities, free installation, Service 

dept.Access, Visa, Amex, £1000 instant credit. Phone for detarls. Mon 

Sat 9.30-5.15. 

SOUTH GIAI\tiORGAN 

AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 134 Crwys Road, Cardiff. (0222) 228565. Audio Research. 
Krell, Linn, Naim, NAD. Yamaha, Quad, Arcam. Mission+ lots more. Closed 
Mon. Dmlll1 

WEST GLAMORGAN 
AUDIO EXCELLENCE. 9 High St. Swansea. (0792) 474608. Audio Research, 
Linn. Arcam, Mission, Quad, Naim. NAD, Yamaha, etc. Closed Mon Dmlll1 

G\-VYNEDD 
I&H GRIFFITHS & SONS, 313 High SI, Bangor LL57 1 YA. (0248) 370655 

Yamaha, Tannoy, Teac, Goodmans, Dual, Sherwood, Wharledale. Demos 
available, no appts nee. home trial facilities, free installation. sevice dept. 
Access. Visa. Lombard credit charge. Mon-Sat 9-5.30, Wed 9-1. 
PETERS HI-FI, Victoria Bu1ldrngs, Mostyn Ave., Craig-y-don, LLandudno. 
(0492) 876788. 1 srngle spker dem room, Open 9-5.30, closed Wed. See 
Cheshire branch for lull details. 
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The Directory 
The Hi-Fi Choice Directory was conceived 

as a reference guide to all the audio 

products reviewed by Choice that are 

currently available. The products are split 

into suitable categories, each with its own 

introduction containing information about 

the product type and its applications They 
are particularly relevant to the uninitiated 

first time buyer and help sort out the order 

of priorities when buying a piece of 

equipment 

Each product along with its retail price 

is placed in its respective category in 

alphabetical order. For instance, the 

Acoustic Research EB101 is presently at 

the beginning of the Turntables and 

Tonearms section; however, the Ariston 

Superior heads the Motor Units section as 

it is solid and was reviewed as a separate 

component - requiring a separate arm. 

Where there are several products with the 

same name but different model numbers 

these are in price ascending order. 

Then come the ratings for the standard 

achieved in laboratory and listening tests, 

with the exception of certain product 

groups where lab tests were not carried 

out One important point to remember is 

that they cannot be used to compare 

products from different categories - for 

example a cassette deck rated 'excellent' in 

sound quality will not usually offer the 

same standard of fidelity as a similarly 
rated turntable or CD player (unless you 

can get hold of first generation copies of 

the master lapel) 

The Comments column contains a 

potted summary based on the original 

review, emphasising the salient points of a 

product's character and sonic 

performance. The space available doesn't 

allow for great detail but in the 20 or so 

words we have attempted to put across the 

essence of the review, in some cases using 

quotes from the review itself. Obviously, 

important information on compatibility or 

auxiliary equipment used in the test cannot 

be included, and we would advise you to 

refer to the original review for this, of 

which more later. 

The next column varies from category 
to category but is usually either features or 

specifications, the former being facilities 

available on a cassette deck or amplifier or 

the type of drive system on a turntable. 

Specifications vary with product type 

but usually relate to su itabi I ity or 

capability, for instance in the case of arm 

matching, figures are given with the 

cartridges, which tie in with the mass 

figures for the tonearms themselves, 

making it easier to avoid compliance/mass 

mismatches. 

Perhaps the most influential letters in 

the Directory are those found in the Value 

column, the Rs and BBs denoting the 

Recommended and Best Buy ratings that 

are appended to products we consider 

meritworthy The Best Buy tag means that 

a product not only offers good sound 

quality but is reasonably priced as welL 

With source components a price limit of 

approximately £300 is usually used as a 

guide. Recommended means that either 

the performance of a product is particularly 

good irrespective of price or, alternatively 

that a good value standard is achieved but 

overall attainment falls short of Best Buy 
classification. An ideal situation would be 

to choose suitably priced Best Buy or 

Recommended products from relevant 

categories and create a Best Buy system, 

but, due to the variety in tonal balance that 

exists in much audio equipment 

(especially the electromagnetical elements 

- that is to say the cartridge and the 

speakers), system building is unfortunately 
not quite that simple. These ratings make a 

useful guideline for shortlisting 

components, but only experiencing the 

actual combination will tell you whether it 

works for you. 

The final column contains a reference 

to the issue of Hi-Fi Choice which featured 

the complete review. If you wish to get a 

better idea of a product by reading the 

complete review it is possible to order a 

copy (if still in print) through our back 

issues department Every Choice issue 

contains a Back Issues page for this 

purpose. 

The Hi-Fi Choice Directory is 

constantly updated with the latest reviews 

and price changes as well as having any 

discontinued products removed. If a listed 

product is updated to a 'mark two' form 

and the alterations are purely cosmetic or 

not too extensive, we sometimes leave the 

product in with its current model number, 

together with an asterisk in order to denote 

that it has changed since our original 

review was published. 

SYSTEM BUILDING _ 

- ,. � � .. • ' � 
• J 

Pre-packaged one-make systems have 

been commercially very successful, with 

advantages like cosmetic consistency, 

competitive pricing, and (assumed) 

technical compatibility However, despite 

the mass market clout of the consumer 

electronics giants, the hi-li tradition of 

specialised separate components seems to 

be as strong as ever, and certainly 

represents the route taken by those who 

place sound quality first. 

Yet those who choose the separates 

route still have lingering doubts - usually 
completely unjustified - over the 

compatibility of components from different 

manufacturers. Gross incompatibilities are 

very rare nowadays, only likely to rear their 

heads amongst the most exotic 

components. Here the delicate art of 

'supercompatibility' really takes over the 

major role and might be regarded as the 

key to 'real' hi-li. 

There are now three different 

prerecorded music media competing for 

the attention of the hi-li user, and to go for 

all three will either cost a lot of money or 

involve substantial compromises in the 

sound quality of each. For this reason 

many separates purchasers may start with 

just one source. adding others or a tuner 

when funds permit. 

There will always be controversy over 

the relative qualities of LP, CD and 

cassette. LP is still the choice for ultimate 

sound quality - particularly for those 

prepared to spend a substantial sum on a 

good quality turntable system. 

Cassette has never really challenged 

vinyl's superior quality, but it is a multiple 

role format, offering 'go anywhere' 

flexability, a uniquely useful recording 

capability, plus a broad catalogue of 

prerecorded musicassette material. As a 

hi-li medium cassette suffers from 

prerecorded material which has been 

improving but is still patchy in quality, and 

can usually be bettered by a home 

recording. There is also the worry that a 

tape made on a specific machine usually 

plays best on that machine, which may 

cause aggravation when upgrading a few 

years hence. 

CD is the latest challenger to these two 

established media, using a digital instead 

of analogue storage format. The sound 

quality remains controversial, hailed as 

near perfect by its fans but derided by vinyl 

freaks, so it is probably fairest to say that 

CD is fine for most listeners, but may not 

suit everyone; certainly the lack of 

background noise, defects and 

deterioration are major strengths. 

While there will always be arguments 

about the different music storage and 

transmission formats available to the hi-li 

listener, there is also controversy over the 

relative importance of the different 

components which make up the system 

chain - by which is meant the source, the 

amplification, and the loudspeakers (and 

for the pedantic the room itself, though 

there's often little that can be done here) 

For many years the 'weakest link' 

theory proposed that the loudspeakers 

needed the most attention, that amplifiers 

merely had to have sufficient power, and 

that turntables were pretty well perfect. 

However, this perspective has become 

steadily discredited by an alternative 

'theory of precedence', which stresses that 

no subsequent component can make up 

for the inadequacies of its predecessors 

- all it can do is supply its own additional 

degradations. In such a context it is not 

uncommon to find more than half the 

system budget allocated to the record 

player, with scrimping and saving made on 

amplifiers and loudspeakers. 

Choosing the components of a system 

is only part of the task of getting the 

system as a whole working as well as 

possible. Good turntables and 

loudspeakers both benefit to a surprising 

degree from proper support - from stands 

that enable them to give their best 

performance, whether floor-standing or 

wall mounted. 

Siting of components within a room 

can play a significant role, as can the room 

itself. Some people may prefer an 

acoustically more 'live' room than others, 

but most will agree that the larger it is the 

better, because this tends to provide 

smoother and better extended bass 

reproduction. All rooms create reflections 

and standing waves, and the effects of 

these are more severe if all opposing walls 

are parallel, similar distances apart, and 

with hard reflective surfaces. Provided that 

the loudspeakers can be placed fairly 
symmetrically, slight asymmetry elsewhere 

in the room is usually helpful. 

The loudspeakers are most critical of 

placement, because it is their job to create 

the stereo image, and it will be impossible 

to do this if the sound from each is not 

roughly similar at the listening position. 

Each loudspeaker should operate in a 

similar immediate acoustic environment. 

unencumbered by other furnishings and 

structure, and a similar distance from each 

listener, nearby walls, and corners. Some 

loudspeakers are designed to operate 

close to a rear wall, others a metre or so 

out into the room, but all loudspeakers 

benefit from being closely mechanically 
coupled via proper stands to the floor. 

Mixing and matching the components 

of a record player to get optimum results 

can be something of a black art, over and 

beyond the fairly simple business of 

choosing a cartridge of roughly the right 

compliance to suit the arm effective mass. 

Certainly the combining of turntables and 

tonearms is not a simple matter, and this 

is where a good specialist dealer will come 

into his own, both in terms of 

recommending good combinations from 

the models he holds in stock, and then in 

correctly carrying out the sometimes tricky 

set up procedures which are often required 

to get the best results. 

The key to getting the best results from 

a separates system lies in finding an 

experienced and skilled dealer in the first 

place, one who takes the trouble to find out 

what you really want and then 

demonstrates some likely alternatives. 

The Directory has been compiled so 

that it can be used by Choice readers as a 

buying guide. A guide in the sense that 

that you should use the information in it to 

make a shortlist of equipment suited to 

your needs and budget, and then audition 

it at a dealers' before taking the plunge 

Because tastes inevitably differ it would be 

unwise to buy purely on the basis of our 

recommendation and dealers are the most 

experienced people around when it comes 

to making systems work as a whole. 



The Directory 
TURNTABLES & TONEARMS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Acoustic Research EB-101 
£230 

Alphason Solo/Xenon MCS 
£440/£320 

Alphason Sonata/HR-100S 
M CS/ Atlas £760/£500/£360 

Alphason Super Nova 
£300 

Ariston Forte 
£350 

Ariston Icon 
£215 

Ariston Pro 
£180 

Ariston Q-Deck 
£165 

DuaiCS430 
£100 

DuaiCS5000 
£230 

Dual CS503-2 
£145 

Dual CS505·4 
£170 

Goldmund ST 4 
£4589 

Heybrook TT2 turntable & arm 
£424/£269 

JVC AL·FQ555 
£170 

Kuzma Stabi/Stogi Reference 
£900/£699 

Linn Axis/Akito 
£443 

Linn LP12·Lingo/Ekos/Troika 
£1149/£1097/£798 

Manticore Mantra/Musician 
£340/£170 

Marantz TT 400 
£150 

NAD 5120 
£90 

Omega Point Silver/Black 
£895/£295 

•LAB 
• SOUND 

Good 
Good 

Average 
Good 

The schizophrenic split between consumer 
electronics and 'real hi-fi' is most obvious 
amongst turntables. The former are supplied 
simply as a means of playing vinyl in a system 
context. Cheaply manufactured in the Far East, 
these are complete players with a variety of 
automatic facilities, sometimes tied into system 
remote control. But engineering compromises 
severely limit sound quality, cartridge choice 
may be P-mount restricted, and such machines 
are rarely stocked by specialist hi-li dealers 
these days. 

• COMMENTS 

Specialist turntables offer brg sound quality 
improvements, but lack so-called convenience 
features (that practised users often find irksome) 
Such turntables at the cheaper end of the market 
(sub-£350) tend to be supplied with matching 
tonearm, and often include a 'starter' cartridge. 
Still better quality is found at higher prices 
amongst the separate motor units and tonearms. 
Careful partnering and set-up is essential for 
these individual components, but 'naturally 
sympathetic' combinations do exist, and the good 
dealer can help. 

Listed separately as integrated players 
and as turntable motor units and tonearms, 
our sound quality rating is based on results 
achieved using a high qualrty system- but in 
point of fact the turntable is usually the 
limiting factor soundwise in any system. Lab 
performance summarises the speed stability, 
vibration generation and environmental 
isolation of turntables, along with the friction, 
alignment and adjustment of tonearms. The 
tonearm's physical characteristics also define 
a range of compatible cartridges. 

• FEATURES • VALUE •ISSUE 
ARM EFF. MASS 

This genuine high fidelity product oilers an impressive package at a competitive price Subchassis, manual, 13.5g BB 48 

The deck is warm and euphonious with high levels of clarity. Wow artefacts occasionally just Suspended motor unit, optional 67 
audible quartz PSU,13g 

Very Good Good sound in all areas- bass, clarity and neutrality all in the top class and bellered by Belt drive, suspended, optional 79 
Very Good very few decks. Atlas PSU expensive but worthwhile PSU, 13g 
Good Informative, easy to listen to and quite lively deck with good detail and occasionally uneven Subchassis, manual, belt drive, 91 
Good bass. Build quality of review sample not perfect detachable arm.12g 

Average- Heavy on engineering, short of soul? The Forte almost makes it, losing out only because of Manual 2-speed belt drive player 67 
Average some residual pitch variations and a lack of bass power The arm is modestly good and detachable arm, 1 Og 

Good A thoughtful and efficient design that offers good sound, excellent value and semi-automatic Belt drive, suspended, semi- BB 79 
Good operation tool Good vibration isolation eases siting automatic, 1 Og 

Good Remarkably clear and detailed for the price, very neutral. Benefits from cartridge upgrade Manual, belt drive.12g BB 91 
Good 

Good Well engineered and good sounding low cost package which is both easy to set up and to use Semi-auto, belt drive, solid BB 67 
Average+ 

Average Ragged, sometimes unpleasant cartridge mixes with a modest pleasing player in a very sharply Belt drive, with cartridge, auto 67 
Average- priced package return, 5g 

Average The rare 78 facility may give grandma's collection a new lease of life but the player did not Electronic. belt drive, 48 
Average+ merit recommendation on price vs sound subchassis, 1 Og 

Good - Not wholly inspiring; generally coarse and wally sound is at least not offensive, but easily Semi auto, belt drive, 1 Og 91 
Average bettered by the CS505-4. Good value in material terms 

Good- The old-time favourite which never gives up. Sound is enjoyable if not perfectly clear. Semi-auto. belt drive BB 91 
Good- all-round value is excellent 

Very Good The Studio turntable takes on a cheaper tonearm than the T3F, yet provides a similar Solid subchassis, direct drive, R 60 
Excellent reference standard objective and subjective performance at £2,000 less, in a neatly parallel arm, detachable h/shell 

integrated though bulky package 

Average A gradual process of informed evolution and a sensibly designed arm combine to make this a Manual subchassis motor with arm, R 67 
Good+ good sounding middle of the road package. Well supported by dealers belt drive, 14g 

Average- Clear midband sound but woolly bass and crude treble. Ease of use however ranks highly, and Auto, direct drive, 5.5g 67 
Poor there's little to go out of adjustment 

Very Good Beautifully made in a solid oak plinth, the Stabi also sounds very clear, detailed and Manual, belt drive, subchassis.12g R 91 
Very Good extended. Stogi Reference is also most capable. 

Good- A neat. attractive and well-made package which delivers a rather harsh sound with a Belt drive, semi-suspended, 79 
Average+ 'one-note' effect in the bass, but it's well suited to mid market systems electronic PSU, 1 Og 
Good+ The classic reference is improved (at a price) by the Lingo but character remains the same- Manual, subchassis, belt drive, 9g -!RI- 91 
Good+ not as detailed or neutral as the best. Ekos arm, though pricey, is well made and suited to 

many decks 

Good+ Well engineered deck with satisfying sound. The arm is particularly line and very good value Belt drive. suspended, 15g R 79 
Good+ 

Average- Everything one hopes a budget deck won't be; coarse, confused, muddled and woolly. Manual, belt drive16g 91 
Poor Construction isn't wonderful, either 

Average A number of running improvements have given this player a range and tautness denied its Semi-auto belt drive, detachable BB 67 
Average lazier sounding antecedents armtube/weight, 9g 

Good An avowedly stripped down turntable that lacks even an on/off switch. the Omega Point Silver Manual, solid, belt drive, 55 
Good+ offers fine mid range clarity and good stereo, but some HF compression and a lack of 'wellie' unipivot, 11 g 

Opus 3 Continuo/Decca London Poor Heavyweight motor unit with many fine properties. but which needs further development. The Belt-drive manual, damped 67 
International (Revise £599/£99 Good idiosyncratic arm is a suitable (though not ideal) platform for the Decca cartridge. For all unipivot arm, 12g 

its faults though, the whole transcends the sum of the parts 
Rational Audio Aura 01 Poor Poor lab results reflect bad rumble, but mid range and treble are very pure and clean; Manual, belt drive, linear R 91 
£189 Good idiosyncratic sound and stylrng should be tried' tracking arm1 Og 
Rega Planar 2 Average+ A remarkable product at the price, surprisingly articulate and confident Manual, 11.5g BB 48 
£155 Good 
Rega Planar 3 Good A long time leader in its price category, the '3 (with its excellent RB300 arm) sounded Manual, 11.5g BB 48 
£207 Good nicely 'musical' in a balanced and coherent manner 

Revolver Rebel Average Quite lively and detailed but not the strongest on subtlety, with slightly lumpy bass. Motor Manual, belt drive, R 91 
£185 Good- breakthrough audible, and watch for bent motor shaft on delivery! semi-suspended 12g 
Revox 8291* Average- Sound quality ranks as below average Subjective bandwidth is narrow and the music lacks Automatic, remote controllable, 55 
£892 Average- grace and energy. Ease of use however is unrivalled direct drive parallel arm, 

prefitted cartridge 
Rote! RP·855 Good Great sound for the money- detailed and clear with good bass and no irritating nasties Belt drive, solid, speed adjust, BB 79 
£160 Good 9g 
Systemdek IIX Good Poised, clean sounding deck, forward and explicit in character. A good value deck under £250, 2 speed belt drive manual R 67 
£248 Average+ and a relatively cheap and satisfactory suspended model turntable and arm, 11 g 
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The Directory 
INTEGRATED TURNTABLES 

• MODEL •LAB • COMMENTS 
• PRICE •SOUND 

Technics SL-DD33 Average As with the OD33 though betler value 
£110 Average 

Technics SL-L20 Poor A rather lightweight parallel tracker achieving a poor overall rating, with little to 
£115 Average- recommend it unless you dig facilities 

Technics SL-QD33 Average The quartz speed controlled version of the DD is short on sound quality but not features. But 

£140 Average it did have lair locus and some depth 

Technics SLBD-22 Average- Not bad for the price and a great improvement on the L20, it performs reasonably when not 

£90 Average- stretched 

Thorens TD 166 Mk V Good Classic suspended-subchassis deck with clear, stable sound of no particular character. 

£200 Good Unlikely to make enemies 

Thorens TD 280 Mk 11 Good- Legendary Thorens build quality on the cheap- slightly unsubtle sound but eminently 
£180 Good- liveable-with and very good value 

Thorens TD 316 Mk 11 Good Very solid deck with neat split-chassis construction. Sound is a bit insecure in the bass, 
£220 Good- but it could suit classical music lovers well 

Thorens TD2001 Good Similar to TD320 but much dearer- why? Sound is comfortable but not very detailed 
£630 Good-

Thorens TD320 Mk 11 Good Good, consistent sounding deck with much improved {but not ideal) arm. A little expensive for 

£350 Good performance offered 

Townshend Rock Excellent Overall the closest reproduction to master tape we've yet heard, with stunning real bass and 
Relerence/Excalibur £1995/£695 Excellent excellent neutrality. Front end damping trough improves LF detail significantly 

Voyd Reference/Helius Cyalene n/a Voyd's flagship is equipped with three of the biggest motors in the business, a Lexan platter 
£5299/£1 066 

Well Tempered WTAT 
£1690 

Zarathustra S4/Piuto SA 
Prestige/PSU £1500/£2500/£500 

MOTOR UNITS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Ariston Superior 
£598 

CEC ST930 
£599 

CS Audio Resan kit for Rega 
£90 

Michell Gyrodec 
£595 

Michell Syncro 
£265 

NVA Senior 
£450 

Oracle Alexandria Mk Ill 
£1195 

Oracle Paris 
£595 

Origin live Oasis A 
£495 

Origin live Oasis B 
£199 

Oxford Acoustics Crystal 
Reference £2495 

Pink Triangle Anniversary 
£1175 

Pink Triangle Export 
£676 

Pink Triangle little Pink 
Thing £392 

Revolver 
£150 

Systemdek IIXE 
£248 

Systemdek IV 
£495 

Voyd 0.5 
£3062 

Voyd Valdi 
£868 

VPI HW-19Mk3 
£1500 

TONEARMS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Airtangent 1 B 
£1990 

Alphason Delta 
£190 

Excellent and a real brute of a power suppy (it dwarfs most power amps!). A strong contender for best 
turntable in the known universe 

Average Intriguing and challenging design. Musically it is not ideal, but it has a limpid quality and 
Very Good a lack of artificiality that sets standards as well as turning the ear, though it's not 

completely uncoloured. A charmer yet mainstream enough in its virtues to be viable 

n/a The very well made and finished heavy platter 54 with the superb Pluto arm make a devastating 
Excellent combination ranking up there with the very best 

•LAB • COMMENTS 
• SOUND 

Good+ Good but slightly damped sound quality, with powerful and stable bass. The pro quo is a 
Good certain lack of pace, energy and resolution 

Good A rarity- a serious hi-li product that loses nothing to budget rivals in finish or 
Very Good convenience. Good clean sound, very stable and assured 

Good- After-market kit to convert Rega 2 or 3 to semi-suspended subchassis style. Looks good and 
Good sounds tidier than original. Feedback is much reduced 

Good Sweet and natural sounding player, well exploited by the Rega RB300 arm. Aesthetics, and the 
Good acres of acrylic, are unique 

Good A happy blend of qualities endows the Synchro with a blend of subtlety and force- the mailed 
Good fist in the velvet glove. Easy on the ear in the best sense. 

Good- Very high sensitivity to low-frequency vibration, especially on NVA stand, gives strange 
Average subjective bass response and confused sound. Looks are unusual but pleasing 

Very Good One of the most beautifully presented players made, and fully supported by superb separation, 
Very Good dynamics and a euphonious style of delivery. 

Good- Looks good but sounds coarse, confused and uneven, with bass liable to thump 
Average 

Good- Rather coarse sound with lack of detail resolution- but lively presentation may appeal. 
Average Appearance is industrial 

Average Aesthetics are not its strong point, but its lively and articulate- if idiosyncratic- sound 
Average+ will please some tastes. Highly resonant construction is very sensitive to feedback 

Very Good This big, open and powerful sounding turntable works beautifully with Airtangent arm to give 
Excellent superb 3-D imagery. Recently updated to mk.ll lorm 

Excellent Possibly the most detailed, clear, neutral and therefore accurate deck around. Likeness to 
Excellent master tape is almost uncanny 

Very Good Basically a PT TOO with built-in power supply. Retains features of great transpareny and 
Excellent neutrality. Review sample had high ish motor noise- presumed untypical 

Good+ Leads the field for clarity and neutrality at this price or a good bit more. 1t also looks 
Very Good very smart' Excellent value. Arm cut-out suits Rega or Linn style 

Average Nicely balanced, but unimpressive timing and lightweight bass made this deck rather average 
Average for the price. Manufacturer has since made several changes, but not re-submitted for review 

Good Fine, honestly specified and well built player which easily betters its closest stablemate, 
Very Good the IIX. Frankly, at the price it's a sonic bargain 

Good The level of wow is a theoretical concern at least, but elsewhere this player shines, 
Very Good combining euphony, Information and imaging in a polished, untemperamental package 

n/a Based on the standard 3-motor Voyd but with upgrade options {better bearing, platter, etc) 
Excellent which take it half way to a Voyd Reference, so we've dubbed it The Voyd Plus. Superb build 

Good- Recent power supply upgrade has resulted in at round improvements. This Perspex plattered, two 
Very Good motor deck is remarkably competent, revealing and neutral 

Very Good Built to accommodate parallel tracking arms, this large but elegant deck produced clean, 
Very Good smooth sound when fitted with an SME arm. Good bass 

• LAB • COMMENTS 
• SOUND 

n/a 
Excellent 

Good 
Average+ 

A complex but superbly built arm for high quality systems, giving excellent stereo and 
resolution 

A highly competent design from Alphason gives good sound quality but with slight blurring and 
treble fizz 
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• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
ARM EFF. MASS 

Automatic. direct drive. solid BB 48 
plinth, 7.5g, P-mount 

Electronic, solid plinth, 5g, 48 
P-mount 

Automatic, Quartz, direct drive, R 48 
solid plinth, 7.5g, P-mount 

Semi automatic, solid plinth, R 48 
electronic, 6g P-mount 

Belt drive, suspended, 12g BB 79 

Belt drive, solid, electronic BB 79 
PSU, 12g 

Belt drive, suspended, electronic R 79 
PSU, 12g 

Semi-auto, belt drive, subchassis 91 
15g 

Semi-auto two speed belt drive,14g 67 

Belt drive, suspended, electronic R 79 
PSU, front-end damping, 12g 

Belt drive, 3 motors, subchassis, R Coli. '90 
outboard PSU,12/14g 

Manual 2-speed, damped, suspended R 67 
arm, 7.5g 

Subchassis, manual, available R 72 
without PSU 

• FEATURES • VALUE •ISSUE 

Belt drive, subchassis, electronic 55 

Belt drive, external PSU, 78 R 79 
speed inc. 

Conversion kit, all work R 79 
reversible 

Manual, belt drive, suspended 55 
motor unit 

Manual, belt drive, suspended R 67 
motor unit 

Belt drive, electronic PSU, two- 79 
part plinth 

Manual 2-speed belt drive R 67 

Belt drive, semi-suspended, 91 
electronic 

Belt drive, external mains 79 
filter, 33rpm only, suspended 

Belt drive, 33Gy1/3Gyrpm only, 79 
solid plinth/subchassis 

Manual, belt drive, subchassis, 60 
stand 

Suspended, belt drive, 91 
electronic, motor on subchassis 

Suspended, belt drive, electronic R 91 

Belt drive, semi-suspended, R 79 
electronic PSU 

Manual, belt drive, solid plinth 48 

Manual 2-speed, external PSU R 67 

Two-speed manual belt drive 67 

Belt drive, 3 motors, subchassis, 72 
outboard PS U 

Belt drive, suspended subchassis, 79 
electronic PSU 

Belt drive, suspended subchassis R 79 

• ARM EFF, MAS • VALUE •ISSUE 

7.5g (vertical) R 60 

16g 48 
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TON EAR MS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Alphason HR1 DOS 
£440 

Alphason Opal 
£130 

Alphason Xenon 
£260 

Ariston Enigma 
£99 

Audio Technica AT1130 
£186 

Decca London International 
£49 

Eminent Technology 
£1000 

Goldmund T3F arm 
£4400 

Helius Drion 2 
£490 

Kuzma Stogi Reference 
£699 

Linn Ekos 
£1097 

Moth Arm 
£78 

Nairn Aro 
£699 

Rega RB300 
£115 

Roksan Artemiz 
£669 

Roksan Tabriz 
£165 

SME 3009 Series Ill 
£253 

SME 3009 Series IllS 
£182 

SME 3009R 
£335 

SME 309 
£495 

SME Series IV 
£810 

SME Series V 
£1247 

CARTRIDGES 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Arcam C77 
£22 

Arcam C77Mg 
£30 

Arcam E77Mg 
£50 

Arcam P77Mg 
£60 

Arcam PMX10 
£100 

Audio Technica ART1 
£800 

Audio Technica AT·420E 
£35 

Audio Technica AT95E 
£19 

Audionote 102VDH 
£895 

Audioquest AQ 404i·L 
£400 

• LAB • COMMENTS • ARM EFF, MAS • VALUE • ISSUE 
•SOUND 

Very Good This S-shaped arm sounds smooth, but nevertheless reproduces transients with line attack lOg R CoiL '86 
Very Good 

Good This is a straightforward adequate sounding low cost arm, priced just above where it rightly lOg 55 
Average belongs 

Good A trimmed down HR1 OOS, the Xenon has inferior bearings and a simpler finish, but sounds crisp 1275g 55 
Good+ and coherent. Fits any Linn cutout 

Average Good but not the best in its class: mid-band sounds a little uneven; treble a trifle "brash" 11.5g 48 
Average+ 

Good Well suited to most cartridges including high compliance ones, the AT is smooth and tonally 8.5g 67 
Good neutral, if slightly lacking in 'balls' 

Average+ This uni-pivot design gives a rather rich tonal balance and some bass muddling. Could be good 12g 48 Summ 
Average+ with Decca cartridges, but not well built 

Good+ One of the best sounding tonearms around, the linear tracking Eminent delivers impressive 9g (vertical) R CoiL '86 
Very Good stereo imagery, locus and transparent sound 

Excellent This complex parallel tracker created an "ear-opening" experience when tested with a (since 16.5g CoiL '87 
Excellent updated) Goldmund Studio turntable 

Very Good Excellently engineered with rigid bearings, free from slack. lt remains expensive but the 12g 48 
Very Good level of performance deserves Recommendation 

Very Good A large, solid and well-made arm that holds the cartridge firmly, giving exceptionally clear 12g 79 
Very Good sound with just a hint of brightness 

Very Good Superb, state of the art design which builds significantly on lttok's strengths 9g 67 
Very Good 

Good The ultimate budget arm? Relined, detailed, sweet and natural- performance improves in line 12g BB 60 
Good+ with the rest of the system 

Good Designed for use on the Linn LP12, the Aro is a little bright and congested. 10.5g 91 
Good -

Very Good Despite its modest price this sets exceptional performance standards and could be used on a 10-llg BB 60 
Very Good number ot high-quality turntables 

Average Interesting design which works a treat on the Xerxes deck. Fits Rega cut-out. 8g 67 
Good 

Good Though obviously targetted at Roksan's own Xerxes, it is also a goodalternative to the Rega 9g R 91 
Good+ arms in many applications. A trifle bright. 

Good Comprehensively adtustable and very well made, suited to MM and high compliance MC cartridges 5g 48 
Average+ 

Good A simplified less flexible (as regards adjustment) Series Ill with a similarly 'soft' sonic 5g 48 
Average+ character 

Average+ A higher mass version of the Series Ill designed for low compliance MC cartridges 12g 48 
Average+ 

Very Good Beautifully made, finished and presented, this arm is fully and easily adjustable and a lOg 79 
Very Good highly neutral performer 

Excellent Superb engineering and finish with a finely balanced sound giving impressive stereo locus and 10.5g 60 
Very Good low coloration 

Excellent Excellent in terms ol design engineering and sound quality, this arm arguably sets a new 10.5g 60 
Very Good reference standard regardless of price 

•LAB 
• SOUND 

Average+ 
Average+ 

Average -
Average 

Average 
Average 

Average+ 
Average+ 

Very much the 'slave' of turntable and tonearm 
and to some extent undermined by the supply of 
free 'starter' cartridges on many turntable 
systems, the cartridge is still worth taking 
seriously The quality of both the stylus itself and 
the cartridge's tracking performance are 
important in preserving that most important part 
of the hi-li system- the record collection- and 
the cartridge also plays a significant role in 
determining the overall balance of a system. 

• COMMENTS 

Cartridges fall into two groups: high output 
models, capable of working directly into any 
amplifier. and more expensive low output 
models. 

Stereotypically, low output cartridges use 
the moving coil principle of operation, have 
better mechanical integrity and tighter tolerances, 
and give better performance but at much higher 
cost. Most under -£150 amp I iliers and many 
valve designs need either an extra head amp or 

•ARM 

transformer to cope with the low output. 
Cartridge/amplifier interlacing can be 

very subtle, but even basic high output 
moving magnet designs benefit in overall 
balance from oplimised amplifier capacitance 
loading. Still more important, the mechanical 
cartridge characteristic of cantilever 
compliance ('springiness') needs to be 
considered in the light of the effective mass 
of the tonearm which will be used. 

• VALUE • ISSUE 
• OUTPUT /TYPE 

A sensible moving magnet package with good bounce at a competitive price 6-16g BB 48 
Normal, MM 

Punchy sound quality with plenty of extra energy to liven things up. The solid body seems 4-8g BB 67 
well worth the extra £10 Normal, MM 

Our sample had a disappointing stylus, but gave a coherent, rich and laid back sound. with 3-8gN 48 
good ·scale' Normal, MM 

Cautiously recommended, the P77Mg was preferred to its cheaper partner by virtue of a better 4-9g 48 
tip. Channel balance could have been better Normal, MM 

Good+ Not the very clearest in complex high-frequency sounds. but lively and exciting, good 5-llg 85 
Very Good transients Low. MC 

Good+ This is a delicate and very fluid-sounding MC that tracks well, offers very low distortion 9-18g 72 
Very Good and exceptionally good stereo separation Low. MC 

Average Better suited to pop recordings, this MM bears some of the sonic hallmarks of the Linn K5 7-14g (damp) 67 
Average Nomal, MM 

Average - Clear, dynamic if richly balanced, the magnetic '95E is a definite Best Buy 8-14g BB 48 
Average Nromal, MM 

Good One of the best, giving ·an extraordinarily relaxing mid range clarity', needs a transformer 8-18g 43 
Very Good Very low, MC 

Very Good Slight harshness detracted from the performance of this otherwise clear-sounding and detailed 8-16g 84 
Good+ cartridge Low, MC 
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• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS •ARM • VALUE • ISSUE 

• PRICE •SOUND • OUTPUT/TYPE 

Audioquest AQ 7000 Good Stunning stereo imaging and good detail at low levels are spoiled by less-than-perfect 6-20g 91 
£1200 Good+ tracking and high sensitivity to arms. Low, MC 

Audioquest MCS Average Offers high-output benefits but the drooping frequency response and severe VT A error preclude 10-20g 54 
£220 Average recommendation Normal, MC 

Cello Chorale Average+ Now available through a new distributor at a saving of some £300, the Chorale is still 3-9g 72 
£750 Good blessed with a delicate but highly detailed treble. Arm matching is a problem Low, MC 

Denon OL 103 Average This classic spherical stylus model gives a lively sound with powerful bass, and is popular 6-16g 48 
£99 Good in broadcast studios Low, MC 

Denon DL110 Good Firmly recommended as a fine all-rounder. this high-output moving coil model is likely to 6-16g BB 48 
£69 Good perform well in nearly all circumstances Normal, MC 

Denon DL160 Average+ Although listeners just preferred the 110, its brother here proved a twin in lab tests and is 6-16g 43 

£89 Good still "thoroughly competent" Normal, MC 

Oynavector 17D2 Very Good Clear, detailed, neutral and generally very informative - excellent 6-18g L 91 

£280 Very Good ow, MC 

Oynavector DV·SOX Good A high-output MC model with impressive lab performance, but whose tip and sound quality both 6-14g 48 
£99 Average disappointed Normal, MC 

Dynavector DV1 OX IV Average Fine sounding and realistically priced, damping is recommended to ensure successful tracking 8-18g N R 48 
£125 Average+ ability Normal, MC 

Dynavector DV23RS Average+ Sound quality was described as "shut-in", lacking energy and sparkle but with some "edginess" 10-22g 28 
£230 Good in high frequencies Low, MC 

Dynavector XX·1 Very Good Good, but not immensely competitive at the price, and not helped by comparison with the low 7-15g 84 
£680 Good+ output version Normal, MC 

Dynavector XX·1L Very Good Very clear, very detailed, no troubles with tracking; response lilt around 20kHz seems to do 7·13g 84 
£680 Very Good no harm Low, MC 

Empire Benz·Micro MC·2 Average Similar to both the Empire MC1000 and vdH MC2 in design, the Benz oilers a warmer and very 5·12g 72 
£699 Good+ transparent account of the music. Its tracking prowess is slightly limited Low, MC 

Glanz GMC·10EH Good The rising HF trend of this high o/p MC may cause problems in certain systems but with a 8-14g R 67 
£50 Good favourable wind its seductive qualities will win out Normal, MC 

Glanz GMC·10LX Average+ Bearing some of the hallmarks of the '10EH, the '10LX is still less competitive in the sonic 7-15g L 67 
£80 Average+ stakes Low, MC 

Glanz GMC·20E Good+ Very good tracking, smooth sound and good detail. Very slight surface noise enhancement 5·10g 91 
£129 Good+ Low, MC 

Glanz MFG·110EX Average A little bright but giving detailed bass and clear treble, this was competitive at the price 6-16g 43 
£25 Average Normal, MM 

Glanz MFG·310LX Good+ Detail and treble outstanding for sub-£100 cartridge. Slight coloration may be due to body 6-10g BB 85 
£50 Very Good resonance Normal, MF 

Glanz MFG·61 OLX Good+ Similar to cheaper '310 but slightly clearer transients and bass. Benefits from lowish 3-10g 85 
£90 Good+ impedance loading Normal, MF 

Goldmund Clearaudio Average+ Something of a mixed bag overall, its sonic character bears a strong resemblance to the 5-12g Low, MC 60 
£1500 Very Good Pradikal lhough it shares some of the hallmarks of the more expensive Accurate 

Goldring 1012 Good+ Slightly harsh sound but plenty of life and quite good detail. Some very high frequency 6-12g R 85 
£40 Good coloration apparent Normal, MM 

Goldring 1022 Good+ As with 1012, a touch harsh; detail and transient purity improved, though, and it goes well 5-11g R 85 
£60 Good with electric.guitarl Normal, MM 

Goldring 1042 Good+ Not terribly subtle, and not such good value alongside 1012 and 1022. Quite lively, though 7-12g 91 
£85 Good Normal, MM 

Goldring Elan Average+ A lightweight and frisky-sounding MM that appears to be based upon the same body as the 7-15g 67 
£16 Average Nagaoka mm4 Normal, MM 

Goldring Epic 11 Average An excellent budget choice though the limitations of the stylus are rather obvious at higher 5-12g R 67 
£26 Average+ frequencies Normal, MM 

Goldring Eroica Good More confused and coloured than its low-output sibling - high output less of an issue in 8-15g 84 
£100 Good - these days of cheap MC-compatible amplifiers Normal, MC 

Goldring Eroica LX Good+ Not the most subtle cartridge in the world; can sound edgy at times, but lively and 8-14g R 84 
£115 Good informative Low, MC 

Goldring Excel Average+ Goldring's most expensive cartridge to date errs on the warm and heavy side of neutral. 6-13g 72 
£500 Good Strong bass lines are its forte though its ability to resolve subtle treble details is weaker Low, MC 

Grado ZF3E + • Average - Downtilting balance disguises the brightness of this cartridge; bit of a mixed bag at this 9-20g (damping) 54 
£47.50 Average price Normal, MM 

Grado ZTE +1 Average - Bass and treble are a trifle coloured but the midband proved highly enjoyable. Ideal for 6-13g (damping) 54 
£26.50 Average budget systems Normal, MM 

Kiseki Blackheart Good This cartridge demonstrated refined poise and a delicate but at once potent security, 6-16g 60 
£1795 Good however, the price did seem a little on the high side compared to other Kisekis Low, MC 

Kiseki Blue Goldspot Very Good Good bass and imaging, but hints of spit and coloration let the side down slightly 8-15g 84 
£450 Good+ Low, MC 

Kiseki Lapis Lazuli Good Combining very sensible design concepts at a silly price, the Lapis Lazuli is best thought of 4-12g 60 
£4000 Very Good as combining the detail of the MC3000 and the fluidity of the Clearaudios Low, MC 

Kiseki Purpleheart Sapphire Good+ Rare, beautiful to look at and sweet to listen to, our review of this high-flyer conjured up 5-14g 48 
£799 Good+ 1mages of Japanese art Low, MC 

Koetsu Black S Average The S is an OEM design built to Koetsu's blueprint. lt features a sturdier fixing plate and 8-15g R 72 
£612 Good+ oilers a brighter, faster and more tactile sound than the earlier K Low, MC 

Linn Asaka Good+ Disciples of Linn who are trying to realise their true "Karma" may find that saving money is 9-18g Coli. '86 
£373 Good+ not a short cut to heaven Low, MC 
Linn KS Average Not as crisply focused as the costlier Linn magnetics, the K5 offers a smoother presentation 7-16g R 67 
£39 Average+ Normal, MM 
Linn K9 Average Linn threw this model into the leading pack by beefing up the Basik's bodywork, adding a 6-15g BB Coli. '86 
£89 Good super stylus, and keeping the price fair Normal, MM 

Linn Karma Very Good A specialist which is strongly recommended for Linn-based systems; results may be less 9-18g Coli. '86 
£564 Very Good predictable in more general application Low, MC 

Linn Troika Very Good Good all-rounder, but still some hint of unhappiness at very high levels. Good imaging and 6-18g 91 
£798 Good+ bass. Low, MC 

London Maroon Average Now manufactured under the London brandname this Decca cartridge is as iconeclastic as ever 9-20g (damp) 67 
£149 Average+ Normal, MM 

London Super Gold Poor Immediate and (in the mid range at least) detailed, but very coloured, very nonlinear and 9-15g, damp 84 
£300 Average - questionable ellect on records. Devotees swear by it Normal, fixed stylus MM 
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• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS •ARM • VALUE • ISSUE 
• PRICE • SOUND • OUTPUT /TYPE 

Milltek Aurora Good+ An overall feeling of relaxed ease characterised this clear and atmospheric Kiseki-built 8-16g Coli. '86 
£249 Good+ cartridge Normal, MC 

Milltek Olympia Average+ Warm and detailed sound- packs the punch of the best MCs with high output as a bonus 12-20g, (damping) R 54 
£349 Good+ Normal, MC 
Nagaoka MM4 Average - Clear punchy sound that delivers the rudiments of a good performance 6-16g R 54 
£9 Average- Normal, MM 
Nagaoka MP1 0 Average High frequencies sounded "shut-in" with this spherical-stylus model, but mid and mass were 5-13g R 48 
£18 Average energetic, bouncy and punchy Normal, MM 

Nagaoka MP11 Boron Average Responding well overall in PM's equipment and listening room, this model was mildly 5-13g BB 48 
£40 Average+ criticised for low level and dynamic limitations Normal, MM 

Nagaoka MP11 Gold Average- There were mild criticisms directed at most areas, but in general the sound was clear, open 3-8g R 48 
£47 Average+ and even Normall, MM 

Nagaoka Stilton TS1 0 Good- Stilton-designed solid body (with three-point mounting) certainly gives remarkably 5-10g R 85 
£50 Good resonance-free sound, but tip and generator are less good- a little rough at times. Normal. MM 

Nagaoka Stilton TS11 Good- Differs from T S10 in having Vital stylus with better tracing but still some high frequency 5-10g 85 
£70 Good harshness. Normal, MM 

Ortofon 510 Good For the price, a good blend of virtues- weight, clarity and neutrality. 3-11g BB 85 
£30 Good+ Normal. MM 

Ortofon 520 Average Very sensitive to load capacitance this new Ortofon maintains the company tradition for a 7-16g R 67 
£50 Average+ lively, effervescent SO Normal, MM 

Ortofon 530 Good+ Very clean and assured sound; transients not quite perfectly pure but plenty of detail. 4-11g R 85 
£80 Good+ Normal, MM 

Ortofon 540 Average - Graced with an advanced FGII stylus our sample possessed too high a compliance for broad arm 3-8g 67 
£100 Average matching. lt could also sound a little unforgivin Normal, MM 

Ortofon MC1 0 Super Average "What a delightfully sweet-sounding cartridge this is ."we said 5-15g BB 48 
£70 Good Low, MC 

Ortofon MC20 Super Average+ An "inviting" sound quality; polite rather than exciting it approaches much more expensive 6-15g R Coli. '86 
£200 Good+ models, but does not better them Low, MC 

Ortofon MC30 Super Very Good Beautifully engineered and well-balanced, it was slightly criticised as bland, though some 5-14g Coli. '87 
£270 Good+ may appreciate the lack of rough edges Low, MC 

Ortofon MC3000 Mkll Very Good Low levels of body resonance are a real ear-opener. Nothing to criticise elsewhere; one of 9-16g 84 
£850 Excellent the very best Low, MC 

Ortofon MC5000 Good+ Review sample could not be fully run-in, which might explain limited tracking ability and 12-20g 91 
£1500 Good bright and forward sound, though imaging is excellent. Fussy about s. Low, MC 

Ortofon Quartz Good+ Lively, quite detailed, and a touch bright, the Quartz has many qualities of the much dearer 3-12g R 91 
£120 Good Quasar Low, MC 

Ortofon Quasar Very Good Many of the qualities of the MC3000, although a touch bright. Good detail and delicacy 8-15g R 84 
£300 Very Good Low, MC 
RATA RP20 Average - Good integration, a clear dynamic mid range and the beginnings of fine stereo imagery merits 6-14g R 48 
£22 Average clear recommendation Normal, MM 

RATA RP40 Average The '40 did a good job of sorting out the layers and complexity of the mix, with good locus, 6-15g R 48 
£44 Average+ excellent stereo spread and line scale Normal, MM 

RATA RP70 Average Clearer and sweeter than the '40 this also seemed heavier and less lively. For £99 you can 6-14g 43 
£77" Average+ have a van den Hul stylus Normal, MM 
RATA RP70vdH Average+ Able to retrieve bags of musical detail (thanks to the vdH stylus), RATA's top cartridge 11-18g R 67 
£99 Good ranks as one of the most articulate MM's available Normal, MM 
Rega Bias Average Difficult to mount in some arms due to its shallow build, the bias offers a gentile, relined 4-10g 67 
£34 Average+ SO that certainly makes it worthy of audition Normal, MM 
Rega Elys Good Clearly superior to the Bias, despite their common heritage, the Elys is both more detailed, 8-15g 67 
£74 Good accurate and musically convincing Normal, MM 

Revolver Average+ This modified AT-95E enjoys a very lively mid and treble even if the bass is somewhat 8-16g BB 67 
£20 Average 'slower' in comparison. A firm budget buy Normal, MM 

Roksan Corus Black Good+ Recognisably related to Corus Blue, but distinctly more civilised and smoother. 7-12g R 91 
£110 Good Normal, MM 

Roksan Corus Blue Good+ Roksan-specified modified Goldring 1012; slight harshness detracts from otherwise good sound. 7-11g 91 
£65 Good Normal, MM 

Shure M104E Average- Capable in many ways, but giving no substantial improvement over the 92E in our view 5-15g 38 
£36 Average Normal, MM 

Shure M105E Average A slightly 'spitly' sound lacking deep bass and dynamic contrast, but can be used in 5-12g 38 Summ 
£49 Average - virtually every system where it will perform "unobtrusively" Normal, MM 

Shure M11 OHE Average Sound quality was thought eminently presentable, but not exciting; smooth clear high 5-10g 38 Summ 
£60 Average frequencies, but a loss of bass definition Normal, MM 

Shure M111 HE Average Early reviews of this cartridge complained principally of the price- which has since come 5-10g 38 Summ 
£72 Average down Normal, MM 

Shure M92E Average- Though lacking depth, the overall sound quality was competent, but treble was not its forte 10-15g 43 
£17 Average Normal, MM 

Shure M99E Average- Sister to the 92E this is a solid but not particularly exciting cartridge 5-10g 38 Summ 
£29 Average- Normal, MM 

Shure ME75ED Average Rather bright and splashy in the high frequencies but nevertheless a competent model 5-10g 38 
£26.50 Average- Normal, MM 

Shure ME97HE Average lt won't turn a sow's ear of a turntable into a silk purse, but will at least keep going and 8-20g 48 
£49 Average+ produce an acceptable result Normal, MM 

Shure Ml120HE Average+ Quite decent sound quality and a generally fine balanced performance 6-18g 48 
£95 Average+ Normal, MM 

Shure Ml140HE Average+ Qualitatively the treble of this well-balanced moving magnet model was a match for many 6-16g 43 
£120 Good moving coil cartridges Normal, MM 

Shure Ultra 500 Good There was no doubting the accomplishments of what could well be the finest moving magnet 6-14g 48 
£499 Good cartridge around Normal, MM 

Shure V15 VMR Good Initial listening gave promising results, but extended familiarity gave the feeling of a lack 5-12g 38 
£215 Average+ of energy and a "shut-in" sound Normal, MM 

Shure VST V Very Good Quite exceptional assurance with difficult material; very stable and clear sound. One of the 4-11g R 85 
£173 Very Good best. Dynamic Stabilizer actually worksl Normal, MM 

Stilton/AT·F3 Good+ At a premium of some £40 this modified AT-F3 offers a startlingly refined performance and is 8-18g R 67 
£110 Good+ strongly recommended Low, MC 
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• MODEL 
• PRICE 

van den Hul MC One 
£699 

van den Hul MC Two 
£899 

van den Hul MC1 Super 
£800 

van den Hul MC10 
£499 

AMPLIFIERS 

• LAB • COMMENTS 
•SOUND 

Good This extended all the positive qualities of the '1 0 but added greater authority and scale -
Very Good worth it for the extra money 

Good Connected directly to any standard MM input the vdH MC Two rewards with a highly detailed yet 
Very Good fluid and musically convincing portrayal 

Very Good Slight softening effect on transients was the only real flaw, but it didn't quite seem to 
Very Good have that special touch one expects for the money 

Good A neutral balanced performer giving transparent mid range, fine depth and focus with firm 
Good + extended bass. Gosh! 

•ARM 
• OUTPUT/TYPE 

6-12g 
Low, MC 

6-13g 
Normal, MC 

8-15g 
Low, MC 

5-10g 
Low, MC 

• VALUE • ISSUE 

60 

72 

84 

R 60 

The amplifier sits at the heart of the system, 
processing the outputs from all the various music 
sources as necessary and then driving the 
loudspeakers. These two (quite separate) 
functions are integrated into a single box at the 
low-to-middle price points; separated pre- and 
power amplifiers become increasingly common 
as one moves upmarket. At the upper end of the 
specialist market, valve amplifiers provide a 
popular alternative to the transistor types 
amongst enthusiasts. 

former are bleakly simple, avoiding all 
unnecessary features to provide the most direct 
signal path in the interests of best sound quality 
The latter range from models with just basic tone 
controls and tape recorder switching, to those 
with elaborate facilities such as graphic 
equalisers, remote control (including volume), 
surround sound options etc. etc. 

driven)- but again, paradoxically, this 
doesn't necessarily correspond to the 
loudness capability of the amplifier, which 
has as much to do with the elegance of the 
overload characteristics within a given system 
(valve amplifiers invariably sound more 
powerful than their rating would suggest). The 
listing of features provides some indication to 
the complexity of an amplifier many users 
prefer to retain the option of tone controls to 
'shape' the overall sound according to taste; 
many others have found living without tone 
controls surprisingly easy, with additional 
benefits in terms of transparency. 

There is a substantial difference between 
specialist (sound quality oriented) amplifiers and 
the consumer electronics style models. The 

Lab measurement provides some useful 
data, particularly in regard to an amplifier's ability 
to drive a wide range of different types of 
loudspeakers, but this is only obliquely related to 
sound quality. We also include our measured 
power output (RMS, 8ohm load, 1 channel 

• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
• PRICE 

Acoustic Research A03 
£170 

Acoustic Research A05 
£200 

Acoustic Research A07 
£300 

Aiwa XA·005 
£130 

Aiwa XA-006 
£130 

Akai AM·52 
£230 

Akai AM·65B 
£299 

Akai AM·93 
£550 

Alphason Apollo 
£300 

Amadeus Gold 
£360 

Amadeus Silver 
£270 

Aragon 4004 
£1795 

Arcam Alpha 2 
£195 

Arcam Delta 11 0!120 
£720/£520 

Arcam Delta 60 
£300 

• SOUND 

Average+ New slimmed down version of the A04 with less power and facilities but also a slightly 
Average 'fuuy' sound 

Good+ Capitalises on the strengths of the A-03 and A-07 but escapes the ignominy of their 
Good+ deficiencies. The amp for all AR-based systems 

Very Good Relatively smooth but ineffectual sound quality that lacks some weight and impetus at very 
Average+ low frequencies 

Good+ A technically competent amp with big, friendly but not overly engrossing sound quality 
Average -

Good 
Average 

Competent enough performer with plenty of facilities. A gutsy sound though one that's rougher 
via CD than MM. 

Average+ Basically equipped, this amplifier offers a comfortable but hardly over-detailed sound 
Average -

Good 
Average 

Average 
Average -

Average
Average+ 

Average
Good 

Average 
Good 

Good 
Good 

Good 
Good+ 

Good+ 
Good 

Good 
Good+ 

On-board 18-Bit OAC's actually give better sound than standard CD inputs! Punchy via MM disc 

Unfortunately Akai's on-board D/A convertors were less successful than its conventional 
analogue CD input. 

Our early production sample was beset with a variety of niggling problems. Laid-back though 
not unmusical sound. 

There is some indication of instability but otherwise sounds very rich, warm and musical. 
High-ish IMD 

Limited headroom via disc but still offers a sweet. lush sound. Limited current delivery 

Despite its imposing bulk, the Aragon is something of a softy at heart. lt can deliver oodles 
of power but its musical presentation is more laid-back 

Very confident, convincingly musical and punchy sound that sets the standard for other budget 
amps 

Overall performance is limited by the power amp- in isolation the PDM-preamp offers a 
remarkably open and detailed sound, particularly in 'digital' mode. 

Very refined and highly detailed sound via MM and CD without any of the hardness noted via 
the MC stage 

Arcam Delta 90.2 Average + Dark but slightly dead or conservative sounding version of the original Delta 90. Improved 
disc stage £410 Average+ 

Ariston Amp Average 

£219 Average + 
Slightly veiled and thin sound but proved suitably attractive in the listening tests 

Audio Innovations Series Poor This valve combination offers awesome dynamic range with superb transparency and power to 
1000/2nd Audio Amplifier Excellent match. Compatibility with other brands is unpredictable 

Audio Innovations Series 200 Poor Like most 'Innovations valve power amps, compatibility with other brands is unpredictable 
£449 Very Good Hardly a powerhouse, but nicely 'open', transparent and dynamic sound in small( ish) systems 

Audio Innovations Series 300 Poor Something of an anomally, the 300 is an integrated valve amp that looks awful in the lab but 
£499 Very Good sounds remarkable in a system- now in mk 11 guise 

Audio Innovations Series 30011 Poor Under-powered and over-distorted yet capable of realising an open and captivatingly 
£500 Good+ expressive sound. Sensitive speakers are a must 

Audio Innovations Series 400 Poor Superior styling and better build quality than the Series 300 make for a very attractive 
£669 Very Good integrated valve amp. Capable of fine results in the right system, but can sound too 'thin' 

Audio Note Ongaku n/a An out and out audiophile product, a single ended, zero negative feedback, triode, line level 
£29,950 Excellent integrated amp. Probably the best amplifier in the world! 

Audiolab BOOOA Very Good Recent mods have cured the slightly glassy treble, replacing it with a smoother but richer 
£410 Very Good and more solid style of music making 

Audiolab BOOOA Very Good Exceptionally detailed. tactile and transparent via CD but slightly more clouded via disc. A 
£350 Good+ stalwart design 

Audiolab BOOOC Excellent A well established preamp with a highly controlled sound, though it could do with more life 
£325 Good and depth 
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38W, MM disc, CD direct and 3 aux 
inputs 

67W, 2 tape, 3 line and both 
MM/MC inputs. Tone defeat 

75W, 4 line, 2AV and MM/MC 
inputs 

61W, MM 51ine inputs, 
source-direct 

67W, MM and 5 line i/p's plus 
independent rec out. 

95W, MM/MC disc, 5 line inputs, 
loudness 

101W, MM, 61ine, digital inputs 

112W, coax and optical dig 
inputs. MM/MC 

54W, 5 line, tape and MM/MC 
inputs. Solid wood fascia 

56W, MM/MC plug-in cards, 3 R 
line inputs 

37W, MM/MC, 31ine inputs R 

231W power amp 

41W, 4 line and MM inputs BB 

112W power amp, MM/MC R/
+ 4 line inputs+ coax/opt digital input. 

59W, 4 line, MM/MC inputs, no R 
tone controls 

73W, MM/MC, 4 line inputs, tone 
bypass, bi-wire 

32W, lull logic control, MM and 4 
line inputs 

15W, MM, 6 inputs, monobloks 

12W 

1 OW, MM, 6 inputs BB 

9W(I) integrated valve amp with 
tape, 3 line and MM disc inputs 

12W, MM and 4 line inputs R 

6 line inputs, 27W 

81W, 3 tape, 4 line and both 
MM/MC inputs. Tone defeat 

72W, MM/MC, 4 line and full 
record out selection 

MM/MC, 5 inputs, hdph, tone 
controls 

74 

97 

68 

80 

92 

74 

80 

68 

92 

74 

80 

72 

68 

92 

68 

74 

68 

63 

77 

63 

97 

77 

Coli '90 

97 

74 

62 
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• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Audiolab 80DOC/8000P 
£375/£545 

Audiolab SOOOP 
£495 

Audion CD-1 
£399 

Aura VA-40 
£190 

Aura VA-50 
£200 

Beard 506 
£1195 

Beard Audio CA35/P35mkll 
£695/£895 

Beard M70 
£1995 pair 

Bryston D.5B/2B 
£695/£695 

Bryston 12B/48 
£1295/£1395 

Cambridge P25 
£180 

Cambridge P50 
£200 

Carver CM-1 090 
£495 

Cello Audio Suite 
£1200 

Chord SPM-900 
£1850 

Concordant Excelsior 
£856 

Conrad-Johnson Motif MC-8 
£1995 

Conrad-Johnson Premier 7A 
£8995 

Conrad-Johnson PV-1 0 
£1100 

Creek CAS 404053 
£200 

Creek CAS 414052 
£230 

Croft Series 4S 

£850 

Croft Series 4SA 
£1000 

Croft Super Micro A 
£549 

Cyclone Catalyst 
£1995 

Deltec DPA 100S 
£2200 

Deltec DSP-5DS DPA-50S 
£725/£925 

Denon DAP-2500/POA-4400A 
£550/£600 pr. 

Denon PMA-25011 
£130 

Denon PMA-350 
£160 

Denon POA-6600 
£1000 pr. 

DNM 3A 
From £1000 

Dual CV-5670 
£250 

DuaiCV5600 
£160 

E.A.R. 549 
£3628 pr 

E.A.R. 802/509mkll 
£1 098/£1868 

Entire Sound EX50 
£500 

Exposure VINII.NIIIS 
£320/£500 

Exposure VIINIII 
£430/£470 

Exposure XI/XIINIII Super 
£1600 

Goodmans GSA-600 
£140 

Grant G60AMS 
£948 pr. 

• LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE •ISSUE 
•SOUND 

Very Good Audio lab has revamped its pre/power combo though the very distinctive almost stark neutrality 
Good that results will nol appeal to all lisleners. Good value engineering, nevertheless 

157W pow amp+ bi-wire outputs. 3 
Tape, 41ine +MM/MC on preamp 

Excellent A dynamic powerhouse, load tolerant and sonically reliable 
Good+ 

Average+ Nicely presented valve (line-only) preamplifier with fine bandwidth and enjoyable, musical 
Very Good sound. Great- if you can justify the cost Well worth hearing 

Average Based on ITL's earlier MA80, this amp sounded slightly wilhdrawn or 'dead' if inoffensive 
Average+ 

Good Superficially similar to the cheaper VA-40 but with much more of the old MA-80's magic! Great 
Very Good sound from a slimline package 

Good+ A versatile valve preamp- the bass sounded lively if a touch softened, while the treble was 
Good+ detailed but lacked a little sparkle and air. 

Average+ Good build quality and a very smart finish combine with a characteristic valve sound to make 
Very Good a first class amplifier capable of giving hours of musical enjoyment 

Good A substantial British monoblok power amplifier, but not a great deal more impressive than the 
Good+ P35 at half the price 

100W 

5 line inputs 

55W, MM 4 line inputs, MDSFET 
output 

65W, one tape, 4 line and MM 
only. New tape monitor switch 

4 inputs MM/MC 

35W, MM/MC, 4 inputs 

?OW 

Very Good Very rugged Canadian pre/power combo that sounds cool, confident and punchy. Headamp 65W, MM and 4 line sources, 
Good available to suit MC cartridges overload LEDs on power amp 

Good+ Bryston's massive 4B power amp stood out as the backbone of this combo, the preamp sounding a 272W, bridgeable to 800W. 6 line, 
Good trifle unbalanced between MM and MC inputs 2 disc inputs, subsonic filter 

Good+ Despite clocking-up a solid set of measurements the sound of the P25 proved to be as grey as 37W, 4 line and MM/MC inputs+ 
Average its appearance. lone defeat 

Good A pleasant enough sound with full bass yet wilh a slightly mechanical quality that reduced 56W, 41ine inputs+ MM/MC 
Average+ its sense of 'naturalness' +tone 

Average Looks very professional with its meters and handles but suffers from a loose and dirty sound 141W, 2 tape, 4 line and MM disc. 
Average+ that shies away from busy tracks Sonic Holography feature 

Excellent Cello's preamp represents a whole new ball game in flexibility and sound quality (or war of Optional inputs MC etc 
Excellent attrition on your wallet) 

Average+ Technically very interesting, this mini-powerhouse uses a switched-mode supply to deliver a 
Good+ crisp and refined sound 

Very Good Cottage industry styling might not inspire confidence, but sonically this preamp is 
Excellent tremendously vivid and detailed. Real high-end performance. We loved it! 

Very Good A cheaper alternative to the '7, this preamp is an undoubted success in maintaining the Motif 
Very Good sound but does not compare on sound quality 

n/a Price has increased since we tested it- but at this price who cares? The 'Seven is designed 
Excellent without compromise, and it's clearly one of the finest (valve) preamplifiers money can buy. 

Excellent Pricey, yes. but a fabulous preamplifier which confirms C-J's high reputation in the States. 
Excellent Beautiful imaging, superb detail, plenty of gain on the phono stage- classy build quality 

236W with protection into lower 
loads 

MM plus 3 line inputs. External 
power supply 

MM/MC 

MM, 4 line inputs, sep. Rec Out, 
versatile cartridge matching 

MM plus 4 line inputs 

R 

BB 

R 

R 

Good Now in mk3 guise the '4040 offers a dry but tidy sound via disc and one that's slightly 
Good leaner and better focussed on CD. 

41W, 31ine and one MM disc i/p. R 
Tone controls. 

Average 
Good 

Disc headroom still poor but the open and detailed, if slightly bright, sound wins through 

Good The original IV is still available now supplemented by the higher price and power (S); both 
Good are fine performers 

Good Featuring tuned components chosen for their sound quality, the 'A' variant is an impressive 
Very Good example of Croft's technique in valve design 

Average+ The looks are somewhat improved, while this 'hot rod' version with tuned components performed 
Very Good very well indeed. There is still no gain on the line inputs. Now in mk.ll form 

Good+ Exceptionally load tolerant and very refined in delivery. Extra options available in future 
Very Good 

Very Good A top-quality transistor power amp, sounding fast, articulate and well controlled, though 
Very Good maybe a touch clinical for some tastes 

Excellent Remarkable pre/power combo based around the highly linear DH-DA32 hybrid op-amp. 
Excellent Unmatched detail resolution, control and transparency 

Very Good Denon's fully-fledged preamp also incorporates D/A convertors that did not improve the sound 
Good of our £299 CD player. The power amps are brill' 

Good Spacious yet tactile and gutsy sound via all inputs. Worthwhile upgrade over original PMA-250 
Good+ 

Average+ Bold claims were made at its launch but the sweet and inoffensive sound, though very 
Good pleasant, is not mould-breaking at the price. 

Excellent Delivers abundant high quality sound, solid engineering expertise and content clearly 
Very Good compensating for any compromising of purist audiophile principles- now in revised A form 

Good+ The DNM3 in its acrylic case is a remarkably revealing and neutral state of the art preamp 
Very Good 
Very Good Magnificent build and prodigious output to its credit, the CV-5670 still fails to capture the 
Good delicacy and enthusiasm of its cheaper companion 

Good+ Made by Rotel and possessing the highly articulate vocal/string quality of their best budget 
Very Good amps. Very communicative, especially with a good CD player. 

Very Good A valve monoblok that measures like a solid state amp is itself an achievement, but 
Very Good exceptional power delivery and bass 'slam' is not fully matched by delicacy and transparency 

40W, MM/MC, 3 line inputs, mono R 
and mute 

40(60)W channel 

60W special supply regulation R 

4 inputs, MM, straight line R 

74W, external MM or MC stages, 3 R 
line inputs 

BOW 

63W, external feedback wiring. 3 
line, MM/MC no tone controls 

172W, monobloks DpVCoax dig + 2 
tape, 4 line and MM/MC inputs 

53W, MM 3 line inputs, 
source-direct 

R 

R 

R 

88W, 5 line and MM disc inputs+ R 
source direct 

250W monoblok, remote power R 

5 inputs MM/MC twin vol controls R 

128W, 5 line, 2 tape and MM/MC 
inputs+ loudness and CD Direct 

57W, 3 line, 2 tape and one MM 
input CD direct 

200W monoblok, bias setting 

BB 

Average Extremely well made and combining the sonic strengths of both transistors and valves this EAR 100W, MM, 6 inputs, monobloks R 
Very Good combo warrants attention 

Average- A new and fairly costly Mosfet power amp of limited output Resolution of detail is pretty 
Average+ good but sound is cold-hearted. 

40W Power amp Internal P/S 
included for ES preamp. 

Good An established company like Exposure could do more to improve the 'look' of these amps which, 
Very Good nevertheless, sounded confident, dry and musical. Dual version no longer available 

63W, Super mod. 4 line and 2 disc R 
inputs with full rec-out switching 

Very Good Supplied as a combination without the separate preamp power supply, this pre power 
Good combination performed satisfactorily especially on the moving coil input 

Good New preamp and improved power amp led to a smooth and refined sound, MM/MC less 
Very Good transparent than CD 

SOW, MM/MC, 3 inputs, straight 
line 

61W, MM/MC, 51ine inputs 

Good Designed to form the heart of a Goodmans separates system, the wishy-washy and faceless sound 76W, tape, 3 line and MM inputs. 
Poor of this amp fails to stack up Remote control 

Good This neat and compact 60W valve monoblok gave good sound on the 8ohm tap, better still on 60W monobloks 8ohms 
Very Good 4ohms. The mid range was particularly natural 

R 

97 
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80 

97 
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50 
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85 

97 

50 

85 
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Hailer DH120 assembled Very Good Sound quality results were decent enough, but this power amp won't set the world on fire at 
£360 Average this price 

Hafler DH120 kit form n/a Er, we didn't build one; see assembled version below 
£295 Average 

Hailer SE-100/SE-120 Good+ The smallest of Hailer's pre/power range but still imbued with the open, sparkling quality of 
£365-375/£375 Good+ their bigger models. Preamp sounds significantly better via CD than MM or MC 

Hailer XL-600 Very Good Sounds remarkably open, transparent and inherently 'musical'. XL-600 is tremendously powerful 
£1145 Very Good and very compatible 

Harman Kardon Citation 25/22 Good Not as outrageous as previous Citation amplifiers but neither as punchy nor exciting in the 
£699/£899 Average+ sonic stakes. A good all-rounder but lacks sparkle 

Harman Kardon HK61 00 Good Re-packaged version of the popular PM635. Still offers very up-beat and exciting sound 
£170 Good 

Harman Kardon HK6200 Good Supposedly a beefier version of the HK6100 but in practice there's little to distinguish the 
£250 Good two amps 

Harman Kardon HK6500 Good+ The best of HK's current range. A firm sound that enjoys an impressive grip on the most 
£380 Good+ complex music. Great bass' 

Harman Kardon HK6600 Good+ This amp comes as a real disappointment after the HK6500. Differences in design yield a flat 
£500 Average+ and uninspiring sound 

Harman Kardon HK6800 Good+ Smoother and more evenly paced than previous H/K superamps, this model sounded both 
£700 Good confident and nimble. A fine result 

Heybrook C3/P3 Average+ There's a chance our power amp was a dud for the combo sounded very disappointing on the 
£400/£500 Average - whole - glassy and uncouth 

Jadis JP30/JA30 Average Two-box preamp plus monoblok power amps, classic valve design gives stereotype valve sound. 
£4145/£4200 Excellent Beautiful build, nostalgic styling and delightful sounding mid range transcend limitations at 

Jeff Rowland Coherence Very Good The technical design of these amps is very elaborate but ensures they achieve an 
One/Model 7 Very Good extraordinarily transparent and potent sound. However, the CD i/p is clearly superior to the 

JVC AX-A3TN Very Good A true minimalist amp from the masters of mass-production' Offers a very comfortable, 
£140 Good accessible sound yet with some loss of deep bass and extreme treble. 

Kelvin Digital Integrated Good+ Not so Class A as before but now fitted with a PDM DAC which offers a smooth, detailed and 
£550 Very Good naturally 'musical' sound 

Kelvin Integrated Good Recent mods have reversed the Integrated's previous good fortune, this unit was just too 
£449 Good syrupy 

Kelvin Labs Absolute Zero/M30 Good+ Latest versions of the M30 offers a true 30W Class A and a slightly muddled but very 
£395 + £295/£595pr. Average+ comfortable sound. MC preamp is a very linear design 

Kenwood KA-3020 Good+ An unassuming little amplifier that turns in a remarkably balanced and entertaining sound. 
£140 Good+ Lively, detailed and engaging 

Kenwood KA-4020 Good+ On paper this is a beefier version of the '3020 yet our listeners thought it sounded weaker, 
£170 Average+ lacking richness and detail 

Kenwood KA-5020 Very Good Something of a powerhouse on the cheap this amp can keep pace with the most challenging of 
£220 Good+ dynamics. Its sound is vibrant but some fine detail is lost. 

Klyne SK5a Very Good Beautifully made and presented, this American thoroughbred has a good lab performance, but 
£2590 Very Good although versatile. is rather expensive for the quality of sound offered 

Lecson Quattra Average+ Underpowered but with the flexibility of four independent power amps. Very deep, captivating 
£350 Good sound with 3D soundstaging. 

Lectron JH50 Average Sexily presented valve power amplifier from France. Lovely valve sound too, with delicate and 
£2300 Very Good airy top end. Not especially powerful and rather expensive- but very desirable' 

Linn LK1/LK280 Good A very modern, logic-controlled amp with distinctive and inoffensive sound quality. Its 
£598/£763 Good - restrained sound could do with extra insight and zip. 

Linx Nebula Average+ Ambitious both in style and design this amp was less impressive in the sonic arena- positive 
£500 Average+ but two-dimensional 

Magnum MP150/MF150 Average+ This is no technical masterpiece but the strain-free, fluid sound augers well for CD-based 
£320/£320 Good systems. Excellent value 

Marantz PM-30SE Very Good The breathed-on version of Marantz' PM-30 offers an engagingly detailed and spacious sound 
£180 Good+ though one that's warmer via MM disc than CD. 

Marantz PM-40SE Very Good The improved version of their basic PM-40 model has itself been updated to provide a bigger 
£240 Good+ and more exciting sound. A good 'un 

Marantz PM-50 Good+ One of Marantz's new breed, the PM-50 has a big and beefy sound yet one that lacks refinement 
£250 Average + 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

60W 

60W 

96W. bridging option. 2 Tape, 3 R 
line+ Aux or MM/MC 

426W in stereo mode, 1.5kW in R 
bridge 

138W, MM/MC full range of input 
and record out 

47W, MM, 5 line inputs, tone R 
controls 

SOW, 5 line inputs+ MM, tone 
controls 

74W, 31ine, 2 tape and MM/MC 
Tone controls + loudness 

87W, 2 tape, 4 line and MM/MC 
inputs Tone defeat 

115W, 41ine + 2 tape i/p's + R 
MM/MC 

138W with plenty of current. 
Passive I i ne in puts 

30W 2-box pre-, monoblok power, 
MM-only, 4 line inputs 

448W monoblok MM/MC with variable 
loading options. Balanced topology 

SOW, 3 line, 1 tape and MM i/ps R 
CD DiRt and 'Bass Compensator' 

34W, digital, line and MM i/p's 
only 

21W with 10-12W in Class A. Four 
line+ MM/MC 

33W monoblok MC only+ 4 line 
inputs. Separate UR balance 

66W, 2 tape, 3 line+ MM disc. BB 
Source direct 

103W, 2 tape, 3 line+ MM/MC 
Source direct 

115W, 31ine, 3 tape and MM/MC. 
Source direct. 

Balanced output, versatile 
cartridge loading 

19W via all 4 channels. 5 line R 
and MM/MC inputs. 

sow 

84W, compact amp CMOS sw. for 2 
tape, 2 line and MM/MC xlr 

88W. logic-controlled i/p 
switching 

89W, 31ine +MM/MC i/p's. No 
tone cont. 

SOW, 3 line, 2 tape and MM disc. R 
Source direct 

61W, tape, 31ine +MM/MC disc. R 
Source Direct 

92W, MM/MC, 4 line inputs, 
source- direct 
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LECSON QUATTRA . THE FIRST INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER TO OFFER BI·AMPING. 

"We were all 

struck by the 
wonderfully open 
and deep sound 
soundstage that 
seemed large and 
tactile enough to 
walk into." 

Paul Miller-

LISTEN TO IT. THE CRITICS HAVE. 

Hi-Fi Choice Audio Magazine Germany- The Ouattra has a higher rating than Linn lntek, Nairn Nait, Mission Cyrus Two. 

Advanced Assembley Service Ltd, 81-2 Edison Industrial Estate, St lives, 
See us at Penta Room 1157 Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE17 4LF, 0480 65552 
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"Time shift into four

amp drive. Now we 
began cooking. The 

presentation opened 
out giving more 

insight into the music 
and the performance " 

Malcolm Steward for 

Audiophile, March 
1991 

Price £349.90 
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Marantz PM· 75 
£500 

Marantz PM·SD 
£400 
Marantz PM-95 
£2000 
Meridian 201/205 
£695/£500 each 
Mission Cyrus I 

£230 
Mission Cyrus 11 
£350 

Mission Cyrus PSX 
£250 

Musical Fidelity A1 
£299 
Musical Fidelity A100 
£499 
Musical Fidelity 81 
£200 
Musical Fidelity 8200 
£349 
Musical Fidelity MA50 
£875 pair 

NAD 3020i 
£150 
NAD 3225PE 
£160 
Naim Separates 
£750 plus 
NVA P70MC/A60 
£830 
Onix OA·21 S/SOAP 
£350/£180 
Orell SA-040 
£359 
Orell SA·D40SE 
£400 
Philips DFA·888 
£300 
Philips FA·880 
£200 

Philips FA890 
£230 
Philips FA960 Mkll 
£300 
Pioneer A·300 
£160 
Pioneer A-400 
£230 
Proton 520 
£115 

Proton AP·1000/AA·1150 
£250/£395 
QED A240 CD 11 

£199 
QED A240 SA 11 

£259 
QED A270 
£299 
QED A270CD/PA 
£300/£400 

QED C300/P300 
£300/£300 
Quad 34 
£366 
Rational Audio 
£175 
Ray Lumley Model 75 
£199S pr 
Revox 8150 
£1047 
Revox 8250 
£1467 
Rose RV-23 
£395 

Rotel RA·81 OA 
£120 
Rotel RA·820AX 
£150 
Rotel RA·8208X4 
£190 
Rotel RA·8408X4 
£250 

• LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
• SOUND 

Good More successful than most amps with on-board DACs but still not as balanced as other Marantz 
Average products 

Very Good Technically robust with an equally beefy and tactile sound. Great sense of power and control 
Good+ but spatially a little flat 

Very Good Beautifully constructed, this amp was less convincing via its digital input than via line. 
Average+ Class A option best suited to sensitive speakers. Costly 
Very Good A fine preamp with additional luxury option of full system remote, plus competent and 
Good+ attractive monoblok power amplifiers with generally good performance 
Very Good Crisp, meaty and exquisitely detailed, this latest Gyrus amp had us enthralled via CD. MM/MC 
Very Good enjoyed a lesser clarity 

Very Good Recently updated this popular favourite captured our attention, once again, with its robust 
Very Good and very convincing sound. 

Very Good The PSX does make the Gyrus Two sound better; and also improves the PCM 11 CD player giving 
Very Good more wallop and clarity 

Average+ Just scraping a recommendation, this current At sounded lush but sleepy -lacking the bite 
Average+ and sparkle of old 

Good+ This is another one recommended for fine sound with which you could keep your Chinese carry-
Very Good outs warm 
Average+ The subject of much controversy, this SOW wonder offers a very deep, solid and powerful sound 
Good+ 
Very Good Running cooler than other MFs, the B200 delivered fine musical and dynamic sounds with plenty 
Good + of power 

Good An audiophile bargain. One of the best sounding power amplifiers made 
Excellent 

Very Good The most balanced and communicative of NAD's 3020 series. Great at revealing subtle musical 
Good+ clues without aggression 

Average+ Light and detailed if not as rich or weighty sounding as others. MM input sounds warmer than 
Average+ CD 
Very Good A consistent and coherent series of 'building blocks' for conventional passive or active 
Good operation. Sound quality ignores conventional audiophile standards of presentation, but 
Average NVA's speaker cables are a must, the amp offering well-integrated but not particularly crisp 
Average+ sound 

136W, opVcoax dig inputs, 6 line 
tMM/MC 

133W, 3 tape, 4 line+ MM/MC. R 
Class A option 
1S1W with 30W available in Class 
A. Opt+ coax inputs 
lOOW MM/MC 6 line inputs remoteR/
capable straight line 
34W, 4 line+ MM/MC i/p's with 
dual-cone vol. 

60W, 4 line and both MM/MC disc. R 
No tone controls 

Auxiliary power supply R 

26W with 9W of Class A. 4 line+ R 
MM/MC inputs 
SOW MM/me 5 inputs straight line R 

SOW, MM/MC, S line inputs, tape R 
monitor 
BOW MM/me 4 line inputs straight BB 
line 
SOW, monoblok 

31W with tone controls, 31ine + 
MM inputs 

R 

BB 

42W + 70W dyn. headroom; soft- R 
clipping, MM only 
40-?0W, MM/MC etc R 

68W, MC, 3 passive line inputs 

Average+ Via MM disc this amp comes alive with a fresh and vibrant sound though its CD input sounds 60W, 1 tape, 3 line and either MM 
Good- utterly dead by comparison. or MC. Outboard PSU option 
Good This promising newcomer from a brand new company sounded pretty good and should improve as 45W MM/MC, 4 line inputs, R 
Good+ production settles straight line 
Average Very natural, relaxing if not overly exciting via CD, the sound closed-in to become 'pinched' 64W, 51ine +MM/MC i/p's Tweaky 
Average+ or lettered via disc compnts. 

Good As above but including a modified disc input and onboard DAC. Sounds tight but also slightly 107W, as above+ opt and coax 
Average thin digital inputs 
Good A new and cheaper design tram Phi lips that sounds best via MM disc. Can appear salt and 108W, MM/MC source-direct tone 
Average unbalanced via CD 

Good+ Based on their FA880 model but tarted-up with a remote control facility. Inoffensive, 
Good - civilised but unexciting sound is retained 

Good+ The Mkll '960 still failed to grasp our listeners' attention, but it remains a competent amp 
Average nonetheless 

Very Good The cheapest of Pioneer's dynamic duo gives off its best with CD rather than MM disc which 
Good failed to shine quite so brightly. 

Very Good Pioneer's design concept snaps into focus with the A-400, an amp that seems to bubble with 
Very Good musical detail. A bench-mark that other manufacturers should strive tor. 
Average Very well equipped budget amp with a slightly flat and undynamic sound - acceptable at the 
Average price though 
Good+ Bags of headroom available from this pre/power combo, but can seem bloated or unrefined via 
Average+ MM 

Good+ Latest 240CD is fine value for CD and has competent MM disc input as well 
Good 
Very Good Redesigned 240SA has s significant improvements over its predecessor, and provides a good 
Good+ moving-coil disc input in a competitive price 
Good - Building on the strengths of the '240, the '270 sounds weighty, fast and dynamic. A bit 
Good+ 'lumpy' via MC 
Good Recent updates have bolstered the output of the A270 without adding to its colourations. The 
Good+ PA option is now looking a touch expensive 

Good A cost-effective combo, limited in its resolution but no less beguiling as a result. Disc 
Good stage is sweeter but samey 
Very Good This well-built durable preamp has useful filtering and above average tone controls but was 
Average found lacking in sound quality (viz: detail/dynamics) 
Average- This wacky newcomer from Czechoslovakia offers a very open and fluid sound via CD but its 
Average+ performance via MM depends very much on the cartridge's load impedance. 
Average Monstrous valve monobloks which represent good value. What they lack in musical subtlety they 
Good+ make up for in sheer muscle. And these are Lumley's small monobloks! 
Very Good Beautifully constructed but hampered by Revox's convoluted logic control. Open and smooth 
Average+ sound. Still costly. 
Very Good With much improved sound over its predecessors plus amazing remote control facilities, this 
Good could form the heart of a round-the-dream-house system 
Good Beautifully built classy British 'hybrid' preamplifier. You can spend more to get a more 
Very Good transparent sound- but it's hard to criticise the Rose given the competitive price 

Very Good As a cut price RA820AIIthis is a very successful little amp that loses little in sound 
Average quality to its predecessor. Excellent value 
Very Good The spacious, detailed and very musical performance of this budget amp is almost too good' 
Very Good 
Good+ Very authoritative but creamy-smooth and delightlully musical. Spatially convincing too, yet 
Good + not as open as RA-820AX 
Good Very sedate and controlled in presentation but check phasing for optimum stereo effect 
Good+ 

120W, 6 line+ MM/MC 
logic-controlled input switching 
122W, 61ine & 2 disc inputs+ 
tone controls 
55W, 3 tine, 2 tape and MM. 
Independent rec out facility. 
71W, 31ine, 2 tape, MM/MC. 
Independent R-out switching. 

R 

BB 

31W, MM/MC with variable MC gain, 
4 line inputs 
67W, MM/MC, adjustable MC gain, 5 
line inputs 
45W MM 5 line inputs straight line BB 

45W MM/MC 5 line inputs straight BB 
line 
51 W, 5 line and 2 disc inputs, R 
pre-out 
61W, 2 tape, 3 line+ MM or RI-
MM/MC from PA board 
58W, 2 tape, 3 line, MM/MC+ R 
mono/biamp opt. 
4 inputs MM/MC tone controls 

129W, caters for line and MM disc 
sources but has no i/p selector. 
?SW monoblok 

117W, CMOS sw. for 3 line, 2 tape 
and MM 
150W MM/MC system/house remote 
tone controls 

MM plus 31ine inputs R 

20W, MM, 5 inputs, hdph, tone BB 
controls 

47W, MM, 4 line inputs BB 

39W, 4 line+ MM/MC, dual-cone. 
volume. 
63W, MM/MC, 41ine inputs, tone 
controls 

68 

85 

74 

62 

85 

92 

62 

85 

62 

80 

62 

62 

85 

68 

60 

80 

97 

56 

71 

74 

74 

97 

68 

92 

92 

R 74 

80 

62 

62 

68 

97 

85 

44 

92 

78 

68 

56 

77 

62 

80 

85 

80 
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• MODEL 
•PRICE 

Rotel RA-870BX 
£300 

Rotel RCJRB-850 
£140/£160 

Rotel RCJRB-870BX 
£220/£230 

SAE P1 02/A202 
£499/£599 

Sansui AU-X111 
£120 

Sansui AU-X911DG 
£700 

Sony TA-F630ESD 
£350 

Sony TA-F730ES 
£450 

Sugden A21a 
£395 

Teac A·X400 
£115 

TEAC A-XSOOO 
£229 

Technics SU-81 0 
£130 

Technics SU-V900 
£511 

Threshold FET 10e 
system/Stasis SA-4 £5824/£6028 

Yamaha AX-330e 
£100 

Yamaha AX-550 
£240 

YBA 1 power amp 
£2995 

YBA 1 preamp 
£2895 

YBA 2 pre & pwr 
£1395/£1695 

YBA Model3 
£995/£995 

• MODEL 
•PRICE 

Acoustic Energy AE1 
£764 

Acoustic Energy AE2 
£916 

Acoustic Energy AE3 
£1650 

Acoustic Research AR-112 
£125 

Acoustic Research AR-122 
£150 

Acoustic Research AR-132 
£200 

Acoustic Research AR-152 
£373 

Acoustic Research Red Box 
£100 

Alexander SE11 
£299 (stands £69) 

Alexander SE5 
£199 

Allison AL100 
£120 

Allison AL105 
£150 

• LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
• SOUND 

Very Good A powerful blockbuster with solid and well focused sound. good versatility and fine load 
Good+ tolerance 

Very Good Quality separate pre and power amplifiers at near budget integrated amplifier prices. A 
Good+ notable achievement 

Excellent Reduced price makes the 870 combo better value but, despite mods to the preamp, it is the 
Good+ power amp that must take the lion's share of credit 

Average+ Microprocessor-controlled pre and power amp that sounds much better at low rather than high 
Average+ volume levels. Pro-oriented aesthetics 

Good Sansui has engineered an amp that's both solid and flexible for the price, but its sound is 
Average rather bland compared to competition in the £110 sector 

85W MM/me 7 line inputs tone 
controls 

60W MM/me 4 line inputs tone BB 
controls 

128W or 208W bridged CD direct, 4R 
line, 2 tape and MM/MC 

151W, MM/MC+ CD tuner and 2 tape 
tone memory, spk switching 

5 line inputs, MM, 52W 

Very Good At its best when used with the on-board MASH/PWM DAC where it sounds technically neutral but 112W, 4 dig, 3 line and MM/MC R 
Good+ still emotionally charged i/p's. Rec-out 

Good Based on the '530 but equipped with PDM D/A convertor. Amp is competent but DAC sounds truly 130W, as above+ opt. and coax R 
Average magnificent! digital inputs 

Very Good A very stable and coherent amp but one that lacks a crucial sense of involvement 133W, MM/MC, 3 tape, 2 line, full 
Good rec-out 

Average+ The modern-day relative of Sugden's original Class A amp and one that offers a smooth, 25W power amp with a good 16W in 
Good easy-going sound. Best partnered with sensitive speakers. Pure Class A. 

Average Sibilance and a lack of crisp vitality hamper the performance of this amp, as does the 59W, 4 line+ MM +tone+ mic i/p 
Average stringent protection circuitry level control 

Good This amplifier is compromised by a grey and muddled sound that taxed the concentration of our 107W, 3 tape, 31ine +MM/MC 
Average- listeners. Better via MM disc Source Direct 

Average+ Our sample started off sounding fast, taut and well-integrated yet eventually failed on the 66W, 2 tape+ 31ine +MM. Tone+ 
Average MM disc input loudness 

Very Good Massively built but with a light, fresh and essentially very neutral sound. Bulk 125W, 5 line and both MM/MC 
Good+ notwithstanding it's not particularly suited to life with a difficult speaker. inputs. Tone controls+ power amp. 

n/a Almost valve-like limpidity and excellent soundstaging are star qualities of the Threshold Component FET phono stage, line 
Very Good amps. Line input resistive loading is too low pre, FET power amp 100w 

Average+ An improvement on earlier efforts but still a little bland or lack-lustre. Very compatible 48W, MM, 31ine inputs, 
Average+ though source-direct option 

Very Good Beautifully built and offering the flexibility of remote control, the AX-550 sounds tidy and 131W, 5 line+ MM/MC Pure Direct 
Good neutral yet lacks the ability to involve on an emotional level +remote control 

Good This equally well finished power amp offers front rank stereo staging and transparency, and 85W 
Excellent is capable of driving the most difficult loads 

Very Good A front line French audiophile product. Great stereo and a fine Krell style finish 
Excellent 

MM/MC, 3 inputs, straight line 

R 

R 

Very Good Superbly finished French separates, with very good space and transparency, slightly softened 
Very Good bass. Needs extra transformer ( £300) for MC cartridges 

70W MM (MC extra) straight line R 

Good Suited to highish sens. loudspeakers this duo produced see-through, ethereal stereo images 
Good that were more convincing towards the centre of the soundstage than at the edges 

56W stereo amp MM only with 3 
line i/ p's. 

56 

62 

68 

74 

92 

85 

74 

80 

92 

85 

97 

85 

92 

Coli. '90 

80 

97 

62 

62 

56 

72 

Last item in the hi-fi chain, to some extent the 
loudspeaker is merely the slave of what has gone 
before, capable only of reproducing a signal as 
good as it is fed. Nevertheless the distortions 
(colorations and stereo effects) introduced by 
loudspeakers (and rooms) tend to be more 
immediately obvious than those anywhere else in 
the chain, so careful choosing according to taste 
is very important. 

units hidden behind a removable grille. Inside the 
box lurks a simple electrical circuit known as a 
crossover, which divides the incoming (full 
range) signal into the right bits for the drivers to 
handle. Variations on the above formula are 
specifically identified in the entries. The 
designer's primary task is to balance the 
sensitivity of the loudspeaker (how loud it goes 
for a given electrical input) against the bass 
extension (how low does it go) for the given box 
size. After that such subtleties as coloration and 
dispersion come into the equation. 

Careful placement of the loudspeakers 
within the room is as important as the initial 
choice of model. 

• LAB 
• SOUND 

Good 
Very Good 

Good 
Very Good 

Very Good 
Very Good 

Average 
Average -

Average 
Average 

Average+ 
Average -

Good 
Good-

Average 
Average 

Good 
Good 

Average 
Average 

Average-
Average 

Average 
Average-

The average loudspeaker consists of a 
smallish enclosure, much of which may have 
begun life as part of a tree, plus a couple of drive 

• COMMENTS 

To the author's knowledge, the most awesomely dynamic and articulate miniature 
ever made 

Dynamic, solid and lively, a great all rounder if a bit small considering the 
price. AE proves that metal cone/dome drivers really work 
Solid, authoritative and impressively accurate if a shade ponderous and slow 

- AE's latest 'big one' is a much better bet than the earlier '4, combining 

Nicely presented and engineered, but sounds a bit small and boxy without true 
coherence 

Despite a promising enough list of ingredients, the 122 failed to excite real 
enthusiasm amongst the listening panel 

Good presentation and detail engineering was not sufficient to counter bass 
heavy balance problems on auditioning 

Large bookshelf size model with luxury finish has a slightly thin overall 
balance, but fine coherence and agility makes it well worth considering 

Lively and balanced if a bit crude and uneven, this econobox succeeds partly 
because of its simplicity, and works well with some rear wall assistance 

Clearly better than its cheaper stablemates, the metal jacket delivers a 
different- and in some respects superior- sound than the wood-based 

Particularly well suited to surround sound AN applications, the SE5 can give 
any miniature a run for its money on bass performance; hardness and coloration 

Loud and lively budget wall-mount is bigger and beefier than most of the 
competition, if lacking some subtlety and refinement 

Pretty enough in appearance, sonically the AL 105 doesn't really make the grade 
at the £150 asking price 

•SIZE 
• PLACEMENT 

29.5 x 18 x 25cm semi-
open space 

39 x 23.5 x 29.5cm 
heavy stands, free 

63 x 26.5 x 37cm low 
stands in free space 

36 x 19 x 18.5cm 
stands near rear wall 

38.5 x 19 x 22cm 
stands near rear wall 

44.5 x 23 x 25.5cm 
stands 1ft from rear 

44 x 23.5 x 28cm stand 
1-2ft wall 

32 x 19.5 x 17cm close 
to rear wall 

52 x 14 x 17.5cm 
stands close to wall 

40.5 x 12 x 15cm ALS 
stands near wall 

33.5 x 24 x 21.5cm 
stands against wall 

37 x 24 x 21cm high 
stands against wall 

For good stereo they need to be more or 
less the same distance from nearby walls, and 
preferably on rigid stands. The listener should 
be about the same distance from and listening 
angle to each loudspeaker The ideal 
placement depends on the way a particular 
model has been balanced (not to mention a 
number of other factors), and our recommen
dation is given in the entries. 

• SENSITIVITY • VALUE • ISSUE 
• BASS FROM 

88dB/w R 59 
60Hz 

88.5dB/w R 66 
45Hz 

85dB/w R 86 
23Hz (in room) 

87dB/w 66 
75Hz 

87dB/w 68 
68Hz 

87dB/w 66 
50Hz 

87dB 98 
25Hz in room 

87dB/w R 74 
85Hz 

86dB/w 82 
25Hz (in room) 

82d8/w 78 
50Hz (in room) 

87d8/W BB 94 
30Hz (in room) 

87dB/w 78 
45Hz (in room) 
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LOUDSPEAKERS 

• MODEL •LAB • COMMENTS •SIZE • SENSITIVITY • VALUE • ISSUE 
• PRICE • SOUND • PLACEMENT • BASS FROM 

Allison AL120 Good Cleverly engineered compact floorstander is pretty well balanced if slightly 63 x 28 x 27cm floor, 88dB 98 
£429 Average mid forward, but sound quality is a little disappointing for the price clear of walls 30Hz (in room) 

Allison CD& Average An unusual cube-shaped model designed for wall mounting gives exceptional bass 28.5 x 28.5 x 28.5cm 88dB/w R 71 
£290 Good- extension from a small box, though it's also a bit heavy, coloured and slow stands against rear 45Hz 

Alphason Amphion Good This fine-sounding, nicely finished compact wall-mount is just a little too 44 x 23 x 27.5cm high 88dB/w 78 
£680 Good expensive for formal Recommendation, but is a good performer for all that stands against wall 47Hz (in room) 

Alphason Artemis Average Pretty little miniature sounds nicely unboxy but is also a bit short of punch 27 x 17.5 x 22cm 86dB/W 94 
£299 Average+ and balanced rather too bright. stands 1ft from wall 50Hz (in room) 

Alphason Orpheus Good Large hi-tech two-way features unusual, sweet-sounding isodynamic tweeter; 65.5 x 28 x 34cm 87dB/w R 71 
£1000 Good+ well engineered and balanced if a shade odd in appearance stands near rear wall 43Hz 

Apogee Caliper Signature Good+ Pretty but power hungry full range panels have remarkable transparency and 122 x 59-70 x 6.5-28cm 81dB/w 81 
£3350 Very Good delicacy, though loudness and bass 'grunt' are both a bit lacking floor, free space 30Hz (in room) 

Arcam Alpha Good lt has its own colorations to be sure, but delivers a fine room balance with 46 x 26.5 x 26cm 89dB/W BB 82 
£200 Good unusually good dynamics, timing and 'life', and is fine material value stands close to wall 30Hz (in room) 

Arcam Delta Two Average+ Pretty luxury compact sounds a shade forward and coloured but has dynamic and 37.5 x 22.5 x 27.5cm 87dB/W R 94 
£340 Good lively bass for its size stands 1-211 from wall 40Hz (in room) 

Ariston Image Average - Despite a sweet treble character, the Image fails to impress with a 'lumpy' 42 x 22 x 27.5cm 89dB/w 82 
£180 Average- over-rich balance that has room integration problems stands in free space 28Hz (in room) 

Ariston Q Average+ The prettily shaped 0 delivers a good impression of scale from a small box, 35 x 16.5-25 x 20-27cm 85dB/w 86 
£395 Average but a rather laid back, ponderous and over-rich overall sound high stands in free 30Hz (in room) 

ATC SCM20 Very Good Massively built to no-compromise Pro monitoring standards, the SCM20 is 44 x 24 x 31 cm stands 82dB/w 86 
£1320 Good+ invariably informative but the rather forward presentation can be uncomfortable close to rear wall 28Hz (in room) 

Audio Electronics TC1 0 11 Good- Oddball appearance is rescued by a respectable technical performance, 70 x 33.5 x 33.5cm low 87.5dB/W R 68 
£599 Good+ interesting and impressive engineering and fine sound quality stands in free space 40Hz 

Audioplan Kontrapunkt Good Cute little German miniature sounds as sweet as it looks, dressed expensively 31 x 24 x 13cm free 83dB/w R 86 
£799 Good+ in real wood with matching stands. Not for bass or loudness freaks space, matching stands 48Hz (in room) 

B&W 620 Good Good value floorstander has well balanced, laid back and slightly lazy sound 74 x 23.5 x 30cm 89dB/W BB 94 
£299 Good that is pleasantly easy on the ears; could do with its own spikes floor, free space 25Hz (in room) 

B&W CM1 Good Cleverly thought out luxury design package is also fundamentally well 24.5 x 16 x 22cm close 84dB/w 74 
£400 Average engineered, if a shade pricey on 'sound for pound' basis to rear wall 90Hz 

B&W DM550 Good+ Beautifully presented, well engineered near-miniature with precise sound but a 35 x 20.5 x 22.5cm 86dB/w 71 
£149 Average- distinct lack of 'wellie' Ideal for considerate flat dwellers stands in free space 70Hz 

B&W DM560 Average+ Fine cosmetic presentation and good engineering for the price; overload 49 x 23.5 x 30cm 88dB/w 66 
£199 Average- protection may be handy but listening panel was underwhelmed stands in free space 55Hz 

B&W DM&OO Good+ Attractive hi-tech appearance and clever engineering makes for an impressively 35 x 20.5 x 25cm 85dB R 98 
£150 Average+ smooth overall balance, but sound is a touch bland with it stands 1-2ft from wall 30Hz (in room) 
B&W Matrix 801 Good+ Lacks the transparency of the best panels, and the drama of the best dynamics, 77/99 x 56 x 43cm 86dB/w R 81 
£3295 Good+ but is something of an acoustic tour de force, with low coloration and fine imaging lloor or stands, free <20Hz (in room) 
B&W Matrix 805 Very Good A genuine compact monitor, stylish, with remarkable imaging properties, good 42(max) x 26 x 22.5cm 87dB 98 
£915 Good balance and low coloration, though less successful at communicating musical Slate stands in free 30Hz (in room) 

B&W Vision DS1 Average Although significantly hampered by upper bass cabinet coloration, the 051 36 x 21 x 19cm stands 91dB/w R 82 
£120 Average- cleverly combines high sensitivity with a rich and generous soundstage quite close to wall 40Hz (in room) 

B&W Vision DS2 Average Although the box is generous for the price, the 052 is a rather uneven 50 x 24 x 25cm stands 89dB/w 86 
£180 Average- performer, both on the measurement and listening. in free space 43Hz (in room) 

Base 305 Average A bit of an oddball, fine dynamic liveliness and a good room match more than 28 x 45 x 23cm high 88dB/w R 78 
£350 Good- make up for the strange stereo imaging and treble stands near wall 40Hz (in room) 

Base 901 MK& Good Still controversial after all these years, the pre-equalised multi-driver 901 33 x 54 x 32cm rigid (92dB/w 86 
£1600 Average is cleverly engineered to deliver exceptional loudness. stands in free space midband) 28Hz (in room) 

Base lnteraudio 3000XL Average Lots of perceived value and well enough balanced, bul low cost cabinet and 46.5 x 29 x 23cm 89dB/w 71 
£150 Average- driver engineering results in a crude and unsubtle sound stands in free space 45Hz 

Boston A120 Average+ Ugly but cleverly engineered, the 120 combines a tiny main driver with much 62.5 x 31.5 x 25cm 89dB/w R 86 
£349 Good- larger ABR to give a generous, bighearted and lively sound despite little bass stands in free space 48Hz 

Boston A4011 Average Competent performance for size and price but below average relative to the UK 34 X 21 x 20cm on 88.5dB/w 41 
£120 Average- competition stands near wall 63Hz 

Boston Acoustics T83D Good A lot of speaker for the money, the T830 is a smooth and accomplished 82.5 x 25.5 x 24cm 87dB/w 82 
£399 Good performerr with a big and easy- or alternatively a lazy and laid back- sound floor, away from walls 30Hz (in room) 

Cambridge SoundWorks Average Attractively styled sub-miniature sacrifices sensitivity in lhe interests of 28 x 18 x 14cm close 83dB/W 94 

Ambiance £179 (mail order only) Poor bass extension, but manages to lose dynamics along the way loo to wall 45Hz (in room) 

Castle Chester Good A brilliant throwback, using horn-type approach to provide startling mid range 94 x 23 x 27cm floor, 87dB BB 98 
£599 Very Good dynamics and coherence. experiment 45Hz 

Castle Durham Average+ Listening results were encouraging, well engineered and finished, but lean on 41 x 21.5 x 25cm near 89dB/w R 46 

£259 Average treble and a bit weak on bass; still recommended rear wall 67Hz 

Castle Pembroke Good Comfortably recommended, a sweet smooth sound with good overall balance of 55 x 37.5 x 30.5cm 88dB/w R 31 
£379 Average+ engineering-based performance open space on stands 46Hz 

Castle Warwick Good Excellent presentation and fine engineering with overload protection, but a 46.5 x 25 x 23cm 88dB/w 66 
£229 Average- sonic disappointment in bass and dynamic qualities stands 1ft from rear 50Hz 

Castle Winchester Very Good This unconventional and beautifully crafted model is physically large for its 114 x 24 x 47cm in 87dB/w R 90 

£1400 Very Good bass extension but is engagingly agile and sounds attractively open and airy free space 25Hz 

Celef CF2 Nimbus Good- Nicely balanced overall but a little uneven with it, this lively and dynamic 46 x 25.5 x 24cm 88dB/w 71 

£230 Good- largebookshelf model came close recommendation stands in free space 55Hz 

Celef Cirrus Average it's nice to see Celef back in the UK, with this decent sounding small reflex 39 x 20.5 x 23cm 84dB/w R 66 

£180 Good box that seems unusually tolerant of siting stands in free space 60Hz 

Celestion 3 Average+ This attractive little wall-mount gives good balance and stereo imagery, with 31 x 18.5 x 21cm high 86dB/w R 78 
£109 Average a character which leans more towards inoffensiveness than excitement stands against wall 55Hz (in room) 

Celestion 5 Good Cunningly conceived and balanced, the 5 may be a little slow for some tastes, 35 x 20.5 x 26cm heavy 89dB/w 90 

£149 Average but is well suited to GO-oriented budget systems stands close to wall 30Hz 

Celestion &ODD Very Good A genuine fullrange audiophile quality speaker system- with Star Wars styling Complex, on floor in 82.5dB/w R 60 
£1470 Very Good to suit a high tech environment free space 

Celestion 7 Average Good value, good looking large bookshelf size wall-mount has lively up front 45 x 24.5 x 32cm heavy 87dB 98 
£200 Average+ presentation. Can sound a bit coarse and stand selection is critical. stands close to wall 30Hz (in room) 

Celestion DL& Series 11 Good Good tonal colouring and plenty of bass for the enclosure size; the metal dome 45.4 x 24.5 x 26.2cm 87dB/w 59 
£179 Average tweeter is excellent, but bass and mid lack clarity and 'bite' near wall, on stands 65Hz 

Celestion DL8 Series 11 Very Good A refined middle market speaker has a smooth but slightly dull quality, with 50 x 27.5 x 27.8cm 87.5dB/w R 59 
£199 Good good definition and deep, if slightly boxy bass open, stands 60Hz 
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Celestion SL 12Si Average Careful setting up does reveal elements of fine sound quality, but this 'grown 53 x 20 x 27cm 85dB/w 66 
£599 Average up' SL6 variation has a lumpy response alongside its improved power handling matching stands clear 50Hz 

Celestion SL600Si Good+ This Aerolam high tech miniature has certain remarkable qualities that some 27 x 20 x 23cm free 82dB/w 68 
£799 Good will find irresistible, but needs careful system and room matching air on tall stands 52Hz 

Celestion SL6Si Average+ This stereotype luxury compact can sound a bit dull and congested, but really 37.5 x 20 x 25cm 86dB/W 94 
£399 Average+ opens up on Slate Audio stands; favours CD stands 1-211 from wall 30Hz (in room) 

Creek CLS20 Good Looks good material value, but sound is distinctly over-rich and thick in the 49 x 24.5 x 24cm open 88dB/W 90 
£200 Average- mid-bass region; maybe the box is a little too large. frame stands. free 30Hz 

Dahlquist DQ8 Good Large floorstander uses out-of-box tweeter to give delightfully out-of-box 1 00.5 x 36 x 28cm 88dB/W R 94 
£850 Good presence and treble; bass is much less impressive floor. free space 30Hz (in room) 

Dali 700 Very Good Good material value and line bass extension for size and price, but overall 110 x 28 x 35cm clear 88dB/w 90 
£600 Average sound is disappointing, perhaps due to complexity of driver array of walls 20Hz 

DCM Timeframe TF250 Average+ Neat and unusual lloorstanding presentation, marred by indifferent build and 86 x 32 x 16cm close 88dB/w 90 
£350 Average cuddly but rather coloured sound, especially on spoken word to rear wall 45Hz 

Ooxa 5-2 Average The high sensitivity and seductive mid band makes an obvious partner for valve 98 x 21 x 28cm floor 91dB/w 82 
£900 Good amplifiers, though obtaining a good room match may prove a little tricky well away from walls 30Hz (in room) 

Duntech PCL 1000 Crown Princen/a Immensely 'listenable', relined sounding speaker capable of creating lilesize 180 x 30.5 x 43.51ree 90dB/w 72 

£6120 Excellent musical images Not overly transparent to source, but very civilised standing away from 42Hz 

Duntech PCL500 Marquis n/a Better value for money than the Crown Prince - and arguably more dynamic. with 147.5 x 27 x 40cm free 92dB/w 65 

£3998 Very Good real bass 'slam· but a little less refined in the higher registers standing away from 48Hz 

Eltax Linear Response 8 Average- Good material value Danish lloorstander suffers from 'loudness contour' 97 x 21 x 33cm floor. 88dB 98 

£399 Average+ balance due to twin main drivers, but nevertheless has pleasing coherence free space 22Hz 

Epos ES11 Good Pretty luxury compact uses integral baffle/driver to give a remarkable 37.5 x 20 x 25cm 86dB/W BB 94 

£300 Good+ combination of low coloration, transparency and speed; bass is a bit shy stands 1ft from wall 45Hz (in room) 

Epos ES14 Good Substantial stand mount model delivers delightful midrange locus and delicacy 49 x 22.5 x 29cm own 85dB 98 

£449 Very Good with good bass control. Tends to be system sens1tive stands 1-211 from wall 25Hz (in room) 

Equation 0 Average+ Expensive but most attractive lloorstanding miniature. Bass is limited and mid 85 x 20 x 35.5cm 85dB/w 90 

£1290 Very Good tends to shout but sound is last and lively with line dynamics and timing floor, c1 ft from wall 45Hz 

Faraday Siren Average- Interesting if ugly high mass concrete cabinet is let down by imbalance of 46 x 27 x 27cm stands, 87dB/W 94 

£330 (direct sale) Average- ageing driver combinatiOn free space 48Hz (in room) 

Goodmans B·Max/Maxim 2 Poor Stick with the Maxims on their own until you can afford some real grown up 60 x 21 x 26 see 89dB/w 78 

£100/£90 Average- loudspeakers above, suck and see 55Hz (in room) 

Goodmans HIM 440 Good Amazing perceived value, sensitivity and good bass extension. marred by 87 x 38 x 40cm low 94dB/w 90 

£350 Average- serious cabinet coloration, a nasty tweeter and a difficult amplifier load stands clear ol walls 24Hz 

Good mans M1 00 Average+ Effectively a Maxim on the cheap, the M1 00 measures more smoothly but sounds 20 x 17 x 26cm close 85dB/w R 86 

£80 Average- somehow less involving than its more famous stablemate. to rear wall 50Hz (in room) 

Goodmans M300 Average Conveying much of the charm and life which has made the Maxim 2 so popular, 38.5 x 21.5 x 17cm 89dB/w 82 

£100 Average- the M300 is sensitive, bu hampered by upper bass cabinet coloration stands close to rear 50Hz (in room) 

Goodmans M500 Average Large 'bookshelf' size means plenty of speaker for the money plus good 47 x 24.5 x 21.5cm 89dB/W 94 

£130 Average- sensitivity, let down by unruly mid/bass performance and indifferent build stands, free space 50Hz (in room) 

Goodmans Maxim 2 Average+ More wham-bam-thank-you-mam sound that imitates much bigger speakers when 26 x 17 x 19cm near 86dB/w BB 59 

£90 Average you let these babies yell. (A well-controlled yell) wall on shell or stand 85Hz 

Harbeth HL Compact Very Good The clean and neutral sound lacks resolution and gives rather unsubtle though 52 x 27.2 x 28.1cm 87.5dB/w 59 

From £539 Average well differentiated stereo. Can be bi-wired to advantage open space, on high 65Hz 

Harbeth LS3!5A Good Still a classic miniature, though not to every taste, and none the better for 30.5 x 19 x 16cm 81dB/w 66 

£343 Average the recent update under our listening conditions. Limited dynamic range stands in free space 60Hz 

Heco Interior 120 Good Drab appearance belies a lively enough character, though the balance is 32 x 23 x 23cm high 88dB/w 78 

£169 Average altogether a bit bright for UK tastes stands against wall 50Hz (in room) 

Heco Interior 430 Good This tall lloorstanding enclosure delivers an impressively even sound balance 85 x 24 x 27.5cm free 88dB/w R 71 

£429 Good- with good bass extension, if not the lively dynamics to satisfy enthusiasts space 43Hz 

Heco Interior 90 Good Neatly finished and engineered miniature, but the disappointingly 'lifeless' 27 x 18 x 16cm on high 87.5dB/w 74 

£159 Average- sound left the listening panel decidedly underwhelmed stands 90Hz 

Heco Interior Plus 404 Average+ Odd shape and size; twin main driver arrangement creates a slight 58 x 26 x 31cm low 88dB/W 94 

£400 Average+ 'boom'n'tiu' effect. but mid focuses well and bass extension is impressive stands free space 25Hz (in room) 

Heco Superior 740 Good A similar sonic package to the cheaper Interior 530, these Superior clothes 84.5 x 22 x 25cm on 88dB/w 78 
£599 Good- are very pretty indeed, though spikes are still awaited floor in free space 30Hz (in room) 

Heco Superior 940 Good This large and beautifully finished lloorstander has an impressively smooth 110 x 26 x 31.5cm free 88dB/w 86 
£999 Good and attractively transparent midband. Bass is well extended but follows rather space 20Hz 

than drives the music along 

Heybrook HB1 53 Average+ Latest version of long established favourite delivers good liveliness and line 47 x 29 x 24cm HBS1 88dB BB 98 
£250 Good coherence for the price, even though the shape looks a bit dated stands close(ish) to 30Hz (in room) 

Heybrook HB1 DO Average+ Well matched for wall siting, the HB100 is a lively and informative performer 47 x 26 x 28cm stands 86dB/w BB 66 
£279 Good in the tradition of the popular HB1 near rear wall 50Hz 

Heybrook HB150 Average Convincingly communicative but a bit coloured and congested. this lively 40.5 x 23 x 22cm 89dB/w 82 
£369 Good compact wall-mount is nicely finished but a little costly for the content stands close to rear 42Hz (in room) 

Heybrook HB200 Average This luxury successor to the HB2 is lively and informative, but sounded 46 x 23 x 26cm stands 87dB/w 66 
£429 Average insufliciently balanced to convince our listening panel against rear wall 55Hz 

Heybrook Point 5 52 Good Lively, revealing and enjoyable wall-mount can sound unruly with multi-strand 37.5 x 23 x 24.5cm 85dB/W BB 94 
£179 Good but comes dramatically into locus with solid core cable. HBS1s against wall 28Hz (in room) 

Heybrook Point 7 Average Physically an attractive package, but not entirely convincing in lab or 40.5 x 23 x 23cm 85dB/w 68 
£185 Average listening panel test; interesting for all that stands against rear 60Hz 

Heybrook Solo Average+ Discreetly styled wallmount sounds a little untidy in both bass and treble but 36 x 23 x 22cm HBS1 87dB/w 90 
£159 Average+ handles complex rhythmic material much better than most stands close to wall 28Hz 

Infinity Kappa 6 Good Interestingly styled US loudspeaker has unusual high tech drivers and good 63 x 38 x 24cm stands, 85dB/w 66 
£795 Good neutrality, but the sound seriously lacks excitement free space 35Hz 

Infinity Kappa 8 n/a Very nicely made and unobtrusive but large lour-way speakers which have a 118 x 51.5 x 17.5cm 89dB/w 72 
£1850 Very Good tendency to sound bass heavy unless used with solid core cables floor standing, open 33Hz 

Infinity Modulus Good Luxury high-tech miniature is carefully conceived and beautifully executed. 30 x 18 x 26cm high 84dB/w 86 
£695 Average+ Undeniably attractive in the midrange and treble, the Modulus failed to handle stands 1ft from wall 45Hz (in room) 

the bass end of the spectrum as successfully 

Infinity Reference 10 Average Follows the Infinity tradition in providing an engaging and lively sound from 36 x 23 x 23cm stands 87dB 98 
£149 Average a prettily finished and substantial small bookshelf size model in free space 50Hz (in room) 

Infinity Reference 50 Average Despite hi-tech drivers, attractive presentation, good bass extension and 86 x 26.5 x 25cm floor 89dB 98 
£499 Average- sensitivity, this three-way lloorstander suffers from a forward, coloured sound in free space 25Hz (in room) 
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Infinity RS2001 Average A little coloured and unruly in the treble, the 2001 nevertheless retains the 36.5 x 22.5 x 20cm 87dB/w R 78 
£180 Average+ lively dynamic bounce of its predecessor; pity the price has gone up lightweight stands 50Hz (in room) 

Jamo Concerti! Good A thoroughly respectable 'bookshelf' performer that needs free space siting 41 x 24 x 25cm stands 85dB/w 66 
£250 Average - but includes attractive cabinetwork and a neat grille in free space 48Hz 

Jamo Concert VII Average+ Beautifully built large floorstander uses unusual double reflex bass system, 96 x 28 x 31.5cm 87dBN/ 94 
£650 Average unsuccessfully as far as low frequency resolution is concerned floor, free standing 25Hz (in room) 

Jamo Cornet 40 Average- Pretty little Danish-built miniature with respectable rather than exceptional 32 x 20 x 22cm stands 86dB 98 
£100 Average sound quality for the price 1-2ft from wall 48Hz (in room) 

JBL Contrail Plus Average Sub-miniature with forward mid range and no real bass; highish price partly 23 x 15.5 x 14cm close 89dB/w 90 
£229 Average justified by cute, near-Indestructible Pro styling and build to rear wall 50Hz 

JBL L20T3 Average- Compact bookshelf model delivers bouncy miniature-type sound when free space 39 x 23 x 20.5cm 87dBNJ 94 
£249 Average- mounted; pleasant enough but uneven and undistinguished stands free space 48Hz (in room) 

JBL LX33 Average+ A bit of a cheat, but a lot of speaker for the money, which manages a better 80 x 25 x 21cm floor. 89dB/w R 82 
£259 Good room balance than many 'large bookshelf' rivals, and delivers a fine acoustic 1ft from wall 48Hz 

JBL LX44 Good- This generously built model offers good power handling, bass extension and 58.5 x 30 x 29cm 89dB/w 71 
£339 Average dynamic range, but suffers from the 'three-way syndrome', with middle muddle stands in free space 40Hz 
JBL TLX12 Good- This smart near-miniature has a 'boppy', lively bottom end, but beware of the 37 x 23 x 23cm stands 87dB/w 71 
£149 Average fizz in its top 0.5m from rear wall 55Hz 
JBL XE2 Average- Budget Danish-built 'bookshelf' model has anomalous 'laid back' balance and 38 x 23 x 23cm stands 88dB 98 
£149 Average- lacks the genuine JBL spirit in free space 48Hz (in room) 
JBL XPL 90 Good Though undoubtedly pretty and very expensively engineered, this elaborate 39.5 x 24 x 24cm 85dB/w 86 
£699 Average+ near-miniature didn't really convince our listeners. stands in free space 45Hz (in room) 
JPWAP2 Good Few grounds for criticism but purchasers should check out the treble qualities 46 x 26 x 25cm 40cm 89dB/w 53 
£175 Good to avoid hammering the ear anvils from wall on 45cm 65Hz 
JPW AP3 Good Pretty good stereo and well balanced overall it had its own character which is 52 x 25 x 29.5cm near 90dB/w R 46 
£225 Average+ well suited to vinyl replay wall on stands 57Hz 
JPWMinim Average+ Very civilised but dynamically limites. the Minim is well suited to the 27.5 x 18 x 19 5cm 85dB/w R 82 
£85 Average - smaller room and where limited loudness is acceptable stands against wall 28Hz (in room) 
JPWP1 Good Honest and basically articulate if not very sophisticated, resolution is good 44 x 25.9 x 26.1cm 89dB/w R 59 
£145 Average+ but it can sound a little wearing in bright systems or with rough sounding material free space on stands 60Hz 
JPW Sonata Good Well balanced and integrated, this near-miniature offers fine sound if limited 32 x 23 x 20cm stands 86dB/w BB 71 
£115 Average+ bass and dynamic range, plus real tree wood at a nearly silly price near rear wall 55Hz 
JPW Sonata Plus Average This luxury variation on the redoubtable Sonata theme features a metal dome 32 x 23 x 21 cmabout 87dB/w 90 
£135 Average - tweeter, and is not the better for it 1ft from wall 30Hz 
JRT A01 Average+ A most auspicious Choice debut for relative newcomers JRT. A fair share of 59.5 x 28 x 36cm own 86dB/w R 86 
£500 (stands £100) Good+ cosmetic deficiencies do little to spoil the impressive coherence and timing stands close to rear 28Hz (in room) 
JRT AD1 Micro Average Beautiful bijou miniature has delightful life and coherence and gives surprising 28 x 17 x 21cm stands 87dBN/ 94 
£389 Good impression of scale; some aggressive tendencies but very open to system tunmg against wall 50Hz (in room) 
Kammerzelt Reference Mini Average+ Lovely miniature has a beguilingly sweet sound with good pace and drive, but stands 1-211 from wall 50Hz (in room) 94 
Monitor £545 Good scale is restricted and presence a little dulled considering the high price 85dBN/ 
KEF 104/2 Very Good A reference point for dynamics, preffered without KUBE, suited to many rooms 90 x 28 x 41.5cm floor 92dB/w R 60 
£1,295 Very Good Good stereo, high sound level standing in free space 50Hz 
KEF C15 Good One of the tiniest around delivers a surprisingly 'big' and well balanced 26.5 x 18 x 14cm 85dB/w R 71 
£129 Average sound. with excellent stereo from free space siting stands in free space 60Hz 
KEF C25 Average+ Very safe and competent, but rather short on inspiration, the '251acks the 34 x 20.5 x 17cm high 87dB/W 78 
£159 Average- brio and flair of its smaller C15 brother stands near wall 60Hz (in room) 
KEF C45 Good Conventional and competitively priced, C45 delivers an impressively consistent 47.5 x 28 x 24cm 87dB/w 86 
£239 Average - and competent sound. As one listener commented: "Offensively inoffensive uncritical 30Hz (in room) 
KEF C55 Good Similar to but less good value than C75, the '55 provides Uni-0 stereo 48 x 24.5 x 25cm 91dB/w 82 
£269 Average+ stability but not real wood veneer or good low frequency room match stands, free space 30Hz (in room) 

KEF C75 Good Compact floorstanding model's Uni-0 driver provides fine crossover integration, 72 x 24.5 x 25.5cm 90dB/w 71 
£429 Good giving stable stereo and fine dynamic range within a slightly rich tonal balance floor in free space 45Hz 

KEF C85 Good Essentially a simplified vinyl finish version of C95, the 85 delivers a 88 x 25 x 22cm well 89dB/w 90 
£599 Good similarly coherent, neutral, rich and slightly lazy sound clear of walls 27Hz 

KEF C95 Good Rich and lazy, but nonetheless very endearing in a cosy sort of a way, the '95 is a 88.5 x 24.5 x 31cm 90dB/w R 78 
£699 Good lot of speaker for the money, and delivers a big sound with grace and sublety floor in free space 28Hz (in room) 

Lindley New Age Average - Attractively different presentation with classy finish, this tall cylindrical 1 OS x 23 x 23cm clear 86dB/w 90 
£1100 Average+ floorstander has fine bass extension but a rather uneven overall balance of walls 25Hz 

Linn Index 11/KuStone Good Combination of stand and speaker looks and sounds very good for the price, with 44 x 21 x 23.5cm (box 86dB/w BB 90 
£235/£109 Good good bass extension and control, fine dynamic range. Clean, clear if a shade slow only) close to rear 28Hz 

Linn Kaber LS500 Average Discreet wall-mount package trades sensitivity for fine bass extension and midbass 93 x 19 x 28cm floor 86dB/w R 82 
£1098 Good+ performance; can be a little relentless but has prodigious dynamic capabilities against rear wall 28Hz (in room) 

Linn Kan 11 Average+ A niche product for those prepared to tolerate its strong character for the 30.5 x 18.5 x 16.5cm 82dB/w 78 
£439 Average+ sake of its fine bass performance and near invisibility Kan stands against 35Hz (in room) 

Linn Nexus LS250 Good Good features include a solid, meaty bass plus good imagery and tonal balance. 49 x 23.5 x 30.4cm 89dB/w 59 
£458 Average The catch is that Nexus lacks resolution and timing near rear wall 60Hz 

Magneplanar MG1.4 Good+ Replaces the stalwart MGic with a revised panel layout. Offers a very crisp 155 x 8 x 57 cm open 88dB/w R 72 
£1190 Good+ and articulate sound. particularly revealing of upper mid vocal details space 40Hz 

Magneplanar MG2.5R Good Offers the low coloration and profound musical insight of better electrostatic 183 x 56 x 4.5cm Open 83-85dB/w R 60 
£1998 Good loudspeakers but without loss of low frequency extension space 35Hz 

Magneplanar MGIIIa Good Another excellent true-audiophile loudspeaker this American panel speaker 180 x 62 x 38cm well 84-86dB/w R 46 
£2700 Very Good helps to convey much of the original character of the music clear of walls 35Hz 

Magneplanar SMGa Average- Tonally 'rich', in the right room it proved a satisfactory musical experience 122 x 48 x 4.5cm on 85dB/w 46 
£675 Average floor clear of wall 56Hz 

Marantz LD·SODMS Very Good Well behaved larger two-way has fine balance, stereo and integration with good 106 x 22 x 32cm floor, 88dB/w R 71 
£230 Good bass extension, albeit with mild boxy, chesty and fizzy effects free space 30Hz (in room) 

Martin Logan CLS 11 n/a Much improved high resolution design, fussy about system set-up and demanding 60 x 28 x 7.5cm open 86dB/w R 72 
£3998 Very Good of ancillaries and software alike. lt rewards the efforts though space 45Hz 

Meridian Argent 1 Good+ Beautifully built. finished and shaped but pricey compact has fine bass 33 x 27(max) x 83dB 98 
£1,200 Good+ extension and virtual absence of 'boxiness'; needs a big amplifier 27(max)cm Slate stands 28Hz (in room) 

Meridian Argent 2 Good+ This beautiful but pricey high-tech 'large compact' delivers an extended, 48.5 x 21 x 29.5cm 85dBNJ 94 
£995 Good smooth and neutral sound with fair speed. Slate Audio stands are almost essential stands free space 23Hz (in room) 
Meridian M30 Average+ Pricey but easy on the ears and worth considering especially where space is at 38.5 x 18 x 32cm free Active 46 
£895 Average a premium space on stands 40Hz 
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Mission 760 Good Smart presentation and an engaging sound, this sensitive budget miniature 29 x 18 x 20cm stands 88dB/w BB 90 
£100 Average+ sounds notably more lively and less boxy than most of its peers close to wall 50Hz 

Mission 761 Average One helluva speaker for the price, if a shade small and short of subtlety and 38 x 21 x 21 cm stands 87dB/w BB 66 
£140 Good refinement- should prove a worthy successor to the 70 and 700 near rear wall 60Hz 

Mission 762 Average Mission's 'bookshelf middleweight' oilers high sensitivity and loudness 50 x 25 x 27cm stand, 91dB/w 66 
£200 Average- capability, but at the expense of a somewhat untidy and rather 'heavy' sound experiment advised 55Hz 

Mission 763 Average+ A very artful combination of generous volume and good bass extension at a 77 x 25 x 32cm near 86dB/w BB 68 
£300 Average+ modest price Works well in the listening room despite a few rough edges rear wall 40Hz 

Mission 764i Good Despite improvements, this large lloorstander still lacks low frequency 1ft from wall, below 20Hz 94 
£480 Average authority, which is probably a function of its comparatively modest price freestanding 87dB/W 

Mission 767 Very Good Magnificent and massive part-active monoliths have line acoustic subtlety and 138 x 29 x 43cm floor, 91dB/w R 81 
£2500 Very Good impressive loudness capability, ultimately limited by partnenng (Cyrus) electronics flexible <20Hz (in room) 

Mission Cyrus 780 Good Pricey but very pretty miniature based on Mission 760 but with beefed up box 29 x 18 x 26cm light 88dB/w R 90 
£180 Average+ and crossover network to enhance sound quality still further stands close to wall 50Hz 

Mission Cyrus 781 Average+ Properly run in, the pretty little 781 delivers a last, dynamic and 43 x 22.5 x 28cm 88dB/w R 86 
£250 Good informative sound which more than justifies its price. matching stands 1ft 28Hz (in room) 

Mission Cyrus 782 Good- Lively, articulate and beautifully finished, this compact wall-mount model 50 x 25 x 32.5cm Cyrus 90dB/w 71 
£350 (stands £80) Good- with twin main drivers has good integration but a rather rich, 'Loudness' balance stands near wall 50Hz 

Monitor Audio MA1200 Average This smooth and civilised slimline ftoorstanding loudspeaker is well built and 94 x 20 x 26cm in free 85dB/w 68 
£900 Average+ nicely presented. But it is also expensive space 48Hz 

Monitor Audio MA18DO Good Attractive and beautifully finished, even when ballasted with lead shot the 106 x 22 x 32cm floor, 88dB/w 81 
£1400 Average+ 1800 inclines towards upper bass richness and lacks genuine extension free space 30Hz (in room) 

Monitor Audio Monitor 11 Average This tall and slim and attractive free space compact has an extra driver to 52 x 20 x 24cm stands 87dB/W 94 
£330 Good help out in the bass, giving extra urge at some price in delicacy free space 48Hz (in room) 

Monitor Audio Monitor 14 Average Floorstanding version of M11 sullers from excess upper bass, giving a thick, 78 x 20 x 24cm floor 86dB 98 
£400 Average chesty coloration beneath a quite lively and well focused mid and treble well clear of walls 30Hz (in room) 

Monitor Audio Monitor 7 Average - This lively and punchy near-miniature looks pretty enough and is good value 34 x 16.5 x 17cm 84dB/w 74 
£180 Average but is let down by an unruly and indillerently integrated tweeter stands 1ft from wall 70Hz 

Monitor Audio Monitor 9 Good Despite a much betler treble balance than the 7, the Monitor 9 is less 37 x 20 x 21cm high 85dB/w 78 
£220 Average engaging and lively at low frequencies than its smaller sibling stands near wall 30Hz 

Monitor Audio Studio 10 Average Expensive, luxury build/finish and all-metal driver diaphragms provide 40 x 20 x 25cm heavy 87dB/w 90 
£1200 Average+ engagingly transparent mid range and treble, spoilt by over-strong mid-bass. stands clear of walls 45Hz 

Monitor Audio Studio 5 Average+ All metal diaphragm luxury miniature has splendid presence coherence but sound 32 x 18 x 20cm stands 83dB 98 
£500 Average+ can be aggressive and lacks welly. close to wall 28Hz (in room) 

Mordaunt-Short MS 3.10 Average Probably the liveliest and most communicative miniature around, this 28.5 x 17.5 x 20cm 88.5dB/w BB 78 
£110 Average+ beautifully presented design is probably better suited to budget 'real hi-li' 48Hz 

Mordaunt-Short MS 3.20 Average All the charm of its BB-rated £99 baby 3.10 brother, plus a smidgeon more bass 35.5 x 18 x 20cm open 85dB/w R 82 
£140 Average+ for those in a suggestible frame of mind stands against wall 50Hz (in room) 

Mordaunt-Short MS 3.30 Average A little too mid-forward for neutrality or formal recommendation, this 46 x 23.5 x 27cm high 87dB/w 78 

£200 Average+ attractive, good-sized model nevertheless has more than enough appealing stands 1-2ft from wall 38Hz (in room) 

Mordaunt-Short MS 3.40 Average+ lt looks pretty and sounds civilised, but the 3.40 failed to ignite any degree 57 x 23.5 x 27.5cm 87dB/w 86 

£260 Average of enthusiasm amongst our listeners. Low frequency stand and room matching is stands in free space 30Hz (in room) 

NAD 8100 Average+ Floorstanding variation on attractive 8225 miniature adds some hall convincing 75 x 20 x 25cm floor 88dB R 98 
£269 Average+ extra bass thump and saves the price of stands - very cost effective clear of walls 25Hz (in room) 

NAD 8225 Good Notwithstanding lacklustre styling and an unprepossessing appearance, this NAD 34 x 20 x 18cm stands 87dB/w R 86 

£150 Average+ miniature has a smooth and even midband plus an appealing overall jauntiness. close to wall 45Hz (in room) 

Nairn NA IBL Average+ This tiny and elaborately engineered lloorstanding wall mount delivers outstanding wall, freestanding 30Hz (in room) 94 
£798 Good dynamics, speed and detail, marred by pronounced upper mid forwardness 84dB/W 

NVA Cube 1 Good- Attractive, cube-shaped semi-omni is very sturdily built, and gives an 33 x 32 x 32cm own 85dB/w R 71 
£600 (stands £200) Good+ idiosyncratic but unusually open, spacious and informative sound stands c0.5m from wall 52Hz 

NVA Cube 2 Average A rude but exciting miniature, with unusually accomplished bass capabilities 28.5 x 27 x 28.5cm NVA 85dB/w R 82 
£380 Good for its size stands against wall 48Hz (in room) 

NVA Cubix Average Too idiosyncratic for formal recommendation, the Cubix possesses remarkable 60 x 32.5 x 32.5cm 84dB/w 78 
£1100 Good bass extension for its size, but is tricky to optimise 28Hz (in room) 

Opus 3 Capella Good The sound of this Scandinavian curiosity certainly benefits from the crushed 32 x 40.5 x 26(ave)cm 86 5dB/w 66 
£599 Good marble enclosure, though presentation is strictly DIY amongst books in 45Hz 

Opus 3 Credo Average Credo's odd-shaped silicate-based cabinet confers good box and bass 32 x 28 x 32cm stands 88dB/w 74 
£399 Average performance, but the sound could be more neutral for the price in free space 65Hz 

Pearl & Oakley Victoria 200 Average - Extraordinary- and to many very attractive- 'ginger jar' presentation in 93 x 33 x 33cm on 87dB/w 78 
£1099 Average- Staffordshire ceramics, but let down by need for further acoustic development lloor in free space 30Hz (in room) 

Philips FB815 Average An impressively indeed imposing physical package for the price, clever 63 x 27 x 27cm low 85dB/w 86 
£250 Average engineering gives a very competent if slightly hard and brittle sound quality stands inlree space 30Hz 

Philips FB820 Good Big-but-less-than-beautiful three-way is well enough balanced but lacks 86 x 27 x 35cm floor 87dB 98 
£450 Average communication skills in the time domain clear of walls 28Hz (in room) 

Philips FB825 Good Generous sounding and impressively uncongested for the type, loudness and bass 110 x 29 x 41cm on 88dB/w R 90 
£650 Good extension don't quite match the large and rather plasticky box cones clear of walls 25Hz 

QLN Model One Good Similar to Signature at two thirds the price, Model One exaggerates the 35 X (16-25) X 85dB/w 82 
£700 Average latter's rich and heavy midbass and lacks its velvet smoothness (21-27)cm pillar 28Hz (in room) 
QLN Signature Good Beautiful but expensive luxury compact has a rather laid back and 'heavy' 37 x 18 x 36cm heavy 83dB/w 78 
£1100 Good sound, but coloration is low and stereo imaging very good stands in free space 30Hz (in room) 
Quad ESL-63 Good+ With its unusual but subtle characteristics this classic electrostatic may not 92 x 66 x 27cm open 84dB/w R 60 
£2072 Very Good be punchy in the bass, but has strengths that some cannot live without stand well clear of 34Hz 

RAM Hermes Average- Slim small floorstander is a bit tal l for its footprint Good sensitivity is 70 x 21.5 x 23cm 91dB/W 94 
£425 Average+ combined with an attractively lively sound, but it's uneven and not truly coherent floor, freestanding 45Hz (in room) 
Richard Allan COS Average- This neatly presented small reflex design can sound engagingly communicative, 38 x 19 x 23cm on 88dB/w 68 
£184 Average- but is flawed sonically and technically and quite expensive too rigid stands 80Hz 
Rogers LS2a Average Provides very good engineering and stereo performance for the price, alongside 36 x 23 x 21cm low 88dB/w 82 
£193 Average some 'boxiness' and certian dynamic constraints stands 1ft from wall 50Hz (in room) 
Rogers LS4a Good This artfully voiced and well balanced compact gives a fair flavour of the 43 x 25.5 x 24.5cm 87dB/w R 78 
£255 Good- classical 'BBC sound' at a very reasonable price stands 1ft from wall 32Hz (in room) 

Rogers LS6a Good Stereotypically a Rogers model with impressively even balance, prospective 51 x 27.5 x 28cm 86dB/w R 86 
£316 Good purchasers will have to weigh the fine mid band naturalness against slightly stands in free space 25Hz (in room) 

lazy dynamics and timing 

Rogers LS7t Good+ A fine combination of classic qualities at reasonable price produces the "R" 56 x 27 x 28cm free 88.5dB/w R 59 
£449 Good+ tag, but try to get a pair home on approval to check for bass 'heaviness' space on 40cm stands 48Hz 
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Rogers Studio 1 a Very Good The classic BBC monitor style sound sensitively updated- transparent and 63.5 x 30.5 x 30.5cm 87dB/w R 66 
£612 Good - natural with fine stereo. but a touch 'heavy' in balance stands in free space 36Hz 

Roksan Darius Good Now totally realigned, the current Darius provides an exceptionally impressive 47 x 27 x 40cm own 82dB/w R 86 
£1569 (£389 integral stand) Very Good combination of transparency and delicacy with fine information retrieval and speed stands angled in space 20Hz 

Royd A1411 Average Not the smoothest or prettiest around, this is still an informative if 40 x 26 x 23cm stands 87dB/W R 94 
£199 Good sometimes aggressive large bookshelf model, with plenty of welly for the price 1ft from wall 30Hz (in room) 

Royd A7 Series 11 Average+ Lively clear sound; good upper bass and dynamics, but treble "ramp" made 31 x 20 x 17cm shelf 86dB/w R 53 
£115 Average vocals sound shut in. Try before you buy or 50cm stands near 75Hz 

Royd Apex Average+ Not the smoothest sound around, it more than compensates with an impressively 85.5 x 20 x 30cm on 87dB/w R 78 
£485 Good communicative and informative musical presentation lloor close to wall 33Hz (in room) 
Royd Eden Average Delightful mid/treble speed and transparency but determinedly bass light, this 31 x 20.5 x 18.5cm 87dB/w R 66 
£235 Average+ oddball miniature threatens cult status but could use a sweeter tweeter stands close to wall 85Hz 
Royd Sapphire Average+ Neat little miniature sounds a touch cold and thin but unusual main driver 30.5 x 20.5 x 21cm 88dB R 98 
£200 Good- delivers remarkable speed and coherence lor such a reasonably priced model frame stands 1ft from 28Hz (in room) 
Royd Sintra Average+ Balance is bass light and a little bright, but superb dynamics, speed and 30.5 x 20.5 x 19cm 88dB/w R 90 
£330 Good timing make this luxury miniature musically very inlormative and satisfying stands close to wall 50Hz 

Ruark Swordsman Good Very attractively styled and finished, the Swordsman is a well built 'small 38.5 x 20 x 27.5cm 84dB/w 71 
£219 Average bookshelf' model that delivered better test than listening results stands 0.5m from wall 50Hz 

Ruark Swordsman Plus Good This real wood variation on the established Swordsman theme looks and measures 38 x 20 x 28cm stands 84dB 98 
£269 Average rather better than it sounds, probably due to rather prosaic drivers 1-2ft from wall 27Hz (in room) 

Ruark Talisman Average Clever and beautifully finished compact floorstander has some coloration but 83.5 x 21.5 x 31 (max) 86dB/w R 90 
£629 Good is impressively informative and communicative, with fine pace and timing cm close to rear wall 30Hz 
SO Acoustics OBS Average Recent changes have added some relinement to a seductive mid range, good timing 102 x 35 x 25cm floor. 92dB/w R 82 
£845 Good and fine sensitivity, though bass extension is limited and coloration obvious angled, away from 30Hz (in room) 
SO Acoustics Ribbon Average Entertaining but a little underdeveloped and rather amplifier sensitive, the Ribbon 152 x 30 x (15-30)cm 91dB/w 81 
£2150 Good+ is a lively and loud hybrid marred by some colorations; some like it, others don't floor, angled, away 30Hz (in room) 
SO Acoustics SD1 Average A large scale, airy and unusually detailed system with excellent dynamics. 123.5 x 38.2 x 31.9cm 90dB/w R 60 
£1350 Very Good Current model has more civilised top-end and warmer balance than original model free space 50Hz 
SO Acoustics SD3 Average Neither cheap nor perfect, this near miniature sounds unusually lively and 38 x 19 x 29cm stands 83dB/w R 86 
£379 Good dynamic within inevitable physica constraints. Both engaging and entertaining! 1 Ocm from wall 

Seventh Veil System IV Average Lacks welly and loudness but delivers astonishing results with female vocals 72 X 44 X 21 X 29cm 84dB/w R 86 
£1290 (£340 integral stand) Good+ in particular. Antithesis of the 'good all rounder' own-stands close to 28Hz (in room) 
Shan Shimna Average+ Pretty little miniature with resin-based enclosure has a bright, thin but 31 x 21 x 17cm own 84dB R 98 
£315 Good- sweet and communicative sound; loudness and welly are both limited stands 1ft from wall 48Hz (in room) 
Snell Type C n/a Pricey, yes, but an extremely capable loudspeaker. Musical and transparent; 112 x 38 x 33cm free 90dB/w R 65 
£2350 Very Good excellent bass extension which improves with the addition of a Pirate plinth standing, free space 35Hz 
Sony APM-101ES Good Big hearted sound from small bookshelf successor to BB '10ES, sounds a little 39.5 x 22.5 x 23.5cm 86dB/w R 71 
£100 Average untidy at frequency extremes, so suits CD better than vinyl stands, free space 52Hz 
Sony APM-121ES Average Good percieved high tech value, but the balance has an artificial 'loudness' 43 x 25 x 28cm stands, 86dB/w 86 
£150 Average - character, too rich in the bass and too strong in the treble free space 25Hz (in room) 
Sony APM-141ES Average A great deal of loudspeakerfor the money, the rich sounding '141 needs a big 61.5 x 26 x 32cm 88dB/w R 78 
£200 Average room and still shows significant 'loudness' (boom'n'tiu) tendencies stands in plenty of 30Hz (in room) 

Sony APM-181ES Very Good Big and beefy but equally fat and bass heavy, this well engineered 3-way has 57.5 x 29 x 36cm low 87dB/w 71 
£300 Average notable strengths but lacks transparency and sounds better at lower levels stands, free space 40Hz 

Sony APM-66ES Average+ Powerful heavyweight sound with a brilliant midband- clear articulate and 66 x 38 x 36.5cm low 89dB/w 59 
£700 Average+ transparent. But bass is on the boomy side and the treble can sound grainy stands, free space 60Hz 

Spendor SP1 Very Good A very subtle and musical performer that works particularly well with digital 63.5 x 29.5 x 30.5cm 87dB/w R 60 
£800 Good material. An exceptional all rounder stands, free space 41Hz 

Spendor SP2!2* Very Good Conceding little to the SP1, this 30 litre model displayed good tonal balance 50 x 25 x 30cm stands, 87dB/w R 59 
£500 Good+ with a highly articulate midrange, only slightly marred at frequency extremes free space 45Hz 

Spica Angelus Good A little bass shy and soft in the bass and lower mid, the free standing 116.8 x 53.3 x 26cm 86 5dB/w 60 
£1295 Average Angelus is otherwise tidy, extremely lively and fluid, if uneven overall away from walls 50Hz 

Spica TCSO Good - This triangular-profile 'grown up' miniature is a shade boxy and laid back but 40.5 x 33 x 29cm 88dB/w 71 
£599 Good has good rhythmic and musical integrity stands in open space 55Hz 

Spica TCSOSE Good - A heavily UK-modified TC50, the SE sounds less boxy and more spacious, but 40.5 x 33 x 29cm 88dB/w 71 
£799 Good lacks some of the urgency of the standard model stands in open space 55Hz 

Studio Power DMS100 Average+ Close to a BB rating, and in many respects remarkable value for money. Delivers 51 x 26 x 32cm open 86dB/w R 82 
£249 Average+ an impressively smooth and large sound, but sheer ugliness will limit its appeal stands 1ft from wall 25Hz (in room) 

Tannoy DC1 000 Average The smaller of two DC models with dual concentric drivers, the '1000 is much 50 x 24 x 25cm 91dB/w 71 
£210 Average- less well balanced than the larger, floorstanding '2000 53Hz 

Tannoy DC2000 Good Remarkably high sensitivity from unique dual concentric driver that has an 68.5 x 26 x 27cm floor 93dB/w R 66 
£340 Good involving but characteristic sound. Bass could be better in free space 55Hz 

Tannoy DC3000 Good Giving new meaning to terms like dynamic range and headroom, the magnificent 94 x 26 x 31cm Floor 94dB/w R 78 
£670 Good '3000 is a must for those who enjoy high-level monitoring 1ft+ from wall 30Hz (in room) 

Tannoy E11 Average Fundamentally turgid and slow, thanks to leaden upper bass and 'shut in' treble, 39 x 21 x 22cm stands, 87dB/w 82 
£140 Average - though stereo images are convincing, as are the reasonably uncoloured vocals free space 45Hz (in room) 

Tannoy J95 Good Substantial cabinet engineering explains the unusually authoritative bass delivered 93 x 26 x 32cm floor, 90dB/W R 94 
£520 Good by this big, good value floorstander, though the upper range is a bit dull and shut in freestanding 30Hz (in room) 

Tannoy M15 Good Somehow lacking the magic of its predecessors, the M15 remains a fine value 50 x 25 x 21cm 88dB/w R 78 
£190 Average+ compact that needs careful set-up to give optimum results Blu-tack to stands 40Hz (in room) 

Tannoy M20 Good Alongside fine build and presentation, the M20 provides an unusually clever 50 x 25 x 22cm stands 87dB/w R 86 
£260 Good combination of the 'traditional' virtues of transparency and low coloration in free space 25Hz (in room) 

Tannoy Westminster n/a These awesome horn loaded speakers are remarkably controlled and impressive, Huge, flat against 96dB/w (manu!.) R Coli '87 
£3600 Good+ if only suited to a Jew pockets and rooms rear wall, away from 

TDL Monitor Very Good Fine solidity and good accuracy, with enough bass extension to satisfy even 118.5 x 30 x 47cm 0.5m 85dB/w R 66 
£1799 Very Good organ freaks. Needs a big room and can sound a bit lazy and a shade tinkly from walls 28Hz 

TDL Studio 0.5 Average This tiny floorstanding transmission line has good agility but doesn't provide 55 x 20 x 30cm own 85dB/W 94 
£399 Good the coherence or even balance of the slightly bigger Studio 1 stand, lree space 40Hz (in room) 

TDL Studio 1 Average+ Delivering genuinely extended bass lrom a compact lloorstanding enclosure, the 76 x 23 x 33cm 84dB/w 78 
£599 Good Studio is very detailed but a shade clinical and detached in presentation 25Hz (in room) 

Technics SB·CSS Average Clearly fine material value for money, the CS5 nevertheless betrays its midi 42.5 x 25 x 24cm 86dB/w R 86 
£70 Average system heritage, the quest for size for its own sake compromising the Stands in free space 48Hz 

performance of both enclosure and main driver 

Technics SB-EX2 Average- Nicely presented, well built and decent size enclosure sounds solid but 48 x 23.5 x 27cm 86dB 98 
£179 Average somewhat dull, thanks presumably to rather ordinary, low cost drivers stands clear of walls 20Hz (in room) 
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• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Technics SB-RX50 
£600 

Technics SBC 250 
£140 

Toshiba SS33-M 
£100 

Townshend Glastonbury liS* 
£1700 

Townshend Glastonbury Tor 
£1495 

Vandersteen Model One 
£1000 

Vecteur Premiere 
£695 

Videotone Minimax 2 
£80 

Visonik David 6001 
£173 

Wharfedale 410 
£130 

Wharfedale 505.2M 
£260 

Wharfedale 505/2 
£190 

Wharfedale Coleridge 
£499 

Wharfedale Delta 30.2 
£100 

Wharfedale Diamond IV 
£109 

Yamaha NS 1DOOM 
£900 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Acoustic Research RD-06 
£280 

Aiwa AD-F270 
£90 

Aiwa AD-F370 
£130 

Aiwa AD-F500 
£150 

Aiwa AD-F700 
£199 

Aiwa AD·FBOO 
£249 

Aiwa AD-R470 
£150 

Aiwa AD-WX616 
£150 

Aiwa AD-WX777 
£179 

Aiwa AD·WXBBB 
£249 

Aiwa AD-WX909 
£400 

Aiwa XK-007 Excelia 
£400 

Aiwa XK-009 Excelia 
£550 

Akai GX-32 
£170 

•LAB 
• SOUND 

Very Good 
Average+ 

Average+ 
Average -

Average 
Average 

n/a 
Very Good 

Average -
Very Good 

Average+ 
Average+ 

Average 
Good 

Poor 
Average -

Average -
Poor 

Good 
Average-

Average+ 
Good-

Average 
Good 

Average 
Good 

Average-
Average 

Good 
Average+ 

Good 
Good+ 

•LAB 
• SOUND 

Average 
Average 

Average 
Average 

Average 
Average 

Average 
Good 

Good 
Average 

Good 

• COMMENTS • SIZE 
• PLACEMENT 

With its unique coaxial drive unit the RX50 proved a smooth and welt balanced 48 x 30 x 26cm free 
loudspeaker, its minor weakness being a mildly excessive low bass space on 40cm stands 

Despite a fairly even tonal balance, the 250EK sounded muddled in the midrange 36.5 x 23.5 x 20.5cm 
and dull in character free space, stands 

Providing a benchmark for budget loudspeakers, this Toshiba-inspired but UK 40 x 26 x 21.5cm 
designed and manufactured model is a lot of loudspeaker for the money stands in free space 

What? No bass? Actually, like the KEF 107, Glastonbury it goes down so low you 91.5 x 28 x 4 6 free 
might not notice how good it is. A truly remarkable performer. Superb standing in room 

Prodigious bass extension. stunning stereo focus and low cabinet coloration, 99 x 26.5 x 33cm welt 
but limited loudness from low sensitivity and power handling clear of waits 

This compact American floorstander's elegant staggered baffle arrangement 100 x 30.7 x 25.6cm 
contributes to a refreshing freedom from boxiness, but the price is quite high floor clear of waits 

Expensive for its material content, this pretty French compact nevertheless 34 x 19.5 x 25cm light 
has a beguiling sound quality that indicates painstaking development stands clear of waits 

Cheap in build and QC as welt as price, but cheerful (if coarse) with it- if 27.5 x 17 x 20cm near 
a little too cheerful aher extended listening rear wait 

Sharp styling a classy looking miniature makes, but the complex griltework 20 x 12 x 13cm against 
worsens a sound which starts off with loo much lop and not enough bottom rear wait 

One step up from the Diamond, this attractive and sensitive small bookshelf 34.5 x 22 x 22.5cm 
model sounds smoother but is also rather bland and uninvolving stand against wall 

Luxury red mahogany finish version of 505.2, confirms lhal lhis well balanced 44 x 25.5 x 25.5cm 
design remains fully competitive nearly three years after the original stands in free space 

This lively Wharfedale provides plenty of speaker with unusual refinement for 44 x 25.5 x 24cm 
the money, and should be fairly tolerant of room siting stands 1 it from wall 

Compact, beautifully finished and extravagantly engineered box sacrifices bass 48 x 26 x 26.5cm 
extension in the cause of high midband sensitivity; communicative stands 1ft from wall 

This hundred pounder has a bigger main driver than many of its rivals, and so packs 38 x 22 x 17cm stands 
a bit more welly and loudness. Coloration is rather obvious, but timing uis good close to wall 

Thanks to a new metal dome tweeter, the new Diamond is much more civilised 27 x 18 x 18.5cm 
than its predecessors, with an attractive lively bounce but some boxiness stands close to wall 

Living up to its monitor label, and tonally well suited to digital material, 67.5 x 37.5 x 32.5cm 
the NS 1 OOOM is superbly crafted and capable of high levels 30cm from wall, stands 

The bad odour of copyright theh hangs around 
the compact cassette, but there is no doubt it is 
the world's most versatile and ubiquitous music 
storage medium. Hi-li buffs may wrinkle their 
noses pointedly, but are still happy to use 
cassette decks to make up tapes for the car or 
personal- at the same time complaining loudly 
about the quality of pre-recorded material. (In fact 
the very best decks can do a surprisingly good 
job with musicassettes.) 

There is no problem in connecting a cassette 
deck to any normal amplifier, but some care 
needs to be taken in choosing the best tapes for a 

specific machine. (Trial and error is one effective 
technique, but many decks have manual bias 
adjustment and some match up to the tape 
automatically.) 

Lab performance and sound quality ohen go 
hand in hand, and are frequently somewhat 
dependent upon factory alignment. The 
mechanical integrity of the mechanism itself is 
another crucial factor, that is often reflected in the 
asking price. 

All modern hi-fi decks have Dol by B and the 
majority have Dolby C besides; the very 
worthwhile HX Pro system is becoming steadily 

• SENSITIVITY • VALUE • ISSUE 

86dB/w R 46 
40Hz 

86dB/w 46 
60Hz 

86dB/w BB 68 
55Hz 

88dB 65 
27Hz 

82dB/w 90 
below 20Hz 

87dB/w 86 
23Hz (in room) 

88dB 98 
48Hz (in room) 

84dB/w R 74 
90Hz 

87dB/w 74 
130Hz 

89dB/W 94 
45Hz (in room) 

87dB 98 
45Hz (in room) 

86dB/w BB 66 
55Hz 

91dB/w 82 
48Hz (in room) 

88dB BB 98 
48Hz (in room) 

86dB/w R 90 
48Hz 

90dB/w R 46 
40Hz 

more widespread. Remote control remains 
rare, though sometimes it is available as a 
system option. 

Three-head recorders allow simultane
ous checking of the recording being made. 
Auto-reverse is a useful convenience feature, 
but usually with some mechanical 
compromise, while double-mechanism 
'dubbing' decks of dubious quality are 
fashionable at the bottom end of the market. 
The welter of different 'music search' systems 
available is some indication of their frequent 
ineffectiveness 

• COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

Acceptable middle market player with very simple facilities and cramped control section, but Dol by B/C/HX Pro, fine bias, 69 
unusually good looks counter memory, repeal 

An excellent budget machine, adequately equipped and satisfactorily built. Sound quality is Dol by B/C, fine bias adjust BB 75 
in severe danger of transcending the price category 

Adequate but uninspiring recorder with detail shortcomings but good control layout and Dol by B, C, HX Pro, bias adjust 63 
successful sounding with recorded musicassettes 

Noise levels are a little higher than usual. but sound quality is otherwise very good - open, Dol by B/C/HX Pro, cue/review, R 93 
explicit and very neutral tonally. fine bias, record sensitivity adjust 

Somewhat less than the sum of the (most fine) individual parts, this deck has an artificial Dol by B/C/HX Pro, fine bias, CD 75 
quality which spoiled the efforts of a fine transport Direct input 

Close to first class performance- and superb value. The Aiwa is purposeful and finely 3 head, dual capstan, Dolby BB 75 
Very Good engineered. 11 provides a near irresistible blend of good mechanics and electronics B/C/HX Pro, tape calibration 

Average For once. an auto-reverse deck with the performance of a decent uni-directional one at a Dol by B/C/HX Pro, auto reverse, BB 69 
Good similar price. The Aiwa is modern in concept , and has good, transparent electronics cue & review, bias adjust 

Poor Sonically sub-standard twin transport deck which has sensible range of well implemented Twin full logic, 1 records, Dol by 93 
Poor features, yet which sounds compressed and uneven. B/C track search 

Very Good Excellent, middle price dual deck with quick side change and a living, breathing sound- Twin auto-reverse, one records. BB 75 
Very Good though prerecorded tapes sound bright Dol by B/C, fine bias 

Good Inaccurate set-up spoils metal tape operation, but with other tapes the deck works well. This Dual auto-reverse twin deck, 75 
Good deck offers fine engineering, facilities and sound Dolby B, C and HX Pro 

Good Convenience meets sound quality, and both win. An essentially clean, positive recorder which Dual deck, auto-reverse. track 57 
Good works alongside an auto-reverse player of lower standard- a sensible compromise search, Dol by B/C/HX Pro, bias 

adjust, 3 Head 

Good Downmarket version of XK-009 with simplified bias/equalisation adjustment section and more Dol by B, C, dbx, HX Pro, 3 Head, 63 
Good forgiving but less informative sound. Stilt good, but less exciting than XK-009 tape alignment 

Very Good Excellent detail, stable articulate midband and slightly obvious treble. The most interesting Dol by B, C, dbx, HX Pro, 3 Head, 63 
Very Good Aiwa for yonks tape alignment, CD direct 

Average Constrained and smeared sum up this deck well. 11 has poor bass and treble definition alike, Dolby B/C, variable bias, 69 
Poor though it proved well aligned for prerecorded cassettes headphone out, track search 
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• MODEL 
•PRICE 

• LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

Akai GX-52 
£250 
Akai GX-65 
£300 
Akai GX-95 
£400 

• SOUND 
Very Good Well finished and a pleasure to use, this well specified deck sounds clean and defined with 
Very Good all tape groups, with or without Dolby 
Average Fine ungimmicky middle ranking deck with simple, purposeful controls, works best with metal 
Average tapes. Performance standards fair to good 

Good Well designed and finished cassette deck with features well judged to please the audiophile 
Very Good especially switchable Dol by HX Pro and switchable panel display. The calibration system is 

simple and effective, and the deck sounds great 
Denon DRM 700A Very Good Simple but adequate features. lacks only timer standby. Musically this deck equals the best 
£150 Very Good at this price level despite some clouding of transients with Dol by B. 
Denon DRM-400 Poor Messy, confused sound terminally lacking in detail and space under all conditions of use due 
£140 Poor to high mechanical flutter levels 
Denon DRM-500 Good Powerful, refined and detailed sound, and an excellent transport are keys to the success of 
£t80 Very Good this cleanly styled addition to the range- but why no timer standby? 
Denon DRM-700 Good Sloppily executed (though attractive) user interface contrasts with a high standard of music 
£250 Very Good making betying its modest price 
Denon DRM-800 Good There are some niggling faults and limitations (no timer standby is particularly annoying), 
£330 Very Good but as a means of recording music it sets a very high standard 
Denon DRW-650 Average This simply equipped model is a little fiddly to operate at time, partly because of the way the 
£200 Average single set of transport keys is assigned. But sound quality is generally workmanlike- good value 
Denon DRW-750 Good Polished and articulate, the only significant shortcoming is poor performance with 
£250 Good prerecorded material 
Dual 5850RC Poor Average-to-middling deck which does most things welt and skates over the more subtle things 
£269 Average Control system IS unmspired but easy to master. Overpriced 
Goodmans GSW-5200 Poor Musically unimpressive but at least it's cheap I 
£90 Poor 
JVC TD-V621 Very Good Sharp, stable sound with rock solid transport. Features count is extensive and useful. Only 
£300 Good+ raw sounding electronics detract from the scoring 
JVC TD-X321 Average Typical modern budget deck with acceptable sound quality, especially when making and playing 
£t30 Average it's own tapes. The transport is a little rough, but recommended on the basis of good value 
Marantz CP230 Average This is a competitively priced portable recorder though not suited to replay of musicassettes 
£330 Average 

Dol by B, C, HX Pro, track locate BB 
features 
3-head, dual capstan, Dol by C/HX 
Pro 
Dol by B/C/HX Pro, 3 head, manual R 
tape set-up 

Dol by B/C/HX Pro, fine bias, 3 BB 
heads, record return 
Dol by B/C. memory stop, track 
search 
Dol by B/C/HX Pro, variable bias BB 

3 head, Dol by B/C/HX Pro, record 
return 
Dol by B/C/HX Pro, off tape 
monitoring, dual capstan 
Twin transport, Dol by B/C/HX Pro 

Dol by B/C/HX Pro, twin R 
unidirectional, one records 
Dot by C/HX Pro, bias adjust 

Dol by B, twin, one records 

3 head. Dol by B/C/HX Pro, 3 R 
inputs, fine bias 
Dol by B. C & HX Pro R 

Dol by B. bias adjust R 

Marantz CP430 Average Uniquely flexible and compact package for outside work which at a pinch can double as a Portable 3 head, dbx. fine bias, R 

57 

8-7 --

69 

93 

8t 

75 

81 

75 

93 

69 

87 

69 

93 

93 

52 

87 
£400 Average dometic cassette deck. dbx is useful for location work ; results with Dolby B are acceptable charger/adapter 
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£170 Very poor quality is uneven or worse. 
Marantz SD-50 Good Fine, exacting all-rounder offering good stereo, precision and focus. Good with prerecorded 
£220 Very Good tapes too. 
Marantz SD-60 Good A first rate, highly capable deck offering energetic yet refined sound largely due to good 
£350 Very Good electronic design 
Marantz SD315 Average Sound quality is promising, but somewhat offset by 'shut in' top end. Pitch integrity suspect 
£t80 Average Dol by C sound quality and dubbing performance poor 
Marantz SD515 Poor Good electronic design is let down by mediocre alignment and poor transport stability. 
£350 Poor+ Disappointing at the price. 

Memorex SCT -5 
£150 
Memorex SCT -84 
£200 

Poor 
Poor 
Average 
Average 

Poor example of a twin cassette deck where everything has been sacrificed on the altar of 
llexibility 
The playback only transport is a little disappointing, but the record one is a quality item and 
the deck works well. Ergonomics are good, but styling and control feel are decidedly tacky. 

NAD 6300 Very Good Solid and homogeneous sound quality and very good replay compatibility thanks to 'play trim'. 
£550 Very Good Distinctive, musical- and costly 
Nakamichi Cassette Deck Two Very Good Not completely neutral, this deck is assured, dynamic and quick, with abundant detail and 
£300 Very Good some coarseness. Stable transport but only rudimentary features accompany fine engineering 
Nakamichi RX-202E Good Fine, clear and articulate sounding player. Excellent with prerecorded material, but 
£545 Very Good idiosyncratic and sometimes obstructive control 

Dol by B/C/HX Pro, track & intra R 
search, variable bias etc 
3-head, Dolby B/C/HX Pro, R 
variable bias & sensitivity 
Dol by B/C/HX Pro, twin transports, 
one rec/play, one play only. Mic input 
Twin auto- reverse, both R 
transports record, Dol by HX Pro, 
parallel record capable 
1 rec/play, 1 play only 
transport, Dol by B/C 
Dol by B/C, fine bias, twin deck R 
with auto-reverse record, 
unidirectional play 
Dolby B, C, HX Pro, 3 Head, bias 
adjust 
Dol by B/C, manual tape type R 
selection. bias adjust 
Auto reverse. Dol by B, C, 2 head R 

Philips FC566 Average Mostly well equipped, though some tape search facilities fail to exploit the auto-reverse Auto reverse, track search. Dol by 
£179 Average capability. Sounds clean and stable- with prerecorded tapes too B & C 
Philips FC567 Average Well equipped but ergonomically substandard; sound quality is messy and lacking in clarity Dual deck, auto reverse, track 
£279 Poor and dynamics search, Dol by B & C 
Philips FC870 Average Disappointing at the price, this is a well equipped deck with off-tape monitoring, but a Dol by B/C/HX Pro, 3-heads, 
£250 Average somewhat listless, smeared musical style track/intra search etc 
Pioneer CT-225 Poor Budget deck with a strictly budget sound - but surprisingly strong range of features. An Oolby B/C, logic controls, track 
£99 Poor+ opportunity lost. search 
Pioneer CT-337 Average Simple but well made machine with a slightly soft but consistent standard of reproduction Dolby C/HX Pro, CD synchro, mic R 
£130 Average+ inputs 
Pioneer CT-447 Good An excellent and affordable package, decidedly OTT in the display area but capable of Dolby C/HX Pro, auto tape BB 
£t70 Good genuinely fine musical reproduction alignment, track search 
Pioneer CT-656 Mk 11 Average+ Reworking of original 656 has led perhaps unintentionally to a somewhat ill-conceived set of Dolby B/C/HX Pro, 3 heads, track 

81 

81 

93 

93 

87 

69 

63 

93 

-63--

57 

57 

81 

93 

87 

87 

93 
£250 Average+ compromises. Excellent with prerecorded material, the deck is otherwise unbalanced. search, fine bias 
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£350 Poor consistency Even prerecorded material, which didn't suffer these shortcomings, lacked detail. assisted tape calibration 
Pioneer CT-91 a Very Good Superb, near state of the art recorder with an excellent dual capstan transport and very 3-head, tape calibration. Dol by R 
£500 Very Good capable electronics. At the price, this one is a mould breaker B/C/HX Pro 
Pioneer CT-959 Very Good Near state of the art for £450. Engineering is of a high order. An open window sound quality, 3-head. var bias & eq, multi-mode R 
£450 Very Good but playback response is very bright (being corrected by manufacturer) meters. Dol by HX Pro 
Revox 8215 Very Good Fine, consistent and solid sound quality, with excellent under the skin engineering and many Dolby C/HX Pro, 3 heads, dual R 
£1727 Very Good useful features- but you're also paying for the same capstans, auto tape align 
Revox 8215-S Very Good This is a superbly engineered deck with a classically fine performance that almost transcends 3-head, dual capstan, Dolby 
£1826 Very Good the stereotypes. Ergonomics are flawed but the user interface is both powerful and flexible B/C/HX Pro, auto calibration 
Hotel RD-845 Average - Extremely fine transport and clean sounding electronics for the price. Bass lacks weight, but Dol by B/C, manual tape selector R 
£130 Average+ deck works remarkably effectively with chrome tapes 
Hotel RD-855 Average The transport is OK and the various frequency responses are erratic, but good basic 
£t80 Good electronics help the Rote I deliver. Coherent, enjoyable and informative 

Dol by C memory stop & repeat, R 
track search 

75 

87 

87 

75 

8t 

87 
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Hotel RD-865 
£200 
SAE C102 
£549 
Sansui D·X211 HX 
£170 
Sansui D·X301 i 
£180 
Sansui D·X501 
£230 
Sansui D·X701 
£340 
Sherwood DS-1135C 
£100 
Sherwood OS-7000R 
£230 
Sony (WMD6C) Pro Walkman 
£249 
Sony TC·FX120 
£90 
Sony TC·K520 
£170 
Sony TC·K650ES 
£250 
Sony TC·K730ES 
£500 
Sony TC·K850ES 
£400 
Sony TC·RX11 OB 
£90 
Sony TC· TX55 
£150 
Teac V-270C 
£89 
Technics RS·B905 
£350 
Technics RS·B965 
£350 

Technics RS· TR355 
£200 
Yamaha KX-1200 
£500 

Yamaha KX-250 
£150 
Yamaha KX ·330 
£170 
Yamaha KX ·530 
£230 
Yamaha KX-930 
£400 

CD PLAYERS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Acoustic Research CD-06SE 
£450 
Alwa XC-333 
£149 
Aiwa XC-700 
£170 
Akai CD-52 
£249 
Akai CD-55 
£230 
Akai CD-62 
£330 

•LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
•SOUND 

Good Fine, architecturally solid sound quality in a package with a low gimmick count and strong Dol by B/C/HX Pro, fine bias BB 75 
Very Good audiophile appeal 
Average Looking most unlike a cassette deck designed in the States and proving competitive in its Real-time counter, track search, 52 
Good price group. Not sonically that outstanding, however Dolby B & C 
Good Clean, stable and open sounding recording quality distinguishes this player,- and Auto reverse. Dol by B/C/HX Pro, R 93 
Good+ auto-reverse too. A great improvement on earlier mid price Sansui models, and excellent value. bias adjust 
Average Lively, informative and well equipped basic deck, if rather obscure operationally Dol by B/C/HX Pro, variable bias, R 69 
Good track search 
Poor Unhappy mixture of good looks, excellent ergonomics and mediocre, sometimes poor sound Dol by B/C, random track search 81 
Poor 
Average A little flat and smeared under some conditions, this design is at its best with metal and Dol by B/C, 3-head, variable bias 81 
Average prerecorded tapes & output, track search 
Average Excellent value. There is a low level constant background drone, and Dol by C recordings sound Dol by B/C/HX Pro 87 
Average flat and coloured. Elsewhere sound quality exceeds expectations 
Average Rough and ready cassette deck in which sound engineering has been sacrificed on the altar of 3-head Dol by B/C/HX Pro 87 
Poor extra selling features, namely three heads for real time off-tape monitoring 
Good One of the finest sounding cassette decks on the market today. A mandatory Best Buy, which Dol by B, & C BB 60 
Very Good also fits in your pocket 
Poor Neat and very simply equipped model has decent electronics but poor, unstable transport with Dol by B & C, variable bias 93 
Poor predictable consequences. 
Average Fine, assured and detailed performer with a very well designed and straightforward user Dol by C/HX Pro, variable bias, BB 87 
Good interface display on/off 
Average Facilities are utilitarian but nicely presented, but sound quality, which is basically good, 3 head, Dol by B/C/HX Pro, fine R 93 
Average is slightly marred by some coarseness of tone. bias 
Very Good First rate cassette deck that scarcely betrays it is a cassette deck on audition. Features Dol by B, C, bias and equalisation R 81 
Very Good and control wise, it feels a little dated adjust 
Very Good Near state of the art recorder with excellent recording quality, and even better playback 3-head, Dol by HX Pro, bias/level R 87 
Very Good performance. Sounds- and looks- best with the display turned off adjust, dual capstans 
Poor Woolly bass and scrappy treble combine to make a meal of many music types, despite accurate Dol by B/C 75 
Poor response shapes with most types of tape. Prerecorded material sounds dull 
Average The sound quality ranking is a good one for an auto reverse machine at this price level. Auto reverse, Dolby B, C & HX Pro R 75 
Average Clean, sharp sound, only slightly let down in the deep bass. 
Average Not quite cheap enough to compete solely on price, the V-270C is a rather messy and unstable Dol by B & C, bias adjust 63 
Average sounding deck 
Good Good, well set up cassette deck with a clean, accurate sound but some compression. dbx Dol by B, C, HX Pro, dbx, bias 57 
Good circuit sounds poor adjust,3 Head 
Very Good Messy control layout, but ultra capable deck with clear electronics and excellent headroom, 3 head, dual capstan, Dolby 93 
Very Good low noise, an ultra-stable transport - and first rate sound quality. B/C/HX Pro, dbx, assisted tape 

alignment. 
Average Serviceable middle market dual deck without serious fault but with some annoying Twin auto-reverse, one records, 75 
Average inadequacies, notably an inability to play side A and B and then stop Dolby B/C/HX Pro 
Excellent A veritable rats' nest of buttons and dials, albeit well laid-out. This is nearly a great Real-time counter, track search, 52 
Average recorder, but lacks simplicity of sound Dol by B, C, dbx, HX Pro, bias 

adjust, remote control 
Good Excellent if somewhat fiddly deck with all mod cons. Play trim helps bring recalcitrant tapes Dol by B/C/HX Pro, Intra Scan, BB 93 
Good back into line. Refined, expressive sound quality and stable transport Play Trim 
Average Cramped control panel but a strong, dynamic and comparatively stable performance distinguish Dol by C/HX Pro, optional remote R 87 
Good this strong middle-price deck control 
Good Excellent all-rounder that does most things at l�ast competently and many things well. One of Dol by C/HX Pro, 3 motors, BB 87 
Good the best middle price decks optional remote control 
Good Worthy but ultimately slightly disappointing mixture of fussy ergonomics and tidy but 3 heads, dual capstans, Dolby 87 
Average cluttered sanies C/HX Pro, remote control 

Now nearly a decade old, this all digital music 
source is well established despite high disc 
prices and the opposition of many hi-li 
enthusiasts. Compact Disc's strengths over 
conventional vinyl are complete freedom from 
surface noise, ease of use, and more robust 
sottware. Remote control is just about standard 
on all new players. 

sound less involving than top quality vinyl. 
Prices average out at a little over £200, 

although entry level models are now available for 
little more than £100. Even the most basic 
models can sound very good indeed and employ 
state of the art decoding chips and the most 
useful play features. Extra money can buy 
remote volume control, audio 'tweaks', plus 
improved build and component quality control. 

Digital outputs facilitate an easy upgrade 
path 

However, many vinyl enthusiasts find CDs 

• LAB • COMMENTS 
•SOUND 

Average- Basic Phi lips machine with beefed-up chassis and a revised analogue board. Distortion is 
Average- higher than normal while the sound lacks both immediacy and clarity. 
Average - Looks cosily, well featured, well balanced technical performance and sound for money 
Average 
Good+ Generously equipped player that harbours a top Phi lips' Bit Stream DAC. Offers a 
Very Good characteristically smooth and effortless 'bitstream sound' Exceptional value 
Good A nice surprise from Akai, genuinely good sound from this mid-priced model. Better linearity 
Good will help further 
Good Budget model which fails to compare with the CD52 
Average -

Machines can be split into bitstream and 
multi-bit with each school having its 
adherents. Bitstream is the newer technology 
and will probably win in the end, although the 
development time spent on multi-bit systems 
means that excellent results can stil lbe 
obtained. 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

Remote control, programming but 
no direct track access, 16bit 4x 
multi bit, keypad remote, hdph 
(fixed) 
Remote control plus index skip, BB 
midship transport and 7350 PDM DAC 
Remote, digital output, headphone BB 
socket 
Remote, hdph, Good programming 

95 

88 

95 

64 

83 

Average Looks, build quality and the technical specification are right up to date. As it stands it sounds very Remote, programme, hdph, BB 70 
Very Good good but if the indifferent lab performance could be improved, it would probably sound even better comprehensive display etc 
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• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
• PRICE 

Akai CD-73 
£450 

Akai CD-93 
£700 

Arcam Alpha 
£420 

Arcam Black Box 1 
£210 

Arcam Black Box 2 
£260 

Arcam Black Box 3 
£360 

Arcam Delta 170.2 transport 
£620 

Arcam Delta 70.2 
£600 

Arcam Delta 70.3 
£699 

Ariston CD1 
£345 

Ariston Maxim 
£500 

Cambridge Audio C03 
£649 

Carver Tl-31 DO 
£340 

Carver TL-3220 
£495 

Carver TL-3300 
£695 

Deltec PDM-One 
£500 

Denon DCD 960 
£300 

Denon DCD-2560 
£550 

Denon DCD-860 
£250 

DuaiCD5150 
£300 

Ferguson CD007 
£130 

Ferguson CD008 
£150 

Goodmans GCD-435 
£140 

Grundig CD9000 
£1000 

Harman Kardon HD7450 
£300 

Harman Kardon HD750011 
£350 

Harman Kardon HK7300 
£200 

Harman Kardon HK7500 
£330 

JVC XL·V231 
£149 

JVC XL-Z1010 
£499 

JVC XL-Z431 
£200 

Kenwood DP-4030 
£180 

Kenwood DP-7030 
£300 

Ken wood DP·X901 0 
£500 

• SOUND 

Good A little uneven musically, the Akai tends to smother fine detail, but has first class 
Average dynamics and stereo imagery Worth auditioning 

Good Undoubtedly a CD player of real class in build, presentation, lab performance and sound 
Very Good quality, but also a shade expensive for formal Recommendation- though that's not to dissuade 

lovers of black lacquer wood finish 

Very Good Arcam's new star, its best CD player yet and great value 
Very Good 

n/a This rich, powerful and articulate sounding DAC transforms the majority of medium price CD 
Very Good players 

Very Good An addition to the BB I, it also offers improved sound and more inputs 
Very Good 

Good + Top of a series of three decoders it can offer a high sonic standard with top class transports 
Very Good 

Very Good An upgraded Delta transport, it sounds different but not really better. More research is 
Good required here 

Track entry keypad remote, menu 
display (swilchable) 

Track entry remote, menu display 
etc. 

Remote, etc. coax dig. out 

Needs D-out CD players 

Optical and wired input digital 
decoder 

Bitsream, auto input switching, 
optical & coax 

Transport only, display off, 
usual programming 

BB 

R 

BB 

R 

Very Good Now in Mk 11 form a lurther improvement is seen in features, performance and sound quality. 
Good Solidly built and British 

Now adds simple remote vol + std R 
features; also display off 

Good Latest in a line of Delta 70 CD players and one that offers a distinctly rugged. beefy 
Good+ sound. Plenty of power behind individual instruments but lacks a feeling of involvement 

Good Easy on the ear compact disc for those who like their music Radio 2 flavoured. And it looks 
Good good 

Remote control. display dimmer, 
variable and digital outputs. 

digital output, remote control 

Goad+ Re-worked Phi lips player with chunky alloy casework and sophisticated analogue stage. Narrowly Remote control, coax digital 
Good+ escaped a Recommendation with its dynamic and purposeful sound. Slightly grainy treble output 16bit 4x chrpset 

Poor Unique internal configuration gives the CD3 a fluid and detailed sound falling off at the Optical/electrical digital out, 
Good + frequency extremes. The controls and displays are primitive remote control 

Average The sound quality did not live up to the excellent fascia. Carver's DTL did not aid the DTL sound shaping, usual 
Average- indifferent sound facilities, remote, memory 

Good A lightweight player with primitive display. We thought it sounded rather sparse and dry, and Remote control with volume keys, 
Average though Carver's DTL feature certainly fleshed-out the bass it also softened the stereo focus 'Digital Time Lens', 18bit 8x 

Good + Carver needs to listen critically to CD sounds; in our opinion. DTL does not improve the DTL, remote, programming, digital 
Poor recipe output 

R 

Average A no frills audiophile bitstream converter at an alfordable price Coax-in, special cable and mains R 
Very Good litter options 

Good + A fine feature package with sood lab results, but unfortunately an unexceptronal sound quality Remote inc vol. hdph, keypad, 
Average well featured 

Very Good Beautifully built and, once again, generously equipped yet with a sound that's decidedly Remote, pitch and tape edit 
Good sluggish or reserved, particularly through the bass. Vocals are more forward but can sound a features, opVcoax digital 

little glassy output, 20bit 16x. 

Average+ This is a well designed and generously equipped budget player that offers a very spacious Remote, pitch and full tape edit R 
Goad+ and appealing sound. There's a hint of treble emphasis but it still sounds great at high volumes! facilities. 18bil8x. 

Very Good In a real sense cloned from the rave Rote! RCD-855, this is also a great value all rounder keypad remote, hdph (fixed), BB 
Good + multi bit rules OK! Phi lips based 

Good The cheapest recommendation in the test group; don't expect the earth but the value is good Manual, digital output, headphone 
Average socket 

Average Not as strong as its relatives, sample fault perhaps? Though performance is fair enough Remote, midi digital output, 2x 
Average overall 0/s, timeshare 16 bit 

Poor Goodmans has the poweer to source with more care than this. music centre qualityl multi bit, remote, basic facilities 
Average-

Good 
Good 

Good 
Average 

Good+ 
Good+ 

Average 
Average-

Aimed at a market which puts external styling above sound quality. Although this player is of Remote. programme. hdph socket, 
slightly above average competence, in most departments it is expensive calendar display etc 

A very stylish machine but one that is let down by its aggressive and dirty treble quality which Remote control but no headphone 
pierces through most types of music. Weak bass resolution undermines the 'roots' of the player socket MASH/PWM bitstream DAC. 

An update of the original HD7500 but featuring superior analogue electronics to the HD7450. Remote. variable, digital and R 
Tonal integration is much improved, packed with detail that's expressed with youthful enthusiasm. head phone outputs. MASH/PWM DAC 

Budget low bit technology, does not deliver enough for a recommendation No remote, no digital out basic 
control features 

Average + Decided improvement over 7300 in all respects. Still fairly unimpressive sound 
Average 

Remote, hdph + vol, good 
programming 

Excellent Text book lab result but below par sound, nice and boring. Must be some potential here 
Average-

Good Despite some high tech design and a good lab result , this model did not deliver good sound 
Average - quality 

Very Good This is a player that started life off the back of the successful XL-V231 but whose 
Average- performance fails to come up to scratch. The sound is weak and uninspiring- poor use of 

JVC's PEM DAC. 

Good+ 
Goad+ 

Goad+ 
Goad+ 

Average 
Average + 

Kenwood's first and cheapest bitstream player en toys a deceptively detailed and refined 
sound but one that is mildly veiled right across the spectrum. Excellent value nonetheless. 

By adapting established Sony bitstream technology Kenwood has moulded its own exceptionally 
smooth and polite sound. Very nicely built machine with midship transport mechanism. 

Compromised by jitter, RF noise and poor clock selection this transport generally encourages 
a dynamic but bright and edgy sound with most DACs 

Remote, hdph (fixed), JVC 1-bit 
PFM 

32 track prog., disp. off, auto 
fade, 2 digital op 

Remote operation, motorised 
volume + tape edit PEM bitstream DAC 

Remote, variable and opt digital R 
outputs. NPC bitstream DAC 

Remote, index scan, variable and R 
optical outputs Sony PLM bitstream DAC 

CD transport. optical + coax 
outputs, Class 2 

SHOCK HORROR SALE! Please send detai Is to: 

62 

58 

83 

60 

76 

88 

88 

76 

95 

87 

95 

87 

76 

95 

83 

83 

88 

95 

95 

88 

64 

64 

88 

70 

95 

95 

83 

83 

88 

76 

95 

95 

95 

96 

Amazing bargains from Cadence, Opus 3, SAE, Spica, Vecteur. Name ..................................................... . 

Plus ZYP CD Enhancer- remarkable at only £39 Address ................................................ .. 

lflWresence �udio 
AUDIO EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTION 

The Old Post House. Plummers Plain, Horsham, RH13 6NU Tel 0403 891777 Postcode ......................................... HFC 
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• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
• PRICE 

Luxman D1 D5u 
£699 

Marantz CD·4D 
£200 

Marantz CD·41 
£230 

Marantz CD·5DSE 
£330 

Marantz CD·6D 
£330 

Marantz CD·6DSE 
£380 

Marantz CD·8D 
£550 

Marantz CD·95DR 
£1500 

Memorex CD165D 
£200 

Meridian 2DD 
£750 

Meridian 2D3 
£495 

Meridian 2D6B 
£950 

Meridian 2D8 
£1575 

Meridian 6D2 
£1500 

Micro Seiki CDM1 DD 
£3850 

Micromega Duo BS 
£499 

Micromega Optic BS 
£695 

Mission Cyrus PCM 11 

£400 

NAD 5425 
£200 

NAD 5440 
£290 

Nakamichi CD Player 4 
£300 

Nakamichi OMS·5EII 
£1500 

Nakamichi OMS-7EII 
£2000 

Phi lips CD 85D 
£400 

Philips CD624 
£200 

Philips CD634 
£250 

Philips CDD882 
£500 

Philips CDV185 
£350 

Pioneer PD· 7500 
£280 

Pioneer PD-8500 
£400 

Pioneer PD·91 
£899 

Pioneer PD·93 
£1400 

Pioneer PD·93DD 
£499 

Proton AC·12D 
£180 

Radlord DAC1 
£895 

Radlord WS2 
£1095 

Revox 8126 
£649 

Revox B226S 
£840 

Rotel RCD-855 
£250 

Rotel RCD-865 
£300 

SAE D1D2 
£700 

• SOUND 

Average Visible valves are essentially for show inthis rather ordinary player- both sound and lab 
Average 

"valves". remote inc vol. hdph, 
well equipped 

Very Good Like the Phi lips CD620 equivalent. this is the Philips/Marantz performance/value equation at Multi bit. remote. hdph (fixed) BB 
Good + its best 

Good Based on Philips' CD624/634 but stashed in the older CD-40 case, this player suffered from a 
Average loose, boomy bass quality together with an impure treble. Not a good advert for PDM Bit Stream. 

Remote. index scan but no digital 
output. SAA7321 PDM DAC 

Very Good Souped up C050 delivers reference performance in its class. Worthy successor to the '65SE 
Very Good legend 

Full remote. power volume. Hdph, BB 
(fixed) FTS. Good programming 

Very Good Lacking the SE flair, the 0 remains a fine player by market standards. Second best is more 
Very Good than good enough 

Multi bit, remote inc. vol., BB 
hdph, FTS etc 

Very Good Luxury '50SE with superior remote volume and variable headphone socket; a fine performance 
Very Good all round 

Optical digital output, full BB 

Very Good A dynamic and bold sound from a machine that is equally bold in appearance. it betrays no 
Good fear of the most thundering crescendos yet can sound a little hard or glassy with pop GO's. 

Very Good At its best with Phi lips-based DACs, this transport sounds confident if not totally pure, 
Good sparkling or fresh 

Poor An overpriced music entre player. Surely the giant Tandy carp. can get a better standard than 
Poor this? 

remote, power vol. FTS, hdph 

Remote, motorised volume + FTS 
programming, 16bit 4x. 

CD transport, optical + coax 
digital, Class 1 

remote, keypad. multi bit, midi 

Very Good Broadly compatible with most DACs and offering a light. fresh and very bubbly sound that is 
Very Good both natural, engaging and unfaliguing 

CD transport, optical + coax R 
outputs, Class 1 

Very Good Exceptionally lucid, transparent and solid sound 'bitstream' converter. Always tidy and easy 
Excellent on the ear, but doesn't bulldoze the craggy bits 

Stand alone converter, 32-48kHz, BB 
optical/electrical i/p 

Excellent What a stunnerl Audiophile quality from the reference one box CD player, and at a most 
Excellent realistic price 

Differential bitstream, keypad R 
remote, prgming 

Excellent State of the art CD sound combined with a decent preamp and full remote control 
Excellent 

Hdph + remote level. Programming, R 
phase invert. various outputs 

Very Good This dedicated CD transport teams-up most successfully with the 606 DAC. Otherwise it lacks 
Good the life and pizzaz of the 200 

Very Good One of the hernia inducing bricks of hi-fi, the Micro is extravagantly styled, finished and built. 
Good The good lab performance led to an ·only good' sonic display when the price demanded excellent 

CD transport, optical+ coax 
outputs, Class 1 

Balanced output. remote. display 
blanking 

Good With a good transport it delivers a sweet musical sound at a high quality level Bitsream 0/A convertor, auto R 
Excellent 

Average A bitstream rebuild of a Phi lips chassis, this player shows promise for the future 
Good+ 

Very Good Improvements in price and performance keep this classic remote player in the running 
Good + 

input switching 

Bitstream. remote. hdph (fixed) 

Remote vol. phase inv. dig op. 
PSX option 

R 

Very Good Not much in the way of facilities on offer but a sound that is both wonderfully open, detailed 
Very Good and appealing. This is a very communicative player that sounds positive without being brash 

Worthless remote control, track BB 
skip/scan. MASH/PWM bitstream DAC 

Very Good The 'no compromise' version of NAD's 5425 but still rather lacking in facilities. Its sound 
Good+ is smoother and richer than the 5425, preferring to seduce with subtlety rather than have 

you perch on the edge of your seat 

Remote with direct track access, R 
variable output, MASH/PWM DAC 

Average+ Attractively styled but suffers high-ish distortion for a modern CD player. Best suited to up-beat Remote with track access, 
Good- pop tracks rather tha classical works which seem to lack focus and secure soundstaging headphone, coax dig. output. 18bit 8x 

Good+ delivers near state of the art performance and build quality in a deliberately starkly 
Very Good functional package, but at a very high price . 

Good + The only serious criticism here is of the price And in our opinion you can get better sound 
Good quality for less elsewhere in Nakamichi's range 

Very Good An upgrade of the 840, Phi lips has got bitstream to work well here. A fine alrounder 
Very Good 

Good Phi lips' cheapest Bit Stream machine is still equipped with a vast array of features. Sounds 
Good- pretty civilised too but lacks the crispness and freedom necessary to set it apart. 

Good The all-singing all-dancing version of Phi lips' budget Bit Stream player and one that seems 
Good- better able to cope with the pizzaz and dynamics of a decent recording. Nevertheless it 

still lacks the lucidity and conviction of the best at this price. 

Skip and scan, simple track 
programming,! 

10 digit track entry programming, 
hdph 

Bitstream, keypad remote, FTS 
etc. etc 

Remote, FTS programming, digital 
output. SAA7321 Bit Stream DAC 

Remote, FTS +Title + personal 
programming SAA7321 Bit Stream 

Good A butchered CD880 CD player-cum-GO transport that pairs up well with most Philips-based DACs.CD transport, optical + coax 
Good Dynamic and lively but can also sound a little mechanical outputs, Class 

Average + Hard to value with the video singles facility but it all works well enough for a Video singles+ CD scar!+ 
Average recommendation digital out etc 

Very Good Has potential but has not brought it off on sound. Good aspects of earlier models have been Low bit dual DAC, full remote. 
Average lost with the new technology hdph 

Very Good A genuine 20bit unit, the PD-8500 enjoys a thoroughly unrestrained and full-bodied sound. Remote with tape edit and fader 
Good+ lt rarely sounds hard or abrupt but prefers civilised classical CD's over pop, it has to be said. controls. Variable o/p. 20bit 8x 

Excellent Close to state of the art in nearly all areas - soundstaging, clarity and simple lack of Track entry remote, calendar 
Excellent artificiality. A well made and sophisticated player display 

Very Good The extremely civil, understated feel of its music contrasts markedly with the over-engineered Remote with fader and index 
Good+ construction of this player. lt will not offend anyone but then neither will it spark much excitement facilities. Two dig o/p's. 20bit 8x 

Excellent A mid price flagship of excellent build and lab performance but only average sound - Remote, 24 track programming, 2 
Average interesting though dig. op 

Average Fine styling, low price but barely average performance 15 track memory, simple design, 
Average - remote, hdph 

Good Fine but slightly dated and costly package in performance terms- but flexible, musical and DAC with 2 electrical +optical 
Good well built i/p, tape out 

BB 

R 

Good Prompted a mixed reaction on audition, responding well to our jazz and classical selection Remote control, display defeat, variable 
Good+ but sounding bright and grainy with the pop GO's. RF emission is very high and digital outputs. 16bit 4x chipset. 

Very Good Made in Switzerland so the build quality and technical performance is high, but then so is Programming, Revox system 
Good the price and the sound quality is only good compatible 

Good Top quality build and finish for the Revox system enthusiast. For high value sound look Remote vol. hdph, 19 track 
Average elsewhere memory, digital op 

Good Stripped for action, this well built Phi lips technology player delivers fine performance and Remote. 20 track prog, 1 audio 
Good + sound. First rate value op, 1 digital op 

Average Curious mixture of bold musical presentation and foreshortened imagery Grows on you though. 'bitstream', remote control 
Good One to audition with care 

Good Considering the high price of this player. most of the innards seem fairly prosaic. Sound 
Good quality and lab performance are both respectable enough, but hardly justify the price premium 

Remote (inc volume), skip. scan 
etc. 

BB 

R 
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• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Sansui CD·X211 
£200 

Sansui CD·X711 
£600 

Sharp DX150 
£129 

Sharp DX750 
£179 

Sonographe SD1 (by CJ) 
£799 

Sony CDP-228ES 
£400 

Sony CDP·338ESD 
£600 

Sony COP· 790 
£200 

Sony CDP-990 
£300 

Sony CDP·X77ES 
£1000 

Stax Quatlro 
£2995 

Teac CD·P3000 
£169 

Teac CD·P4000 
£299 

Teac COP-400 
£249 

TEAC P·10 
£1400 

TEAC P·2 
£2750 

TEAC P·500 
£600 

Technics SL·P277A 
£160 

Technics SL·P550 
£220 

Technics SL·PA10 
£450 

Wadia WT·2000/Digimaster 
2000 £5495/£6500 

Wadia WT2000 
£5495 

Wadia WT3200 
£1995 

Yamaha CDX·530E 
£180 

• LAB • COMMENTS 
• SOUND 

Good+ A new cheapie based on Phi lips' successful CD582 technology with a bold orange display and 
Good+ an equally bold, invigorating sound that is mercifully free of brightness or grittiness 

Excellent Luxury features, finish and sound from this classy Sansui; no excuses required here 
Very Good 

Average This is one oversampled player which is rather outclassed for technical and sonic merit by 
Average the vast majority of the competition. Pretty enough but would you want to put discs in it? 

Average lt has a remote control but it's too like the 150 which is rather outclassed for technical 
Average and sonic merit by the vast majority of the competition 

Good Distinctive with oak end-cheeks, using Philips based 14 bil x 4 oversampling, Conrad Johnson 
Very Good electronics make this a musically rewarding player 

Very Good Good value, this is Sony's best mid price design and comes superbly equipped 
Average + 

Excellent Only a bit better than the 228, the 338 is a good machine, but not quite good enough for 
Good formal recommendation at the price 

Good Great on the test bench but new tech sounds worse than its predecessor. Who does the 
Average listening? 

Very Good Every feature under the sun is available on this busy-looking machine though its sense of pace 
Good+ and drive at bass frequencies is less hectic. Treble detail is crisp and sparkling by contrast. 

Excellent Rather like Pioneer's PD-93 this flagship player is beautifully put together but simply 
Good+ lacks the thrill or conviction of cheaper and perhaps more ragged-sounding machines. Still, 

this sample was well-used from demonstration stock ... 

Very Good Now in mkll guise this substantial player recreated exceptionally strong and convincing bass 
Very Good lines together with a beguilingly musical midband 

Good+ A new budget bitstreamer though one that fails to match the success of recent NAD and 
Average Kenwood players. Pleasantly open and airy sounding but lacks guts and solidity 

Good+ An updated version of the CD-P400 but one that seems less successful with its rather thin 
Average- and scratchy sound. Very poor bass resolution dilutes the impact of all recordings. 

Good Fine in the lab, but good build quality is not reflected in the rather average sound 
Average 

Good A chunkier and altogether more successful transport than the P-500 with an especially beefy 
Very Good and compelling sound. TEAC's best 

Very Good TEAC's flagship CD transport is beautifully styled and constructed but its sound is bleached 
Good and generally less inspiring than that of the P-1 0 

Good Provides a smooth and very sympathetic sound with most DACs yet is also rather vague, lacking 
Good + the crispness and resolution of its peers 

Very Good High value, budget priced, yet well equipped and finished, a strong example in its group 
Average + 

Very Good Superb, slick presentation, well equipped, average sound, fine build 
Average 

Good + Built to partner the SU-MA10 upmarket integrated amp/DAC, this transport has the unusual 
Good limitation of only optical output. Reasuringly solid and more immune to vibration than most 

n/a Very high grade player which provides state of the art in believable music making from CD, 
Very Good and promises a degree of upgradeability 

Very Good Based on TEAC's P-2 with outboard mains transformers, active digital output and solid alloy 
Good + casework. Its dynamic and crisp sound is best realised with Wadia DACs. 

Excellent Based on Marantz's CD-95DR with new casework, active dig1tal output and revised grounding 
Very Good Very clean, clear and authoritative sound with Wadia and Philips-based DACs 

Average+ A well balanced example using established DAC technology- worthy of consideration if not 
Average recommendation 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

Simple remote, programming and BB 
shuffle play 16bit 4x 

Hdph +vol. remote full R 
programming 

Programmable, skip, search, repeat 

Remote, programmable, skip, 
search, repeat 

Full search programme and timing R 

Hdph, remote, rem vol. custom file R 

Custom file, remote, rem vol. 
hdph, shuffle etc 

Low bit, full remote, 
comprehensive facilities 

Remote, Custom File program on 
scrolling display. PLM bitstream. 

Remote, everything but Custom 
File tilling. Complementary PLM 
DAC 

18-bit DACs, 20-track memory, R 
fuii iR remote, variable o/p 

Most facilities moved to remote. 
Midship drive. MASH/PWM DAC 

Most features on remote, two 
parallel outputs on player. MASH/PWM 

Low bit. keypad remote. hdph, 
versatile prgm'ing 

CD transport. coax + optical 
outputs, Class 

CD transport, coax + optical 
outputs, Class 

CD transport, coaxial and optical R 
outputs. Class 2 

Remote, programming, hdph + BB 
level. No d. op. 

Hdph, rem. prog., edit/fade, dig. 
optical 

CD transport, optical output 
only, remote 

Transport/multi bit DAC - 32, 
44.1, 48kHz O/S 

CD transport, AT& T opt+ direct 
coupled coax outputs, Class 1 

CD transport, AT& T opt +direct R 
coupled coax outputs. Class 1 

Multi bit, keypad remote, hdph 
(fixed) 

95 

83 

70 

70 

Coli. '87 

76 

76 

88 

95 

95 

72 

95 

95 

88 

96 

96 

96 

83 

83 

88 

Coli. '90 

96 

96 

88 

CD MIDI SYSTEMS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Aiwa NSX-800 
£550 

Akai FX·BOOCD 
£700 

JVC Midi·W53 
£500 

Memorex System-550 
£500 

Pioneer S·555 
£800 

Proton Al-300011 
£650 w/o spkrs 

Sanyo 59CD 
£380 

Sanyo SYS-801 CD 
£360 

So you want a hi-li, but you don't want to make a 
fuss about it. A pre-packaged system with 
everything matching up and no aggravation may 
not rank with carefully chosen separates on 
sound quality, but there's no denying the 
attractiveness or popularity of this approach- the 
market for pre- packaged component hi-fi 
systems is considerably bigger than that for 
separate items, even ignoring the vast numbers 

fashion for shelf-standing compact systems, or 
'midis' as they are known in the trade, as a 
replacement for earlier floor-standing rack 
systems (themselves the upmarket development 
from music centres). Only some 330mm wide, 
midis can more or less match full-size (430mm) 
rack components for performance, and are 
certainly cheaper to make, ship, sell and buy. 

price point, usually with little opportunity for 
demonstration and comparison Our test 
programme includes extensive auditionmg 
and lab testing, while making allowance for 
the different aspirations of designers and 
expectations ol users. Key features valued 
highly by customers include system remote 
control, automatic switching, and double 
'dubbing' cassette decks. The top end ot the 
market is developing with surround sound 
audio/video-ready packages. 

of low-cost single unit stacker systems. 
The arrival of compact disc led to a new 

Whereas specialist hi-ll IS moving steadily 
towards ultra-simple 'no frills' components. midi 
systems tend to be sold on a feature count at a 

• LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
• SOUND 

Average Undetailed, undynamic and largely unmusical system which throws it all away for an excessive 
Poor range of tape related features 

Very Good Well thought through as a functioning system. Lacks the usual surfeit of controls, and sound 
Very Good quality is of an unusually high order. An excellent buy even at this price 

Average A potentially excellent middle price system spoilt by the loudspeakers and- to a lesser 
Average extent- the record player 

Average Above average electronics let down by very poor loudspeakers. Worth considering if the latter 
Average+ are replaced 

Good Confusingly well equipped, in some respects rather gimmicky system, weak on record 
Good performance (surprise!) but quite or very good elsewhere 

Average Simple facilities and good. no-nonsense engineering combine to produce a system with genuine 
Very Good class. it's as easy to listen to as it is on the eye 

Average- Adequate performance overall, though endemic lack of pitch integrity takes edge from tape and 
Average- records. Some inconsistencies in control system too 

Poor Typical low end midi system: simple controls, adequate CD and tuner, poor turntable and 
Poor cassette. awful loudspeakers 

One box miniature plus remote 
and speakers dual auto reverse tape etc 

Twin record & auto reverse BB 
cassette etc with 'intelligent' remote 

Midi system with SEA equaliser 

Dual CD & cassette deck, 
tuner/timer. semi-auto turntable 

Full feature midi system with R 
graphic , dual disc CD player 

Single box amp/tuner/CD/cassette 
with remote control; no loudspeakers 

As 49CD, +full remote, auto 
source select, separate turntable 

Remote control midi system 

89 

89 

89 

89 

89 

89 

89 

89 
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CD MIDI SYSTEMS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Sharp 320E 
£500 

Sony Compact 302CD 
£400 

Sony Compact 702CD 
£700 

Technics CDC30 
£600 

Technics CDX50 
£750 

Yamaha AST -Cl 0 
£530 

Yamaha YST-C11 
£600 

TUNERS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Aiwa XT-003 
£100 

Akai AT-52L 
£150 

Akai AT-93L 
£250 

Arcam Alpha 2 
£185 

Arcam Delta 80 
£340 

Creek T40s3 
£220 

Denon TU-26DL 
£100 

Harman Kardon Citation 23 
£600 

Harman Kardon TU9400 
£250 

Linx Theta 
£475 

Magnum Dynalab FT1 01 
£599 

Marantz ST -40L 
£130 

Meridian 204 
£595 

Nairn NAT D1 
£1294 

Nakamichi ST-7E 
£750 

Pioneer F-447L 
£130 

Pioneer F91 
£350 

Proton AT -300 
£199 

Quad FM4 
£399 

Revox 8260 
£1120 

Rote I RT -830AL 
55 

Hotel RT -850AL 
£180 

Rote I RT -870L 
£230 

SAE T-102 
£449 

Sony ST -S53DES 
£200 

Technics ST-G7DL 
£200 

• LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
• SOUND 

Poor Poor quality system featuring tacky styling, a lack of sophistication - and overpriced 
Poor 

Average Fine low to middle price system whose only significant weaknesses are the poor tuner 
Average+ behaviour with weak signals and the turntable 

Average+ Creditable up-market system with reasonable speakers and excellent cassette deck, amplifier. 
Good and a relative absence of superfluous gadgetry 

Good A fine record player-less system whose electronics are well made and of moderately good 
Good performance, it's rescued from anonymity by excellent loudspeakers 

Very Good Conventional. well built but button bound sound system with a nearly adequate turntable and 
Very Good excellent loudspeakers etc. 

Average+ Brilliant if flawed luggable with weighty, powerful bass, and a rare combination of 
Very Good expressiveness and clarity unprecedented from such a small package. Good features. 

Average+ The cassette deck is a little wobbly in tone, but CD and FM are excellent, and bass depth is 
Good unusually prodigous from such smatt loudspeakers, though paid by with some loss of subtlety 

One box midi & turntable with 89 
surround matrix 

Auto-reverse record, unidirect- R 89 
ional play cassette, graphic eq etc. 

Twin auto-reverse cassette deck, 89 
tuner/timer, video in/out circuitry 

5 disc multiplay top loading CD R 89 
player, twin auto-reverse cassette, tuner 

Dual auto-reverse cassette system R 89 
(tested with optional equaliser) 

Mains portable twin cassette/ R 77 
GO/radio system detachable 
speakers, remote 

'Astarte', dual auto reverse 89 
cassette, luggable, with remote control 

The radio medium operates at a much lower 
profile than TV, but in areas outside pop music 
the BBC service is the envy of the world. Live 
Prom concerts can rival all other sources from a 
hi-fi perspective. Only the FM (VHF) bands give 
stereo hi-fi sound, though AM (MW & LW) are 
useful for certain transmissions in the UK. 

Something of a hi-fi afterthought, tuners are 
often selected merely to match a chosen amplifier 

cosmeticatty. However, the task they carry out is 
far from simple (or cheap), combining the skills 
of RF (reception) and audio (signal processing) 
engineering. The importance of the former witt 
depend on local reception conditions, but money 
invested in a high quality outside aerial system is 
well spent. 

Tuners come in two basic types. Analogue 
models tune graduatty (and usually manually) 

acrossthe bands, and can have analogue or 
digital displays; they are often preferred for 
sound quality, and are certainly best for AM 
bands. Digital tuners offer convenient 
automatic tune facilities and hold many 
station positions in pre-set memories. (The 
Lab and Sound results for models tested in 
issue No. 65 refer to FM only. For AM results 
see under Comments ) 

• LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 
•SOUND 

Average Economicatty designed and built in the UK, but trade-offs have a marked influence on FM and 
Average- AM sound quality. 

FM/AM digital, 30 presets, no 
signal strength meters. 

Very Good Holds its own on FM against many much more expensive tuners, but AM is very poor 
Very Good 

Att bands BB 

Good+ By AM standards presentable (good) while FM delivers the goods All bands, aerial switch R 
Good+ 

Good Re-styled to blend in with the Alpha system, Arcam's cheapest tuner makes up for its lack of FM/AM analogue, no presets, 
Average+ features with a sensitive front-end and mellow sound. manual tuning+ AFC 

Very Good Hi-fi sound on FM, good on AM, a dependable British all-rounder 6AM, 6FM presets. FM/MW/ LW BB 
Very Good display, manual tune 

Average+ Creek's FM-only analogue tuner is now in series 3 form, though the aesthetics remain unchanged. FM-only analogue, no presets, 
Average Our sample had an obvious bass 'hump' though production units are said to be cured manual tuning+ AFC 

Very Good A new cheapie from Denon with the bare minimum of features. Careful designwork promises a FM/AM digital, 20 presets, manual BB 
Good+ surprisingly open and vivacious sound, so don't overlook it! and auto tuning 

Good Fine performance, interesting features and ease of use are this tuner's forte, and the sound FM/AM seek/manual adjustment R 
Very Good quality is top notch muting 16 presets remote control 

Good Striking in appearance and with a sound to match, this new digital tuner comfortably exceeded FM/AM digital, 24 presets.auto 
Very Good our expectations. On stereo FM it's HK's best yet. -tuning+ hi-blend+ signal sir. meter. 

Good A Magnum Dynalab on the cheap with the hallmark styling of this small British newcomer. Some Manual analogue tuning, no R 
Very Good of the best midrange from any tuner presets, signal strength meter 

Good Although expensive for its fairly minimum set of facilities, its excellent sound makes up for Analogue manual tuning, no R 
Very Good what it lacks elsewhere presets, signal strength meter 

Average+ A little slow to tune but once accomplished it provides a meaty and dynamic sound on FM. AM FM/AM digital, 30 presets, 
Good too has a little extra bite to its performance manual/auto tuning 

Good+ Pleasant sounding with a fine finish but does not make the grade at this price FM only, auto scan, digital, 
Good remote, timer 

Very Good There may be better sounding tuners in the world, but we have yet to hear one No presets. Two box, flywheel R 
Excellent tuning FM only, Analogue 

Good+ Exceptionally good for weak-signal areas, and good all round 16 AM/FM presets, auto time 
Good+ digital 

Average+ 
Average+ 

Excellent 
Good+ 

Good 
Good 

Equipped with a various IC-controlled servo and tuning aids. great fun to play with but of 
little practical benefit. Sounds OK but, on past form, we would expect more from Pioneer. 

Easy to use. this model has excellent RF performance and scored very high ratings on the 
listening tests 

The AT-300 is pretty on the outside, orthodox on the inside and rather dear. AM - poor 

Very Good Fine sound, excellent ease of use, good build and finish and a more than satisfactory 
Good+ technical performance 

Excellent Sophisticated and expensive, the 8260 is ideally suited to the rest of the Revox range and 
Very Good should also work well in other systems 

Good+ Fine sounding budget audiophile material, no frills, no fuss 
£110 Good 

Good+ Scoring well on listening tests and one of the best sounding tuners at its price level, it 
Good+ was a bit let down on AM but RF performance was good 

Very Good Rotel's top tuner is ruggedly built and includes plenty of sophisticated electronics. lt's a 
Very Good very slick machine to use with a sound that's equally confident and refined. 

Good+ Expensive for all the radio you get, but sounds interesting. AM - poor 
Good+ 

Good+ 
Good 

Good+ 
Good+ 

The cheaper version of Sony's revered '730 certainly looks and feels the part but its sound 
is, well, less startling. Civilised, yes. but tacks much enthusiasm. 

Another very polite and refined-sounding tuner but one that does retain just enough sparkle 
to keep your interest. Plenty of widgets to play with too ... 
facility, decent signal strength meter. 

FM/AM digital, 36 presets, CCTS + R 
SS+ manual/auto seek tuning. 

FM/AM 24 presets R 

FM/MW only 

7 presets Digital R 

FM - virtually everything R 

Manual dial analogue, FM, MW, LW 

FM/AM, digital BB 

FM/AM digital, 16 presets, IF/RF R 
+ RF attenuation + signal readout. 

FM/MW only 

FM/AM digital, 30 presets, 
hi-blend+ Cat tone+ manual/auto tuning. 

FM/AM digital, 39 presets. R 
selectable RF/IF +fine tuning 

93 Supp. 

65 

65 

93 Supp. 

55 

93 Supp. 

93 Supp 

60 

93 Supp 

72 

72 

93 Supp 

55 

50 

55 

93 Supp. 

60 

65 

50 

60 

BB 

50 

93Supp. 

65 

93 Supp. 

93 Supp 
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HEADPHONES 

• MODEL 
•PRICE 

Aiwa HP·V99 
£50 

Aiwa HP·X30 
£30 

Aiwa HP·XBO 
£50 

Aiwa HPEX-200 
£90 

AKG K135 
£33 

AKG K145/S 
£60 

AKG K240 Monitor 
£60 

AKG K280 Parabolic 
£90 

AKG K340 
£140 

Audio Technica ATH909 
£60 

Audio Technica ATH91 0 
£70 

Audio Technica ATH911 
£80 

Beyer DT 325 
£32 

Beyer DT330 Mk 11 
£50 

Beyer DT550 
£61 

Beyer DT880 
£80 

Beyer DT990 
£102 

Beyer IRS690 
£203 

Jecklin Float Electrostatic 
£399 

Jecklin Float Model One 
£79 

Jecklin Float Model Two 
£99 

JVC HA·D990 
£65 

Koss K/6X Plus 
£30 

Koss TD/60 
£20 

Pioneer SE· 72 
£30 

Quart Phone 30 
£40 

Quart Phone 70 
£70 

Quart PMB 2511 
£40 

Quart PMB 65 
£70 

Quart PMB 85 
£90 

Realistic Pro· X 
£25 

Ross RE-2760 
£35 

Ross RE2530 CD 
£20 

bypass switch to the loudspeakers There are a variety of different approaches to 
headphone design, and examples of each turn up 
in this group. Amongst the more expensive 
esoteric models, electrostatic drivers are used in 
square open-backed phones such as the Jecklin 
and Stax models. 

The more down to earth models feature 
dynamic drivers in circular open-backed designs. 
The advantage of open backs seems to be a 
correspondingly open sound and a less 
claustrophobic feel to the music. 

which are useful in situations where it is 
necessary to block out background noise. 
Another means of distinguishing different 
types is the way they sit on your head. 

There are three styles: circumaural 
models enclose the ear and rest on the side 
of the head; supra-aural designs press on the 
outer ear (pinna); and intra-aural types rest 
inside the ear and are popular amongst users 
of personal stereos. 

The majority of these come with some form 
of transformer which takes the signal initially 
from the speaker terminals on the amplifier. The 
actual speaker cables then travel from this unit 

One can also of course hear external noises. 
as well as irritating the hell out of people on 
public transport. 

The third category are closed-back designs, 

•LAB • COMMENTS •TYPE 
• SOUND 

Good - Horn loaded in-ear miniatures with plenty of guts but not enough transparency or bass to Intra-aural, closed-back, dynamic 
Average+ compete with the head banded competition 

Good A flashy personal stereo phone which alternatively could be used at home. A slight LF tonal Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic 
Good - preference slightly colours the response, but it ain't a bad can 

Good A headphone that's highly suited to non acoustic music and portable sources, nicely made and Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic 
Good slickly finished. Sound quality doesn't quite match the price 

Good Modern looking and well finished, the Excelias, as they are dubbed, had meaty bass and Circumaural, closed-back, dynamic 
Good sounded reasonably open for the type 

Poor Despite a very appealing design the K135s don't live up to the usual AKG standards, though Supra-aural, semi-open, dynamic 
Average they do have the ability to reproduce rhythm well 

Good+ Electrostatic tweeters combine with a dynamic mid/bass unit to create very confident sounds Supra-aural, semi-open, 
Good+ in a comfortable headphone. Balance is on the bright side electrostatic/ dynamic 

Very Good Something of a classic. these AKGs are very user friendly in all respects; sonically on the Circumaural. semi-open, dynamic 
Good warm side of neutral 

Good A very revealing and unusual twin driver design that uses the same principle as a satellite Circumaural, open-backed, 
Very Good dish to beam sound into the ear dynamic 
Good Heavyweight cans in most respects, the K340 with its electrostatic tweeter is a very Circumaural, closed-back, 
Excellent revealing headphone. Gives the total electrostatics a good run for their money electrostatic/dynamic 
Average Quite impressive in the treble though a bit bass shy, the 909s worked well at high ish levels Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic 
Average 

Average The closed-back 910s are an improvement on the 909s with a nice rhythmic quality rarely found Circumaural, closed-back, 
Good with headphones dynamic 

Very Good Nicely finished dynamic headphones with all the trimmings, plus a very clean and subtle sound Circumaural, open-backed, 
Very Good dynamic 

Very Good Lightweight in more ways than one, the 325s may be a little bright for some systems and Supra-aural, open-back, dynamic 
Average tastes but will suit duller sources 

Good Not the most revealing 'phones encountered, the 330s were nevertheless enjoyable and rarely Circumaural, semi-open. dynamic 
Poor offended 

Good On their own the 550s sound articulate with a slightly 'gritty' treble and 'keen' mid range; Circumaural. semi-open. dynamic 
Good not suitable for headbangersl 

Good Well made cans with a warmish sound but fairly solid mid range, though they're not that Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic 
Good informative for the price 

Very Good The 990s are definitely a significant pair of dynamic headphones; they have a smooth and yet Circumaural, open-back, dynamic 
Very Good revealing neutral sound that is hard to criticise 

Good+ High quality infra-red headphones with soH comfy earpads and mellow but informative sound Circumaural, open-back, dynamic 
Very Good quality which is hard to dislike 

Good One version of the state-of-the-art, these electrostatics have an openness of sound rarely Circumaural-ish, open-back, 
Excellent found in the breed, with good dynamic range to boot electrostatic 

Good Whilst very unusual in appearance, the Floats give remarkable sound quality and openness at a Circumaural-ish, open-back, 
Very Good reasonable price dynamic 

Good Helmet shaped and pretty unflattering but open sounding and comfortable in the long term. Circumaural-ish, open-backed, 
Very Good Note lack of adjustment means you should try before you buy dynamic 

Good+ Good looking well made cans that otter good sound quality for the money Sonic nature is of Supra-aural, closed-back, 
Good+ the easy-going, laid-back variety dynamic 

Average 'Sixties-style 'phones from the good ale US of A, their sonic style is unique and can make a Supra-aural, closed-backed, 
Poor system sound quite different dynamic 

Good Although they're devoid of channel identification and have a decidedly Stateside approach to Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic 
Average sound, these are very listenable phones for the price 

Good+ Neat, very nicely made pesonal stereo phones along the lines of Sony V3s. Sound is on the Supra-aural, closed-back dynamic 
Average - veiled side, good for agressive sources 

Good Whilst not as seductive as their PMB25 predecessor, the 30s are reasonably neutral and do Circumaural, semi-open. dynamic 
Average improve on some of the competition- though not stunning 

Good Competent performers that were hard to criticise but lacked the life and sparkle of which Circumaural. closed-back, dynamic 
Good some of the competition are capable 

Good Despite a somewhat unconventional suspension system .the 25s put in a convincing and Circumaural. open-back, dynamic 
Good enjoyable performance with warm yet lively balance 

Good Quite revealing and neutral albeit with the usual closed back sound, this competes well with Circumaural, closed-back. 
Good more established models dynamic 

• VALUE • ISSUE 

75 

75 

75 

63 

63 

R 75 

R 63 

R 63 

R 75 

55 

R 55 

R 63 

R 63 

55 

55 

63 

55 

75 

55 

BB 55 

R 63 

R 75 

63 

75 

75 

63 

63 

BB 55 

55 

Average These more expensive Quarts bear a striking resemblance to the Jecklin Float models and use Circumaural, open-backed, dynamic 63 
Very Good two drivers per ear. Sound is a bit bass heavy but not bad overall 

Poor Robust, unanimously uncomfortable and heavily veiled in sonic terms- not a great success Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic 75 
Average -

Poor Stylish white cans from the only British firm in the business. Unfortunately sound quality is Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic 63 
Average not up to par in this pnce range 

Average Rather an 'average' £20 phone that some found uncomfortable due to high pressure on the ears. Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic 75 
Average Sonic balance is on the bright side 
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• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE •ISSUE 
• PRICE • SOUND 

Ross RE2560 CD Good If you're not too fussy about quality of finish and don't have an elfin head then these Supra-aural, sem1-open, dynamic 75 
£25 Average+ British phones warrant attention. Sound could be smoother 

Sennheiser HD40 Very Good Very light and comfortable headphones with an even sonic balance that will suit most sources, Supra-aural, semi-open, dynamic BB 75 
£20 Good - but jack is 6.3mm and not suited to personals 

Sennheiser HD450 Good Modern, simple and lightweight phones that are remarkably robust and which turned in a Supra-aural, semi-open, dynamic R 63 
£35 Average relaxed if weighty performance that was at worst pleasant 

Sennheiser HD480 Good Using the same shell as the 450s, the 480s were a little softened and unrevealing by Supra-aural, semi-open, dynamic 63 
£45 Average comparison with their competitors 

Sennheiser HD520 Good+ A very comfortable and musically capable headphone. lf you've got this sort of bread to blow Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic 75 
£65 Good+ on cans, give 'em a blast 

Sennheiser HD53D Very Good One ot the better dynamics in its group, the 530s create a sense of space that eludes most Circumaural, semi-open, dynamic R 75 
£75 Good + sub £100 cans, and they're dead comfy to boot 

Sennheiser HD540 Ref Gold Good The 540 Golds prove that dynamic headphones can be subtle, informative and capable of Circumaural, open-back, dynamic 55 
£160 Very Good creating a remarkable sense of space 

Sony A21EX Good- Forward facing in-ear drivers on a folding plastic band provide exceptional clarity for such Intra-aural, semi-open, dynamic BB 75 
£20 Good- an inexpensive phone. However, no bass, and fit isn'l lo everyone's taste 

Sony MDR V3 Average Portable stereo oriented phones that are very nicely made and combine clarity with a pleasant Supra-aural, closed-back, dynamic BB 63 
£30 Good lack of distortion 

Sony MDR V7 Very Good Classy sounding cans that are very slick and work well with all types of music, selling the Circumaural, closed-back, dynamic R 63 
£70 Very Good standard in their price range 

Sony MDR·CD999 Good+ A very nice headphone in all respects, the 999s are worthy of the best headphone outputs and Supra-aural, semi-open, dynamic 75 
£120 Very Good high quality sources 

Sony MDR·R1 D Excellent Costly stale of the art sealed moving coil design built to the highest standards using the Circumaural, closed-back, 72 
£2500 Excellent finest materials. Sound quality reflects this care, being big, clear, sweet and refined dynamic 

Stax Gamma pro/SRD·X pro Very Good The Gamma pros are like a stethoscope for your hi-li, revealing subtleties that many Circumaural, open-backed, R 63 
£296/£230 Excellent loudspeakers fail to resolve electrostatic 

Stax Lambda Signature/SRM· T1 Very Good The Signature when combined with the SRM-T1 valve driver must be the most transparent Circumaural, open-backed, R 72 
£470/£895 Excellent headphone available electrostatic 

Stax SR Gamma Very Good The next model down the Slax range from the Lambda, the Gamma is an excellent headphone with Circumaural, open back, 55 
£299 (inc. SRD-6 Adaploral £1 00) Very Good little to criticise bul l he price electrostatic 

Stax SR Lambda Pro/SRD·7SB2 Very Good A bit of an industry reference, the Pros are frighteningly revealing, bringing across more Circumaural, open-back, R 55 
2 Adaptor £360/£185 Very Good information than loudspeakers costing twice as much electrostatic 

Stax SR Lambda Pro/SRM-1 Very Good This combination extracts layers of information that other headphones only hint at The SRM-1 Circumaural, open-back, R 75 
Energiser £360/£635 Excellent has more edge lhal lhe SRM-T1, but it's good electrostatic 

Stax SR34 Average The least expensive Slax headphones around, the SR34s are lively and rhythmic with good light Supra-aural, open-back, eleclrel 55 
£140 Very Good bass and a sweet mid range 

Stax SR84 Very Good The stepping stone between dynamics and full eleclroslalics, these eleclrel phones are Supra-aural, open-backed, eleclrel R 63 
£210 Very Good revealing, open and highly enjoyable 

Yamaha YHL-006 Average Unusual personal stereo oriented phones lhal curl up when not in use. Earphones are like golf Supra-aural, open-back, dynamic 75 
£30 Average balls and balance is well suited to Walkmans 

PERSONAL STEREOS 

PERSONAL CASSETTES 

• MODEL •LAB 
• PRICE • SOUND 

Aiwa HS·PL300 n/a 
£110 Average 

Aiwa HS·PX303 n/a 
£150 Good 

Panasonic RQ-P505 n/a 
£100 Poor 

Panasonic RQ-P525 n/a 
£120 Average+ 

Saisho PS9DR Poor 
£40 Poor 

Sharp JC-27DE n/a 
£130 Average -
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Whilst not exactly hi-fi components, personal 
stereos probably play more music to more ears 
than all manner of domestic systems and as 
such demand some attention. 

Now that personal CD players have joined 
the ubiquitous Walkman in the market, the 
variety and standard of sound quality is huge, 
with obscurely named cassette players 
practically falling out of your cornflakes packet 
and the lop Discmen going for £300 or more. 

Despite their diminutive size personals 
attempt to incorporate as many gimmicks and 
features as possible, casselle players often 
incorporating tuners, Dol by noise reduction or 
even graphic equalisers. 

• COMMENTS 

CD players are still relatively expensive, 
although prices have come down a lot, and don't 
lend to vary that much on the features front, 
rather the amount and quality of accessories 
differs. Rechargeable batteries are extremely 
useful and increasingly popular, some can now 
be recharged within the unit and charge 
capacities are also being increased. 

Most models come with a mains adaptor, 
which in some cases doubles as a battery 
charger and some include a wired remote 
control. A few are now appearing with infra-red 
remote control although this is more applicable 
to CD players. 

Sound quality on the casselle front seems to 

have a proportional relationship to price and 
integrity of construction- wow and fluller 
being quite obvious on the cheaper models. 

CD players become less noisy as they 
gel dearer and also reduce in size; one 
drawback of the taller seems to be that 
immunity to shock suffers as a consequence, 
although newer models are starting to buck 
this trend Casselle players do, on the whole, 
seem beller suited to the outdoor life than 
their digital counterparts, as does the 
software. 

Bear in mind that the sound and lab 
ratings given below cannot realistically be 
compared to those in other categories or 
between casselle and CD personals 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

Good looking, simply laid out player with a sensible selection of features and reasonable Dol by NR, chrome/metal eq, 78 
sound quality for a small player of this price remote 

Chunky and macho styling combines with comprehensive features and a half decent lransporl lo Dol by BC, chrome/metal EO, R 78 
make a powerful personal remote 

Very allractive and neat little player with nicely designed controls and XBS bass boost, but Dolby, chrome/metal eq, remote 78 
sonically it's limited by distinct wow and fluller 

Filled with what is elfectively a bass only lone control and harbouring all the necessary Dol by B & C, chrome/metal eq, R 78 
features, the 525 also has a knack with tape replay remote 

A bit of a jumble of features and gadgets, the PS90R has on-board speakers, an extending Graphic EO, types I, 11 & IV, 56 
aerial and even records, but sound quality is dubious AM/fm, recorder 

Slightly old fashioned design combines with a basic feature count and mediocre sound quality Dol by, chrome/metal eq, remote 78 
to make an apparently uncompetitive player 
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PERSONAL CASSETTES 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Sony Walkman Pro 
£249 

Sony WM-701C 
£200 

Sony WM-BF65 
£90 

Toshiba KT -4549 
£80 

PERSONAL COS 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Aiwa DX-P50 
£150 

Denon DCP-100 
£250 

Denon DCP-50 
£180 

Goodmans GCD-10 
£120 

Kenwood DPC-41 
£150 

Kenwood DPC-77 
£270 

Kenwood DPC-81 
£200 

Philips AZ6897 
£150 

Sanyo CP-12 
£260 

Sony D-350 
£300 

Sony D-66 
£180 

Technics SL-XP1 
£130 

• LAB • COMMENTS 
• SOUND 

Good+ One of the finest sounding casselle decks on the market today. A mandatory Best Buy, it takes 
Very Good other personals to the cleaners (except on weight and power consumption) 

n/a Beautiful lillle machine with all the necessary bullons'n'switches and a fundamentally 
Good- exceptional sound quality, marred unfortunately by wow and fluller 

n/a Regular size radio/clock/casselle player with a bright even open balance and Sony's forward 
Average+ lacing phones. Not as glamorous as slighlly more expensive models but sonically not bad 

n/a Fully equipped with 10 preset radio and alarm clock, the KT-4549 is a bit aggressive on the 
Poor sonic side and the bass boost system lacks balls 

•LAB • COMMENTS 
•SOUND 

n/a A lad aggressive both through earphones and domestic systems, not very walkable but it has 
Average - got two stage bass enhancement 

n/a Solidly constructed and nicely finished in the slighlly impractical Velvex, almost walkable, 
Good competent if uninspiring sound quality 

n/a Not very walkable, but lightweight and nicely finished in a nextel like grey. Sound through a 
Average+ system is a lad unexciting but not loo bad 

Average - Cheap, flashy and not short on accessories, the GCD-1 0 is a rather noisy player lhal lell a 
Poor lot to be desired on the sound quality front 

n/a Lightweight, not very walkable but nice control layout. Sound through the phones is on the 
Average- thin side, through the line output it's prelly average for a portable 

Good+ Very chunky and well made, the DPC-77 is the only player to include a digital output and 
Very Good sounds very good through its analogue output - a suitable domestic alternative 

n/a Chunky metal cased player that makes prelly confident sounds through a system but sounds dry 
Good+ via earphones and ai n'l exactly walkable 

n/a Unusually designed and equipped with a radio the Phi lips is almost joggable, it sounds 
Good+ remarkably good via a system and a little cautious through the phones 

Average Sonically amongst the more enjoyable personal CD players and capable of revealing the musical 
Good+ aspects of a disc in an interesting and entertaining fashion 

n/a More buttons and widgets than any of the others but not the sound quality or walkabilily to 
Good go with it 

n/a One of the few walkable CD players on the market, sound quality is a litlle muddled but not 
Average+ offensive 

n/a Remarkably competent and enjoyable player that you can actually use on the move and sounds 
Good+ enthusiastic through a domestic system 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

Dolby B, C, types I, 11 & IV, BB 
record, line in/out, varispeed 

Dolby B & C, chrome/metal eq, 
remote, folding phones 

Dolby, chrome/metal eq, radio, R 
alarm clock 

Dolby, chrome/metal eq, radio, 
alarm clock 

52/56 

78 

78 

78 

• FEATURES • VALUE •ISSUE 

Digital output, mains adaptor, 94 Supp. 
remote 

Remote, mains adaptor, no 94 Supp. 
earphones, rechargable balls 

No headphones, remote. mains 94 Supp. 
adaptor 

13.5 x 3.7 x 18cm, 478g, mains 66 
adaptor 

Mains adaptor, rechargable balls 94 Supp. 

12.8 x 3.5 x 14.5cm, 750g, R 66 
digital output, mains & in-car 
adaptors 

Remote control, mains 94 Supp. 
adaptor/charger and balls, 
digital output 

Mains adaptor with built in plug, BB 94 Supp. 
wired remote, clock 

12.5 x 2 x 12.7cm, 380g, wired 66 
remote, mains adaptor 

Mains adaptor, clock, 94 Supp. 
comprehensive facilities 

Mains adaptor, rechargable 94 Supp. 
battery pack 

Rechargable balls, mains BB 94 Supp 
adaptor/charger 

CABLES AND CONNECTIONS 

Although cables and connections are sometimes 
thought to be the least important items in an 
audio system there has been a growing 
awareness in recent years that they have a 
significant effect on sound quality. To this end 
there is now a vast array of exotic cables and 
interconnects available to those infested in 
experimentation. The key observation on cables 
is that they are much more than mere 
accessories. Carrying the audio singal, just as 
any amplifier does, it's really not too surprising 
that they can influence sound quality. 

The characteristics of any cable are determined 
by the materials and topologies utilised in its 
construction. The purity of the conductor, nature 
of the insulator dielectric, mechanical 
construction, physical geometry, RF 
characteristics, efficiency of screening and finally 
the connectors themselves, all play vital roles inn 
the sonic character. These factors lend to vary 
more with interconnect cables which are used to 
carry the signal between active components like 
pre and power amplifiers. The interconnects 
summarised here were tested in 1 m terminated 

lengths and therefore the resu Its and prices 
relate to that length - some cables may well 
perform differenlly when used in longer 
lengths. Whaty's more, most cables are 
significanlly cheaper if you are prepared to lit 
the plugs yourself. 
The features column contains information on 
the material makeup of the different cables 
with the following abbreviations OFC -
oxygen free coppper, OFHC - oxygen free 
high conductivity (Audio note defines HC as 
high crystal), PC-OCC - pure copper by ohno 
continuous casting, LC-OFC - linear crystal 
oxygen free copper. 

INTERCONNECT CABLES 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Audio Technica AT6115 
£40 

Audionote Copper ANA 
£44 

Audionote Flexible Silver ANS 
£99 

Audionote Silver ANV 
£154 

Audioquest Livewire Ruby 
£49 

Audioquest Livewire Topaz 
£35 

Budget OFC 
Circa £7 

Budget Patch Cords 
(see text) 

Chord Mono-t 
£27/12m 

• LAB • COMMENTS 
• SOUND 

Very Good This cable sounds somewhat 'quieter' than the original LC-OFC interconnect. but is also less 
Average transparent and three dimensional 

Average ANC sounded punchy with a lainlly lean bul lighlly-focused bass character. This crystalline 
Good precision waned slightly at higher frequencies 

Average ANS scored a hit with its transparent midband and revealing but quite unlorced treble 
Very Good quality. Bass transients were slighlly sollened 

Poor Far weightier-sounding than the flexible ANS, ANV interconnect also possesses a fair degree 
Excellent of treble clarity and sparkle 

Average Smoother sounding than the Topaz, the extended crystal Ruby is less grainy and coarse, better 
Good able to resolve complex passages 

Good Sounding 'bigger' and lainlly richer than Reference 2, Topaz was also slightly grainy at the 
Average top end 

Average Subjectively, this cable did lilt much of the aural log experienced with scrawny standard 
Average hook- up leads 

Average As thrown in gratis with cassette decks and the like - frequency extremes were restricted and 
Poor performances were veiled 

Average+ Offers a slighlly rolled-off treble but its rich sound is an upgrade from patch-cords 
Average+ 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

PC-OCC copper coaxial 59 

OFHC copper twin-axial 59 

Silver signal & Copper screen R 59 

21 strand silver Litz 59 

FCL copper twin axial 59 

Gold-plated plugs, OFHC copper 59 

OFC 59 

Thin coaxial 59 

Unsymmetrical 4-conductor cable 83 Supp. 
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INTERCONNECT CABLES 

• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS 
• PRICE • SOUND 

Deltec Black Slink Excellent Inherently neutral, the cable faithfully reproduced broad and deep stereo soundstages with 
£152 Excellent precise focus and a sense of tactility 

Deltec Gortex Black Slink Very Good A true reference quality cable providing an exceptionally detailed and transparent sound 
£152 Excellent 

Deltec Slink Good Ideally used in lengths of under 4 metres, it errs on the lean side of neutral but has an 
£32 Very Good uncommon transparency in the mid range 

Denon LC-OFC Very Good Supplied with Denon's dearer CD players, this cable introduced a peculiar 'twangy' coloration 
N/A separately Average at high frequencies, and a slightly soft bass 

DNM Solid-core Average Transparent in the midband and full of sparkling detail in the treble, low bass was slightly 
£23 Good curtailed (unterminated price £2.30 per m ) 

lsoda Electric HC-05-PSR Good A pleasantly lively and fluid sounding cable though softens some subtle, midband detail 
£54 Good 

Kimber Kable KC-1 Very Good Tonally faintly leaner and brighter than the more open-weave PSB, KC-1's treble detail was 
£65.55 Average just too sharp and grainy 

Kimber Kable PSB Very Good An exceedingly transparent midband but slightly 'clanky' treble. 1t always managed to sound 
£41.40 Very Good remarkably unclutlered and open 

Monster lnterlink 300 Average+ A big, larger-than-life sound but with some emphasis of mid band detail and loss of bass 
£24 Average 

Monster lnterlink 400 Good Bass is solid and punchy, counterpointed by a slightly overblown midband which tends to make 
£34 Good vocalists sound larger-than-life 

Origin Live Soli-Core Super Good Improves over previous Soli-core samples in stereo depth and bass weight, but a 'loud' treble 
£60 Average presentation remains 

QED lncon Graphite GP1 Gold Average A shielded version of I neon P1, it sounded thicker at the frequency extremes, the top end 
£18.95 Average being coarser and more out of focus. Good for long runs though 

QED lncon P1-Gold Good A lively open presentation that just borders on the lean side of neutral, the quick and lucid 
£15.95 Good delivery affording considerable musical insight 

Sterling Average Possessing a neutral if faintly rich overall balance, it supplies a pleasantly open and 
£250 Good transparent perspective (Reviewed in pre-production form.) 

Supra EFF-1 Average A new, costly and mildly disappointing addition to the range. Edgy, smeared sound 
£60/0.75m Average 

Thorens SAC 100 Good Performance is undermined by a slightly coarse and splashy treble, not necessarily bright, 
£50 Average simply rather confused - and fine detail lacks resolution 

van den Hul MC-D30011 Poor 1t tended to highlight some upper mid detail, but a generally open and spacious acoustic 
£45 Good proved its saving grace. Slightly soft at LF 

van den Hul MC-Gofd Average lt possesses a rich and beguiling treble balance that matches a weighty, slightly warm bass 
£250 Good character. Seductive balance may prove worthwhile in some circumstances 

van den Hul MC-Silver Good Although remarkably transparent for an asymetric design this costly cable was not considered 
£750 Good to be of 'state-of-the-art' standard, and is bettered by cheaper models 

van den Hul MCD-102111 Good Possessing the same endearing qualities as the D300, it presented open and transparent 
£69 Good soundstages and improved timbral resolution 

van den Hul Thunderline Good Thunderline essentially parallels the sonic performance of the cheaper D102. HF is 
£150 Average occasionally tainted by a 'tizzy' 'coarseness', bass is tight and dry 

Yfere LC-OFC Quad Very Good New cable with a very refined sound. Very transparent with good sense of focus and space 
£85 Very Good 

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Absolute Wire Force 4 
£4.75 per metre 

Audio Innovations OR-200 
£16 per metre 

Audio Technica AT6120 
£1 0 per metre 

Audionote AN-SP 
£100 per metre 

Audioquest Livewire Black 
£15 per metre 

Audiospec Latitude L4 
£3 per metre 

Bellwire 
12p per metre 

Deltec BS 
£144 - 5m pair 

Deltec Gortex Black 16 
£528- 4.5m pair 

DNM Solid core 
£3 per metre 
Exposure 
£2.50 per metre 

Furukawa FS-2F09 
£3.50 per metre 

Furukawa FS-2T15S 
£50 per metre 

Kimber 4VS 
£7.15 per metre 

Kimber Kable 4PR 
£54 - 5m pair 

Kimber Kable 4TC 
£17.65 per metre 

• LAB • COMMENTS 
• SOUND 

Good 
Average+ 

Average+ 
Average+ 

Average+ 
Average 

Average
Excellent 

Good 
Good 

Average+ 
Average+ 

By current standards there was a loss of fine, sharp detail at the frequency extremes, but it 
has a big, friendly sound 

Open and detailed throughout the mid band but a grainy coloration tended to corrupt subtle 
timbral information at very high frequencies 

Compared to earlier LC-OFC cables, this PC-OCC derivative sounded smoother and less 
aggress1ve 

A clean and open sounding cable that offered a deep and pleasantly detailed perspective. Bass 
was slightly restricted, but seemed tight and coherent 

1t proved clear and punchy but with some grain across the treble. Nevertheless Black remains 
an interesting concept and proved better than Livewire Green 

Warm, ruddy but also mildly muddy sound with some slight emphasis of bass notes 

Poor Broadly speaking it delivered a bright and tizzy sounding treble with a fairly open and 
Average - detailed mid with little or no bass resolution 

Good The unerring transparency and detail resolution of SS throughout the midband makes it a 
Good+ cleaner and more spacious sounding cable than others at the price 

Very Good Improvements in bass resolution, transparency and treble poise maintains status of this cable 
Excellent 

Average 
Average 

Good 
Good 

Good 
Average+ 

A good general-purpose solid-core, though too bandwidth limited for high-end applications 
Sounds great in some systems 

lt could sound a trille matter of fact but this emotive flattening was also somewhat 
dependent on the music program lt is also highly suited to long runs 

Some loss of bass weight but otherwise offers a fresh and open sound. Good value 

Good+ An advanced solid-core cable with a highly fluid, detailed and inherently musical sound 
Very Good 

Average+ Similar construction to 4TC but dissimilar materials infer a slightly tizzy sound 
Average 

Average 
Average+ 

Good 
Good+ 

This directionally marked cable benefited from an open and airy treble quality but seemed 
notably leaner than 4TC. Bass was well round and satisfyingly taut 

4TC made a great impression in the listening tests with an open mid band, a smooth and 
unfatiguing treble with slightly rich but suitably weighty bass 
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• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

8 silver plated OFC strands PTFE 59 
dielectric 

Symmetrical, 8-conductors, 83 Supp. 
Gore-lex ins. 

4 silver plated OFC strands PTFE BB 59 
dielectric 

LC-OFC, non-magnetic gold plated 59 
plugs 

Single strand nickel-plated 59 
copper. Unshielded 

Aluminium +brass multristrand 83 Supp. 
cable 

Multi-gauge PTFE dielectric 59 

OFC, PTFE dielectric BB 59 

Screened, symmetrical cable 83 Supp. 

Multi-guage R 59 

Solid-core gold-plated AT plugs 59 

OFHC Graphite shielding R 59 

OFHC, gold plated Deltron plugs BB 59 

2 silver strands per conductor 59 

Screeded, symmetrical dir. cable 83 Supp. 

Silver-plated OFC, coaxial 59 

Silver plated single strand VdH R 59 
plugs 

Silver & gold plated copper 59 

19 silver plated copper strands 59 

Twin axial silver plated copper R 59 

Silver plated 'matched copper' 59 

Symmetrical, star -quad with R 83 Supp. 
screening 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

744 OFC strands, PVC dielectric 

200 LC strands, polyurethane and 
cotton dielectric 

PC-OCC, PVC dielectric 

15 silver strands, polyethylene 
dielectric 

OFHC, surface only - foam core R 
construction 

Fig.-of-eight multi-strand, PVC R 
diet 

0.5mm single strand, PVC 
dielectric 

4 silver plated OF copper R 
strands, PTFE 

Silver-plated OF copper with 
Gore-lex ins. 

0.65mm single strand, webbed PVC R 
dielectric 

56 OFC strands, webbed PVC 
dielectric 

Multi PC-OCC stranding, PVC 
dielectric 

Single 1.5mm Super PC-OCC 

Open-weave, multistrand, PVC ins. 

4 x 7 copper strands per 
conductor, PVC diet 

OF copper, PTFE dielectric R 

64 

64 

64 

64 

64 

83 Supp. 

64 

64 

83 Supp 

64 

64 

83 Supp 

83 Supp. 

83 Supp 

64 

64 
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LOUDSPEAKER CABLES 

• MODEL •LAB • COMMENTS • FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

•PRICE • SOUND 

Linn K20 Good Subjectively, it erred on the forward and bright side of neutral but enjoyed an essentially 56 OFC strands. webbed PVC 64 

£2.95 per metre Average ctar and punchy delivery dielectric 

Marantz ML-SSS Average Subjectively, this cable offered a loose and splashy treble which, though not overtly bright, 30 OFC strands, 3 conductors PVC 64 
£30 - tOm Average did compromise both tonal and timbral accuracy diet. 

M iS\> 'on Cyrus Average+ Because of its impedance characteristic this cable will deliver a smooth and unfatiguing O.Smm single strand, PVC BB 64 
£2.50 per metre Good treble balance with loudspeakers offering an easy load dielectric 

Monitor PC Silverline PC4 Good Sonically, it laboured under a heavy and claustrophobic balance, lacking the see through 2072 x 0.07mm silver plated 64 
£5.75 per metre Average transparency and lucidity of the better solid core cables copper strands 

Monster Original Good Original sounded relatively congested and murky at higher frequencies but possessed weight Multistrand 64 
£3.49 per metre Average+ and conviction in the bass 

Monster SCI 16-4 Average Not as thick-sounding as early Monster cables but still slightly unbalanced. Versatile 4 x 16-gauge conductors, OFC 83 Supp. 
£3 per metre Average construction strands 

NVA LS1 Average+ A light and breezy sounding cable best suited to short lengths, NVA benefited from a clear 7 x 0.25mm silver alloy strands, 64 
£6 per metre Good and transparent outlook PTFE 

Origin Live Soli-Core Ordinary Good Subjectively it bettered the performance of the costlier Super version, affording a 1.8mm and 0.5mm single strands 64 
£1.80 per metre Average+ pleasantly detailed and spacious soundstage with firm bass but slightly coarse treble 

QED 79-Strand Good For much of the last decade QED 79-Strand has been the first port of call for enthusiasts on 79 strand, PVC dielectric 64 
£1 per metre Average the upgrading ladder, a tradition that should still hold true today 

QED Flat 200 Good I detected a degree of confusion at low frequencies but this did not stifle the acoustic 200 strands, flat webbed PVC 64 
£2.20 per metre Good atmosphere which remained open and positive dielectric 

QED lncon Graphite Average+ This graphite version of lncon sounded cruder and generally more heavy handed than the OFHC, polymeric screen 64 
£2 per metre Average+ cheaper unshielded type. Overall presentation was mildly restricted and cloaked in a faint 

aural fog 

Rote I Supra 1 0 Good+ Supra 10 provided a very free and open sound that was unhindered by any excess at low 2,562 OFC strands, webbed PVC 64 
£8.95 per metre Good frequencies. Worth its weight in scrap copper! dielectric 

Rotel Supra 4 Good+ Ideal for both long and short runs, it furnishes a big sound that benefits further from a 1,036 OFC strands, webbed PVC 64 
£3 per metre Good smooth, unfatiguing treble dielectric 

Solid core lighting cable Average+ it enjoys much of the smooth treble and articulate mid range usually associated with the 1.5mm square, 3 cores, PVC BB 64 
36p per metre Good better solid core derivatives. Lean but taut and rhythmically coherent dielectric 

Sterling Average This pre-production sample possessed a strangely muddled and reserved sound quality. it Pure Silver. PTFE dielectric 64 
£99 per metre Average suffered from a progressive instrument modulation 

Townshend lsolda Average+ lsolda possessed a truly dark background out of which rose a very solid and extended bass 8 coax cables per conductor- R 64 
£400 - 5m pair Good together with an excellent sense of transparency through the upper octaves very thick 

van den Hul CS-122 Average+ Characterised by a driving and powerful bass, CS-122 is a heavy sounding cable. Mid treble 1 9 x 0.45mm silver plated R 64 
£5.95 per metre Good - detail was refreshingly clear but there was a slightly muted air about the extreme treble strands, webbed rubberised 

treble dielectric 

van den Hul CS-352 Good Subjectively it sounded like CS-122 only more so, the deep rumbling bass tending to overwhelm 7 x 0.76mm + 168 x 0.125mm silver 64 
£12.95 per metre Average+ subtle musical details. lt also appeared a trifle peaky in the treble plated strands, rubberised diet. 

van den Hul SCS-12 Good+ SCS-12 set a high standard with a tight and well focused soundstage populated with tactile 19 silver plated strands of 12 R 64 
£29.95 per linear metre Good+ stereo images. Bass wasn't as extended or resolved as some other cables different guages, PTFE dielectric 

van den Hul SCS-2 Good+ Overall it was commendably neutral and transparent but nothing less would be acceptable 665 silver plated matched crystal R 64 
£99.95 per linear metre Good+ bearing in mind the tremendous cost of a stereo pair copper strands, PTFE dielectric 

Vecteur R-CV30 Average Subjectively the better of Vecteur's cable line-up offering a neutral overall perspective but 4 x 0.8mm LC-OFC PTFE insulated BB 64 
£5.40 per metre Good slight toss of detail resolution at both frequency extremes strands 

STANDS AND SUPPORTS 

it's becoming more and more apparent that all the 
components in a hi-fi system benefit from being 
placed on the right kind of support. it is already 
acknowledged that performance of electro
mechanical transducers, such as turntables and 
loudspeakers, can be greatly improved by using 
highly rigid supports. This notion has been 
expanded to include electronics such as 
amplifiers and compact disc players, and 
inevitably a broad range of stands and supports 
have been produced to cater for this requirement 

With loudspeaker stands there seems to be 
two broad schools of design The most common 

is the open frame type which uses square section 
steel tubing (usually less than an inch square) 
made up to form a tripod or quadropod stand 
usually fitted with spikes lop and bottom to 
ensure good coupling to both floor and cabinet 
However, for reasons of domestic harmony this 
latter option is often not pursued as eagerly as 
perhaps it should be. 

The alternative approach is to use mass. 
Larger section (approximately 3 inch x 2 inch) 
tubing is welded between square lop and bottom 
plates and filled with sand and/or lead shot 
Again, this type uses spikes at the base but Blu-

tack or the like for coupling with the cabinet 
Equipment supports generally place 

isolation quite high on the list of priorities 
and usually use a lightweight steel frame to 
support an MOF platlorm. Once again spikes 
are used to minimise contact with the 
platlorm and ensure good coupling to the 
floor. Minimising weight without 
compromising rigidity seems to be the aim 
with turntable supports but those designed for 
electronics often employ some form of 
damping to kill vibration, sometimes in the 
form of mass. 

LOUDSPEAKER STANDS 

• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS • TOP PLATE SIZE, HEIGHT • VALUE. ISSUE 
• PRICE • SOUND 

Appolo A10 4 leg A robust and lightweight model, it would make an ideal upgrade for those still happy with the 19 x 19cm 44cm R 58 
£52.50 Average big boxes of old. 

Appolo A820 4 leg A light open-framed budget design slightly lacking in rigidity and subjectively superceded by 19 x 19cm 53cm 58 
£44 Average other stands costing £10 more. 

Audio Dimensions Classic 2 41eg Built in the heavyweight tradition and damped with chalk. Solid, stable, tactile sound 20.3 x 20.3 x52cm R 83 Supp. 
£110 Average 

Foundation Fred 21eg With sand filling the Freds made speakers sound tight and coherent with a more even balance. 19 x 1 9cm 36/43/59cm 58 
£70 Average 

Foundation Maggi Plinth Made for Magneplanar and other similar panel speakers they seem to have a healthy effect on 50 x 2cm 2cm 58 
£159 to order Very Good the sound quality thereof. 

Foundation Pi 2 leg Overpriced in material terms the Pi nevertheless has a very positive elfecl on the low 20 x 20cm 25/38/46/5 R 58 
£269 to order Very Good frequency performance of conventional speakers. 
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LOUDSPEAKER STANDS 

• MODEL • LAB • COMMENTS • TOP PLATE SIZE, HEIGHT • VALUE • ISSUE 
• PRICE •SOUND 

Foundation Sir Fred 2 leg Upgraded 'Fred' with special in-fills. Sweet sound bul one lhal also lacks bile and edge 19 x 19 x46.5cm 83 Supp 
£80 Good 

Goldring Black Satin 1 leg Screw together stand tastefully hewn from medile. Some loss of bass bul still pleasanlly 18 x 20 46cm R 83 Supp. 
£65 Very Good rhythmic 

Heybrook HBS1 41eg With its new aluminium base frame the HBS1 fared very well in the listening tests. 11 allowed 23 x 21cm R 58 
£109 Very Good much of the speakers own 'sound' lo remain inlacl. 47cm 

Heybrook PSS 3 leg An unusual triangulated open frame stand that can help certain speakers sound more 23 x 21.5cm BB 58 
£69 Very Good transparent and fluent - a good value stand 47cm 

Linn Kan 11 4 leg Buill lo support Linn's Kan speaker lhis stand is well suited lo the task, bul is less 19 x 16cm 58 
£101 Very Good successful with other loudspeakers. 59cm 

Lino Sara 41eg The Sara exhibits some odd properties so ils use other than with the Sara loudspeaker should 25 x 21cm 58 
£112 Very Good be viewed with caution. 53 cm 

Monotrak Engineering M1 1 leg The M1 gave the mid and treble a commendably smooth and detailed presentation bul bass 19 x 18.5cm 48cm 58 
£58 Good sounded rather lacklustre and muddy. 

Monotrak Engineering M4 4 leg Begging comparison with Heybrook's HBS1 1he M4 maintained much of lhe openness and 23 x 21.5cm 53cm R 58 
£58 Very Good forthright detail of lhal model. 

Monotrak Engineering M4S 4 leg lis stature and stability would seem lo mark il oul as most suitable for smaller, lighter 20 x 17.5cm 53cm 58 
£58 Very Good cabinets. The M4S possessed an open midband and clear treble. 

Origin Live Advanced 3 leg One of three related tripod-like stands. Stable sound with good sense of depth and power 22 x 20.6 44cm 58 
£145 Good 

Origin Live Three Leg 3 leg An unusual tripod stand devoid of lop plate and laking up more floor space than normal, (support area) 22 x 17.5cm 52cm R 58 
£89 Good subjective and technical performance was exemplary 

Partington PP4 1 leg The PP4 offers a rather mixed performance, though when damped with sand infil it was less 18 x 16.5cm 48cm 83 Supp 
£60 Good ready to embellish lhe overall sound and low frequencies became !auter and quicker. 

QED TS22 Tristand 3 leg Most tracks sounded uplifted or buoyant, never thick nor coloured. 11 worked well with most 19 x 17cm 45/50/58cm BB 58 
£60 Very Good of the speakers tried and encouraged a fluid and revealing midband. 

Standesign Z20 1 leg Well built and finished with optional sand in-fill. Ideally suited to Wharfedale 505.2's 16.5 X 19 R 83 Supp. 
£75 Excellent 50cm 

Target HJ15/3 3 leg Sound quality was basically very good though without lhe sand infil some loudspeakers may 28 x 28cm 58 
£107 Very Good sound a little unbalanced as both bass and treble regions are subjectively exaggerated. 40cm 

Target HS20 1 leg This monopod stand can be used either filled or unfilled and incourages different 19 x 16.5cm 58 
£64 Excellent characteristics in the speakers sound accordingly 53 cm 

Target T-40 2 leg Not very stable, tends to infer a slighlly forward, ragged sound with diluted pitch 19 X 19 83 Supp 
£51 Very Good 40cm 

EQUIPMENT SUPPORTS 

• MODEL •LAB • COMMENTS • SIZE (H X w X D) • VALUE • ISSUE 
• PRICE •SOUND 

Alphason R444 Rack A heavyweight structure with stressed MDF shelves, ideally suited lo the Sonata turntable 82 x 60 x 39.5cm R 83 
£120 Good 

Audioquest Sorbothane Feet Feel These large gumdrops are very useful for damping vibrations in amplifiers and especially CD 6.5 x 2.5cm (circular) R 57 
£40 for four Good players. 

Cornflake TCS6 Shelf A squat and rigid frame supports a Medite lop board with four adjustable spikes, better 43 x 23 x 33cm 83 Supp. 
£60 Good suited to suspended sub-chassis turntables. 

Foundation Stable Table Table Similar lo Stand Design's table though less well finished and certainly less stable 64 x 46.5 x 36cm 58 
£100 (with Supe Good 

Origin Live Skyline Super Table An asymmetric table that helps provide a quick, lucid and solid sound with most decks 41 x 50 x 40cm 83 
£100 Good 

Roksan Equipment Table Rack An upgradable/expandable system suited lo Roksan's Xerxes if not other competing turntables 65 x 52 x 38cm 58 
£169 Good 

Sound Organisation Table Table A deceptively simple structure lhal just happens lo be engineered in a thoughtful, and 37 x 45 x 35cm BB 57 
£55 Very Good ultimately successful manner. 

Sound Organisation Wall Stand Shelf The first of its ilk and still amongsl lhe best, this simple framework represents a vast 27.5 x 43 x 35cm BB 57 
£40 Very Good improvement over standard furniture shelves. 

Sound Organisation Z022 Table A small bul cosily lab le made from thin sleel lubing. Suited to the LP12 but not other decks 49 x 45.5 x 36cm 58 
£97 Excellent 

Stand Design Duplex Table Well made and nicely finished, this table is broadly compatible wilh most heavy turntables 63.5 x 46.5 x 36cm 83 
£75 Very Good 

Target TT2 Table Standing up lo lhe best in most areas, the TT2's only real foible concerns a slight loss of 52 x 46.5 x 35.5cm BB 57 
£64 Very Good bass 'slam'. Design was updated in 1990 
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The Uirectory 
TELEVISIONS 

• MODEL 
•PRICE 

Ferguson 51L5 
£499 

Grundig ST·63·460TT 
£649 

ITT Nokia 
£629 

JVC AVS250 
£500 

Panasonic Prism TK ·24 Wl 
£699 

Phi lips 9752 
£500 

Pioneer SD·21AV1 
£599 

Sony KVX 2132U 
£530 

Toshlba 217D9B 
£480 

•LAB 
• SOUND 

Average 
Good 

Average -
Average+ 

Average+ 
Average -

Average+ 

The slandalone television set is rapidly evolving 
into a key component in integrated home 
entertainment systems. 

NICAM digital stereo sound is now being 
broadcast for manyl hours every week, although 
you will have to check to see what is available in 
your area. The IBA are quite open about il, bul lhe 
BBC tend to be more secralive. 

Most up-market stereo CTVs are now 
equipped with NI CAM decoding and rather more 
attention is being paid to the built-in amplifier 

and speakers. 
NICAM is also available on Hi-li stereo 

videorecorders (see above), and this is usually 
the more practical route for hi-li system 
integration, as well as allowing favourite musical 
events to be saved on tape. To both watch and 
record with stereo sound will require NICAM on 
each of course, bul lhe decision to update one or 
the other first will probably have as much to do 
with the age of the respective components than 
the convenience of the interconnections. 

The ten CTVs tested so far are all luxury 
stereo models with 'flatter squarer' 59cms 
tubes of various kinds. Best suited to a 
viewing distance of about 711, these are one 
size up from the most popular 51cms size 
sets and take about 23 per cent of the top 30 
per cent of the market. 

All have remote control as well as 
Faslexl (enhanced teletext), and many have 
on-screen graphics and flexible in/out 
sockelry. 

• COMMENTS • SCREEN SIZE, FEATURES • VALUE •ISSUE 

This nicely (monitor) styled set delivers a line all round performance at a very competitive 51 cm MP FST, NICAM, Faslexl, R 86 Supp. 
price. Ergonomics are better than mosl lhanks to good on-screen graphics OSG 

Bulky set's shape resembles a square-rigged sail; screen tilts back slightly, so might suit 59cm FST, NI CAM, Fastexl 76 
floor mounting, though beware room reflections. Picture quality is good, if a touch bland, 
but ergonomics are fairly impenetrable - no on-screen graphics either. 
Hallway respectable sound quality is over-enriched by cabinet drone. 

Bulky square-rigged shape helps deliver a respectable standalone sound quality at a modest 59cm FST, NI CAM, Fastexl 76 
enough price. A versatile sel with good handset but no on-screen graphics, the picture 
quality of our sample lacked fine detail resolution, lending a 'soli focus' effect 

This compact and delightfully versatile non-NICAM set has respectable on-board stereo sound 59cm FST, Faslext, o/s graphics 76 
Average - and lovely screen graphics, along with an infernal handset. Our sample suffered a tuner 
problem which marred a picture quality which was pretty good when monitoring baseband signals off tape. 

Average+ Handsome but bulky set delivers serious standalone sound quality. Lovely erognomics but 59cm FST, NI CAM, Faslexl, o/s 76 
Average - off-air picture quality marred by tuner section noise on our sample (works line as a graphics 
monitor.) Good NI CAM (SCART) output. 

Average Detachable speakers ought to be an asset, but those supplied are too cheap'n'cheerlul. 51 cm FST, NICAM, Fastexl, OSG, 86 Supp 
Average+ Picture quality is nicely balanced, if a shade 'soft', the handset is nice, bul lhe on-screen S-VHS socket 

graphics are a bad joke 

Average+ The sel lhal can do anything if you've the patience to find out how to drive it line 51 cm FST, NICAM, Fastexl, R 86 Supp. 
Good+ picture, decent sound and good flexibiity in a neat compact monitor package, plus a handset OSG/LED 

that deserves its own instruction manual 

Average- This is an attractive, ergonomic and competitive package, trading picture resolution in 51 cm Trinitron FST, NICAM, R 86 Supp 
Average+ favour of stability. The on-set sound is naif, so Trinilron fanciers should use it as a Faslext, OSG 
monitor alongside a hi-li system 

Average A superficially impressive looking package for the price, picture quality was disappointing 51 cm FST, NICAM, text, OSG 86 Supp. 
Average- on our sample 

VIDEO RECORDERS _ · · .· 
- , . . . , . .. ' 

• MODEL 
• PRICE 

Akai VS· 75EK 
£550 

Akai VS·967EK 
£500 

Grundig VS680 
£1250 

Nordmende V4405K 
£549 

Panasonic NV·F65 
£500 

Panasonic NV·FS1 
£1000 

Philips VR-6585 
£500 

Sanyo VHR·D4890E 
£1000 

Sharp VC·Sl OOOH 
£1000 

•LAB 
• SOUND 

Average 
Good 

Average 
Good 

For some lime there's been a move to improve 
both the video and the audio quality of video 
recorders and TV sets alike as a necessary 
prelude to a proper integration belween the lwo. 
Hi-li video is obviously an important element in 
the story, and so is Dol by Stereo, the ambient 
'surround sound' system. 

• COMMENTS 

The weak link of course is on the broadcast side. 
Although TV sound is well up to normal hi-li 
standards, it has always been in mono and 
unjustly or otherwise has rarely attracted much 
audiophile interest. But TV sound is- or shortly 
will be- freed of the shackles of mono by the 
introduction of NI CAM stereo. NICAM- an 

acronym for Near Instantaneous Companding 
and Modulating- is the missing link that will 
help facilitate the much feted integration of 
video with audio. And then we have S-VHS, a 
system which does for picture quality what 
the other developments promise to do for the 
sound 

• FEATURES • VALUE • ISSUE 

Excellent performance and a slick set of controls make this recorder a pleasure to use. Good Hi-li, NICAM, programmable BB 71 
price is a bonus remote 

Many well implemented facilities, but unsuitable for dedicated audio use due to lack of LP Hi-li, NI CAM, on-screen R 86 Supp. 
mode, manual record levels or audio input programming 

Very Good State of the art technology gives lop notch sound with tremendous flexibility but somewhat Hi-li, NI CAM, LP/SP, lelelexl 86 Supp 
Average disappointing picture quality. it's also very hard to drive programming, on-screen tilling & 

graphics 

Good Fine basic sound and picture quality, but the RF converter introduced significant losses. An Hi-li, transmitter handset, BB 71 
Good excellent model, but configured for German home market. The recorder lacks NI CAM digital FX 

Good Uninspired but competent and well made deck. Plenty of features, decent sound and reasonable Hi-li, NI CAM, LP audio only, bar 86 Supp 
Average video ensure recommendation code programming 

Poor The control system is poorly organised, with cramped legends and some strange machine logic. S-VHS, Hi-li, NI CAM, bar code 71 
Good Bar code programming is hardly a great achievement either. Picture and sound quality are programming 
good, but not state of the art 

Average Fine middle-ranking deck with full LP operation and easy controls and displays Hi-li, NI CAM, transmitter LCD 86 Supp. 
Average remote, LP/SP 

Poor High grade S-VHS recorder with digital effects which gives first rate screen-based results Hi-li, NI CAM, S-VHS, PIP etc 86 Supp. 
Excellent but relatively poor sound recording 

Good Clean, accurate and stable off air and from tape, and LP modes are satisfactory- but Hi-li, NI CAM, LP, S-VHS, tilling 86 Supp 
Poor on-screen S-VHS results are well below par 
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L ast month's parting shot 
queried whether the 

Nairn CD player brings the 
CD medium within spitting 
distance of vinyl. It certainly 
makes a much more convinc
ing fist than other players I've 
tried, but a little more 
familiarity with Compact 
Discs today still leaves me 
fundamentally contemptuous 
of the medium. 

It's not that the discs aren't 
enjoyable enough in their 
way, and much the same can 
be said for Nicam stereo TV 
sound. Rather it's that every 
direct comparison I've made 
between vinyl and CD leaves 
the silver disc in second 
place, sounding compara
tively bland and lacking in 
delicacy, transparency and 
texture, especially at the 
treble end of things. 

Unpasteurised 
pleasure 
Certainly CD replay quality is 
improving steadily, but the 
irony is that vinyl is doing so 
too - and at a significantly 
faster rate, partly thanks to 
the source itself but also due 
to improvements in resolu
tion throughout the chain. 

Even the go anywhere 
convenience of CD has its 
darker side. I've had hours of 
pleasure from the Nakamichi 
in-car CD player, but the car 
itself, aided and abetted by 
the children therein, is not the 
best environment for the long 
term good care of the silver 
disc. Small surface scratches 
and fingermarks are all too 
easily accidentally acquired 
in handling, and these are 
presumably the cause of 
some gradual tracking 
deterioration noted on some 
of my discs. 

I suppose we're all going 
to have to come to terms with 
CD in the end, as shops 
stocking vinyl get increas
ingly thin on the ground, and 
as fewer and fewer significant 
recordings are pressed. But 
I'm already finding myself 
passing by the mainstream 
browsers and digging around 
amongst the indies and the 
12inch singles, for music that 
hasn't been pasteurised into 
irrelevance. 
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The way things are going I 
find myself increasingly 
sympathetic towards the 
anachrophile perspective. 
And it's not just CD that's 
providing the stimulus. The 
latest speaker review project 
which fills up the bulk of this 
issue has also served to 
puncture any complacency 
about the way loudspeakers 
have evolved over the past 
few decades. 

Completely unexpectedly, 
I fell in love with a pair that 
costs a modest enough £600 
and doesn't even have real 
bass extension. That doesn't 
mean I've already fallen out 
of love with the giant £6,000 
Nairn DBLs, but the Castle 

distinguishes a horn-related 
from a box-loading technique 
(a gross simplification I 
know, but with more than a 
germ of truth). 

This isn't just a simple 
either/or dichotomy, of 
course. Enclosure design, 
and horns in particular, 
makes brain surgery look 
straightforward, with all sorts 
of conflicting advantages and 
disadvantages in every 
direction. Nevertheless, 
significant strengths of the 
horn type approach include 
the way that pressure keeps 
tight control of and damps 
the diaphragm, and the 
efficiency with which energy 
is transmitted to the air. 

Personal 
Messages 

Still in loudspeaker-mood after all those 

reviews, Paul Messenger waxes lyrical 

about the genuine full range horn

loading types of the good old days. 

Chester nevertheless does 
certain things so very well 
that I'm looking forward 
eagerly to the arrival of a 
production pair. 

It's not an easy, comfort
able sound on initial ac
quaintance, but has a 
delightfully natural and 
lifelike presence quality that 
is impressively communica
tive and disturbingly seduc
tive - and comfortably 
beyond that normally 
attained by conventional box
loaded loudspeakers. 

The baby Royds capture 
some of this magic quality 
too, so the big magnet, cast 
frame, light paper cone main 
driver approach which both 
follow might be a contribut
ing factor. But I suspect a 
major reason for the Castle's 
success lies in deliberately 
forsaking air-mass for air
pressure loading, which in 
very broad terms is what 

By complete coincidence, 
last week provided my first 
opportunity in years to hear a 
genuine full range (three
way) horn system. Tannoy 
organised day trips to 
Glasgow in order to intro
duce its new Sixes range of 
(seven) loudspeakers. We 
spent the morning enjoying 
several of these interesting 
and attractive hexagonal box 
loudspeakers, and although 
it's difficult to make low 
frequency judgements in 
unfamiliar systems and 
surroundings, the voicing 
seems very good and the 
horn tweeter in the dual 
concentric models is now far 
sweeter than its predecessor 
in the successful DC models. 

However, the real treat 
was the dessert, when a pair 
of the magnificent Westmin
ster Royals were wheeled in. 
Significantly larger even than 
the original Westminster, and 

now built throughout in birch 
ply, most of these ten grand a 
pair monsters are destined for 
Japan or South Korea, but I'm 
hoping to persuade a pair to 
drop in for a visit soon. The 
colorations of all those panels 
are still apparent, but the 
essential effortlessness and 
dynamic realism of the horn 
approach was again rammed 
home. 

Crying shame 
The bottom line is that horns 
do it quite differently from 
either box (monopole) or 
panel (dipole) loudspeakers. 
One might criticise the 
colorations that horn loading 
invariably seems to intro
duce, but one can't deny the 
vitality and excitement of an 
experience that can leave the 
alternatives far behind. 

The crying shame is that 
the genre has been all but 
ignored in the UK for the past 
quarter century, mostly 
because horns are very 
inefficient users of enclosure 
volume. 

The Chester (which isn't 
even a pukka horn) is maybe 
four times the size of a box 
loudspeaker of similar low 
frequency extension, while 
the Tannoy WR dwarfs the 
Nairn DBL, yet doesn't match 
it for bass reach. (I suspect 
there's an interesting relation
ship between bass quality, 
extension and cabinet 
volume, but don't have the 
space to explore it right now.) 

Tannoy, Vitavox and 
Lowther are still manufactur
ing horns, but effectively only 
for export markets, and I 
shall have to reinvestigate the 
Impulse models that Jimmy 
Hughes likes so much, 
having rather lost touch since 
Brian Taylor's original 
prototypes nearly a decade 
ago. Then there's the archi
tectural specialists Axhorn, 
but they're based in Wales, 
which is an awfully long way 
from here. 

But whilst pondering these 
and other possibilities (like 
pulling up the floor and 
building something ludi
crously large into the void), I 
shall be eagerly awaiting the 
return of the Chesters. Be
cause I miss them, dammit. 



UNTIL NOW, 
REAL HI-FI PERFORMANCE 

HAD TO BE 
INCONVENIENT 

Until now, the convenience 
of full remote control has 
either been too expensive 
or the degradation to the 
music unacceptable to 
those seeking very high 
standards of musical 
enjoyment. 

Using the latest 
technology, Rotel's UK 
design team have been 
able to overcome these 
problems and produce an 
affordable 

'
solution which 

does not detract from the 
principles of Rotel's award 
winning "Balanced Design 
Concept" for real Hi-Fi 
separates. 

Rotel are proud to 
introduce a new 
system/separates concept at 
the heart of which is a new 
breed of component - the 
RTC850L T uner/Pre 
amplifier. This fine product 
combines Rote I' s ·award 
winning (long, Medium and 
Stereo FM) RT850 tuner 
with a new preamplifier 
with facilities which allow 
many of Rotel's 
performance separates, 
such as those shown in this 
stack, to be fully remote 
controlled irom the one 
handset. 

Now you are able to 
build a Hi-Fi system using 
real Hi-Fi separates 
offering superior levels 
of sound quality and 
musical enjoyment with all 
the convenience that 
today's technology can 
provide. 

U K 0 E 5 

RTC850L Tuner Pre-Amp. 
RCD855 C.D. Player 
RD865 Cass deck 
RB850 SOW Power Amp. 

A wide choice of matching 
Power Amplifiers, Cassette 
decks and C.D. players, 
(including the very 
latest PDM bit stream 
technology), 
provide unrivalled 
opportunities 
to tailor your music 
system to meet your 
own needs in terms of 
room size and budget 

G N A N 0 

with the 
knowledge 

that they have 
been designed 

and optimised to 
work together. 

Matching loudspeakers 
and turntable together with 
electronics stand, 

speaker cables and 
connectors are also 

available to allow 
you to further expand 

your system facilities 
and extract the very best 
sound from your system. 

Prices start at around 
£900 for a four piece 
electronics stack and Rotel's 
nationwide dealer network is 
at your service to guide you 
through your product 
selection and installation. 

Phone or fax Rotel UK to 
obtain a colour brochure of 
this exciting new 
system/separates concept 
together with our nationwide 
dealer list. 

O E V E L O P M  E N T  

ROTEL UK, Gamepath Ltd, 
R ..... T�I 2SHeathf1Pid,Sta(eyBushPs, �· 

Milton Keynes, MK12 bHR k h k T<>l wqos1 !17707Fax.(090BI !22704 As someonew o nows ... 



IISANSUI 

D-X211 HX-R 
r.r.p. £169.95 

"The SANSUI works well 

and deserves every success. 

A clear Best Buy." HI·FI CHOICEApril1991 

For your nearest dealer phone 061 866 81 01 
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